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Preface

This book is intended to provide a self-contained general understanding of
the factors that determine quality of service (QoS) in a third-generation (3G)
mobile network that interacts with other fixed networks. Since QoS is an
end-end quantity, and the mobile networks interact both with each other
and with fixed networks, the discussion includes topics applicable to all types
of networks.

The style of presentation here is aimed at network engineers for both
mobile and fixed networks with an interest in QoS. Both categories of engi-
neer are likely to require an overall understanding of these issues, since
mobile engineers will have to investigate users� problems on accessing remote
hosts and services, while engineers who support corporate networks will be
expected to solve problems when staff members use their 3G phones to
access those networks. The depth of treatment is intended to provide a gen-
eral understanding of the complete range of topics, which should enable the
reader to see what is important in any given situation, and to be able to use
detailed specialized references on individual topics. The book is also suitable
for students who need a general survey of these topics.

Many network engineers possess a very detailed knowledge of specific
ranges of equipment but lack a comprehensive understanding of the princi-
ples involved. It is this gap that is addressed by this volume in relation to
QoS. There are several thousand different recommendations and standards
applicable to these integrated networks, together containing more than a mil-
lion pages of material�engineers are lucky if they are given the time to read
a thousand pages. With this in mind, this book provides sufficient references
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to enable engineers to home in rapidly, when necessary, on those documents
that contain the details of quality-of-service issues.

Mathematics is avoided with the exception of Chapter 2 on coding,
where a minimum is used to describe an essentially mathematical subject that
is fundamental to the operation of 3G mobile networks. Elsewhere the
emphasis is on data structures and protocols, as these are the features that a
field engineer normally has to examine. Chapter 2 is important for junior
design engineers but can be omitted or just skimmed for buzzwords by field
engineers.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 provide an overview of the radio technologies that
are applicable to 3G networks. The emphasis is placed on data structures,
timing, and signaling, as these are the factors most pertinent to QoS.

Chapter 6 provides an overview of radio network design, capacity, and
planning. This chapter is primarily for the benefit of engineers from fixed
network backgrounds who are likely to be unfamiliar with the propagation
and design issues applicable to the radio access network.

Chapter 7 describes the network protocols that are used in both the
radio network and the fixed networks with which it interacts. Emphasis is
placed on those aspects of the protocols that are most vital to QoS, covering
both signaling and traffic transfer. This chapter should also be useful to engi-
neers responsible for quality issues on purely fixed networks. Material in this
chapter is important background for the subsequent chapters.

Chapter 8 describes the interfaces between the radio access network
and its associated core network, in addition to gateways to external networks
and network management. This covers early ideas on the Internet multime-
dia core in addition to the circuit switch and packet switch network cores.

Chapter 9 deals with applications at a fairly general level, based on the
UMTS classification of application types. It indicates the expectations of
quality targeted by 3G mobile networks and how the required quality is sig-
naled. Finally, Chapter 10 provides a more detailed look at the main applica-
tions for which QoS is most critical. These are voice and video features, and
the chapter describes the compression algorithms used and the issues
involved in their network transport.

While the book is aimed at engineers working with 3G networks in
some form, Chapters 7, 9, and 10 provide a stand-alone guide to QoS that is
also applicable to fixed networks in isolation.

The author thanks the Third Generation Partnership Project and the
Third Generation Partnership Project Two for permission to use some mate-
rial from their interim specifications in this book.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Evolution of Mobile Networks

The first mobile networks were analog systems, mostly introduced in the
1980s. The specifications varied according to their geographic location: typi-
cal examples being Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) in the United
States, Total Access Communications System (TACS) in Europe, and Nor-
dic Mobile Telephone (NMT) in Scandinavia (NMT was the very first in
1979). Collectively, these are now usually referred to as first-generation (1G)
systems and were mainly used for voice, although data communications was
also supported. The maximum bit rate for data was usually a nominal 2,400
bps. Due to high error rates, however, forward error correction (FEC) usually
had to be employed, resulting in an effective rate for user data and its pro-
tocol overheads often as low as 1,200 bps. At these low rates very few data
applications were practical, and the services were used for little more than
paging, and for service engineers to download small data files. Voice quality
was also poor because of areas of poor reception, network congestion, and
the high degree of voice compression employed. This poor quality had an
important side effect: it started a process of conditioning users to accept
much lower voice standards than had been the norm on both PSTN and pri-
vate corporate networks, so paving the way for the burgeoning Voice over IP
(VoIP) services that are now appearing.

From the outset, the European Telecommunications Standards Insti-
tute (ETSI) envisaged the development of mobile telephony as a three-stage
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process, and the next major step in evolution was the appearance of digital
mobile networks�the so-called second generation (2G). Once again the
standards varied throughout the world, with global service mobile (GSM)
being the norm in Europe and parts of Asia, while in the Americas and parts
of Asia three further standards became widespread: North American/United
States digital communication (NADC/USDC), Digital Advanced Mobile
Phone System (DAMPS), and code division multiple access (CDMA). GSM
and NADC are based on time division multiple access (TDMA) and offer
better speech quality, more security, and global roaming than the earlier ana-
log systems. Data in 2G systems is supported at up to 9.6 Kbps generally,
and nominally at up to 19.2 Kbps (less in practice) by the Cellular Packet
Data Protocol (CPDP), which taps unused speech cell capacity in DAMPS.
In addition to the differences in technology between the services, there is a
further administrative difference between the European and American sys-
tems. The two approaches use different ways of describing the subscriber�s
identity and use different protocols for transmitting such information:
GSM-Mobility Application Part (GSM-MAP) in Europe, and American
National Standards Institute standard 41 (ANSI-41) in America. As a result,
gateways are required to handle administrative matters between the two
types. Detailed descriptions of most of these 1G and 2G systems may be
found in general textbooks [1].

GSM is by far the most widespread of the 2G technologies. Out of
roughly 600 million handsets in 2001, about 70% were GSM, with approxi-
mately 10% each for American TDMA and CDMA systems. The most
sophisticated of the 2G systems, however, is CDMA, wherein a single voice
or data message is spread over multiple frequencies by means of a spreading
code that is unique within a cell. Spread spectrum systems were originally
developed for military use to provide immunity from jamming, and their
introduction to mobile networks as a means of controlling interference was
pioneered by Qualcomm. This system has several times the capacity of the
others, partly owing to its use of silence suppression for voice and the ability
to use the same frequency in adjacent cells and sectors, and it has been pro-
gressively developed under the American IS-95 standards. The earliest ver-
sions, IS-95A and IS-95B, are frequently referred to under the trademark
cdmaOne. Handsets for each of these versions can operate on a network
based on any of the others, but with limits on their performance. In each of
these systems a user can only make a single call at a time, so the range of
applications is still primarily confined to voice, with the most important data
functions being file downloads by peripatetic personnel (e.g., traveling busi-
nessmen) and text messaging by teenagers and young adults.
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The advent of the World Wide Web (WWW, or the Web) on the
Internet has led to the development of services designed to provide easy
access to it over these 2G phones�notable examples are Wireless Applica-
tion Protocol (WAP) for GSM and I-Mode by NTT DoCoMo in Japan.
I-Mode has proven extremely popular in Japan, where the low penetration of
personal computers (PCs) within the population has made it the most wide-
spread form of access to the Internet despite its low data rate of 9.6 Kbps,
with a current fad for downloading cartoons. European WAP has been less
successful and is being replaced by M-services, which has a better user inter-
face. Another factor in the relative lack of success of WAP compared to
I-Mode has been the failure of providers of WAP services to enter into joint
projects with application developers.

In order to provide a more satisfactory Internet service, two main
developments are required: (1) much higher data rates, and (2) uninter-
rupted Web access while making voice calls. The first of these is partially
addressed by the so-called 2.5G technologies: high speed circuit-switch data
(HSCSD), general packetized radio service (GPRS), and enhanced data rates
for GSM evolution (EDGE), as well as cdmaOne. These offer Internet access
at higher rates than the typical dial-up modem of a PSTN user and roughly
comparable to basic-rate Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). GPRS
and EDGE use the same TDMA technology as GSM at the physical level
and are much cheaper for a GSM operator to deploy than going over to
the totally new CDMA technology, wideband CDMA (WCDMA). GPRS
phones can belong to one of three classes, the most basic of which is effec-
tively WAP or M-service functionality at up to 76 Kbps, and the best of
which allows a user to suspend a data transaction temporarily while taking a
voice call. HSCSD is more basic than GPRS and is effectively a combination
of several (often three) GSM interfaces in a single device in order to provide
relatively fast downloads from WAP sites. EDGE uses a different modulation
scheme to GSM that provides three times the bit rate, and is applicable to
both enhanced circuit-switched data (ECSD) and enhanced GPRS (EGPRS).
From a user perspective, the vital distinction between HSCSD and GPRS is
that the former uses the same charging principles as GSM (i.e., charging per
unit duration of the call) while GPRS is permanently on, but charged accord-
ing to the volume of data. The always-on feature of GPRS also means that it
gives slightly quicker log-on to a Web site than does HSCSD.

Ideally, the access rate should be higher still and the second criterion
met, so the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) proposed the
IMT-2000 scheme to achieve this worldwide by using a common frequency
band that would enable a single handset to be used for access everywhere.
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The European version of this proposed service is called Universal Mobile
Telecommunications Service (UMTS). This aims to support multimedia
(such as video-conferencing) and provide access to the Internet for both
mobile and static users alike at practical speeds. Provision of adequate quality
is harder for high speeds of both motion and data, so IMT-2000 recom-
mends three different categories with maximum data rates as shown in
Table 1.1.

The basic technology selected is a CDMA scheme (WCDMA) in the
1.9- to 2.1-GHz frequency band (see Figure 1.1), with licenses being auc-
tioned for this purpose by governments in Europe and Asia. In the United
States, part of this frequency band had already been licensed for personal
communications systems (PCSs), so a different standard is also proposed
allowing use of other mobile radio frequencies. This standard is cdma2000: it
operates over multiple carriers with frequency bands of 450, 800, 900,
1,800, and 1,900 MHz originally licensed for earlier services and is actually a
group of standards characterized by the number of carriers that can be used
simultaneously. For cdma2000 1X, there is just one carrier, while for the
next version, cdma2000 3X, there are three, with other versions to follow.

The ITU has recognized four approaches that meet the minimum
IMT-2000 standards: American cdma2000, formalized by the CDMA
Development Group (CDG) [2]; two by the original Third Generation Part-
nership Project (3GPP) [3], namely WCDMA-FDD and WCDMA-TDD;
and UWC-136HS from the Universal Wireless Communications Consor-
tium (UWCC) [4]. 3GPP is an ETSI partnership initiative, and when its
draft specifications are approved, they are published as standards by ETSI
[5]. The main version of WCDMA is a frequency division duplex (FDD)
option, while the third standard is a time division version of WCDMA
(loosely related to DECT) instead of the main frequency division option. All
but UWC-136HS use direct sequence (DS) spreading technology
(DS-CDMA), but the TDD option uses the same frequency band for both
uplink and downlink (necessitating time division) while the other two use

4 QoS in Integrated 3G Networks

Table 1.1
IMT-2000 Mobility Categories

Category Physical Speed Data Rate

Limited mobility Up to 10 km/h 2 Mbps

Full mobility Up to 120 km/h 384 Kbps

High mobility More than 120 km/h 144 Kbps



different frequencies for the two directions. The separation of channel fre-
quencies is shown in Figure 1.1.

The bandwidth licensed for WCDMA-FDD is available throughout
Europe and most of Asia, and that for WCDMA-TDD is available in most
of Europe, while in America the WCDMA-FDD uplink bandwidth is
already used.

The choice of which 3G technology for an operator to use is based on
both technical and commercial decisions. Commercially there are significant
advantages in going with the dominant standard, which is the GSM/UMTS
path. Many users require roaming over other networks while away from
home, and so need handsets that can operate on the majority standard. A sec-
ond advantage is that application developers will concentrate on products
that can interface to the dominant network type, although this is mitigated if
a common network interface can be produced. Third, there should be econo-
mies of scale in production of handsets and base stations for the main
standard.

On the other hand, upgrading a network from 2G to 3G is much easier
in the case of cdmaOne/cdma2000 than for GSM/UMTS. As cdmaOne is a
narrowband technology requiring 1.25 MHz per channel (whereas
WCDMA uses 5-MHz channels from a new dedicated 200-MHz band), it is
possible to transfer bandwidth gradually from a 2G service, such as
D-AMPS, to the 3G services as demand for the latter increases rather than
requiring the full bandwidth from the outset. This avoids the penalty of the
high license fees paid by operators for the dedicated 3G bandwidth. The sec-
ond point is that most of the basic technology remains the same when going
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Figure 1.1 IMT-2000 frequency bands.
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from cdmaOne to full cdma2000, so that much of the initial network devel-
opment consists of software upgrades to the base stations and control-
lers�although this advantage will be lost when extra base stations have to be
added to provide increased capacity. The biggest distinction between cdma-
One and the first phase of cdma2000 is that the latter uses a more efficient
form of modulation that provides twice as high a bit rate from the 1.25-MHz
bandwidth. The transition from GSM to WCDMA via GPRS entails two
major sets of upgrades. The first (and lesser) is an upgrade to GPRS where
packet-switch (PS) technology is introduced but the physical radio interface
is retained. In the second upgrade to WCDMA, the radio interface is totally
changed. In addition, cdmaOne offers advantages over GPRS in the short
term, notably through the use of Mobility IP as the core protocol, which
allows users to contact any IP device. GPRS is unable to authenticate arbi-
trary IP addresses. WCDMA appears to offer significant technical advantages
over cdma2000 in the long term, however, due to the wider bandwidth, bet-
ter power control, and asynchronous operation.

The UWCC represents operators and vendors of TDMA equipment
and has chosen to aim for interoperability primarily with the majority stan-
dard of GSM/UMTS. They support an interim body, the GSM ANSI-136
Interworking Team (GAIT), to promote interworking of GSM and IS-136
TDMA, and are developing UWC-136HS to give minimal 3G capability
through the use of EDGE. This is likely to give its users the capability of
about 100-Kbps throughput with bursts up to 384 Kbps, which should just
be adequate for basic multimedia services. The UWC-136HS kit should be
able to interwork with GSM/UMTS. The first step in the GAIT program is
the production of sets that can support GSM at the frequencies available to
the TDMA operators (such as 850 MHz). One commercial advantage of this
approach is that these operators do not have to pay the high license fees that
have been the norm for the UMTS frequency band.

Some operators may choose to move from their original standard to an
alternative, and several such migration paths have been proposed. A few
IS-95 CDMA operators in Japan and Korea have opted to move to UMTS.

The ability of 2.5G and 3G systems to provide adequate support for
Internet applications depends on their ability to provide a suitable quality of
service (QoS). The purpose of this book is to identify the requisite standards
and to show the degree to which this is achieved and the means of doing so.
The book concentrates on GSM/UMTS, but also deals at some length with
cdma2000 and GPRS, and with only passing references to UWCC and the
GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN).
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There are two main aspects of mobile services: mobility management
and call control. The role of mobility management in determining call qual-
ity is comparatively limited, being restricted to registration of capabilities and
subscriber rights together with handovers, so Chapters 3, 4, and 5 concen-
trate on call control, which is much more influential in this regard.

1.2 User Perception of Quality

The ultimate judge of network quality is the user, so it is essential to identify
users� needs and then relate them to the technical standards of a network
professional.

The first feature is access to the network. There are two main factors
involved in this: The first is to have a very high chance of success, and the
second is quick access. The first of these should be at least a 90% probability.
The second is less critical and should be of the order of a few seconds. Users
accustomed to dial-up access to the Internet may be accustomed to delays of
half a minute, but a much shorter delay is highly desirable. Early 1G and 2G
networks frequently failed to meet this access target due to inadequate
resources for the numbers of users during periods of rapid growth.

The next essential criterion is that a call should remain up for the
intended full duration. On a fixed network this is fairly easy to achieve, but
in the case of a mobile network it is much harder as the call must be main-
tained during handovers and transit of areas of adverse topography and hence
signal strength. As a fast-moving user may experience multiple handovers
during a single call, the probability of failure on any one must be very low,
perhaps in the region of 1%. In addition to the call staying up, there should
be no significant glitches, loss of data, or disruption to speech during this
process. These are some of the tougher aims to achieve on the network.

For calls involving speech, the next user criterion is that the voice qual-
ity should be good enough to be easily intelligible. In practice, this means
that the compression algorithm should be adequate, that delay should not
vary too much, and that the handover and reception issues above should be
reasonable.

For data services, the most important single factor is usually the speed
of access, followed by errors, loss of data, misdirection, and duplication.
Whether errors are important depends on the type of service required; for
example, loss or corruption of a few bits of data from a video stream will
probably not be noticeable, but in an unsophisticated file transfer protocol
(FTP), such as Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) or FTP, it could be
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very irritating. An even worse scenario for these simple protocols would be
call termination before transmission was complete, as that would require the
whole transaction to be restarted from scratch. A more sophisticated file
transfer application, such as NFS, would have synchronization points to
minimize this issue. This means that for a full understanding of these effects
it is necessary to go into details, both of the specific application requirements
and of the protocol capabilities. Thus, in the study of QoS, the IMT-2000
program defines four overall groups of UMTS applications: conversational,
streaming, interactive, and background. These form the basis of the discus-
sion of applications in this book (an additional chapter is also devoted to the
influence of network protocols).

Many applications consist of several components with different needs.
The simplest example of this is the downloading of a film, where it is neces-
sary to synchronize the sound and video tracks, while the sound and video
may each consist of several channels with distinct QoS requirements. In
order to understand these effects, it is necessary to study the details of the
application, so the final chapter is devoted to a study of some of the more
important applications in greater depth.

1.3 Costs and Benefits of Quality

Quality is not just something that is nice to have; it has clear-cut cost and
benefit implications. The simplest case to consider is the question of speech
quality.

Suppose a CEO is holding a mobile phone conversation that has poor
reception. From time to time a sentence will be unintelligible, forcing the
CEO to request its repetition. Let�s say that each such request and repetition
will probably take about 10 seconds. If the remuneration package of the
CEO is worth $10 million per annum for a 60-hour week, 50 weeks a year,
then the rough cost of one of these incidents will be about $10 (twice that for
two such CEOs talking to each other). The cost of the errors in a conversa-
tion lasting a quarter of an hour could be equivalent to the daily salary of a
junior employee. Of course, not all allegations of poor quality of this type
will be justified, as some CEOs will demand a repetition on the grounds of
bad reception in order to gain more thinking time for a considered
response�as such, network managers need objective tools for measuring
voice quality.

Another example is the case of a sales clerk taking an order over the
phone. If reception is poor, an error may be made that results in an incorrect
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set of goods being delivered. In this case, the costs of the error will be those
for reprocessing the order and for the additional shipping charges incurred in
returning the incorrect goods and delivering the correct set. As only minor
orders are likely to be taken by phone, the cost of such an error will probably
be of the order of $50, although bulky goods or a poor order-processing sys-
tem would boost this. There is also the relatively unquantifiable cost of the
loss of goodwill resulting from poor voice quality.

There is also a cost benefit to the operator of a CDMA network over
that of a 2G TDMA network, and thus potentially to the customer, through
the ability to support variable rates and save bandwidth during silences. The
3G variable rate codecs enable the quality to be improved by increasing the
degree of error protection during periods of poor reception.

The benefit of good quality is most apparent in the case of medical
image transfer. If an off-site top consultant has to be contacted urgently to
interpret a brain scan or X ray after an emergency, then the ability to trans-
mit a high-quality image can be a matter of life or death. To a loved one, no
amount of money could compare to this benefit, but to an accountant work-
ing for an insurance company, the associated cash value could easily be a few
million dollars. Conversely, a poor quality image might contain false infor-
mation and lead to an incorrect diagnosis.

At a more mundane level where an employee is using a mobile handset
to obtain corporate information from a Web site, rapid data transfer will pro-
vide a significant saving in labor costs. Suppose that the application requires
the employee to think about each segment of data received and, furthermore,
that the segment transfer time is not long enough to allow another task to
be performed in the meantime. Reception of a 2-MB file at a throughput
of 1 Mbps will take 16 seconds, whereas at 50 Kbps it will take 320 sec-
onds�the higher speed will save about 5 minutes. This cost saving will
quickly become significant if the employee performs many such subtasks
during the day. This is an important issue in deciding whether GPRS will be
adequate, or whether a full 3G service is needed, subject obviously also to the
relative costs of the two services.

Even when the mobile is being used purely for entertainment, quality
still has identifiable costs. If the handset is used for viewing a video on
demand or any Internet pay-per-view option, then the cost of the service is
wasted if the reception is so poor that the video is not enjoyable. A partici-
pant in an interactive game will be at a serious handicap if quality is poor.

The biggest benefit of adequate quality in the 3G network is simply
that of mobility itself, so that an employee can tackle a wide range of tasks
without having to be in the office. The additional benefits of 3G services over
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those of 2G in this respect are primarily those associated with high data rates
for file transfer, rather than video applications. The most dramatic gains for
mobile video occur for military applications where images can be sent or
received via mobile base stations and satellite networks to gain a competitive
edge over opponents. Once again, this is a life or death issue. Mobile video
also assists in general security operations, enabling field personnel to receive
images from security devices and thereby reach the scene of an incident
faster.

A network operator also suffers if quality is poor, as that will lead to a
loss of customers to rivals, although some of the loss in revenue may be miti-
gated if the sneaky practice of charging multiple retransmissions of errored
packets as separate individual packets is used. Commercial considerations
mean that an operator has to look for the best trade-off between quality and
cost of service provision rather than pure service quality. In the case of
mobile networks, the best quality for an individual user would result from a
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but this causes interference to other users,
thereby reducing capacity and revenue; as a result, strict power control is used
to ensure quality that is adequate for the application, but not unnecessarily
high. The largest quality factor is simply the distinction between 2G and 3G
services, and the high cost of providing the latter means that many operators
will be forced to restrict its geographic coverage to areas of high user density.

In integrated 3G networks the mobile part is not the only section to
influence quality. The next section provides an overview as to which factors
apply in which domain of the network.

1.4 Influence on Quality of Different Parts of the Network

Quality is an end-to-end characteristic of a call to which each network con-
stituent contributes. The parts of the network to consider are the radio link
from the user equipment to the base transceiver station for the cell, the ter-
restrial radio network linking the cells and their controllers [the UMTS
Radio Access Network (UTRAN) in 3GPP terminology], gateways to the core
network, the core itself, and remote peripheral networks (fixed or mobile).

In addition, quality is also influenced by the ability of the overall net-
work to signal individual call requirements in the control plane and to sup-
port these needs throughout the call in the user plane.

Signaling ability is needed at each stage in network transit. If the user
equipment (UE) is unable to signal the quality needed for individual mes-
sages, then the best that can be done is for the mobile service provider to offer
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a subscription-based standard quality. The UTRAN then has the capacity to
pass on the standard or signaled UE needs via the signaling ability of IP or
ATM, as used, to the core network with conversion at the gateways. Finally,
quality control to the called party will only be maintained over the last
section if it too can signal quality needs. Failure of any part of the network
to support appropriate signaling will mean some loss of quality in the user
plane.

All sections of the overall network contribute to grade of service for ini-
tial access, but in the case of 2G networks the radio sections have given a
lower probability of successful access than any fixed networks to which they
have been attached. This has been the result of poor coverage in regions of
unfavorable topography combined with shortages of resources. These factors
will probably persist in 3G networks, and congestion of Web hosts may also
be significant. Fixed networks are designed to have an extremely low rate of
premature call termination, and handover difficulties in the mobile section
are the main cause of this problem.

The initial radio link is the most critical section of the user plane in
determining quality, but by no means is it the only significant part. The most
extreme effects of this are high error rates compared to the rest of the net-
work and potentially slow transmission as the rate may be from 9.6 Kbps up
to 2 Mbps. The high error rates entail a need for transmission of data in
blocks with some means of error correction, while the slow transmission rate
contributes to long delays. The UTRAN possesses links of much higher
speed and quality, but these can be associated with loss of data or even of calls
at handover between cells, while congestion on these shared links will lead to
variable queuing delays and resultant loss of quality due to jitter. Premature
loss of calls is most probable when handovers are made that entail a change in
carrier frequency. The core network is likely to consist of very high capacity
fiber optics; unless they are overloaded they should only have one adverse
effect, namely propagation delay on long links. This delay is typically about
1 ms per 100 miles: Delay on transcontinental or intercontinental terrestrial
links is on the order of 30 to 50 ms but rises to 270 to 300 ms for hops via
geostationary satellites.

The destination network is potentially a major source of quality prob-
lems. These can either be a mirror image of the above for another mobile net-
work or else a different set characteristic of a fixed network. If the call
destination is a Web site, then it is probable that it will be accessed by links of
high capacity and quality but with the likelihood of congestion and variable
delay. If the destination is an IP phone or individual data user, then low
speed data links may be involved, leading to considerable and variable delays.
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VoIP, in particular, has its own quality problems, and these factors are con-
sidered in a later chapter. For circuit-switch (CS) connections, there can be a
considerable loss of quality due to transcoding when the voice compression
algorithm is different at the two ends of the call. This problem is minimized
by having a default codec to use in the 3G networks, plus options for
attempting codec negotiation otherwise, but remote plain old telephone serv-
ice (POTS) phones cannot participate in this and always require transcoding.

Loss of data is liable to occur on any part of the overall network that
uses any form of statistical multiplexing of traffic from multiple sources.
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and frame-relay networks explicitly
accept this loss and state rules for dropping traffic that exceeds an agreed sub-
scriber rate, using discard eligibility or loss priority as a control mechanism.
Likewise, routing switches on PS networks drop packets according to pro-
prietary rules when they become congested. Traffic also makes use of a mix-
ture of shared and dedicated channels over the radio links, with the former
used for data of an intermittent bursty nature leading to possible losses dur-
ing temporary overloads. Again, traffic priority rules can be applied that
minimize the resultant damage.

Misdirection can occur anywhere that the address information is cor-
rupted. This is most probable in the areas of high error rates, and hence on
the radio link unless mechanisms are used to counter the problem.

Duplication of data is used by some protocols to prevent loss or corrup-
tion of data where delay requirements preclude the use of retransmission.
Specific procedures have to be included to eliminate the duplicates, and this
is frequently performed on the radio link.

In addition to the influence of the network in normal operation, QoS
is also affected by security factors. The most direct source of loss of quality
arises from denial of service attacks on a Web host to which the user is
attached. The nature of these attacks depends on the operating system of the
host, while the effects are congestion of either the network or of the host.
While many of the defense mechanisms are dependent on the host, some,
such as encryption, depend on the capabilities of the mobile also. Similarly,
data integrity and authenticity are vital QoS requirements that are facilitated
by support for encryption. Operational integrity of the mobile network
also requires protection from viruses and from hacking into network con-
trol devices. One side effect of using encryption or ciphering is an increase
in call setup time, typically of a few seconds, due to key exchange and
synchronization.
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1.5 Outline of the Book

The various aspects of QoS are described in the following chapters. Chapter
2 introduces the types of codes that are used on the radio links to provide
error correction and to distinguish between different users and channels.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 describe the radio links for WCDMA, cdma2000, and
GSM/GPRS, respectively. They do not attempt to give a complete coverage
of the topics, but concentrate on those features that are directly related to
QoS while largely ignoring other features such as mobility management.
Chapter 6 contains a simple introduction to radio propagation and the
sources of errors and shows how capacity is determined as well as the influ-
ence of QoS on the number of calls that can be supported and on cell size.
QoS is an end-to-end concept and depends on how well it can be supported
in the fixed core of the mobile network and upon any remote networks
involved in a call. The level achievable depends on the network protocols
that are used in these regions. Chapter 7 lists the main features of the stan-
dards and recommendations that determine this. Chapter 8 then describes
the interfaces between the radio access network and both the core and remote
networks, again with special emphasis on QoS. In Chapter 9 attention is
turned to the classes of applications that are used on 3G networks, the
intended QoS targets, and the contributions from different parts of the over-
all network. The final chapter describes how the main voice and video appli-
cations work.
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2
Coding Overview

2.1 Generalities

From the earliest days of the information theory pioneered by Shannon [1],
it was realized that transmission of a continuous bit stream was not the best
way to send a message; instead, more robust symbols or blocks of data should
be used [2, 3]. Prior to Shannon�s work the main approach to improving sig-
nal quality was by increasing the SNR, but Shannon�s formula

Theoretical capacity = bandwidth × log2 (1 + SNR) (2.1)

showed that the error rate could be made as small as desired for a given SNR
by increasing the bandwidth, although all practical systems fall short of this
limit. The ability to increase quality without increasing the signal strength is
particularly important in mobile phone networks as it reduces the potential
interference between users.

These principles were recognized in the development of character- and
bit-oriented protocols [e.g., binary synchronous communications (BSC),
synchronous data link control (SDLC), and high-level data link control
(HDLC)] with error check fields to allow identification and partial correc-
tion of blocks containing errors so that these could be retransmitted. Mobile
radio links are subject to even higher error rates than early analog lines, with
the result that error correction by retransmission is no longer always ade-
quate, making FEC also necessary. FEC is also essential where information is
broadcast, as retransmission is then totally impractical. This is achieved
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through the conversion of the initial bit stream into transmission codes hav-
ing this FEC property. CDMA networks also use spreading codes to distin-
guish between different cells, users, and channels and spread the signal over
the range of frequencies in use. Use of transmission and spreading codes is
fundamental to CDMA networks.

In addition to transmission and spreading codes there are also two
other types of code used in mobile networks: source codes and security codes.
Source codes have a big impact on network performance because they pro-
vide data compression�examples of these include the Moving Pictures
Expert Group (MPEG) standards for video compression and numerous voice
compression standards such as G.723 and G.729. Security codes are the
encryption codes used to ensure data confidentiality and have little influence
on quality or performance, so are only discussed in outline in this book.

The emphasis in this chapter is on a rudimentary description of trans-
mission and spreading codes, while source codes for voice and video are dis-
cussed in later chapters on applications.

2.2 Block Codes

Transmission codes can be grouped into several generic types, such as block
codes and convolution codes. In addition to these generic distinctions, trans-
mission codes in mobile phone networks are also classified according to their
function (e.g., spreading codes and channel codes). In this chapter, transmis-
sion codes will first be outlined generically, then in later paragraphs by their
function in 3G networks.

The most elementary transmission codes are the block codes. A block
code C defines a unique map of a block consisting of k information symbols
{i0, i1, �, ik − 1} into a code word of length n consisting of the n symbols
{c0, c1, �, cn − 1 }. The fact that (n − k ) extra redundancy symbols are now
transmitted in the coded block provides the possibility both for detection of
errors and the correction of many of them. The downside of this is, of course,
an increase in bandwidth, which is characterized by the code rate that is
defined to be the ratio k/n, indicating the raw bandwidth as a fraction of the
coded width. In general, this is beneficial whenever more than about 10% of
the raw blocks would otherwise contain errors, but this has additional, spe-
cific advantages in CDMA in relation to the use of similar frequency bands
in neighboring radio cells.

In order to provide freedom from errors, it should be as easy as possible
for the remote decoder to distinguish between the various coded symbols
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that it receives. There is a quantitative measure of this, the Hamming dis-
tance, named after its founder [2]. The distance between two code words, a
and b, belonging to the code C is the number of symbols by which they differ
(i.e., a number in the range 0 to n). The minimum value of this distance for
all pairs of code words in C is the Hamming distance, d. A block code C with
these characteristics is usually denoted by the form C (n,k,d ) to illustrate its
features.

For the simplest group of block codes (i.e., linear block codes, where
linear means that adding two code words together automatically gives a third
code word for the code), the code C (n,k,d ) is able to detect up to (d − 1)
errors and to automatically correct up to e = [(d − 1)/2] of them. By way of
illustration, a completely unencoded message would have d = 1 and so not be
able to detect or correct any errors at all. The simplest examples in data com-
munications of the use of block codes are the parity checks and the cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) at the end of HDLC frames. The additional parity
bit attached to an unencoded block boosts the distance from 1 up to 2, so
that one error can be detected, but none is corrected, whereas the larger CRC
fields allow some correction in addition to detection. The code words of
C (n,k,d ) consist of k information bits and (n − k) redundancy bits.

The number of possible code words in C (n,k,d ) is q k, where q is the
number of possible values for the raw input symbols and k is the number of
symbols in the unencoded blocks as before [mathematically, q is the order of
an underlying Galois field GF, (q), but this is not important to a rudimen-
tary understanding of codes].

One of the simplest codes applicable in data communications is the
1-bit parity code, C (k + 1,k,2). Each information block consists of k bits,
while the output consists of the original information bits together with an
additional parity bit, ck that is defined by the relation

( )Σ j
k

j ku c=
− + =0

1 0 2mod (2.2)

In order for a code to be practical in data communications, it needs to be
quick and easy to decode. The simplest such mode is based on the use of
trellises.

A lot of sophisticated mathematics goes into the development of practi-
cal codes. Two of the most important general types used in data communi-
cations are the Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes that form the
basis of CRC error protection, and the Reed-Solomon (RS) codes that are
used in more severe conditions. The BCH codes are designed to protect
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single bits, while RS codes aim to protect groups of bits and so handle burst
errors.

In general a code can be expressed in several ways, but the most com-
mon in data communications is the so-called systematic form, where the
output code word is expressed as the original input word followed by the
error-correcting redundancy bits. The addition of the CRC field at the end
of a data frame is a typical example of using the systematic form of a BCH
code.

2.3 Trellis Codes

Trellis codes, which include the block codes, can be represented graphically
by a trellis. A trellis T (V,E ) of length n consists of a set of vertices, V, and
a set of directed edges, E. The vertices V can be split into n + 1 levels, t,
0 ≤ t ≤ n, where n is the length of the code C (n,k,d ). The first and last verti-
ces (i.e., those with t = 0 and t = n) are special and are called the root and
goal, respectively. An edge is a connection from a vertex of level t to one
of level (t + 1). A path is a sequence of edges that connects one vertex to
another. Each edge is labeled by a symbol c (e) from the set of q values that
identifies the next symbol in the input word or redundancy components. A
path defined by a sequence of m edges thus corresponds to a vector given by
the components c (e1) to c (em). A code trellis for the code C (n,k,d ) then has
the following properties: Each path from the root to the goal has a corre-
sponding vector that belongs to the code C, and to each code word c there
corresponds at least one path from the root to the goal. Figure 2.1 illustrates
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one of the simplest possible cases, the parity check code C (4,3,2), which has
eight paths corresponding to the eight valid code words. This code has q = 2,
corresponding to the two values 0 and 1, length 4 obtained by adding the
parity status to the three input bits, and distance 2.

In this diagram, edges that correspond to an additional 0 input bit are
shown as thin lines, while those corresponding to 1 are thick lines to repre-
sent labeling by these values.

There are multiple possible trellises for any given code in general, and
that in Figure 2.1 is an example of a trivial trellis, where there is one path for
each code word. The purpose of using the trellis is to reduce the computa-
tional complexity of decoding to the minimum possible, and this is achieved
by minimizing the number of vertices in the trellis [4, 5]. Following the set of
rules listed below produces a minimal trellis:

1. Starting from the left-hand side of the trellis (i.e., the root) with
t = 1, merge all edges from vertices at level (t − 1) that have the
same level;

2. Repeat for the next higher level until the goal is reached at the
right-hand side (t = n);

3. Working backwards from the goal with t = (n − 1), merge all edges
from vertices at level (t + 1) that have the same label;

4. Repeat for the next lower level until the root is reached.

In the case of the parity check code C (4,3,2), this results in the minimal trel-
lis shown in Figure 2.2, again with thin and thick edges for 0 and 1.

The minimal trellis can be used to compare a received code word with
all the possible values much more quickly than by a direct 1:1 comparison
with all complete words.
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2.4 Viterbi Algorithm

The usual decoding scheme based on the trellis of a code is the Viterbi algo-
rithm. This is an iterative process based on initialization and three other
steps, as described below. Mathematically, it is similar to the Djykstra
algorithm used for finding the shortest path in data communication routing
protocols.

Initialization

Put t = 1

Set B (vR) = 0, where vR denotes the root vertex.

Step 1

For all edges e contained in Et (the edges of level t connecting vertices of level
(t − 1) to those of level t )

Set B ( f (e)) = B (I (e)) + L (e), where L (e) is the branch metric for the
distance of the t th element c (e) of the code word from the corresponding ele-
ment of the received word r and I (e) and t (e) are the initial and final vertices
of the edge. Typically in binary codes this is the number of coordinates in c
that agree with those of r up to this level.

Step 2

If more than one edge terminates at the vertex v´ belonging to the set Vt,
then select the path with the maximum value of B ( f (e)) as the survivor and
assign the metric to the vertex f (e). If all metrics are equal, then one is chosen
at random.

Put t = t + 1

If t =n, then return to step 1,

Else go to step 3.

Step 3

The decoded sequence x is given by the survivor paths that terminate at the
goal vertex vG.

This technique aims to provide the most likely decode of the received
word r, but because of the assumed transmission errors, it cannot be guar-
anteed to be correct. The maximum number of coordinates that coincide
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corresponds to the minimum Hamming distance between r and any code
word c. Use of the survivors only in the computation greatly reduces the
amount of decoding work required for long codes. For example, if the
received code word for C (4,3,2) had been (0,1,1,0) there would be no point
in further comparison with codes that started (1,0,�). In the absence of
errors, the Hamming distance between r and the selected c would be zero in
this case, but it would not be possible to say what the correct decode was if
any error was present.

There are several variations of the Viterbi algorithm to deal with more
complicated cases, such as situations where the probabilities of receiving the
various code words are unequal or for nonbinary codes [4, 5]. In general
these variations use the same overall procedure, but with different types of
branch metric.

The Viterbi algorithm works well for short codes, but eventually
becomes impractical as n and the consequent trellis size increase. In mobile
networks this is one factor that tends to limit the sizes of blocks transmitted.
Section 2.5 contains an example (see Figure 2.3) of the use of the Viterbi
algorithm for a very simple convolutional code.

2.5 Convolutional Codes

Convolutional codes were introduced to code continuous binary bit streams
instead of finite discrete blocks (but they are also used for the latter). The
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fundamental difference between convolutional and block codes is that the
latter have no memory, whereas the former do since the encoded output is
determined not just by the current input block, but also by one or more of
its predecessors. A related mathematical distinction is that the output of the
block codes is related to the input by an algebraic formula, whereas there is
no such simple relation for a convolutional code. Convolutional codes tend
to be better at eliminating isolated random errors than the block codes, but
their biggest advantage in mobile networks is the ease by which they can be
modified to provide matching of the output data rate with physical channel
requirements (see Section 2.6).

A continuous binary (i.e., in terms of the block code jargon above,
q = 2) input information stream u is partitioned into blocks ua consisting of k
bits each. Each such block is then converted by the encoder to an output
block vb consisting of n bits, much as for the block codes, except that this
output depends on the previous m blocks as well as the current input,

( )v u u ut t m t m tF= − − +, , ,1 K K (2.3)

where t indicates the sequence number.
The corresponding convolution code C (n,k,|m|) is said to have memory

m and rate k/n (as for a block code) and consists of all the sequences that can
be produced by an encoder of this type.

In effect there is one generator for each of the n bits that make up
a code word. These generators give the code its name (i.e., convolutional)
because they are represented mathematically as the convolution product of
the input bits with the responses of the encoder to single bits subject to
delays of up to (m − 1) bit times. This can be expressed formally as

v uj
i

k i
i
jg= ∗=

−Σ 0
1 (2.4)

where g is the generator matrix for the code and the summation runs over
the elements of the input block. The significance of the term convolution is
shown in the explicit form of (2.4), showing the time components with the
last input bit being combined with the earliest generator component
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Some of the g coefficients will, in general, be zero, and the value of m
may vary according to which output bit j is being considered. The individual
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values of m for the separate output bits are called the constraint length for the
generator of that bit. The memory is then defined to be the largest of the dif-
ferent values, so that the last few g coefficients will be zero for bits with con-
straint length less than this maximum.

Equation (2.5) can also be transformed into a form determined by a
delay operator, D, instead of the time, where the power of D represents the
bit delay relative to the initial bit.

( ) ( )V D U G Dj
i
k

i
ij= ×=

−Σ 0
1 (2.6)

The elements of the matrix G are then sums of powers of the delay operator
D, and this form of expression is very widely used. A further alternative is to
describe the elements of the matrix via either a binary or octal representation
of the powers of D.

The sum of the individual constraint lengths for the output bits is
called the total constraint length, and sometimes also confusingly referred to
as the memory of the encoder since it is equal to the number of memory stor-
age elements of the encoder. If this total constraint length is denoted by M,
then the encoder has 2M possible memory states. On receiving a new input
block, the encoder goes from one memory state to another in addition to
generating the output dependent on the new input block and the current
memory state.

The operation of the encoder can be described via a state diagram for
these memory states. This is a graph whose nodes represent the possible
memory states: At time t, the encoder is in state St, when it receives an input
block ut, which it converts in state-dependent manner into an output vt, and
moves into a new state St + 1 resulting from the inclusion of ut in its memory
and the dropping of the earliest stored block. The transitions from one node
to another are then labeled by the pair of blocks ut, vt.

The code words that can be generated by the code can also be repre-
sented diagrammatically by a code tree. This tree has a number of nodes that
grows exponentially with time, making it impractical to use, but it does con-
tain a number of periodically repeating subtrees. These are based on the fact
that each node in the code tree can be associated with a memory state St that
is uniquely defined by the path to that node. The evolution of the code
depends only on the memory state and subsequent inputs, so identical paths
branch out from similar memory states. Once t exceeds the memory parame-
ter m (i.e., after the first few blocks), then transitions from nodes with equal
states can be merged. The significance of this is that it produces a trellis
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representation of manageable size that can be decoded easily by the Viterbi
algorithm, as in the case of the block codes.

The matrix G(I ) defines a simple example of a convolutional code of
rate 1/2 and memory 2:

G(D) = (1 + D + D 2, 1 + D 2) (2.7)

That can also be expressed as G0 = 7 (octal) = 111 (binary), G1 = 5 (octal) =
101 (binary). The manner in which inputs are coded and decoded using this
code is illustrated in Figure 2.3 for the case of a binary stream broken into
blocks of three input bits (either zero or one) terminated by two zero tail bits
to reinitialize the encoder to its starting state at the end of each block. At any
time the encoder stores two input bits, denoted [AB] in the diagram, that
defines its states. As each bit is either zero or one, there are four possible
states: [00], [01], [10], and [11]. On receiving a additional input bit C, the
encoder moves to the new state [CA] and outputs two bits X and Y; this
input and output is denoted C-XY in the diagram, which shows all possible
inputs and outputs for a single block with total output consisting of 10 bits
per block. The diagram also shows how the decoder interprets an example of
a coded sequence chosen as 0111101000 and shown as successive bit-pairs in
bold on the top line of the figure. Starting at the left-hand side from the state
[00], a metric is created showing the distance of each path from this coded
sequence as successive bit-pairs are interpreted. The branch metric is the dif-
ference between the theoretical output bits and the received coded bit-pair,
while the cumulative discrepancies by the best path to each state at any time
is shown in bold below that state. The original input bits on the path with
the lowest number of discrepancies define the decode of the received coded
sequence. In the example, the first received bit-pair evidently contains an
error, and the decoded sequence is 01000, of which the last two bits are just
the standard tail bits.

2.6 Code Extension and Shortening

In communications, it is sometimes necessary to change the length of the
code slightly in order to comply with some system constraint�such as the
rate of a communications channel�and this is usually performed by repe-
tition or deletion of symbols. Shortening is particularly important in this
respect, and there are two ways of doing so:
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1. Instead of the input symbol vector u consisting of the usual number
k of symbols, only the first (k − q) are selected, thereby reducing
both the code length and dimension by the quantity q. This gives a
new rate of (k − q)/(n − q), but the minimum distance of the code is
ether the same or greater than the original.

2. A number q of coordinates of each code word c are punctured (the
technical term for deleted in this context) leading to a code rate
of k/(n − q). In this case the minimum distance is likely to be
reduced, making it less effective for error correction.

Each of these methods leads to a new linear code, and the second method
is extensively used with convolutional codes in CDMA to achieve data rate
matching with line capacity. The degree of puncturing is sometimes changed
within a radio frame according to the importance of the section of data being
protected, so that vital data gets a lower error rate than less important data.

In principle there is a large number of possible punctured codes that
can be derived from a given mother code so as to provide a given output rate,
and a considerable amount of computer analysis is required to find one that
gives the maximum distance between code words, and hence the best error
correction. Puncturing is characterized by a deletion matrix that specifies
which bits are dropped from the output stream.

2.7 Concatenation Codes

In order to increase the ability of a code to detect and correct errors, the dis-
tance between the code words needs to be increased. The easiest way to do
this is simply to increase the length, n, of the code, but this makes decoding
much harder. A better way to achieve this objective is to combine two or
more codes to form a concatenation code. Concatenation codes belong to
either of two categories: serial or parallel.

Serial concatenation codes are the more straightforward of the two
types. They are generated by treating the output of one encoder as the input
for the next of the two or more separate codes, so that the rate, R, of the con-
catenation code is the product of the rates, R1 and R2, of its components.

Each component code of a parallel concatenation code independently
encodes the original data, or a permutation thereof, so that two or more
separate code words are produced, each containing the same information bits
but having different redundancy bits. The output of the parallel concatena-
tion code consists of a single copy of the information bits together with the
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redundancy bits for each of the component codes. The rate R is related to its
component rates by

1/R = 1/R1 + 1/R2 − 1

Very long codes can be constructed by concatenation of several short codes,
but the complexity of decoding is just that of sequentially decoding the short
constituent codes rather than the tougher problem of a single long code for
which the Viterbi algorithm would be impractical.

A very important class of parallel-concatenated codes are the so-called
turbo codes [6]. These use two convolutional codes in systematic form (often
two copies of the same code) to produce a long code that can be easily
decoded. These codes are also extremely efficient and allow a large reduction
in SNR for a given quality as compared to an unencoded signal. They are
widely used in CDMA for high-speed data transmission where small data
blocks are impractical.

By combining two codes that are optimized for correcting different
types of errors, one can obtain the best of both worlds with regard to quality.
For example, block codes tend to be good at correcting burst errors (such
as those resulting from a power surge or lightning strike) while convolution
codes are better at handling isolated errors, so concatenating the two gives a
code that is good at both.

Straightforward block codes or convolution codes treat each input
symbol as being of equal importance, but this is not always the case. A very
important group of exceptions are the instances when the input to the
encoder is already the output of a source coder, such as voice or video com-
pression. Most modern voice or video compressors produce output streams
whose symbols have specialized significance, some being of critical impor-
tance while others are little more than filler. Dedicated concatenation codes
can be constructed to match specific compression algorithms so that more
error protection is provided to the symbols of critical importance than to
those of minor importance, thus enabling high-quality transmission to be
achieved without the huge overhead associated with giving high error protec-
tion to the entire data stream. In many instances the differing degrees of pro-
tection are produced by puncturing of the convolutional codes mentioned
above.

Even with concatenation codes, burst errors can remain a problem.
Another technique that is used to overcome this is the use of interleaving.
Instead of transmitting the encoded blocks sequentially, they can be split
into sections that are then interleaved so that sections of the first block are
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not transmitted until after some sections of the later blocks. This means that
the effects of transient interference, such as Rayleigh fading or a lightning
strike, are smeared over several blocks where they may be correctable rather
than making one block unintelligible. Mathematically, the effect of interleav-
ing is to increase the code distance. The downside to this is that all the inter-
leaved sections have to be received and reordered before they can be decoded,
thereby causing a significant delay. As convolutional coders can themselves
sometimes produce burst errors, interleaving is also used between the differ-
ent stages of a concatenated code.

2.8 Source-Coding Principles

The error correcting channel codes described above are all based on formal
mathematics. The source codes used to provide traffic compression, how-
ever, are all based on much more informal methods. One of the most com-
mon methods used is Huffman or entropy coding, whereby the most
frequently occurring discrete symbols (or sequences of symbols) are replaced
by the shortest codes in a preset manner. This was widely used in data com-
pression standards for early modems. It works best where the data stream is
very repetitive, as is the case with control data for video frames for which it is
used in algorithms such as the MPEG family (see Section 10.2).

Compression of long streams of nonrepetitive material, such as general
text, is handled more efficiently by dictionary methods. A dictionary is com-
piled by the compressor, either as a preset table in the simplest cases, or more
generally constructed dynamically during the course of transmission, and
communicated to the decompressor. Most recent methods tend to be based
on Lempel-Ziv �77 and �78 principles and standardized in recommendations
such as V.42 bis for modems and Microsoft Point to Point Compression
(MPPC) for compression on point-to-point data links [6]. Much textual data
is compressed and decompressed at the application level (e.g., Zip files)
rather than by the network elements, and where this has been done, further
attempts at compression by the network are usually fruitless. The typical
order of magnitude of compression achieved is about 4, but this varies widely
according to the nature of source material, ranging from little over 1 for
binary program files up to about 15 for text containing numerous spaces,
such as some e-mail messages.

Another type of specialized text compression is used for packet protocol
headers. This is based primarily on the removal of redundant information
and the use of differences in field values between successive packets instead
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of full values. These are important where the packets are very short, as with
speech. Several cases of IP header compression are used in wireless networks
and are described in detail in Chapter 7.

These techniques for discrete data do not work for sources with a
continuum (or near continuum) range, such as speech and video. The basic
approach for these is to carry out a quantization process in which continuum
values are fitted into one of a finite range of steps, and a coded step value
transmitted instead. This permits a high degree of compression to be
achieved, but with a loss of quality in many cases. Some of the more impor-
tant examples of speech and video compression are discussed in Chapter 10.

The search for optimum quality involves a degree of trade-off between
channel coding and source coding because of the finite amount of bandwidth
available, as best quality corresponds to minimum compression and maxi-
mum error protection.

2.9 Codes in Mobile Phone Networks

Channel codes of all of the above types are used in mobile phone networks,
while source coding is normally handled by the end applications or by
remote network elements. In first-generation networks, block codes were
used for data transmission. In one example CRC correction was employed
using a BCH code when the error rate was comparatively low but switched to
an RS code of rate 1/2 when reception became bad.

In 3G networks the use of codes is much more sophisticated. In addi-
tion to source coding in many applications, there are several characteristic
ways in which codes are used in such networks:

• Channel codes;

• Spreading codes;

• Scrambling codes.

The sequence in which the different types of code are used is shown in
Figure 2.4.

In this figure, encryption is the action performed by the end applica-
tion (or in some cases a router), while ciphering refers to the analogous type
of process when performed by the CDMA mobile or base station.
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2.9.1 Channel Codes

These are error-protecting transmission codes of the general types described
above, but instead of just using a single code everywhere, a large number of
different codes are used according to circumstances. A single user�s RF trans-
missions will normally consist of several distinct transport channels, each of
which may in principle use a different coding algorithm appropriate to its
own needs. Thus, the channels associated with broadcasts and initial access
for WCDMA use convolutional codes of rate 1/2, while the channels associ-
ated with data transfer use either convolutional codes of rate 1/2 or 1/3 for
low data rates, or a concatenation (turbo) code of rate 1/3 for high data rates
with larger block sizes.

The main convolutional codes for both WCDMA and cdma2000 have
constraint length of 9.

2.9.2 Walsh Sequences

These sequences are the basis of the orthogonality of spreading codes in
CDMA. Although the proper definition is more complex than what follows
here, they effectively consist of sequences of binary bits (i.e., 0 or 1) of length
equal to an integral power of two, such that the sum of the products of corre-
sponding members of any pairs of sequences is zero. They are also derived by
a simple modification from the Simplex codes [4] that are outlined in Sec-
tion 2.9.4 in relation to scrambling. The earliest version of cdma2000 uses
Walsh sequences of length 64 (and period 6) to distinguish channels in the
forward direction from the base station to the mobile, with the pilot channel
(continuously broadcast by the base station to enable mobiles to identify it)
always given the sequence with all zeros. WCDMA uses analogous orthogo-
nal variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes that differ from the Walsh
sequences by modifications to improve their autocorrelation properties. The
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problem of the poor autocorrelation of Walsh sequences is that multipath
transmission associated with physical obstacles leads to signals arriving with
slightly different delays, thereby making them difficult to distinguish.

2.9.3 Spreading Codes

A spreading code consists of a channelization code and a scrambling code.
The channelization code is the characteristic feature of code division multiple
access. Instead of transmitting a single symbol, each one is transformed into a
number of chips, with the number of chips defining the spreading function,
thereby increasing the bandwidth by a corresponding factor.

Suppose that d(t ) is a FEC-coded data bit at time t that is signaled over
a time interval of T seconds. Then, it is multiplied by the spreading code s(t )
to produce a sequence of spreading factor (SF) chips (symbols), each of dura-
tion Tc seconds, where T/Tc = SF and SF is the spreading factor. As a result,
the bandwidth required goes up by a factor of SF. The elements of the
spreading code s(t ) are elements of the Walsh sequences mentioned earlier in
this chapter and consist of orthogonal sequences of +1 and −1 (where −1 cor-
responds to bit value 0) of dimension SF. The receiver multiplies its total
incoming signal by the same spreading code in order to extract its own chan-
nel as required.

Both WCDMA and cdma2000 operate at fixed chip rates (3.84 Mcps
and 1.2288 or 3.6864 Mcps, respectively) and with spreading factors that are
multiples of 2 ranging from 4 up to a maximum of 512. The maximum data
rate corresponds to the minimum spreading factor.

Cdma2000 uses orthogonal constant spreading factors (OCSFs),
whereas WCDMA uses OVSFs that permit SF to be changed during a trans-
mission. This enables WCDMA to handle variable transmission rates by
means of the following mechanism.

Suppose the FEC-encoded data rate is R = 1/T as above with spreading
factor SF that defines the dimension (length) of a Walsh sequence. The data
rate, then, can be increased to a higher rate KR, where K = 2(n − 1) and n is a
positive integer by mapping n-bit sequences of data into one of the 2(n − 1)

SF-dimensional Walsh codes within T seconds. This is equivalent to map-
ping each data bit into an SF/K-dimensional Walsh code within a period of
T/K seconds.

2.9.4 Scrambling Codes

The second part of the spreading code required to make transmissions on the
same frequency distinguishable is the scrambling code, by which the data is
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also multiplied modulo-2 by the exclusive OR (XOR) operation (but with-
out increase of bandwidth). Scrambling codes are based on pseudonoise
(PN) sequences. These are repetitive codes with a period, N, such that they
possess the following random-like characteristics:

• The number of zeros and ones in a sequence are equal if N is even
and differ by one if N is odd. Thus, the probability of a bit being
zero or one is effectively one-half.

• Within a sequence of length, N, runs of characters satisfy the
following:

• Half of all runs have length one, and half of these are zero;

• A quarter of all runs have length two, with half of these zero;

• An eighth of all runs have length three, with half of these zero.

• The autocorrelation of the sequence is independent of position in
the sequence.

The codes with this property are the Simplex codes S(N ) with length 2N − 1,
dimension N, and minimum distance 2(N − 1), also known as m-sequences.
The very large value of the minimum distance makes them extremely suitable
for distinguishing between different transmissions over the same frequency
range. The pseudorandom nature of the sequences also means that nonover-
lapping subsequences are almost uncorrelated, hence mutually orthogonal
and usable themselves for distinguishing between separate transmissions.

The actual codes used are mostly derivatives of the m-sequences that
are based on these nonoverlapping subsequences. The length and precise
usage of the m-sequences differ both between WCDMA and cdma2000, and
between the uplink (UL) from the mobile to base station and the downlink
(DL) to the mobile.

In WCDMA there are 218 − 1 (i.e., 262,143) of these scrambling codes
on the DL, divided into 512 subsequence sets consisting of a specific primary
scrambling code and 15 secondaries, with the remainder unused. Each cell of
the RF network has one and only one primary code, which distinguishes its
transmissions from those of its neighbors. If only the primary is used, then all
the spreading codes will be orthogonal, but a secondary may be introduced
to handle temporary excess users in the cell. If this happens, the codes will
no longer be completely orthogonal and there will be some degradation of
quality due to interference. On the UL the codes are based on a sequence
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of length 225 − 1, but using subsequences of 38,400 chips corresponding to
10-ms duration radio frames on specific channels.

In cdma2000, scrambling uses a code of length 242 − 1 related to the
electronic serial number of the mobile plus a privacy factor to prevent eaves-
dropping based on a known serial number for the UL. On the DL an
m-sequence of length 215 − 1 is used, where the 32,768 bits are divided into
512 consecutive segments of 64 bits that each identify transmissions from a
specific base station.

The function of the scrambling codes also differs according to the
direction of transmission, UL or DL. On the UL the scrambling code dis-
tinguishes between different mobiles and channels, but on the DL it distin-
guishes between cells or sectors.

2.9.5 Security Codes

There are three types of security feature in a 3G network:

• Scrambling codes;

• Security masks;

• Network-level encryption via IPSec.

The scrambling code itself forms the first line of security, as without its
knowledge an interceptor cannot isolate an individual call. In the case of
UMTS, the scrambling code is an arbitrary choice of PN-sequence from the
possible range, but for cdma2000 the scrambling code for message transfer is
largely determined by masking the PN-sequence with a permutation of the
bits belonging to the mobile�s 32-bit electronic serial number (ESN) that is
in the public domain. The ESN acts as a public code, so security requires
an additional private code. The scrambled data transmitted in cdma2000 is
formed by masking the sequence scrambled by the public code with the pri-
vate code via an XOR operation. The scrambling and security code masking
apply only to the radio link, so additional security is advisable elsewhere.
This is often provided by end-to-end IPSec encryption. Without the use of
encryption, many applications are vulnerable to hacking, which leads to
denial-of-service attacks. This is particularly true of video applications, where
spoofing of call features can cause flooding of the network with vast amounts
of video data. These topics are outside the scope of this book, but further
information can be found in general books [7], and in 3G specifications [8]
and standards [9, 10].
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2.9.6 Source Coding and Data Compression

Payload data compression is not part of the 3G standards, as they assume
that most such compression will be performed by the end applications.
GPRS, however, does support use of V.42 bis and V.44. Extensive support is
given to various forms of IP header compression (see Chapter 7 for a descrip-
tion of these and also the chapters on radio technologies).

The principal forms of source coding that the mobile has to perform
itself are speech compression and videotelephony compression. The main
forms of these are described in Chapter 10.

2.10 Modulation

When coded data is transmitted over a radio link, it has to be sent as a series
of modulated pulses. There are two main modulation schemes that are used
in 3G networks: binary phase shift key (BPSK) and quadrature phase shift
key (QPSK) (there are a number of other schemes used in GSM and GPRS).
The essence of BPSK and QPSK is to encode logical 1 and 0 by different
phases of the radio signal, and decode by selecting the binary signal corre-
sponding most closely to the detected phase shift. BPSK uses phases of 0 and
180, while QPSK uses 45, 135, 225, and 315. BPSK provides a purely real
(in the sense of complex numbers) signal, while that for QPSK also has an
imaginary component. An advantage of the latter is that it provides a lower
ratio of peak-to-average signal magnitude. In BPSK each pulse represents a
single bit, whereas a QPSK pulse represents 2 bits, thereby providing double
the information rate.

In the simpler case of BPSK, the modulator receives a stream of inputs,
b, with magnitude +1 or −1 (for 1 and 0), each lasting for a time T, and out-
puts a stream of pulses, S (t ), of duration T and amplitude g with phases 0 or
180 at the carrier frequency fC.

S (t ) = bg cos( fCt ) (2.8)

where b = cos(0) = 1 for 1, and b = cos(180) = −1 for 0. The effect of spread-
ing is to replace the bit b by bc (t ), where c (t ) is a sequence of short binary
pulses (or chips) of duration Tc.

In many cases, including CDMA networks, the coded traffic is split
into two channels, the in-phase (I-channel) and quadrature (Q-channel),
before modulation. The I-branch consists of all odd-numbered bits, and the
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Q-branch consists of all the even-numbered bits. Thus, the modulated
QPSK signal can be expressed as

( )S t g I t f t g Q t f t( ) ( / ) ( )cos( ) ( )sin( )= −2 2 2 2p pC C (2.9)

where I (t ) and Q (t ) are the two pulse trains and fC is the carrier frequency.
GPRS uses another scheme, Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK), while
EGPRS also uses 8-PSK. For details of modulation schemes in general, see
[11, 12].
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3
WCDMA

3.1 Nature and Principles

WCDMA is the version of DS-CDMA proposed by the 3GPP to meet the
needs of the UMTS defined by IMT-2000. Under the banner of WCDMA
there are actually two different standards, WCDMA-FDD and WCDMA-
TDD. They both use a common network architecture and differ primarily at
the physical level. The specifications have evolved through a series of releases.
This book is based on Releases 4 and 5 functionality, where the basic distinc-
tion between these two is inclusion in the latter of support for the Internet
multimedia core (IM) to provide both PS and CS core-network functions
(see Section 8.1). The earliest UMTS networks make use of R1999 specifica-
tions (the last release before Release 4), which has essentially the same QoS
features as Release 4. In this and other chapters, the references are to pub-
lished ETSI standards in preference to 3GPP draft specifications, but at the
time of writing the Release 5 material had not been published in this way,
so general 3GPP references are given for these (this applies particularly to
Chapter 8).

Apart from code division based on spreading codes, the other main
characteristic of WCDMA is the use of power control as the means of con-
trolling quality for a given bit rate. The specifications contain detailed rec-
ommendations for the power that should be used for various combinations
of error rate and bit rate. Use of excessive power will cause interference prob-
lems. The aim is to use the minimum power necessary to achieve a specified
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level of quality and performance, rather than to try to obtain top quality for
an individual transmission.

Unlike GSM or cdma2000, WCDMA does not require precise syn-
chronization. This makes operation within large or overshadowed buildings,
where reception of GPS timing signals is obstructed, much easier, but this
has the downside of making search and handover procedures harder (see Sec-
tion 3.4.7).

A UMTS mobile network consists of a UTRAN and a fixed core net-
work; together they constitute a public land mobile network (PLMN). The
architecture of the UTRAN is shown in Figure 3.1 and its features are
described in this chapter. (The interface to the core network is covered in
Chapter 8.)

The main components of the UTRAN are as follows:

• UE: This refers to the complete unit of a 3G mobile phone, its SIM
card, and any terminal equipment that may be docked onto the
phone.

• Node B: This is the logical function of the base transceiver station
(BTS) concerned primarily with the physical level functions.
Higher-level control is directed by the RNC. A single Node B can
support several cells.
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• Radio network controller (RNC): This is responsible for resource con-
trol for one or more Node B, and for providing the interfaces to the
core network. In general, the UTRAN will operate in more than one
frequency band, each of which represents a different radio network
subsystem (RNS) containing at least one Node B and at least one
RNC. In order to support handovers of users as they move through
the network, the functionality of the RNC is divided into several
distinct roles. A single physical RNC supports all the functions, but
a single UE may obtain the functions from separate physical RNCs.
These roles are as follows.

1. Controlling RNC (CRNC): The RNC that controls a given Node
B is its CRNC and is responsible for load and congestion control
of all its cells on the basis of UL interference and DL power
reports from the Node B.

2. Serving RNC (SRNC): The SRNC is the RNC that is responsible
for handling both the signaling and user traffic for a single UE
from the UTRAN to the core network, and also terminates the
radio resource control (RRC) signaling between the UE and the
UTRAN. It sets the quality target for UL signals that form the
basis of outer loop power control (see Section 3.4) and also per-
forms the layer 2 functions (see Section 3.3) for the data transfer
between the RNC and the radio link. An SRNC may be the
CRNC for the Node B used by the UE at any time, but not nec-
essarily so. Each UE has a single SRNC at any one time.

3. Drift RNC (DRNC): Because of mobility a UE may make use of
more than one cell and more than one RNC at any time; the
DRNC is any other RNC whose cells the UE is communicating
with. The DRNC can combine the signals from the separate
cells (see Chapter 6 for the benefits of doing so). It does not
perform level 2 processing but passes data for dedicated chan-
nels transparently from the Node B to RNC interface on to the
interface between the distinct physical RNCs.

The interface between a Node B and its CRNC is referred to as the Iub inter-
face, and that between two distinct physical RNCs is the Iur interface. Signal-
ing over the Iub [1] is covered by Node B application part (NBAP)
specifications [2], while the radio access network application part (RANAP)
[3] governs that over the Iur.
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A single physical RNC, Node B, or UE may support both WCDMA-
FDD and TDD, but need not do so. The basic distinctions between FDD
and TDD are described in the following paragraphs.

3.1.1 WCDMA-FDD

In most parts of the world this will operate in the frequency band 1,920 to
1,980 MHz for the UL from the UE to the base station (usually referred to as
Node B in 3GPP documents), and in the band 2,110 to 2,170 MHz for the
DL from the base to the user. There will also be a few areas where the corre-
sponding bands are likely to be 1,850 to 1,910 and 1,930 to 1,990 MHz.
The spacing between individual transmission channels is a nominal 5 MHz,
while the central frequencies must be integral multiples of 200 KHz. Fre-
quency pairing in FDD operation has the result that if traffic volumes are
highly asymmetric between UL and DL (e.g., with data streamed to mobiles
from hosts on the Internet), then there is liable to be unusable spare capacity
in the less heavily loaded direction (the UL in this example). National
authorities issue licenses to operators for a portion of this bandwidth in their
area of jurisdiction�with 15 MHz a fairly typical allocation�thereby per-
mitting several carrier frequencies each.

3.1.2 WCDMA-TDD

WCDMA-TDD uses the same overall 2-GHz frequency band, but unlike
the FDD version, the UL and DL operate at the same frequency. This
is achieved by using synchronized time intervals for the two operations.
WCDMA-TDD has a wideband option using the same 3.84-Mcps rate as
for FDD, but also a narrowband option at 1.28 Mcps. In the wideband ver-
sion a standard radio frame of 10 ms duration is divided into 15 timeslots on
the basis of 2,560 chips per slot. Unlike FDD, TDD can share bandwidth
between UL and DL according to demand, so a higher grade of service over-
all can be provided if the asymmetric applications can be put onto TDD.

WCDMA radio interface has a three-tier architecture roughly corre-
sponding to the open systems interface (OSI) protocol stack, as shown in
Table 3.1. The relationship between these functions, and whether they
belong to the control- or user-plane, is shown in the protocol architecture
diagram of Figure 3.2.

The roles of these layers are described in the following sections.
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Table 3.1
WCDMA Protocol Components

Layer WCDMA Functions

3 RRC

2 Media access control (MAC)

2 Radio link control (RLC)

2 Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP)

2 Broadcast and multicast control (BMC)
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Figure 3.2 Radio protocol architecture. (Source: [4] © ETSI 2001.)



3.2 Layer 3 (RRC)

This layer is responsible for radio control in general; in particular, it is
responsible for the routing of higher layer messages, broadcast control, pag-
ing of mobile devices without an active connection, dedicated control of all
functions specific to one mobile, and handling of transfers. It exists in the
control-plane and to a lesser extent in the user-plane. There is also a small
duplication avoidance sublayer between the RRC and the core network
transport. The RRC consists of four functional entities [5] as follows:

• Routing function entity (RFE): This handles the routing of higher
layer messages to the appropriate UE mobility management or call
management entities or the core network functions.

• Broadcast control function entity (BCFE): This is responsible for
delivering resource control broadcasts, notably system information.

• Paging notification function entity (PNFE): This is responsible for
paging UEs that do not have resource control connections.

• Dedicated control function entity (DCFE): This handles all the con-
trol functions that are dedicated to a single UE. In the case of TDD
it is supplemented by a shared control function entity (SCFE) that
handles UL and DL resources for shared PS channels.

The procedures that affect QoS for a specific UE belong to DCFE and are as
follows:

1. Establishment, reconfiguration, and release of radio bearers com-
patible with requested QoS;

2. Control of transport format combinations;

3. Assignment of access service class priority for use of random access
channels;

4. Control of UE capability exchange between UE and UTRAN;

5. Traffic and signal quality measurements;

6. Outer-loop power control;

7. Physical channel allocation for TDD.

Radio bearers (RBs) comprise both signaling radio bearers (SRBs) for
resource control messages and radio access bearers (RABs) for the user traffic.
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The RRC sets up three or four SRBs, two for resource control messages, one
for high-priority network access signaling and optionally another such bearer
for lower priority messages. A single call from a UE may make use of radio
links to more than one cell, with several RABs on each with different QoS
features (e.g., for audio and video in a multimedia application). A request for
radio bearer establishment or reconfiguration may contain information ele-
ments that are directly related to lower layer functions. These include RLC
information for SRBs (see Section 3.3.3), RLC, PDCP (see Section 3.3.1),
RB mapping information on transport format sets (see Section 3.4) for RAB,
and a quality target for dedicated traffic channels.

The transport format sets specify combinations of data block sizes that
can be multiplexed onto transport channels at level 1; PDCP handles data
header compression; and UE capability exchange is required to support
codec and media negotiation between end points to avoid transcoding and its
consequent delays and corruption.

Communication between the Node B and RNC [2] uses ATM as a
transport protocol, employing AAL5 cells for control traffic and AAL2 (see
Section 7.3) for user traffic. This contributes a few milliseconds to network
transfer delays, but otherwise has no significant effect on QoS.

The RRC is logically situated between various network service access
points and service access points to the top RLC part of layer 2. Physically it is
located in the RNC that controls the Node B logical base stations and the
mobile. The RNC is itself normally colocated with one or more Node B; for
example, there may be several sectors of a cell being supported from the same
location.

Both the UE and Node B (base transceiver) possess an RRC layer with
associated states, modes, and processes. The processes are those that entail
changes in radio resources, such as initial cell selection or reselection, estab-
lishment or reconfiguration of radio bearers (the level 2 services), control of
requested QoS, UE quality measurement reporting and control, and outer
loop power control. The modes for a UE, when switched on, are either idle
or connected, with the latter having several states. In idle mode the UE just
looks for higher priority networks. It initiates establishment of a connection
to the UTRAN by sending an RRC connection request to the UTRAN. The
RRC layer in the RNC performs admission control, assigns radio resource
parameters [e.g., transport channel types and formats (see Section 3.3.4)],
and establishes radio links from relevant Node Bs if a dedicated channel is
involved. If connected to the UTRAN but not in the process of executing a
call, the UE will be in either the URA_PCH or CELL_PCH states, essen-
tially listening to paging and broadcast messages, performing measurements,
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reselecting cells, and looking for higher priority networks. An important
QoS procedure that can occur at this stage is the sending of a UE capabil-
ity information element (IE) to the UTRAN in response to a UE capability
inquiry or automatically with the connection request. There are many com-
ponents to this, but some of the more important for QoS are PDCP capabil-
ity, physical channel capability (types and speeds), radio frequencies
supported, RLC capability (buffer and window sizes), transport channel
capability (types, numbers, block sizes, and formats), and timer values (see
Section 3.6). In order to execute a call, a radio bearer must be established.

The main state for active calls is CELL_FACH in which the UE has
both dedicated control channels (DCCHs) and dedicated traffic channels
(DTCHs) available. The RRC functions of the UE in this state are to per-
form cell reselection as required, carry out measurements, run cell update
timers, and listen to all forward access channel (FACH) transport channels
that are mapped onto its control channel.

The UTRAN broadcasts a large number of system information blocks
via Node B to the UEs. Each of these message blocks has a header with a
scope field (e.g., CELL) and a state field (e.g., CELL_FACH), so that a UE
updates its system information if the scope and state are appropriate to its
condition. There are 18 such blocks, but they are not directly related to QoS
features.

One of the main ways in which the RRC controls quality is through
the transport combination format set (TFCS) that it passes to the media
access control (MAC) layer (see Section 3.3.4). Another essential factor is the
monitoring of signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) on a pilot channel. The RRC
issues outer power loop control messages on the basis of this information.
The RRC communicates with the top of the four level 2 sublayers, radio link
control (RLC) via the radio bearers, which are separate channels depending
on the type of information sent (see Figure 3.2).

3.3 Level 2

3.3.1 Packet Data Convergence Protocol

The Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) [6] is another level 2 func-
tion that provides services to the nonaccess stratum (NAS) at the UE or
relays at the RNC. Its main role is in control of header compression for
IP packet data. This is important for QoS for any real-time traffic that uses
small IP packets (e.g., speech) because the headers may be several times as
long as the actual user traffic and hence increase by a large factor both the
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transmission time and capacity used. For example, VoIP is often carried in
RTP/UDP/IP where the uncompressed header is 40-bytes long, while the
speech typically only occupies 20 to 24 bytes (depending on the voice codec),
but compression can cut the header to only 4 bytes most of the time. Header
compression is not helpful for large packets and, hence, is not often used by
file transfer applications.

Several distinct header compression protocols can be used, and PDCP
inserts a protocol identifier field (PID) in the protocol data unit (PDU) to
indicate the type, if any, to be used. This is a 4-bit field, with �0� indicating
no header compression, and most of the others being options defined within
the Internet RFC2507 and RFC3095 on compression. RFC3095 (repre-
sented by PID 9�11) is the most resilient method on error-prone links such
as the radio link. The significance of these options is described in Section
7.4.10, where the features and benefits of the protocols are described. No
method is currently defined for SIP (see Section 7.4. 8) header compression,
and this may have to be added later.

3.3.2 Broadcast and Multicast Control

There is one broadcast and multicast control (BMC) entity per cell in the
UTRAN [7]. It communicates with the RLC by means of the UM mode.
Its functions include the following: storage of cell broadcast messages, traffic
volume and radio resource information to CBS, scheduling of BMC mes-
sages to UE, delivery of BMC to UE, and delivery of CBS messages to NAS.
There is also an extension to this layer that handles multimedia mul-
ticasts [8].

The traffic volume information is an estimate of the current cell broad-
cast service data rate requirement in kilobits per second; this is sent to
the RRC.

3.3.3 RLC

The RLC [9] sits between the level 3 RRC and the MAC layer. It has three
modes of operation�transparent mode (TM), unacknowledged mode
(UM), and acknowledged mode (AM)�that are directly relevant to QoS.
Transparent mode takes data to or from the RRC and segments or reassem-
bles it, but does not add other header information; it is used for delay-
sensitive traffic that is tolerant of errors. Unacknowledged mode also per-
forms these functions, but adds or checks sequence numbers for the MAC
layer and may add ciphering if needed; it is used for traffic that requires
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delivery in sequence and does not require delivery of errored packets. The
acknowledged service is for data that has a low error tolerance and includes
addition of a CRC field, flow control, and error checking to the UM func-
tions, with ARQ retransmission when errors are found. AM guarantees deliv-
ery of data, but either with or without sequencing.

The RRC uses different radio bearers for signaling and user traffic.
Those for signaling are shown in Table 3.2, which shows the control channel
(see Section 3.3.4) supported and the RLC mode used. The NAS above posts
user traffic to the RLC, bypassing the RRC, but possibly going through the
PDCP (see Section 3.3.1) or BMC (see Section 3.3.2) layers. The bearer con-
figuration is determined by the RRC and is defined in terms of static, semi-
static, and dynamic parameters determined by the required QoS. The static
part includes the RLC information, whose main features are the choice of
mode, whether sequencing is required, the permitted RLC PDU sizes, the
acknowledgment timer, and the transmit/receive window sizes in terms of
RLC PDUs. The semistatic and dynamic parts relate primarily to the trans-
port formats specified for MAC to L1 operation. RLC segmentation and
reassembly fits data from higher or lower levels into the permitted PDU sizes,
with an extension flag and length indicator after the sequence number at the
start of the PDU if several higher level SDUs are fitted into a single PDU.
There is one such indicator per SDU, each indicating the number of octets in
the SDU.

The majority of quality control features in RLC, therefore, lie in the
use of acknowledged mode. Flow control is based on a 12-bit sequence
number, window sizes, and an implementation-dependent superfield for
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Table 3.2
Use of Radio Bearers for Signaling

RB Number Services Carried

0 All RRC messages on common control channel (CCCH)

RLC-TM on UL, RLC-UM on DL

1 Messages on DCCH when using RLC-UM

2 Messages on DCCH when using RLC-AM

3 Messages on DCCH RLC-AM that carry higher-level signals

4 Optionally the same as 3

5�31 Messages on DCCH using RLC-TM

Source: [5].



selective acknowledgments of received and missing PDUs. An error burst
indicator can be used to show that the next codeword received in the super-
field will indicate the number of subsequent PDUs that are erroneous. The
RLC also receives information from the RRC specifying the maximum
number of retransmissions permitted for a PDU and how often the trans-
mitter should poll the receiver in the case of a PDU or SDU containing a
poll bit.

The RLC communicates with the MAC layer via logical channels that
depend on the function of the information; these are more detailed than the
radio bearer selections above. AM is only applicable to two types of logical
channel: DCCH and DTCH.

3.3.4 MAC Layer

The MAC configuration is controlled by the RRC, and the MAC [10] uses
logical channels to communicate with the RLC and transport channels to
communicate with the physical layer. The logical channels consist of control
channels and traffic channels as follows:

• Control channels: Broadcast (BCCH), paging (PCCH), DCCH,
CCCH, and shared (SHCCH);

• Traffic channels: DTCH and common transport channel (CTCH).

The transport channel types, each of which is defined unidirectionally,
include random access channels (RACHs), FACHs, DL shared channels
(DSCHs), common packet channels (CPCHs) for FDD on UL only, UL
shared channels (USCHs) for TDD only, broadcast channels (BCHs), pag-
ing channels (PCHs), and dedicated transport channels (DCHs). Each RLC
radio bearer can use up to two logical channels, where one is for control traf-
fic and the other for user traffic.

The MAC layer has three functional entities, as shown in Table 3.3.
Each UE has one MAC-b, while the UTRAN has one MAC-b per cell.
There is one MAC-c/sh in the UE that handles the transport-channel-type
field (TCTF) header field in the MAC to indicate common logical channel
type for a common channel. For dedicated logical channels, it handles UE
identification, transport format (TF) selection, and TF combination (TFC)
selection on the basis of TFC set configured by the RRC. There is one
MAC-c/sh in the UTRAN that is located in the CRNC. It performs priority
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handling via the access service class for the FACH and DSCH, TCTF multi-
plexing, TFC selection, and DL code allocation for use on DSCH.

The MAC-d in the UE performs transport channel switching on the
basis of decisions by the RRC, multiplexing of multiple dedicated logical
channels onto a single transport channel, TFC selection on the UL, and
ciphering/deciphering for RLC-TM if required. The MAC-d for the
UTRAN is situated in the SRNC. Its functions are similar to those for
the UE but with the addition of priority setting on data received from the
DCCH or DTCH, DL priority and schedule handling of transport channels
allowed by RRC, and flow control towards the MAC-c/sh in order to limit
level 2 buffering and latency.

For peer-to-peer communication, a MAC-PDU consists of a bit string
whose length is not necessarily a multiple of eight. It consists of a
MAC-SDU plus an optional header, where the MAC-SDU is either a bit
string of any nonzero length or an integer multiple of octets and the header is
of variable size. The header consists of the following:

• TCTF of variable size to identify the logical channel type being used
over a FACH or RACH transport channel (e.g., BCCH, CCCH,
CTCH, SHCCH, or dedicated logical channel);

• A UE identity type and UE identity;

• A C/T field that indicates the instance (1�15) of a logical channel
when multiple logical channels of the same type are carried over a
single transport channel.

When a DTCH or DCCH is mapped onto a DCH without any multiplex-
ing of dedicated channels, no MAC header is required; if there is any such
multiplexing, then the header consists of the C/T field. Numerous other
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Table 3.3
MAC Functional Entities

Entity Function

MAC-b Handles the BCH

MAC-d Handles DCHs

MAC-c/sh Handles the remainder, notably CTCHs



situations require other headers; one that requires each of the above fields is
the mapping of a DTCH or DCCH to RACH or FACH.

The UE identity type can either be an UTRAN radio network tempo-
rary identity (U-RNTI) with 32-bit identifier, or a cell radio network tem-
porary identity (C-RNTI) of 16 bits.

The MAC receives configuration information from the RRC in MAC-
Config-REQs that specify the priority, 1 to 8, to assign to each logical chan-
nel carried on a radio bearer when the latter is set up or reconfigured. This
priority is used to select the TFC in the UE.

The manner in which different logical channels can be combined into
transport channels for MAC to L1 communication is determined by the
transport formats [11] controlled by the RRC layer. The basic entities
involved in this are as follows:

• Transport block (TB): This is the basic unit exchanged between the
MAC and level 1 and corresponds to a MAC PDU.

• Transport block set (TBS): This is a set of TB that can be exchanged
between the MAC and L1 at the same time and on the same trans-
port channel. All blocks in a TBS must have the same size.

• Transport block size: This is the number of bits within a TB. It is set
to accommodate the RLC size plus any appropriate MAC header.
Permissible sizes are 1 to 5,000 bits.

• Transport block set size: This is the number of bits in a TBS.

• Transmission time interval (TTI): This is a key parameter for QoS
that is defined as the interarrival time for TBS. It is a multiple of the
10-ms radio frame duration, with possible values of 10, 20, 40, or
80 ms.

• TF: This determines the format for TBS exchange between L1 and
MAC and consists of dynamic and semistatic parts. The dynamic
attributes are transport block size and transport block set size for
both FDD and TDD, plus TTI in the case of TDD only. The semi-
static attributes are the TTI for FDD (and optionally for non-real-
time TDD), the error protection scheme to use, and the CRC size.
The error protection scheme consists of the type of channel coding
to use, if any (i.e., convolution or turbo), the coding rate, and the
static rate matching parameter. TTI and the TB set size together
determine the instantaneous bit rate of the transport channel.
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• TFS: A single transport channel may be permitted to use more than
one TF, provided that they all have the same semistatic part and the
set of permissible values defines the TFS.

• TFCS: Level 1 can multiplex several transport channels together to
form a single physical channel (see Section 3.4), in which case each
transport channel has its own TFS, but only certain combinations of
these (the TFCS) are allowed.

• Transport format indicator (TFI): This is an index used by L1 and
MAC to identify a specific TF in the TFS.

• Transport format combination indicator (TFCI): This is an index used
to identify one particular TFC from the TFCS. On the basis of the
radio priorities, the MAC makes the choice of TFC for the avail-
able TB.

Some applications (e.g., multimedia) may use several distinct traffic streams,
each with its own block sizes and QoS needs. In that case they are likely to
use more than one logical channel and transport channel, each with its own
transport formats. Some may also have variable bit rates (e.g., AMR voice
where the degree of compression and type of coding varies according to sig-
nal quality), and this is achieved by having several possible block sizes in the
dynamic part of the TFS. A formal example of this is shown in Figure 3.3.

This diagram shows two transport channels (TrCHs): TrCH (1) and
TrCH (2), with TTI (1) and TTI (2), respectively. TrCH (1) has only one
block size, TB (1), but has a block set of either one or two blocks depending
on the particular transmission interval; whereas TrCH (2) has a block set of
one, but a TFS that includes the two sizes for TB (2) and TB (3). In the case
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of TrCH (2), a TFI is needed to indicate which size is in use for any given
TTI period.

The dynamic part of the TF in FDD consists of the block size and
block set size; so in this diagram the TFS for TrCH (1) has two formats, {x,x}
and {x,2x}, where x denotes the block size of TB (1). TrCH (2) also has two
possible formats with dynamic parts, {y,y} and {z,z}, where y and z are the
block sizes of TB (2) and TB (3), respectively, and z is greater than y.

In general, several transport channels are likely to be multiplexed onto
a single CCTrCH, and level 3 then dictates the combinations of TF that may
be used. One of the main criteria used is to create TFCs that permit the
MAC to perform simple rate control without involving any signaling to level
3. This is achieved by specifying combinations that tend to average the over-
all rate through combining low throughput options for some channels with
higher rate formats for others and by forbidding combinations of extreme
formats. Thus, in the case of the very simple example in Figure 3.3, the TF
(1) with dynamic part {x,x } would be combined with the TF (2) with
dynamic part {z,z }, while {x,2x } would go with {y,y }, thereby giving a TFCS
with these two TFC. The choice of TFC can vary on a per radio frame basis
and is usually indicated by a 10-bit TFCI (coded for resilience to 32 bits) in
the frame, but with blind format detection (based on either CRC or power
analysis) as an alternative for relatively fixed rates.

One of the simplest possible real examples would be the case of a
speech call using GSM-EFR (see Section 10.1.1). This uses three classes of
speech bit with different error protection requirements, so that they are sent
on separate transport channels. Each uses a TTI of 20 ms and a block set
consisting of a single block, but with block sizes of 81, 103, and 60 bits,
respectively. There is only one TF for each channel with respective dynamic
parts, {81,81}, {103,103}, and {60,60}, while the semistatic parts of the three
TF each have TTI of 20 ms, but differing coding parameters. On the FDD
UL (and often on the DL) these would be combined into the same CCTrCH
with a single trivial TFC. The default speech codec for UMTS is UMTS-
AMR, which has multiple formats for each of three channels, and this is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.

The MAC layer performs scheduling via status indications to the RLC.
These indicate the number and size of PDUs that the RLC can send in the
TTI for each logical channel. The MAC also uses the priorities assigned to
the logical channels by the RRC to decide which TFC combination to use
from the TFCS, and it must use that which allows transmission of the most
high priority data. The MAC for the UE must estimate the power required
for the TFC and only use those that are within its maximum power
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capability. This selection takes place at the start of the shortest TTI for any
member of the TFCS.

The MAC sends traffic measurements directly to the RRC for dynamic
radio bearer control. These consist of buffer occupancies for RLC entities
and are made both periodically and on a threshold alarm basis.

3.4 Level 1�The Physical Layer

3.4.1 General

The physical level communicates with its own MAC layer via the transport
channels and with its peer physical layer via physical channels. Layers 2 and 3
are very similar for WCDMA-FDD and TDD, but there are major differ-
ences at layer 1, and unless otherwise indicated, the following refers to FDD.

A physical channel is defined as a code or set of codes in WCDMA-
FDD and additionally by a sequence of timeslots in WCDMA-TDD. The
information rate of a physical channel varies with the symbol rate derived
from the chip rate of 3.84 Mcps and the spreading factor (SF). SF varies from
256 to 4 in FDD on the UL and from 512 to 4 on the FDD DL, while in
TDD it varies from 16 to 1. These give respective symbol rates from 15k to
960k symbols/s on FDD UL and 7.5k to 960k for FDD DL, with 3.84M
symbols/s to 240 k/s in TDD in either direction.

Spreading codes (as outlined in the previous chapter) are used to distin-
guish between the following:

• Different channels from the same source via channelization codes;

• Different cells via scrambling codes;

• Different UE via another set of scrambling codes.

One of the main factors influencing QoS is the mapping of transport chan-
nels to physical channels.

3.4.2 Physical Channels

Layer 1 maps the various transport channels to/from the MAC layer to spe-
cific physical channels that are transmitted at level 1 on the UL and DL. The
way in which these channels are mapped is shown in Figure 3.4 for FDD.
Physical channels without any transport association are purely for layer 1
functionality between the UE and Node B.
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The role of many physical channels is outside the scope of this book,
and only a subset with above average significance for quality is described
below. Physical channels are characterized by means of a specific carrier fre-
quency, scrambling code, channelization code (optional, but used on many),
stop and start times in relation to chips, and for the UL only a relative phase.
Radio frames correspond to a duration of 15 slots of 2,560 chips each or
38,400 chips in all, hence a duration of 10 ms at 3.84 Mcps.

3.4.2.1 Dedicated Physical Channels

The channels most directly relevant to the transmission of user data are the
dedicated physical channels, DPDCH and dedicated physical control channel
(DPCCH). CS and most real-time traffic use dedicated channels, while inter-
mittent data traffic can use common or shared channels. The UL DPDCH
carries the DCH transport channel from the MAC, while the control channel
(DPCCH) is used purely for control information generated in layer 1. In
either case each 10-ms radio frame is split into 15 slots of 2,560 chips corre-
sponding to single power cycles, that for DPDCH containing data, while the
DPCCH slots carry control information, as shown in Figure 3.5.

The pilot field bits conform to one of a specified set of preset patterns
and are used in frame synchronization. TFCI is used for variable rate chan-
nels or for channels carrying multiple services, but not for single fixed rate
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channels�the decision on TFCI usage is determined by the UTRAN, not
the UE. The feedback information (FBI) field is used in relation to diversity
[13] and power control during soft handovers. Transmit power control (TPC)
indicates whether to change transmitter power level (see Section 3.4.6).

On the DL there is only one type of dedicated physical channel, the
DPCH, and it carries multiplexed DPDCH and DPCCH traffic. A single
slot contains two data segments and two control segments, as in Figure 3.6.

The two DPDCH segments have unequal sizes that are specified in
tables and are dependent on the spreading factor and control TFCI [12],
while the parameter k is related to the spreading factor by

SF = 512/2k

The DPCCH information consists of TFCI, where applicable, TPC as on
UL, and another set of pilot bits with numbers as per the tables. It is possible
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to have more than one DPDCH if the required rate is too high for a single
channel. If so, then the spreading factor is 4 for each such channel.

Other physical channels have different structures for their slots [12].

3.4.2.2 Common Physical Channels

The UL random access channel carries 4,096 chip preambles and a 10-ms
message radio frame slit into 15 slots, each of which has both data and con-
trol parts.

On the DL there are two types of common pilot channel (CPICH)
with a fixed rate of 30 Kbps: a primary that is common to an entire cell and
defines a phase reference for all other DL channels, except possibly the
DPCH, and a secondary for part or all of a cell that gives the phase reference
for the DPCH in the exceptional case.

The synchronization channel (SCH) is a DL signal that the UE uses for
cell search. It consists of primary and secondary subchannels, so that each
slot contains a primary synchronization code of length 256 common to an
entire cell, together with a secondary code characterizing a scrambling code
in the range 0 to 63 and a slot number in the range of 0 to 14, corresponding
to the slot position in the 15 slot subdivision of the 10-ms radio frame.

3.4.3 Physical-Level Procedures

The main functions of the physical level [14] are as follows:

• Error detection on transport channels and indication to higher
layers;

• FEC encoding/decoding and interleaving/deinterleaving of trans-
port channels;

• Multiplexing of transport channels and demultiplexing of coded
composite transport channels;

• Rate matching;

• Mapping of coded composite transport channels on physical
channels;

• Power weighting and combining of physical channels;

• Modulation and spreading/demodulation and despreading of physi-
cal channels;

• Frequency and time (chip, bit, slot, frame) synchronization;
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• Measurements and indication to higher layers [e.g., frame error rate
(FER), SIR, interference power, transmit power];

• Closed-loop power control;

• Combining signals for soft handover;

• Radio frame processing.

3.4.4 Multiplexing, Channel Coding, and Interleaving of Transport Channels

This group of functions [15] prepares the transport channels for transmission
over the physical channels and have the greatest relationship to QoS. The
main steps in this are as follows:

1. Addition of CRC field to transport block;

2. Concatenation and segmentation;

3. Channel coding;

4. Radio frame equalization;

5. Rate matching;

6. Interleaving;

7. Radio frame segmentation;

8. Multiplexing of transport channels;

9. Physical channel segmentation;

10. Mapping to physical channels.

The size of the CRC check field to add to each transport channel block is
decided by higher layers.

All transport blocks to be sent on a specific transport channel within
the TTI are concatenated prior to coding. If the resultant code block exceeds
the maximum bit size permitted for the type of channel coding to be used,
then it is first segmented. The limit sizes are 504 bits for convolution coding
and 5,114 for turbo coding, with no limit if no channel coding is required.
Specific block sizes are recommended that depend on the data rate and type
of transport channel, with turbo coding being used for the highest data rates.
The possible code rates are 1/2 or 1/3 for convolutional and 1/3 for turbo.
These fractions determine the proportion of transport block bits (as opposed
to FEC bits) on the radio link.

Radio frame equalization is used on the UL to ensure that the number
of frames is equal to the integral value, F, specified for that transport channel.
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This requirement is automatically met on the DL. The technique of equali-
zation is to pad the bit sequence until this criterion is met.

Specific interleaving patterns are used depending on the TTI, whose
possible values are 10, 20, 40, or 80 ms, with the complexity and resultant
degree of error dispersal increasing with TTI. Where TTI exceeds 10 ms, the
radio frames are also segmented into the required number F of frames.

Bits may have to be repeated or punctured in order to ensure that the
multiplexed transport channels exactly match the bit rate of the physical
channel. Higher layers using detailed algorithms control this.

The resultant frames are then multiplexed into a coded composite
transport channel (CCTrCH). WCDMA-FDD has only one CCTrCH on
the UL, but can have multiple such channels on the DL. Transport channels
that are multiplexed onto the CCTrCH should have comparable QoS needs
and, more specifically, the same C/I requirement. Where multiple CCTrCH
are in use, each can have its own TFCI but not always, since blind detection
of format is sometimes used for each 10-ms frame with fixed rate services.
The RACH, CPCH, and BCH are always mapped 1:1 to the corresponding
physical channel, but other transport channels may be multiplexed in this
way. Dedicated and common transport channels cannot be mixed, so on the
FDD UL there is both a dedicated channel CCTrCH and a common chan-
nel CCTrCH, of which only one can be active at any instant. The number of
transport channels that can be multiplexed onto a single CCTrCH depends
on the capability of the UE and on the TTI. This multiplexing is based on
taking 10-ms frames from each transport channel involved per TTI. The
DPCCH is multiplexed with one of the DPDCH.

More than one physical channel is sometimes used for a single
CCTrCH. In that case the CCTrCH is segmented between them by means
of a demultiplexing unit, and each of the physical channels must have the
same spreading factor. After more interleaving the segments are ready for
transmission.

An example of these multiplexing and interleaving procedures is shown
in Figure 3.7 for the case of the 12.2-Kbps reference measurements [16]
using the transport parameters in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 and Figure 3.7 show how the DPDCH and DPCCH are
multiplexed/demultiplexed and interleaved on a DL DPCH at a rate of 30 k
symbols/s for reference measurements. The data rate for the DTCH is the
transport block set size divided by the TTI, hence 12.2 Kbps as indicated,
which is the typical rate for a speech channel. The CRC (whose size is speci-
fied for the TrCH by the RNC) is added to the transport block set, followed
by a set of tail bits to enable the coder to determine the code-block boundary.
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On the DL, higher layer scheduling through the rate matching attribute and
resultant padding or puncturing automatically controls rate matching. Each
of the 15 slots within a 10-ms radio frame has 2,560 chips, corresponding
to 10 × 2k bits, where 512/2k is the spreading factor, as in Figure 3.6, where
the numbers of bits of various types (e.g., power control and TFCI) within
the DPCCH and DPDCH are given by tables [12]. The first interleaving
is intrinsic to the separate channels here, and radio frame segmentation is
required because the TTI exceeds 10 ms in both channels. The second inter-
leaving combines the first two DCCH segments with the two DPCH seg-
ments, and the last two with an additional two DPCH segments for their
next TTI. Slot segmentation then splits each of the interleaved segments into
15 slots.

3.4.5 Physical Layer Measurements

In order to achieve the necessary quality, the physical layer has to perform
measurements of such features as the block error rate, the SIR, and interfer-
ence power, all of which must be reported to higher levels so that the RRC in
particular can take appropriate action [17]. Maintenance of quality depends
on the ability of the system to monitor signal strengths, error rates, and tim-
ings, and this is carried out both by the UE and by the UTRAN.
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Table 3.4
DL Transport Parameters for 12.2-Kbps Reference Measurements

Parameter DTCH DCCH

Transport channel number 1 2

Transport block size (bits) 244 100

Transport block set size 244 100

TTI (ms) 20 40

Type of error protection code Convolution Convolution

Coding rate 1/3 1/3

Rate matching attribute 256 256

Size of CRC (bits) 16 12

Position of Tr channel in frame Fixed Fixed

Source: [16] © ETSI 2001.



The main measurement made by the UE is the block error rate (BLER)
based on the number of CRC errors received.

The UTRAN performs a more complex set of tasks. These include the
measurement of the following:

• SIR according to the formula SIR = (RSCP/ISCP) × SF, where SF
is the spreading factor, RSCP the received signal code power, and
ISCP the interference code power;

• Transmitted power on one channel code on one scrambling code on
one carrier;

• Transport channel BER for the DPDCH;

• Physical channel BER for DPCCH;

• Round-trip time (RTT) where RTT = TRX − Trx. Trx is the time of
transmission of the beginning of the DPCH to the UE, and TRX

is the time of reception of the beginning of the corresponding
DPCCH/DPDCH from the UE;

• Propagation delay on the PRACH.

In addition to these periodic measures, there are also several sets of measure-
ments to be made at specific stages of operation:

1. Handover measures to compare the relative signal strengths of dif-
ferent cells and, for FDD, the timing relation between cells for sup-
port of the soft asynchronous handover procedure;

2. Specific measures for handover to GSM 900/1,800 if relevant;

3. Measures for the UE before random access process;

4. Measures for dynamic channel allocation in TDD.

Some of these measurements have to be made on a different carrier fre-
quency, which can only be made by many UE if DL transmissions are inter-
rupted. In order to enable this, a specific way of operating, called compressed
mode, is used. It is implemented by halving the spreading factor (and so
doubling the data rate) and using a different scrambling offset by a standard
amount from the normal.
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3.4.6 Power Control

Power control [13] is a vital feature of WCDMA for limiting interference
and controlling quality. As mentioned above, there are several distinct power
control loops. The initial power level of the UE is set on the basis of open
loop power control. For the UL this entails the UE setting a value for the
random access channel based on broadcast information for the cell, while ini-
tial strength on the DL is based on measurements by the UE.

The power used on the dedicated physical channels of a call in progress
is based on outer and inner loop power control. Outer loop control sets the
long-term quality target for the inner loop. Outer loop control resides in the
SRNC for the UL and sets the target quality for the inner loop based on
measurements of the transport channel quality. In the case of the DL, the
function is contained in the UE, but based on targets sent by the SRNC.

Inner loop power control handles the very rapid changes in power that
have to be made as a result of the motion of the UE (see Chapter 6), and the
function is located in both the UE and Node B. Each serving cell must moni-
tor the quality of signals received on the UL DPCH. The SIR is estimated
and compared to the target value. On the basis of this measurement, the serv-
ing cell must send a TPC command for every slot (i.e., 1,500 times per sec-
ond) to the UE indicating 0 if SIR exceeds the target value or 1 if it does not.
The UE should increase its transmit power for the UL on receipt of TPC 1
by either 1 dB or a specified TPC_StepSize depending on which of two algo-
rithms is in use.

The UE can also send TPC commands on the UL dedicated physical
control channel to the Node B on the basis of its comparison of received
quality with the target for adjustment of the DL power.

The power on the physical channel depends on the data rate, so it has
to be changed if the TFC is altered. Whenever compressed mode is used to
enable the UE to make measurements on the DL, the data rate is increased
and hence the power has to be changed.

3.4.7 Cell Search and Handover

One of the most critical stages in a call for QoS problems is at handover. Cell
search is required at registration and as the UE moves through the network.
During the cell search, the UE searches for a suitable cell based on pilot chan-
nel signal strengths [18] and determines the DL scrambling code and frame
synchronization of that cell. The cell search [19] is typically carried out in
three steps:
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1. Slot synchronization: During the first step of the cell search proce-
dure, the UE uses the SCH�s primary synchronization code to
acquire slot synchronization to a cell.

2. Frame synchronization and code-group identification: During the sec-
ond step of the cell search procedure, the UE uses the SCH�s secon-
dary synchronization code to find frame synchronization and
identify the code group of the cell found in the first step. This is
done by correlating the received signal with all possible secondary
synchronization code sequences and identifying the maximum
correlation value. Since the cyclic shifts of the sequences are
unique, both the code group and the frame synchronization are
determined.

3. Scrambling-code identification: During the third and last step of the
cell search procedure, the UE determines the exact primary scram-
bling code used by the found cell. The primary scrambling code is
typically identified through symbol-by-symbol correlation over the
CPICH with all codes within the code group identified in the sec-
ond step. After the primary scrambling code has been identified,
the primary common control physical channel (CCPCH) can be
detected and the system- and cell-specific BCH information can
be read.

If the UE has received information about which scrambling codes to search
for, steps 2 and 3 above can be simplified.

Reselection

According to its capability, the UE may monitor a list up to 32 cells on the
original frequency when in idle mode, 32 cells on up to two other FDD fre-
quencies, 32 GSM cells, and, if TDD is supported, up to 32 more on up
to three frequencies. Once in connected mode the UE has to be capable of
maintaining at least six radio links in an active set of cells [20]. The UE per-
forms regular measurements of signal quality and camps on to another cell if
signal quality requires this, as indicated by an active set update message from
the UTRAN. Handovers can be soft/softer for FDD-FDD on the same fre-
quency, or hard for FDD-FDD at a different frequency, FDD-TDD and
FDD-GSM.

The soft handovers do not entail any interruption to data flow. For the
others, however, there is an interval between the last TTI containing a trans-
port block on the old DPDCH and the time the UE starts sending a block
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on the new DPDCH. This interval depends on the number of cells and
whether they are already known to the UE, as well as on the type of hard
handover. In most cases, the delay is not long enough to trigger a time-out
and retransmission of application level data, but this can sometimes occur.
For hard FDD-FDD handovers [e.g., between different layers in a cell hier-
archy (see Chapter 6)] the formula for the maximum interval without com-
pressed mode is

T = TIU + 40 + 20 × KC + 150 × OC ms

where TIU is not more than one 10-ms frame, 40 represents a channel meas-
urement time, KC is the number of known cells, and OC is the number of
unknown target cells in the active cell update message. A cell is known if the
UE either had it in its previous active cell list or had made measurements on
it in the previous 5 seconds. The factor of 20 on KC increases to 50 if com-
pressed mode is used to support measurements on a different frequency. If
the UE only supports six radio links, then this interruption will always be less
than 1 second. FDD-GSM handovers entail much shorter interruptions than
these maxima and should not cause disruption to service.

3.4.8 Physical-Level Differences for TDD

UL and DL operate on the same frequency in TDD mode, and a TDD chan-
nel is a burst that is transmitted within one of the 15 timeslots. There are two
possible chip rates: 3.84 Mcps (as in FDD) and 1.28 Mcps. The framing
structure differs for the 1.28-Mcps version, and each 10-ms frame is com-
posed of two 5-ms subframes, each of which contains seven normal timeslots
and three special timeslots [21].

A burst for 3.84-Mcps TDD consists of two data parts, a midamble,
and a guard period. The data parts are spread by channelization and scram-
bling codes, where the OVSF for the former allows spreading factors of 1, 2,
4, 8, or 16, of which the DL only uses the value 16. Each timeslot can be
allocated to either direction, subject to there being at least one timeslot in
either direction. The guard period is required to prevent conflicts due to the
changes in direction. The midamble is used for training. There are three dif-
ferent types of burst, each with differing ratios of these field sizes. The quan-
tity of transport level data carried by a burst with spreading factor of 1 is
1,952, 2,208, or 1,856 bits according to the type, 1, 2, or 3, and reduced pro
rata by the spreading factor for higher SF [21]. In each case the two parts of
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the data are separated by the midamble, with the guard period at the end of
the slot. The basic characteristics of the burst types are as follows:

• Type 1 is suitable for either UL or DL and has a relatively long
midamble of 512 chips with a guard period of 96.

• Type 2 is also suitable for both UL and DL and has a longer data
field at the expense of the midamble (reduced to 256 chips) with a
guard period of 96.

• Type 3 is only suitable for UL and has a midamble of 512 chips and
a guard period of 192 chips. The extended guard period makes it
suitable for initial cell access or handovers.

The TFCI and TPC commands are included in the data portion of the burst,
with the TFCI split into two parts on either side of the midamble and the
TPC for the UL ahead of the second part of the TFCI. This slot and burst
structure for 3.84-Mcps TDD is shown in Figure 3.8.

In the case of 1.28-Mcps TDD, a 10-ms frame consists of two 5-ms
(6,400 chip) subframes that can each be split into seven timeslots, of which
the first is always for the DL and the last for UL, with the remainder
switchable, subject to two switching points in the subframe. Each timeslot is
864 chips long, and the remaining 352 include DL and UL pilot slots and a
guard period for the switching points. Bursts for 1.28 Mcps again have two
data fields, a midamble, and another guard interval. For SF of 1 the data field
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is 352 chips, the midamble 144, and the guard 16, with pro rata reductions
for higher SF.

A major consequence of the ability to use slots in either direction is the
existence of a UL shared channel, and the possibility to have more than one
CCTrCH on the UL as well as the DL.

3.5 High-Speed Downlink Packet Access

High-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) was introduced in UMTS to
provide high throughput PS traffic with low delays and very high peak rates
[22]. It entails a new module for the MAC layer, MAC-hs, and a new trans-
port channel, the high speed downlink shared channel (HS-DSCH). It is
supported in both FDD and TTD modes. The architecture for HSDPA
is shown in Figure 3.9

In this diagram, the frame protocol (HS-DSCH FP) handles the data
transport from SRNC to CRNC and from CRNC to Node B, with the
MAC-hs situated below the MAC-sh in the CRNC. There is also an alterna-
tive mode in which the SRNC is connected directly to Node B, bypassing
the CRCN, so that the MAC-sh is not involved.

At RLC level, it only uses AM and UM, rather than TM (omitted on
the account of ciphering issues) that normally supports the highest data rates.
PDCP can be used as before. It is aimed primarily at the streaming, interac-
tive, and background class applications (see Chapter 9) and is optimized for
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low- to medium-speed users in urban environments, although also support-
ing others.

MAC-hs supports a new acknowledgment method known as hybrid
ARQ (HARQ) and scheduling specific to HSPDA. Flow control is handled
jointly by MAC-c/sh (responsible for normal DSCH) and MAC-hs, and
scheduling is based on a priority class passed down from the RRC with sepa-
rate queues per class.

HARQ is a stop and wait (for acknowledgment) protocol. It uses a new
data indicator that is incremented each time that the block transmitted dif-
fers from its predecessor; new and old data (i.e., retransmissions) cannot be
mixed in the same TTI. Blocks also carry a transmission sequence number
per priority class for use in reordering.

The HS-DSCH exists only on the DL and is processed from a single
CCTrCH, with only one CCTrCH of HS-DSCH type per UE. HSDPA sig-
naling is sent in-band on the DL in the HS-DSCH, but with out-of-band
ACKs or NAKs back from the UE. The UE sends an ACK if the block is cor-
rectly received or a NAK if it contains an error. Errored or unacknowledged
blocks are retransmitted and take priority over new data. On the DL, the UE
identity, the new data indicator, TSN, and priority are included in the MAC
header.

At the physical level, the DL channel configuration consists of the
PDCH together with up to four separate high-speed shared control channels
(HS-SCCH) in combination with the high-speed physical downlink shared
channel (HS-PDSCH). The HS-SCCH carries the following:

1. A transport format and resource indicator (TFRI) that shows the
transport format, channelization codes, and modulation scheme;

2. The HARQ information.

The TTI is much shorter than the normal 10�80-ms range. There is a
single TTI for FDD that is 2 ms, while that for 1.28-Mcps TDD is 5 ms,
and that for 3.84-Mcps TDD is 10 ms. The type of error protection coding
used is turbo at rate 1/3 with a 24-bit CRC; so a 2-ms block at 2 Mbps
would correspond to roughly 1,200 input data bits.

3.6 QoS in WCDMA

This section shows how the above features and procedures control the QoS
on the radio link, and what can be achieved with particular reference to the
user perception outlined in the first chapter.
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The first criterion�that of a high chance of successful access�is deter-
mined mainly by capacity planning and admission control (which is dis-
cussed in Chapter 6) rather than the RF features above. The time taken to
log on to the network and to initiate a call is determined by the cell search
and random access procedures. The lack of strict time synchronization in
WCDMA means that the three-step search procedure above is used instead
of the two-step process common to most other mobile technologies, and this
takes slightly longer. There are additional delays where it is necessary to set
up a dedicated radio bearer for the user traffic instead of a preexisting com-
mon channel.

The next issue is whether calls are liable to be dropped in the middle,
especially during handover. WCDMA uses a soft handover procedure in
which the UE is in constant communication with several cells and is moni-
toring their respective signal strengths and qualities. The detailed procedures
for performing this should ensure that it is seamless for packet data, but there
is a slight possibility of loss of synchronization where onward communica-
tion to a CS network is involved.

The QoS profile for the call traffic is determined by the requests of the
end applications, the subscription rights of the users, and the available capac-
ity. The ultimate decision on this is taken by the core network and signaled
back to the RNC (see Section 8.1.3) in the form of the radio bearer informa-
tion entity.

The attributes used in the UMTS QoS classes are as follows: maximum
bit rate, delivery order, maximum SDU size, SDU format information, SDU
error rate, residual bit error rate, delivery of erroneous SDUs, transfer delay,
guaranteed bit rate, traffic handling priority, allocation/retention priority,
and source statistics descriptor. These are used to select the appropriate radio
bearer service between levels 3 and 2. The SDU sizes determine the RLC
sizes and level and 1 to 2 transport formats. The following paragraphs show
how these factors are represented in terms of parameters for the radio link.

Bit-Rate Throughput is critical for real-time streaming applications and is
determined in the absence of retransmissions for a transport channel by the
formula

Bit rate = (transport block set size) / TTI

The rates achievable depend on the capability of the DPDCH and the choice
of spreading factor. The peak data rate on a single DPDCH is 960 Kbps
using the minimum spreading factor of 4, but this rate assumes no channel
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coding; allowing for a coding rate of 1/2 and overheads associated with
monitoring for handover, this drops to an effective maximum user data rate
of 400 to 500 Kbps, and 300 to 350 at rate 1/3. A further reduction in
throughput will result if any additional processing is required (e.g., sequenc-
ing and especially retransmissions), so the maximum is most likely to be
achieved with RLC TM. Up to six parallel codes, each associated with its
own DPDCH, can be used simultaneously (as well as one DPCCH), leading
to a maximum possible user data rate of about 2.5 Mbps in conformity with
the IMT-2000 target of 2 Mbps.

Delivery Order This requires the use of sequence numbers by the RLC and
hence uses either UM or AM modes.

SDU Error Rate and Bit Error Rate The BER and BLER on the radio link
depend on the power used, code rate, and bit rate. BLER is normally in the
range 10−1 to 10−3 with the power levels that should achieve this under test
conditions for various bit rates specified in UMTS [16]. Achievement of
better error rates entails use of ARQ retransmissions at the RLC level using
RLC-AM. The CRNC is responsible for determining the best combination
of power and retransmission count and sets a parameter MaxDAT for the lat-
ter after which erroneous SDUs are just discarded.

Delivery of Erroneous SDUs Distinction between correct and incorrect
frames requires the use of a CRC at the physical level.

Transfer Delay The radio link�s contribution to network transfer delay is
largely determined by the TTI plus a very small processing element (rather
than the radio frame duration) for dedicated channels, plus additional queu-
ing delays (see Chapter 9) for shared channels. The radio frame duration is
10 ms, but the TTI can be 10, 20, 40, or 80 ms, and usually at least 20 ms.
All the frames sent in the appropriate TTI are interleaved to reduce errors, so
an individual frame cannot be fully processed until the complete set has been
received. Turbo-coding entails a few milliseconds of extra delay as compared
to convolution owing to internal interleaving between its two stages. For
delay-critical traffic such as voice, the 80-ms option is unacceptable in com-
munication with remote networks since the maximum reasonable end-to-
end transit time is about 100 ms. Even the 40-ms option is potentially trou-
blesome, so the 20-ms option is used for this. It is therefore important that
an application be able to use a suitable TTI (this issue is discussed more fully
in the chapters on applications). Transfer delay is increased considerably if
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ARQ error correction is required. If N retransmissions are required on aver-
age to achieve the required error rate, the transfer delay becomes roughly

Transfer delay = TTI + N × (TTI + Tr)

where Tr is a retransmission timer. Several different procedures are possible
for this depending on the optional use of a polling bit in RLC AM PDUs
with differing timers for retransmission of unacknowledged PDUs [9].
Retransmission of PDUs takes precedence over initial transmissions.

Priority This applies to the common and shared channels. Access service
class priority applies in general for the PRACH, while interactive class traffic
(see Chapter 9) uses handling priority on shared channels.

Choice of Transport Channel Type

User traffic can be sent over several of the transport channel types in addition
to the dedicated traffic channels to ensure efficient use of radio resources; the
choice is made by the CRNC. Where a network offers both FDD and TDD,
and the UE is capable of both modes, then there is also a choice between
these. TDD has two related advantages: the ability to share bandwidth
between UL and DL as required, and the ability to support multiple
CCTrCH on both DL and UL. These are most useful when the traffic is
highly asymmetric and when a user wants support for multiple QoS on the
UL. The corresponding applications are receipt of real-time streaming traffic
and transmission of multimedia by the UE.

On a dedicated channel the OVSF has to be set on the basis of the
highest data rate expected, with the result that they are wasteful if the data
has a bursty nature, whereas a shared channel can statistically multiplex
bursts from different users, albeit at the expense of some queuing delays (see
Section 9.5.1). The dedicated channels also take a relatively long time to set
up compared to the common channels, and the latter can sometimes be used
to send small amounts of data, such as the Short Message Service (SMS) or
e-mail messages. These criteria form the basis of Table 3.5.

The type of channel selected depends in part on the RLC mode, with
dedicated channels being used for RLC-AM. CS traffic (e.g., speech and
real-time applications) normally make use of dedicated channels. These fac-
tors are considered in relation to specific applications and the UMTS QoS
classes in Chapter 9.
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4
cdma2000

4.1 General Principles

Cdma2000 is a direct sequence spread spectrum code division multiple
access system that provides a natural evolutionary path from cdmaOne, as
defined in IS-95A/B, to full 3G functionality. The IS-95 standard was origi-
nally defined by Qualcomm in the United States to reuse the 800-MHz cel-
lular band used by AMPS with CDMA�s higher performance. Effectively a
number of 30-kHz carriers of AMPS were replaced by a single IS-95 carrier
of 1.25 MHz bandwidth, giving roughly one CDMA channel per 40 AMPS
channels. Channel bit rates for this service were chosen to match the bit rate
requirements of the CELP voice codec used by mobiles; that is, 9.6 Kbps and
submultiples thereof. A parallel development, once called CDMA-PCS, was
also carried out for mobile operators using the 1,900-MHz PCS band in
the United States. This version uses a higher-quality voice codec that needs
higher channel bit rates, with 14.4 Kbps and submultiples chosen. This dis-
tinction is carried forward in the cdma2000 specifications as the basis for
rates sets 1 and 2, while the distinction between types of mobile forms
the start of a series of radio configurations. Both of these topics are featured
in the description of cdma2000 that is given in the following sections.
Cdma2000 is evolving through a series of stages, and this book is based
largely on Release A functionality, while a guide to Release B is given by [1].

The characteristic feature of cdma2000 is its use of multiple narrow-
band carriers instead of the single wideband carrier of WCDMA. Further
distinctions between cdma2000 and the earlier cdmaOne include the use of a
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more efficient QPSK modulation (which is a prime distinction between
cdmaOne and cdma2000 1X), support for variable bit rates, and better
power control. Cdma2000 is evolving through a sequence of phases that use
successively larger numbers of these narrowband carriers; thus, cdma2000
1X uses a single 1.25-MHz carrier, while cdma2000 3X uses three such
1.25-MHz carriers via distinct base station antennae to provide 3.75 MHz,
with probable 6X, 9X, and 12X versions to follow in due course. An advanta-
geous side effect of this is the provision of both frequency and antenna diver-
sity, and consequently extra resilience.

Another major difference between cdma2000 and WCDMA is that the
former requires strict synchronization of base stations based on GPS clocks.
For macrocells, such as are likely in rural areas, this does not constitute a
limitation, but for urban areas with microcells of a few street blocks there
may be some difficulty in finding base sites with sufficient line-of-sight access
to GPS.

A major aspect of the philosophy behind cdma2000 is to make as much
use of existing standards and technologies as possible; and in keeping with
this, it uses mobility IP as the basis for transmission through the core net-
work. The physical architecture of a cdma2000 network is shown in Figure 4.1.

This chapter is concerned with the radio access section. The interaction
of the access with the core section is covered in Chapter 8. The cdma2000
radio access network has a three-layer structure as indicated in Figure 4.2,
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but both the MAC and the top link access control (LAC) belong to OSI layer
2. The functionality of each layer is described in the following sections.

4.2 Layer 3 Signaling and LAC

OSI level 3 to 7 functions are contained in a large range of signaling messages
between the base station and mobile or vice versa. The base station issues
signaling messages on several channels�notably broadcast, paging, and for-
ward common/dedicated signaling (see Section 4.3.2)�to provide con-
figuration and control information. Messages that are sent by the mobile that
are not responses to messages from the base are called autonomous messages.
These messages are passed to layer 2 via the LAC sublayer.

The structure of the LAC layer is shown in Figure 4.3 for the forward
logical channels; that for the reverse direction lacks the sync and broadcast
channels. The specification of LAC operation is split into two parts, one han-
dling signaling messages [3] and the other dealing with call control [4].

The top sublayer for the reverse channel signaling is for authentication
and has little impact on QoS issues. This is used to identify the mobile at
various stages in a call, notably registration and termination. It is based on
three main components: a 32-bit electronic serial number configured into
the mobile at manufacture, a 64-bit secret data authorization field, and a
32-bit random challenge field, plus an additional authorization field that is
usually set to the 24-bit IMSI-S1 (the last seven digits of the 10-digit Inter-
national Mobile Station Identifier).
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The next sublayer (both forward and reverse) is the automatic repeat
request (ARQ), which handles retransmissions. Messages can be sent in
either of two modes, assured or nonassured, of which the former makes use
of acknowledgments and retransmissions while the latter does not. Voice and
data traffic for established calls bypasses the LAC and goes directly from OSI
level 3 to the MAC, while all signaling goes via the LAC, then onward by one
of a number of logical signaling channels to the MAC. There are three overall
types of message that the ARQ can receive from higher layers:

1. A request-type selection/distribution unit (SDU) to be transmitted
and its subtype (e.g., registration). In such cases, the ARQ sublayer
does not include an acknowledgment within the PDU to be
transmitted.

2. A response-type SDU to be transmitted, its subtype (e.g., registra-
tion), identifying information to allow the pairing of the message
to be transmitted with the received message to which it is reply-
ing, and possible information on how the ACK_TYPE should be
set in the reply PDU. In such cases, the ARQ sublayer on the trans-
mitter side includes an acknowledgment in the PDU if the ARQ
sublayer on the receiver side indicates that an acknowledgment is
required.
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3. An indication that no response SDU is outstanding. In such cases,
the ARQ sublayer on the transmitter side may generate an
acknowledgment-only PDU if the ARQ sublayer on the receiver
side indicates that an acknowledgment is required.

For most of the signaling messages an acknowledgement is required, and the
procedure varies slightly according to the signaling channel. The signaling
channels are as follows:

• Forward or reverse common signaling channels (F/R-CSCH);

• Forward or reverse dedicated signaling channels (F/R-DSCH).

Forward refers to the downlink from the base station to the mobile, and
reverse refers to the uplink.

The next main sublayer is that of addressing, which is vital for identi-
fication but of little significance for performance. The addressing sublayer
inserts the addresses of mobile stations in common channel signaling. The
utility sublayer inserts a message-identity, messageID type, and messageID
length in the LAC PDU based on the message tag in the MCSB for L3 to L2
or conversely for L2 to L3. MessageID types can be ESNs, international
mobile subscriber identifiers (IMSIs), temporary mobile subscriber identifi-
ers (TMSIs), ESNs and IMSIs, or ESNs and IMSI-S (a 10-digit derivative of
the IMSI). In addition, some other field, such as IMSI class, may be added.
This layer also reports pilot signal measurements to the RRC. There are more
than a dozen message types (e.g., registration), but none are directly related
to QoS.

Segmentation and reassembly (SAR) is of more significance for this.
There are essentially two types of PDU sent by the LAC: regular and mini-
PDUs. The mini-PDUs are never segmented and have a fixed length of
48 bits for transmission in 5-ms radio frames at the physical level. Regular
PDUs have to be segmented in order to fit into the normal 20-ms frames
at the physical level. This is done by splitting the LAC PDU into fragments
of the maximum permissible size for the physical channel, setting a start of
message (SOM) indicator, a message length field, and adding a 30-bit CRC.
In general, fragments have to be padded to achieve a length of 8k + 2 bits
(excluding CRC), where k is an integral number and the maximum length is
842 bits or less, depending on physical channel parameters. The SAR is also
responsible for removing the message control and status block (MCSB) sent
from L3 to L2 or inserting it in the opposite direction. The MCSB contains
the QoS parameters and is described in Section 4.5.
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In general, the operation of these sublayers varies according to the type
of signaling channel. A very brief outline of each is given below.

Common Signaling Channels
Acknowledgments on the common signaling channels are controlled by the
ARQ using the fields shown in Table 4.1.

MSQ_ACK is used by the receiver to recognize duplicate messages via
equivalent values within a timer T4. An access attempt for a message consists
of an initial transmission and a configurable number of retransmissions, each
transmission being called an access probe. If the probe is not acknowledged
within another timer, configurable for values between 160 and 1,360 ms, it is
retransmitted.

Dedicated Signaling Channels
ARQ fields on the dedicated channels are fairly similar to those on the com-
mon channels, as shown in Table 4.2.

The mini-PDUs are more time critical than the regular PDUs and
so they use different timers and retransmission counts, usually quicker and
more numerous.
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Table 4.1
Acknowledgment Fields on R-CSCH

Acronym Size (bits) Significance

ACK_SEQ 3 Value of MSQ_SEQ received on f-csch being acked on R-CSCH

MSQ_SEQ 3 Sequence number of PDU to send on R-CSCH

ACK_REQ 1 Indicates if PDU on R-CSCH will need acknowledgment

VALID_ACK 1 Set if PDU on R-CSCH is acknowledging a PDU on f-csch

ACK_TYPE 3 Address type or page class of message acknowledged

Table 4.2
Acknowledgment Fields on R-DSCH

Acronym Size (bits) Significance

ACK_SEQ 2 or 3 Value of MSQ_SEQ received on f-dsch being acked on R-DSCH

MSQ_SEQ 2 or 3 Sequence number of PDU to send on R-DSCH; 2 is for mini-PDU

ACK_REQ 1 Indicates if PDU on R-DSCH will need acknowledgment



A dedicated channel does not need additional addressing fields to iden-
tify the mobile.

The most important message types for QoS are those associated with
obtaining extra bandwidth for a call, such as the supplemental channel
request messages/supplemental channel assignment messages (SCRMs/
SCAMs) and their extended counterparts. These request or acknowledge
assignment of an additional traffic channel for the same mobile, allowing
it to increase its traffic throughput. The number of supplemental channels
available depends on the radio configuration of the mobile as described in
the physical layer section of this chapter (Section 4.4). The extended versions
support more QoS parameters.

There are also corresponding minimessages, the SCRMM and
SCAMM. The short minimessages achieve a more rapid response than the
regular versions.

4.3 Layer 2 MAC

4.3.1 General

Data and voice traffic from the network bypasses the LAC and is processed
directly by the MAC layer via the Radio Link Protocol (RLP) and multiplex-
ing sublayers, while signaling is passed from the LAC to the connectionless
Signaling Radio Burst Protocol (SRBP) sublayer (see Figure 4.2), which
uses common logical channels. The MAC layer can provide both a reasona-
bly reliable best efforts service based on the RLP and a more strictly con-
trolled QoS approach using multiplexing and prioritization schemes. Data
traffic usually uses the F/R-DTCH channel and RLP, while CS traffic is sent
directly via the F/R-DTCH. RLP is connection oriented and provides reli-
ability through negative acknowledgments, but it does not support QoS.

The MAC communicates with the LAC through responses to LAC sig-
naling requests. General signaling is sent on the common channels, while
signaling for specific MS goes on the dedicated signaling channel. These
requests are of the form shown below to indicate the parameters on which
they depend. There are two request types and two responses.

MAC-SDU Ready Request sent by the LAC carries the following
parameters: channel type, SDU size (bits), sequence number, and scheduling
hint. The response from the MAC is a MAC-Availability Indication with
the following parameters: channel type, maximum size (bits of SDU on L1),
and system time. Alternatively, the MAC may return a MAC-Access-Failure,
giving the reason for the failure. On receipt of MAC-Availability, the LAC
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sends a MAC-Data Request with the following parameters: channel type,
data (SDU or fragment to transmit), size (of data in bits). When the MAC
receives data from the physical layer, it sends data to the LAC via a MAC-
Data Indication with the following parameters: channel-ID, channel type,
data (SDU received), size (of data in bits), system time.

One of the most basic parameters is the channel type, for which the
possible options are given in the next section.

4.3.2 Channel Types

Channel types consist of logical channels for higher layers and physical chan-
nels for level 1. The logical channels can be further subdivided into signaling
channels and data channels, with the signaling channels as described in the
previous section.

The channels requested in the higher message primitives above are the
appropriate physical channels:

• Forward synchronization (timing and framing to mobile station)
(F-SYNC);

• Forward broadcast common channel (F-BCCH);

• Forward common access channel (F-CACH);

• Reverse enhanced access channel (R-EACH);

• Forward common power control channel (F-CPCCH);

• Forward/reverse common control channel (F/R-CCCH);

• Reverse assignment channel (R-ACH);

• Forward paging channel (F-PCH).

In addition, the dedicated logical channels make use of the following physi-
cal channels:

• Forward/reverse dedicated control channel (F/R-DCCH);

• Forward/reverse fundamental channel (F/R-FCH);

• Forward/reverse supplemental channel (F/R-SCH);

• Forward/reverse supplemental code channel (F/R-SCCH).

The fundamental channel is a basic traffic channel at 9.6 Kbps that is auto-
matically provided for a call. Supplemental channels are additional channels
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at 9.6 or 14.4 Kbps, up to seven of which can be offered. Supplemental code
channels (SCCHs) are defined as in IS-95A/B. In cdma2000 there are up to
two high-speed SCHs for use with the later radio configurations instead of
the SCCH.

In the message primitives above, the channel-ID is the specific instance
of the channel type involved. The System_Time in the MAC-Availability is
an estimate of when the physical layer will transmit the first bit of the data,
and in the MAC-Data Indication denotes when the physical layer received
the first data bit. The Scheduling-Hint from the LAC gives information on
priority to apply to the SDU in the multiplexing sublayer of the MAC.

4.3.3 The Multiplexing Sublayer

This layer handles the multiplexing/demultiplexing roles between the physi-
cal layer and the top of the MAC, taking into account QoS considerations
for the various traffic types. This is shown in overview in Figure 4.4.

This figure shows signaling traffic being multiplexed with some of the
data traffic for a single user onto the FCH or DCCH using an appropriate
multiplexing option, while another two blocks of the same user�s data are
first made into MAC PDUs of a suitable multiplexing option, then further
combined for transmission over an SCH. In the figure, H and M denote
MAC headers of different types, while C denotes a CRC. The multiplexing
option to be used is included in the MCSB.

There are several different ways to perform this multiplexing, which
depend on the historical evolution of the standards and the increasing range
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of different traffic types that have to be accommodated. A key factor in this is
the radio configuration (RC) of the mobile. This determines transmission
rates, modulation characteristics, and spreading rates that the mobile can
support. The original IS-95 mobiles have RC 1, while those for the
14.4-Kbps services have RC 2. A number of additional configurations have
been defined for later versions of cdma2000, and these can be treated accord-
ing to their classes as follows:

1. RC class 1 use RC 1 or RC 2 on both the forward and reverse traf-
fic channels;

2. RC class 2 use RC 3 or RC 4 on the reverse traffic channels, and
RC3, RC 4, or RC 5 on the forward channels;

3. RC class 3 use RC 5 or RC 6 on the reverse channels, and RC 6,
RC 7, RC 8, or RC 9 on the forward channels.

The sublayer has two modes of operation, A and B, depending on the physi-
cal capability of the mobile as indicated by its RC class. RC class 1 uses mode
A, while higher values (for cdma2000 functionality) use mode B.

There are six different multiplexing options as indicated by the
MuxPDU type values 1 to 6. The types of MuxPDU that can be supported
on the various physical channels are given in Table 4.3.

Multiplexing also depends on the selection of one of two rate sets. Rate
set 1 consists of 9.6, 7.2, 4.8, 2.7/2.4, 1.5/1.2, and all integral multiples of
9.6 Kbps. This set evolved from the original IS-95 for the 800-KHz band.
Rate set 2 consists of 14.4, 7.2, 3.6, 1.8, and all integral multiples of 14.4
Kbps, as required for CDMA-PCS.

The precise manner of multiplexing is determined by the physical
channel type and by a multiplexing option appropriate to the rate. Rates in
cdma2000 are much less flexible than in WCDMA�where any rate can be
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Table 4.3
Multiplexing Options

Channel Type MuxPDU Types

FCH 1, 2, 4, 6

DCCH 1, 2, 4, 6

SCCH 1, 2

SCH 1, 2, 3, 5

Source: [2].



achieved by power control�and are determined through the application of
specific rate compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes to the input
PDUs. Many tables define the correct combinations. These tables show how
different traffic types, such as signaling and different categories of user-plane
data, are combined using fields of specified position and size. A table is shown
below for the original simple case of a 9.6-Kbps channel and MuxPDU type 1.
Multiplexed traffic in this case goes into the 172-bit information field of a
20-ms duration 192-bit radio frame along with a 12-bit CRC and 8-bit frame
tail delimiter for the encoder. Table 4.4 shows the possible multiplexing
options within the 172-bit information frame at 9,600 bps.

TM indicates the traffic-mixing ratio of primary to signaling/secon-
dary. The phrase dim and burst is sometimes used to indicate options where
the frame contains both primary and signaling/secondary traffic; the phrase
blank and burst is used for frames with signaling/secondary only.

For rate set 2 frames at 14.4 Kbps, there is an analogous set of
MuxPDU type 1 options, but also a MuxPDU type 2 that differs in the way
of distinguishing between secondary and signaling traffic types. Here the
20-ms frames consist of 288 bits, of which the information field contributes
267. A 4-bit frame mode (FM) field that shows the ratio between separate
primary, signaling, and secondary fields replaces the TM field. SCCH chan-
nels only support these two multiplexing sets of options.
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Table 4.4
MuxPDU Type 1 Fields and Bit Sizes

Option MM TT TM Primary Traffic Signaling Secondary Traffic

1 0 n/a n/a 171 0 0

2 1 0 0 80 88 0

3 1 0 1 40 128 0

4 1 0 2 16 152 0

5 1 0 3 0 168 0

6 1 1 0 80 0 88

7 1 1 1 40 0 128

8 1 1 2 16 0 152

9 1 1 3 0 0 168

Notes: The term primary refers to speech traffic, and the signaling field can contain either signaling
or secondary data, such as FAX. MM denotes mixed-mode flag, with 0 indicating unmixed and 1
indicating mixed. TT is a 1-bit secondary traffic-type indication. Source: [2].



As the cdma2000 standards have evolved for cdma2000 1X and 3X,
additional MuxPDU types have been defined to meet still more complex
needs, particularly larger block sizes and higher transmission rates on the
supplemental channels. The information block sizes in bits supported for
rate sets 1 and 2 are shown in Table 4.5. Together with the transmission
times of 20, 40, or 80 ms, these block sizes determine the rates of data trans-
mission on the supplemental channel.

The multiplex sublayer converts data bits from signaling into data
blocks, then multiplexes one or more data blocks into a MuxPDU, as
described above, and then combines one or more MuxPDUs into a physical
level SDU according to channel type. For the FCH and DCCH there is only
a single MuxPDU per SDU, and the same is true for SCCH in the case of
mode A. Multiple MuxPDUs can go in one SDU for an SCH in mode B.

Mode A Operation
If an FCH has been allocated, then an FCH SDU is assembled every 20 ms,
where for rate set 1 the data is made into a MuxPDU of type 1, while for rate
set 2 a MuxPDU of type 2 is used.

For each SCCH that has been assigned, a 20-ms SCCH SDU is assem-
bled every 20 ms with the same types as for the FCH.

Mode B Operation
The operation of mode B is more complex: first, an FCH SDU is only
assembled at the start of 20-ms periods, and second, to make a 20-ms FCH
SDU all data blocks from the signaling channel and logical channels assigned
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Table 4.5
Information Block Sizes

Configurations
RC 3, 5 on R-SCH
RC 3, 4, 6, 7 on F-SCH

RC 4, 6 on R-SCH
RC 5, 8, 9 on F-SCH

Block sizes (SDU) 1,172 1,267

1,360 1,552

1,744 1,128

1,512 2,280

3,048 4,584

6,120 9,192

12,264 20,712

Source: [4].



to the FCH must be combined. MuxPDU types 1 or 6 are used for rate set 1,
and MuxPDU types 2 or 6 are used for rate set 2. It can also handle 5-ms
FCH SDUs via MuxPDU type 4.

Where a DCCH has been assigned, mode B will also generate 20-ms
DCCH SDUs at the start of 20-ms periods using MuxPDU types 1 or 6 for
rate set 1 and MuxPDU types 2 or 6 for rate set 2.

For each SCH that has been assigned, the multiplex sublayer will
assemble an SCH SDU every 20, 40, or 80 ms, according to the SCH frame
length configured. This is done by forming a MuxPDU from a single data
block for any SCH assigned logical channel in order of channel priority,
then combining them to form the relevant SDU size or until all available
MuxPDUs have been combined. The type of MuxPDU used depends on the
multiplexing option.

Logical Transmission Units

In the cases of MuxPDU types 3 and 5, a number of MuxPDUs are com-
bined into a single logical transmission unit (LTU) containing a 16-bit CRC
error correction field. The size of these LTUs is smaller than the physical
SDU size on which it depends. For type 3 the LTU size is 368 bits for 744,
1,512, or 3,048 bits and 560 bits for 1,128, 2,280, or 4,584 bits, with a more
complex set of options for type 5. The multiplex sublayer determines the
number (defaults 0, 2, 4, or 8) of LTUs per SDU information block (with
sizes as per Table 4.5 for the SCH) in mode B.

The MAC layer assigns headers to the MuxPDUs according to their
type. Those for types 1 and 2 are the same as those in IS-95B, while type 3
has a 6-bit header including a 3-bit service-instance identifier. The 5-ms type
4 units have no header, while those for types 5 and 6 are of variable size and
include information on length for type 5 and other options for type 6.

Interface Messages to Physical Layer

The MAC communicates with the physical layer via transmit requests or
receive indications for the various physical channels in operation.

4.4 Layer 1 Physical Level

4.4.1 Carriers

The characteristic feature of cdma2000 is its use of multiple carriers in gen-
eral. The first version, cdma2000 1X, only uses a single carrier of 1.228 Mcps
for both forward and reverse directions. The next version is cdma2000 3X,
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which uses three carriers at 1.228 Mcps in the forward direction and one at
3.684 Mcps in the reverse, while later versions will use larger multiples of
1.228 Mcps in the same way.

The radio configuration of a mobile is related to its ability to support
these options. Configurations 1 and 2 refer to the earlier IS-95 kit supporting
rate sets 1 and 2, respectively, while configurations 3 and 4 correspond to
cdma2000 1X.

4.4.2 Frequency Bands

Another of the main characteristics of cdma2000 is the support for a wide
range of frequencies. The approximate frequency bands [1] and their other
usages are shown in Table 4.6.

Where the mobile and base station frequency bands overlap in this
table, the bands are split into subbands within which there is no overlap. The
base station frequency is always higher than the mobile except for bands 3
and 7 where the reverse is true. The number of channels that can be sup-
ported varies according to the frequency band, with the unallocated band 8
offering the most. Channel numbering is based on the old 30-kHz AMPS
scheme, so the nominal 1,450 channels for band 8 translates into about 35
1.25-MHz channels. The precise number varies according to the spreading
rate to be used. The cdma2000 standards give recommendations for the way
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Table 4.6
Frequency Bands

Band Name
Mobile Frequency
(MHz)

Base Frequency
Number (MHz)

0 Cellular 824�850 869�894

1 North America PCS 1,850�1,910 1,930�1,990

2 TACS 872�915 917�960

3 JTACS 887�925 832�870

4 Korean PCS 1,750�1,780 1,840�1,870

5 NMT-450 411�484 421�494

6 IMT-2000 1,920�1,980 2,110�2,170

7 North America 700 Cellular 776�794 746�764

8 1,800 MHz 1,710�1,785 1,805�1,880

9 900 MHz 880�915 925�960



in which the individual channel numbers are related to subband frequencies.
It may be noted that the North American PCS systems in band 1 overlap
with the bottom of the IMT-2000 recommended frequency for UMTS in
band 6, providing part of the motivation for not following the IMT-2000
plans fully. In order to comply with cdma2000, a mobile must support at
least one of the above bands, but it does not have to support them all, so
operators of international networks can potentially have a problem.

4.4.3 Timing

Times are based on a system time obtained by a base station from GPS.
Mobiles derive their system times by applying their propagation delay to the
base station�s time. Synchronization of the base stations to a common GPS
time standard means that mobiles are able to identify different base stations
by the phase of their signals. WCDMA uses 512 scrambling codes for this
purpose, and cdma2000 makes use of 512 possible phases.

A frame is the basic timing interval in the system. For the forward and
reverse supplemental code channels�and also the access and paging chan-
nels�it is 20 ms. For the forward supplemental channel and the reverse
supplemental channel, a frame is 20-, 40-, or 80-ms long. For the enhanced
access channel, the forward common control channel, and the reverse com-
mon control channel, a frame is 5-, 10-, or 20-ms long. For the forward fun-
damental channel, forward dedicated control channel, reverse fundamental
channel, and reverse dedicated control channel, a frame is 5- or 20-ms long.
For the common assignment channel, a frame is 5-ms long.

Frame Quality Indicator

This is the CRC check applied to 9.6- and 4.8-Kbps traffic channel frames of
RC 1, all forward traffic channel frames for RC 2 through 9, all reverse traffic
channel frames for RC 2 through 6, the broadcast control channel, common
assignment channel, enhanced access channel, and the reverse common con-
trol channel.

4.4.4 Power Control

Power control in cdma2000 differs from that in WCDMA in several
respects, most notably in the former�s use of fast power control on the UL
alone, and in the manner that it varies with bit rate. For the fixed rate chan-
nels in cdmaOne/cdma2000, the energy per symbol is reduced according to
the number of repetitions so that the energy per data bit remains constant.
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There are three independent means of adjusting the power of a mobile
station: open loop estimation by the mobile, closed loop by the mobile and
base together, and for RC 3 to 6 also a code channel attribute adjustment by
the two. Detailed procedures and values are defined for each of these. The
closed loop method depends on power control bits received on the relevant
channel, with fast power control operating at 800 Hz. Open loop control is
used less extensively in cdma2000 than in IS-95, but may still supplement
the fast power control to cater for sudden environmental effects, such as
going around a corner. Outer loop control is applied on a per-channel basis,
whereby the mobile adjusts its power within a permissible range to achieve
the target error rate.

4.4.5 Error Correction

The first part of error correction is the addition of the CRC frame quality
indicator to a radio frame. The size of this depends on the frame size, the
channel, and the data rate, and is typically, but not always, 12 bits for frames
under about 360 bits and 16 bits for larger ones. The CRC is omitted on the
lowest rate channels (2.4 Kbps or less for rate set 1) because these low rates
are used just for comfort noise during silent spells in voice calls.

FEC is applied to the radio frames after addition of the CRC using
either convolution or turbo codes according to circumstances. The convolu-
tion codes are most often of rate 1/4 and used on all frames up to 360 bits,
with the option of turbocoding for larger frames on some channels, but they
also depend on the radio configuration and data rate.

The symbol rate generated by the encoder is equal to the data rate
divided by the encoder rate, and this is typically less than the symbol rate for
the channel. The rate is boosted to the channel symbol rate where necessary
by adding an integral number N of repetitions of each symbol so that

Channel symbol rate = encoder symbol rate × (N + 1)

The target frame error rate as indicated by the quality indicator is 0.05 for
most circumstances.

4.4.6 Data Rates

The data rates for the channels depend on the version 1X or 3X, the capabili-
ties of the radio configuration, the symbol rates, and the repetition rates [5].
Radio configurations 1 and 2 can only support fixed rates, but flexible rates
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are possible with configurations 3 to 6. The flexible rates are associated with
frame formats where the numbers of information bits, reserved bits, and
frame quality indication bits are configurable. The SCH supports variable
bit rates where the rate can be changed on a frame-by-frame basis from the
allowed values in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.

In addition to the above rates, it is almost certain that an additional set
of rates will be added based on the 12.2-Kbps rate of the AMR codec recom-
mended in the UMTS standards. Analogous tables are available for forward
channels [5], and include RC7, 8, and 9.

When fixed data rates are used, there are specific rules relating the
number of bits in a frame to the data rate, channel type, and radio configura-
tion. Flexible data rates are achieved where appropriate by allowing a variable
number of bits in the frame.

Cdma2000 does not use a data rate indication analogous to
WCDMA�s transport format indication; rather, it deduces the speed at low
rates by performing the Viterbi decoding for multiple possible rates and
selecting the one that shows the minimum number of errors. At higher rates
the channel rate is given in a service connect message for the traffic channel
or extended channel assignment messages (see the following section).

4.5 cdma2000 QoS

4.5.1 Basic Standard

Cdma2000, as defined up to version 3X Release A, has less explicit support
for QoS distinctions than does WCDMA. As cdma2000 is backwards com-
patible with cdmaOne, the quality available depends on the generations of
equipment involved; for example, IS-95 B dedicated channels are limited to
one fixed rate FCH and up to seven fixed rate SCH in either direction, giv-
ing a maximum possible data rate of 76.8 Kbps, whereas variable rates up to
614 Kbps for 1X and 2 Mbps for 3X are possible. From a data user�s perspec-
tive, the most important QoS factor is likely to be the data rate (Table 4.6),
and this depends heavily on the mobile�s radio configuration. Because of the
large number of possibilities, the message transmission must be preceded by
an exchange of service request and response messages between the mobile
and base stations to establish the radio configuration, multiplexing options,
and frequency bands that can be supported, with the final selection to be
used being passed back from the base to the mobile in the service connect
message. For radio configuration classes 2 and 3 this will indicate the actual
transmission rate to be used on the FCH or SCH. Frequently the mobile is
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Table 4.7
Data Rates for Spreading Rate 1 (cdma2000 1X)

Channel Type Data Rates (bps)

Access channel 4,800

Enhanced access channel Header 9,600

Data 38,400 (5-, 10-, or 20-ms frames),

19,200 (10- or 20-ms frames), or

9,600 (20-ms frames)

Reverse common control channel 38,400 (5-, 10-, or 20-ms frames),

19,200 (10- or 20-ms frames), or

9,600 (20-ms frames)

Reverse dedicated control channel RC 3 9,600

RC 4 14,400 (20-ms frames) or

9,600 (5-ms frames)

Reverse fundamental channel RC 1 9,600, 4,800, 2,400, or 1,200

RC 2 14,400, 7,200, 3,600, or 1,800

RC 3 9,600, 4,800, 2,700,or 1,500 (20-ms)

9,600 (5-ms frames)

RC 4 14,400, 7,200, 3,600, or 1,800 (20ms) or
9,600 (5-ms frames)

Reverse supplemental code channel RC 1 9,600

RC 2 14,400

Reverse supplemental channel RC 3 307,200, 153,600, 76,800, 38,400, 19,200,
9,600, 4,800, 2,700, or 1,500 (20-ms frames)

153,600, 76,800, 38,400, 19,200, 9,600,
4,800, 2,400, or 1,350 (40-ms frames)

76,800, 38,400, 19,200, 9,600, 4,800, 2,400,
or 1,200 (80-ms frames)

Reverse supplemental channel RC 4 230,400, 115,200, 57,600, 28,800, 14,400,
7,200, 3,600, or 1,800 (20-ms frames)

115,200, 57,600, 28,800, 14,400, 7,200,
3,600, or 1,800 (40-ms frames)

57,600, 28,800, 14,400, 7,200, 3,600, or
1,800 (80-ms frames)

Source: [5].



instructed to start with a default configuration based on multiplexing option
1 prior to receipt of the service connect message.

The rates and frame error rates (in extended cases) are included in
channel assignment messages (CAM), extended CAM (ECAM), SCAM, and
extended SCAM (ESCAM). CAM and ECAM apply to the initial channels,
such as the fundamental channel, while SCAM and ESCAM apply to the
extra channels acquired to support high data rates. ECAM and ESCAM
are only supported by mobiles capable of configurations additional to RC 1
and 2.
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Table 4.8
Data Rates for Spreading Rate 3 (cdma2000 3X)

Channel Type Data Rates (bps)

Enhanced access channel Header 9,600

Data 38,400 (5-, 10-, or 20-ms frames), 19,200 (10-
or 20-ms frames), or 9,600 (20-ms frames)

Reverse common control channel 38,400 (5-, 10-, or 20-ms frames), 19,200 (10-
or 20-ms frames), or 9,600 (20-ms frames)

Reverse dedicated control channel RC 5 9,600

RC 6 14,400 (20-ms frames) or 9,600 (5-ms frames)

Reverse fundamental channel RC 5 9,600, 4,800, 2,700, or 1,500 (20 ms) or 9,600
(5-ms frames)

RC 6 14,400, 7,200, 3,600, or 1,800 (20 ms) or 9,600
(5-ms frames)

Reverse supplemental channel RC 5 614,400, 307,200, 153,600, 76,800, 38,400,
19,200, 9,600, 4,800, 2,700, or 1,500 (20-ms
frames); 307,200, 153,600, 76,800, 38,400,
19,200, 9,600, 4,800, 2,400, or 1,350 (40-ms
frames); 153,600, 76,800, 38,400, 19,200,
9,600, 4,800, 2,400, or 1,200 (80 ms-frames)

RC 6 1,036,800, 460,800, 230,400, 115,200, 57,600,
28,800, 14,400, 7,200, 3,600, or 1,800 (20 ms);
518,400, 230,400, 115,200, 57,600, 28,800,
14,400, 7,200, 3,600, or 1,800 (40-ms frames);
259,200, 115,200, 57,600, 28800, 14,400,
7,200, 3,600, or 1,800 (80-ms frames)

Source: [5].



The BTS can assign a mobile up to seven supplemental code channels
for RC 1 or 2, but only a maximum of two supplemental channels (at much
higher speed) for the later configurations.

Rates for the SCH are notified in the ESCAMs and are quoted with their
rate fields in Table 4.9 [4]. They also correspond to specific combinations of
multiplex option and radio configuration, which determine rates in general.

RC 1 and 2 only support fixed rate supplemental code channels at 9.6
and 14.4 Kbps, respectively. The LAC also specifies the target frame quality
to be used by forward link power control (FPC) in the ESCAM. This is
based on a 5-bit field with values as shown in Table 4.10.

The message includes a start time and duration of from 1 to 256 units
of 20 ms or infinite (i.e., until another control message). This allows data
bursts to be sent at variable rates over the supplemental channels by subse-
quent assignments with different parameters.

In general, information about QoS can be conveyed in a variable length
QoS information record [4] in messages on the signaling channels. This con-
tains subscription data, whether the service is assured or nonassured, and the
service option, which contains the traffic channel type, rate, and reliability
needs in a service option connection record. Some mobiles are permitted to
request QoS parameters in the origination message at the start of call, and a
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Table 4.9
Data Rates for Forward/Reverse SCH

FOR/REV_SCH_RATE Rate in Kbps

(a) (b)

0000 9.6 1,14.4

0001 19.2 1,28.8

0010 38.4 1,57.6

0011 76.8 1,115.2

0100 153.6 1,230.4

0101 307.2 1,259.2

0110 614.4 1,460.8

0111 Reserved 1,518.4

1000 Reserved 1,036.8

Note: All other values are reserved. (a) and (b) repre-
sent radio configurations as follows: (a) R-RC 3, 5 and
F-RC 3, 4, 6, 7; and (b) R-RC 4, 6 and F-RC 5, 8, 9.
Source: [4].



1-bit MOB_QOS field in the extended system parameter message sent by
the base station on the paging channel indicates this permission. This flag
is also used in autonomous messages, such as the origination message on
the R-CSCH that has a 1-bit field to indicate whether QoS parameters are
included, and if so, then the length of the field and the QoS information
record. The ECAM is sent by the BTS in response to an origination message
or paging response from the MS and may contain QoS parameters that differ
from those requested.

The stage at which QoS is implemented on the radio link is the multi-
plexing and QoS sublayer of the MAC [2]. The information used to decide
the QoS is included in the MCSB passed to the MAC by layer 3 along with
the SDU in the MAC.Data Ready primitive. This states the channel type to
use, whether assured or nonassured mode is to be used, and a relative priority
in the scheduling hint to use for multiplexing. When assured mode is used,
the SDU is transmitted multiple times until an acknowledgment is received
from the remote LAC; for nonassured mode the SDU is also repeated several
times to allow a good chance of receipt with duplicate detection to remove
surplus copies.

In the case of PS traffic, the RADIUS server (see Section 8.3 and [6]) holds
a DiffServ (see Section 7.4.5) class option for the MS that determines forwarding
priority on shared PS networks and on the shared forward channels.

4.5.2 High Data-Rate Enhancements

Two sets of enhancements to cdma2000 1X have been proposed for the sup-
port of high-speed data services without using multiple carriers: 1xEV-DO
[7] and 1xEV-DV [8]. The former uses its own protocol stack, which is
shown in Figure 4.5.
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Table 4.10
Target FER Coding

FER_SCH Values Frame Error Rates (%)

00000 0.2

00001�10100 0.5�10 (in units of 0.5%)

10101�11001 11�15 (in units of 1%)

11010�11110 18�30 (in units of 3%)

Source: [4].



The application layer contains a default signaling protocol for use
between devices supporting the same packet protocols, a default packet
application, and potentially up to two other applications. Each of these
applications generates its own stream, so that there can be up to four streams,
each with its own QoS and headers, of which stream 0 supports the default
signaling and stream 1 supports the default packet application. The session
layer comprises session management and configuration as well as address
management, while the connection layer handles idle mode, initialization,
routing updates, and connection. Security covers protocol, key exchange,
encryption, and authentication. The MAC layer supports forward and
reverse traffic channels, a control channel, and an access channel. The radio
link protocol supports retransmission and duplicate detection for streams
of octets. If the packet protocol is IP, then the RLP is PPP as in basic
cdma2000. Mechanisms for QoS control are not defined in general, but the
MAC control channel includes a data rate control channel that enables a ter-
minal to control the transmission rate on a traffic channel when in the vari-
able rate state. There are 13 valid DRC values for the forward traffic channel
covering rates from 0 to 2,457.6 Kbps, subject to specific slot lengths for the
packet. There is also a fixed rate state for data transmission with constant
rate, and standard messages for transition between these two states. On the
reverse traffic channel, rates are restricted to 0, 9.6, 19.2, 38.4, 76.8, or
153.6 Kbps.

1xEV-DV is intended to support both voice and data and to be com-
patible with cdma2000 1X and 3X, and optionally able to interwork with
1xEV-DO. Its aims include the support of multiple traffic types with differ-
ent QoS constraints on a single radio channel. The intended rates include
simultaneous peaks of 2.4 Mbps forward and 2 Mbps reverse for pure packet
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data in pedestrian or stationary environments, and corresponding values of
2.4 Mbps and 1.25 Mbps for high-speed vehicles and an average of 600 Kbps
in either direction.
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5
GPRS

5.1 General Principles

The step from GSM straight to full WCDMA requires a full network
upgrade because of the change from TDMA to CDMA access, and this
would be very expensive and technologically risky before an extensive market
exists. There are two basic ways of increasing data rates while retaining
GSM�s TDMA architecture. The first is employed by GPRS and uses multi-
ple timeslots. The second is to use an increased modulation rate, and EDGE
combines this with GPRS as EGPRS. As a result, many GSM operators
implement 2.5G solutions based on GPRS or EGPRS as an initial step
to provide reasonable performance for packet data with gradual evolution to
WCDMA using multifunctional handsets. GPRS uses the original GSM
equipment with the addition of specific gateway nodes, so it is fairly easy for
an operator to provide the same geographic coverage for GPRS as for GSM.
In the United States there is an analogous path from the old TDMA AMPS
service to IS-136 TDMA service, but the main evolutionary path from
AMPS has been the transition to IS-95 CDMA. The IS-95 CDMA stan-
dards have a much smoother path to cdma2000 without the need for GPRS.
IS-95B (cdmaOne) already has an IP stack built into the handsets and should
be capable of operating at up to 114 Kbps on both IS-95B itself and subse-
quent cdma2000 networks, thus giving comparable functionality to GPRS.
The base stations for CDMA should only require new software and channel
cards for upgrade to cdma2000 1X and 3X, while 1X and 3X handsets
should be capable of operating on earlier versions of the network at the old
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level of functionality. For WCDMA and GPRS it seems likely that handsets
will have dual functionality to meet the separate requirements of the two net-
work standards.

The main function of GPRS is to provide medium-speed data services,
but the specifications also allow for the possibility of supporting voice group
and broadcast services. GPRS has been defined in two stages: stage 1 was
only for GSM [1], while stage 2 has both GSM and UMTS interfaces [2].
This chapter refers to stage 2, but mainly with the GSM features. Three
operational modes are defined for GPRS mobiles:

• Class A: The mobile is able to support simultaneous transfer of both
PS and CS traffic using different timeslots of GSM TDMA.

• Class B: The mobile is able to attach to both PS and CS services at
the same time and is able to receive pages for both types, but only to
transfer traffic of one type at a time. It should be able to suspend
data transfer while accepting a CS call, then resume transfer after
termination of the latter.

• Class C: The mobile can only handle packet traffic.

A further distinction between mobile types is the ability to support
COMPACT operation. This makes use of multiple radio frequencies within
a cell instead of using only one. Most early GPRS handsets belong to class B,
they offer a maximum of three or four timeslots and do not support
COMPACT.

The ability of GPRS mobiles to make use of multiple slots also varies,
and this leads to the definition of a multislot class. This is based on the num-
bers of slots that can be used for transmission and reception, with a further
distinction based on the time required to get ready to receive or transmit.
Multislot class numbers range from 1 (for a mobile able to use only a single
slot) up to 29 (for a mobile able to receive or transmit on all eight slots).
GPRS mobiles that cannot receive and transmit at the same time are said to
be of type 1, while those that can are type 2.

A GPRS mobile should eventually be able to operate in either GSM
mode or UMTS mode, but initially only GSM mode is available, and that is
the mode described in this chapter. The network architecture is shown in
Figure 5.1.

Voice traffic goes to the MSC as in GSM. The mobile station (MS) is
indicated as the union of a user�s terminal equipment (TE) and the mobile
terminal (MT) itself, although it may be a single device. The initial interface
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via GSM uses the base station system (BSS), while the later interface into the
3G network uses the UTRAN connections. Home location register (HLR),
visitor location register (VLR), and equipment identification register (EIR)
indicate home, visitor, and equipment identification as in GSM, while SMS
denotes the GSM short messaging service. The key GPRS additions are the
support GPRS service node (SGSN) and the gateway GPRS support node
(GGSN) that are usually IP routers with additional specialized software.
There is a significant functional difference between the GSNs for 2.5G and
3G systems, so a prefix 2 (as in 2-SGSN) indicates that they are for interface
to the BSS of a 2G network, while 3-SGSN would indicate full UMTS
operation with a different physical layer. The BSS is itself essentially a 2G
BTS that has been upgraded with a packet control unit (PCU) and new
software.

In terms of the interfaces shown in Figure 5.1, this chapter is primarily
concerned with Um and Gb from MS to BSS and BSS to SGSN, respectively.
The overall structure of the GPRS protocol stack for GSM mode is shown in
Figure 5.2.
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In the case of UMTS, the operation of the mobile uses UMTS func-
tions at the Uu interface (see Chapter 3). This chapter covers the protocols
that are used between the MS, BSS, and SGSN. The GPRS Tunneling Pro-
tocol (GTP) [3] at interface Gn is described in Section 8.1.3.

Mobility Management and Addressing

A mobile can exist in one of three MM states for GSM:

• Idle: In this state the mobile is not attached to GPRS mobility man-
agement and is unreachable, but it is able to choose a PLMN and
select or deselect a cell.

• Standby: This state is reached from the idle state by the mobile per-
forming a GPRS attach. In this state it is able to receive paging
information and requests for both GPRS and CS operation. It is
also able to initiate PDP context activation or deactivation. It moves
from standby state to ready state upon data transmission.

• Ready: In this state the mobile is able to send or receive data as well
as activating or deactivating PDP contexts. If a ready state activity
timer expires, it moves back to standby and then to idle if it sends a
GPRS detach.

Information about the mobile is stored in the HLR with which it is regis-
tered and also by the SGSN. The MS has to identify itself in the GPRS
attach and does so by means of either its IMSI or a TMSI. The IMSI consists
of a three-digit mobile country code (MCC), a two- or three-digit mobile
network code (MNC), and a mobile subscriber identity number (MSIN)
within the network, so that the total IMSI does not exceed 15 digits [4]. A
TMSI is a 32-bit local identifier allocated by either the VLR or SGSN to
which the MS is temporarily attached. A TMSI is used for both circuit and
PS services, and these are distinguished by the first 2 bits, where 11 indicates
the PS case. A VLR may also allocate a four-octet local mobile subscriber
identity (LMSI). An MS that is attached to the PS services is also assigned a
three-octet packet TMSI (P-TMSI) by the SGSN. In addition, the MS or
SGSN assigns a temporary logical link identifier (TLLI) on the basis of the
P-TMSI (if there is one) or according to a specific set of rules [4] for use in
the logical link control (LLC) (see Section 5.2.3) and RLC/MAC layer.

Its home PLMN (HPLMN) operator also assigns the MS an IP
address. This can either be a permanent static address for IPv4 or IPv6 or
a dynamic address. Similarly, a visited PLMN (VPLMN) can provide IP
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addresses. The choice of whether static or dynamic addresses are to be used is
made by the HPLMN operator.

Each GPRS support node (GSN) also has an address. This consists of a
2-bit type field with values 0 and 1 for IPv4 and IPv6, respectively, an IP
address length field, and the actual IP address. An access point name (APN)
is also assigned to a GGSN and consists of a mandatory APN network identi-
fier to identify the external network to which the gateway is attached and an
optional APN operator identifier to show which PLMN it belongs to. The
APN is resolved to the IP address by the GPRS domain name server (DNS).

GPRS uses two types of PDP: IP itself and Point-to-Point Protocol
(PPP) [5]. PDP contexts are established between the MS and network for
specific PDP types, addresses, QoS requirements, and network service access
point identifier (NSAPI) (see Section 5.2.3). A single PDP address may have
more than one context (e.g., for different QoS requirements) in Release 4
(but not in the 1997�8 version of GPRS), and if so, uses a traffic flow tem-
plate (TFT) [2, 6] to identify all but at most one of the contexts. The TFT
consists of one to eight different packet filters for the PDP address. They are
defined by one or more of the following parameters: source address and sub-
net mask, IPv4 protocol number, source or destination port number, IPSec
security parameter, IPv4 type of service (TOS) (see Section 7.4.1), or IPv6
(see Section 7.4.2) alternatives to the IPv4 parameters. Of these options,
IPv4 TOS gives a measure of QoS requested but is liable to be used in incon-
sistent ways (see Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.4).

Once the MS is in the ready state, PDP contexts may be activated,
deactivated, or modified by either the MS or the network. PDP activation
involves the BSS, SGSN, and GGSN in the sequence shown in Figure 5.3 for
the case of activation by the MS.

A secondary PDP context activation with different TFT can be used for
different QoS traffic for the MS without deactivating the first context, but
this option is not available on early handsets. The GGSN compares incom-
ing traffic with the active TFTs and assigns it to the channel for the correct
TFT; it drops nonconforming traffic unless there is an active context with-
out TFT.

5.2 Layer 3

5.2.1 Radio Resource Management

The general purpose of radio resource (RR) procedures [7�9] is to establish,
maintain, and release RR connections that allow a point-to-point dialog
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between the network and a mobile station. This includes the cell selec-
tion/reselection and the handover procedures. Moreover, radio resource
management procedures include the reception of the unidirectional BCCHs
and CCCHs when no radio resource connection is established. This permits
automatic cell selection/reselection.

If the voice group call services (VGCS) listening or voice broadcasting
services (VBS) listening are supported, the radio resource management also
includes the functions for the reception of the voice group call channel or the
voice broadcast channel, respectively, and the automatic cell reselection of
the mobile station in group receive mode.

If VGCS talking is supported, the radio resource management also
includes the functions for the seizure and release of the voice group call
channel.

If GPRS point-to-point services are supported, as will be the case here,
the radio resource management procedures include functions related to the
management of transmission resources on packet data physical channels.
This includes the broadcast of system information to support a mobile sta-
tion in packet idle and packet transfer modes.

A mobile can be in one of seven potential modes:

1. Idle�the mobile has no RR connection;

2. Dedicated mode�the mobile has a point-to-point bidirectional
RR connection and a data link connection on the main DCCH;

3. Group receive mode;
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4. Group transmit mode;

5. Packet idle mode;

6. Packet transfer mode;

7. Dual transfer mode.

States 1 and 2 describe the state of CS connectivity of an MS. Modes 3 and 4
are not discussed in this chapter since the main concern here is with data
applications. Modes 5 and 6 describe GPRS operation. In the former there is
no packet transfer, while in the latter the MS has been assigned a temporary
block flow to send packets. Mode 7 is only applicable to mobiles that belong
to class A, and it describes the state in which such a mobile has both a CS
connection (dedicated mode) and makes a successful packet request to send
data.

5.2.2 Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Protocol

The Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Protocol (SNDCP) [10] and LLC
[11] are situated between the IP network level and RLC layers logically and
within the MS and SGSN physically, with SNDCP being above LLC. It
interacts with the network traffic above, and the session management (SM)
and the LLC below, as indicated in Figure 5.4. It carries user traffic only,
while MM traffic goes direct to the LLC.

The SNDCP has four functions:

1. Multiplexing of data for different PDPs;

2. Compression/decompression of data payloads;

3. Compression/decompression of headers;

4. Segmentation/reassembly of network protocol data units (N-PDU)
for the underlying logical link.

Interaction with the LLC takes place via service access points, with the
NSAPI defining an index into the PDP context of the SNDCP user and the
service access point identifier (SAPI) defining the entry point into the LLC.
There are different NSAPIs for IPv4 and IPv6. Session management tells the
SNDCP via an SNSM-ACTIVATE indication when a NSAPI is to be acti-
vated for data transfer and includes information on the QoS negotiated and
the SAPI to use. The choice of NSAPI is originally made by the mobile at the
time of PDP context activation and passed by SM to its own SNDCP. Each
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SAPI has a specific QoS profile, and may be shared by multiple NSAPIs that
are compatible with the profile.

The main primitives between the SNDCP and the LLC are LLC-
Establish to set up or reestablish a logical link for a specific SAPI and two
data transfer commands, the LLC-DATA Request to send an N-PDU in
acknowledged mode, and the LLC-UNITDATA Request to send the
N-PDU in unacknowledged mode. These two requests each contain QoS
information. The choice of QoS information depends on the direction (i.e.,
whether from the mobile or from the SGSN). The mobile includes the peak
throughput required and a radio priority for the RLC/MAC layer, while the
SGSN gives features such as precedence class, delay class, and peak through-
put, such as might be provided from an IP network connection.

The SNDCP may multiplex traffic from multiple NSAPIs for trans-
mission over the logical link for a suitable SAPI.

The SNDPC can negotiate payload compression using ITU V.42bis or
V.44, although this feature is optional and so is not included in all imple-
mentations. If present, it is put in a DCOMP field in the LLC-ESTABLISH
or LLC-XID, with 0 indicating V.42 bis and 1 for V.44.

The ability to negotiate header compression is mandatory, and there
are two options at present that go in a similar PCOMP field. Value 0
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corresponds to the use of RFC1144 for TCP/IP header compression, and
value 1 corresponds with RFC2507 (see Section 7.4.10 for a description of
these). Each of these options contains several additional parameters that have
to be negotiated.

Segmentation has to be performed to ensure that the N-PDU does not
exceed a maximum length N201 (octets); splitting the N-PDU into multiple
SN-PDU segments with an M-bit more flag set is necessary if this happens.
The value of N201 may differ for acknowledged and unacknowledged modes
with values N201-I and N201-U, respectively. A flag F also has to be set if
PCOMP or DCOMP are used in either case and also if a sequence number is
included for the acknowledged case.

5.2.3 LLC Operation

The LLC [11] runs between the mobile and SGSN to provide a reliable link
and is based on both Link Access Protocol D (LAPD) and the CS RLP [12].
It supports data confidentiality via ciphering, different levels of data priority,
and the use of the same radio resources by multiple mobiles. It operates
above the RLC layer in the MS and above the BSSGP in the SGSN.

An LLC layer connection is defined by its SAPI and the TLLI for the
MS; together these form the data link connection identifier (DLCI). The
TLLI is provided by GPRS mobility management (GMM) in a LLGMM-
ASSIGN-Request. The various SAPI for different services are shown in
Figure 5.5, where SMS is short message service and TOM is tunneling of
messages (between MS and SGSN).
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The principle functions of the LLC are as follows:

• Provision of connections identified by their DLCIs;

• Sequence control of frames;

• Error detection;

• Recovery from errors where appropriate;

• Notification of unrecoverable errors;

• Flow control where appropriate;

• Ciphering.

The LLC provides both an acknowledged and an unacknowledged service
to both the RLC and BSSGP. Error recovery and flow control only apply to
the acknowledged service. MM messages are carried by the unacknowledged
service. The unacknowledged service has two modes: protected and unpro-
tected, according to whether frames with errors are dropped or retained,
respectively.

The SAPI defines the first 4 bits of the data frames, so 16 values are
possible. Of these, value 1 defines the SAPI for GMM, while 3, 5, 9, and 11
are the values for user data DLCIs. Frames contain a control field, up to
N201 octets of data for I-frames, and a three-octet frame check sequence
(FCS) field. The FCS is determined by a CRC calculation for the header and
the full N201 data octets, except in the case of unacknowledged UI frames in
unprotected mode where only a smaller number (N202) of data bytes are
covered. A flag indicates protection, and the advantage of unprotected mode
is that some frames, such as those for AMR speech, contain data of differing
levels of criticality. If an error occurs in the unimportant later parts of the
frame, then it is not worth indicating the error.

The values of N201-I and N201-U are negotiable between the MS and
SGSN for each SAPI within 140 to 1,520 octets in general, but with defaults
that are equal to 500 octets for unconfirmed information (UI) and 1,503 for
I-frames for the data SAPIs 3, 5, 9, and 11.

Flow control is provided for I-frames using sequence numbers, win-
dowing (based on buffer size), acknowledgments, and retransmission timers.
GRR-DATA-REQ/IND are used for acknowledged LL-PDUs between the
LLC and RLC or vice-versa, and GRR-UNITDATA-REQ/IND are used
for unacknowledged LL-PDUs. These include QoS information such as peak
throughput and radio priority. Only UIs for SAPIs 3, 5, 9, and 11 use the
UNITDATA primitives.
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Similarly, the LLC-BSSGP use BSSGP-DL-DATA and BSSGP-DL-
UNITDATA primitives.

5.2.4 BSS-SGSN Protocol

The BSS-SGSN Protocol (BSSGP) [13] that is used between the BSS and
SGSN sits between the LLC and network service layers in the SGSN and
interfaces to the RLC of the BSS via a relay function. The network service is
not specified but is typically IP or frame relay. The primary function of the
BSSGP is the transfer of radio information for the RLC/MAC between BSS
and SGSN in either direction. In particular, it supports the transfer of LLC-
PDUs between MS and SGSN and provides flow control for this purpose.
Communication between the BSSGP entities (SGSN and BSS) takes place
on either a point-to-point (PTP) or point-to-multipoint (PTM) basis using
BSSGP virtual connections (BVC) over the network, each of which has its
own identifier (BVCI). Data transfer between the MS and SGSN is PTP,
while some BSS management functions are PTM. PTM BVCI are config-
ured statically and PTP dynamically at the SGSN, while at the BSS the PTP
BVCI can be either static or dynamic.

The SGSN provides the BSS with information about MS data transfers
that is stored in BSS contexts. Each BSS context refers to a single MS but
may contain several distinct packet flows, each identified by its own packet
flow identifier (PFI). The PFI is needed if the optional packet flow context
(PFC) is supported. If the PFI is not stated, then packet flow is handled on a
best-efforts basis.

Packet flow control is only provided on the DL. The BSS has a buffer
for each BVC and indicates to the SGSN via FLOW-CONTROL-PDUs the
maximum flow it can take together with the maximum rate for a specific MS
and TLLI. This is based on a leaky bucket approach, and the information
sent consists of the bucket size (B Max), bucket leak rate (R ), and bucket full
ratio for the BVC or for an MS. An LLC-PDU is only sent if it is compatible
with both of these flow control measures [i.e., if the current bucket count (B )
plus the LLC-PDU length does not exceed either B Max]. Rules are provided
for calculation of the MS bucket size, and there is also a default. There is also
a minimum interval for FLOW-CONTROL-PDUs in normal conditions.
The peak rate quoted in the QoS profile (see Sections 5.5 and 9.2) is related
to the bucket leak rate (R ). Precedence in the QoS profile is the radio priority
(1�4) for the UL-UNITDATA and high, medium, or low (coded as 0, 1, 2)
for the DL.
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5.3 Layer 2 RLC and MAC

Layer 2 consists of the RLC and the MAC [7] beneath it, which are both
distinct from those described in Chapter 3 for UMTS. RLC communicates
with the RRC layer and upper layer signaling and LLC user traffic, while the
MAC interfaces to the physical layer and controls access to the radio inter-
face. Most pure signaling traffic bypasses this sublayer. A separate protocol,
BSSGP, is used at this level on the link from the BSS to the SGSN. The
structure of the RLC/MAC layer and its position in relation to the LLC,
MM, and physical layers is shown in Figure 5.6.

As indicated, the control channels use the data link layer [14] (which
uses 21 or 23 octet blocks), while the packet data uses the RLC/MAC. As
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regards QoS, the latter is much more significant and is described in the fol-
lowing sections. The permitted combinations of logical channels over the
physical channels are specified in [15].

5.3.1 RLC

The prime function of the RLC is to segment and reassemble logical link
control PDUs into RLC/MAC blocks [7]. It has two modes of operation:
AM and UM. In AM the RLC is also responsible for sequencing, acknowl-
edgment, and retransmission of blocks to provide backward error correction.
In EGPRS AM it also provides incremental redundancy that avoids reseg-
mentation for ARQ retransmissions.

Packet transfer is based on temporary block flows (TBF) that each have
two peer RLCs as end points, each of which has a receiver and a transmit-
ter for RLC/MAC blocks. Each end-point RLC has both a transmit and a
receive window size (WS) for these blocks. Flow control also makes use of
a sequence number space (SNS) and a block sequence number (BSN). In
RLC AM each end point maintains receive and transmit state variables V (Q )
and V (S ), respectively, as well as an acknowledge state variable V (A ). In
RLC UM the sole use of the BSN is for reassembly of LLC PDUs from
RLC/MAC blocks.

V (S ) denotes the BSN of the next block to be transmitted, and it is set
to 0 at the start of a TBF and incremented by 1 with each block transmitted.
It lies in the range 0 to SNS-1 and must not exceed the value of V (A ) mod-
ulo SNS by more than the window size WS.

The receive state V (Q ) must satisfy the inequality V (Q ) ≤ BSN ≤
V (Q ) + WS.

The transmitter maintains the value V(A ) for the BSN modulo SNS of
the oldest RLC/MAC block for which it has not yet received an acknowledg-
ment from its peer. This value is updated on the basis of data in the received
block bitmap contained in ACK/NACK messages from the peer.

The ACK/NACK message is sent in both RLC AM and UM but may
be ignored in the latter. It consists of a starting sequence number (SSN) and
the received block bitmap (RBB). Both the receiver and transmitter maintain
copies of the RBB. The receiver sets the SSN to the value of the current
receive state and makes an array of WS entries in which it sets each entry to 1
for a valid received block and to 0 for an invalid block. In addition to updat-
ing V (A ), the transmitter also uses the RBB to maintain an array of
ACKed/NACKed states for each block sent in a window size, setting ele-
ments to ACKed for 1 in the RBB and NACKed for 0.
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In GPRS the window size WS is 64, and the SNS is 128. For EGPRS
these values are extended, with SNS rising to 2,048 and WS ranging from 64
up to a maximum depending on the number of slots used (from 1 to 8) with
a peak of 1,024 for eight slots. There are also minimum window sizes
for EGPRS. Table 5.1 shows the maxima and minima in relation to the
multislot capabilities of the mobile.

In all cases the receiver and transmitter have to maintain a large
number of timers to control retransmissions and request/release of temporary
block flows.

Logical Channels

Logical channels comprise both CS traffic channels and packet data traffic
channels (PDTCH). Traffic channels [16] carry either voice or data in CS
mode and consist of three basic types:

1. Full-rate traffic channel (TCH/F) with gross information rate of
22.8 Kbps;

2. Half-rate traffic channel (TCH/H) with gross information rate of
11.4 Kbps;

3. Enhanced full-rate traffic channel (E-TCH/F) with gross informa-
tion rate of 69.6 Kbps. The distinction between E-TCH/F and the
others is that the modulation scheme used in EDGE is 8-PSK
instead of GMSK.
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Table 5.1
EGPRS Window Sizes

Multislot Capability Minimum Maximum

1 64 1,192

2 96 1,256

3 160 1,384

4 160 1,512

5 224 1,640

6 320 1,768

7 352 1,896

8 512 1,024



When used for data, the actual data rates and channel acronyms are as given
in Table 5.2.

The difference between these data rates and the three possible gross
information rates is primarily due to the need for channel coding to provide
error correction together with some small overheads. Layer 2 uses a wide range
of distinct logical channels to carry out its PS needs. These are as follows:

• Common packet control channels (PCCCH and CPCCCH), which
include packet random access channels (PRACH and CPRACH),
packet paging channels (PPCH and CPCCH), packet access grant
channels (PAGCH and CPAGCH), and packet notification chan-
nels (PNCH and CPNCH);

• Packet broadcast control channels (PBCCH and CPBCCH);

• Packet data traffic channels (PDTCH);

• Packet associated control channel (PACCH);

• Packet timing advance control channels (PTCCH).

Common packet control channels are a generic term for the four subtypes
PRACH, PPCH, PAGCH, and PNCH together with their compact versions
for mobiles able to support that mode.

PRACH and CPRACH are used by the MS to initiate UL data transfer
or signaling, while the paging channels are used by the network to do this
on the DL. PAGCH and CPAGCH are used in the packet transfer
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Table 5.2
Data Rates

Channel Name Data Rate (Kbps)

TCH/F14.4 ≤14.4

TCH/F9.6 ≤ 9.6

TCH/F4.8 ≤ 4.8

TCH/F2.4 ≤ 2.4

TCH/H4.8 ≤ 4.8

TCH/H2.4 ≤ 2.4

E-TCH/F28.8 ≤28.8

E-TCH/F32.0 ≤32.0

E-TCH/F43.2 ≤43.2



establishment phase to grant resources to the MS. PNCH and CPNCH
notify the MS of a point-to-multipoint packet transfer, while the broadcast
channels are used to transmit system information.

The PDTCH are allocated to either a single MS or to a group of MSs
for the purpose of packet data transfer. In multislot operation a single MS
may be allocated several PDTCH for use in parallel to achieve a higher data
throughput. PDTCH are unidirectional for either UL or DL and can be
either full-rate or half-rate depending on the physical data channel to which
they are mapped in layer 1.

The remaining two control types are dedicated to a specific MS.
PACCH carries signaling, power control information, and resource assign-
ments to a specific MS, while PTCCH is for timing control information.

5.3.2 MAC-MODE

The MAC layer controls the allocation of channels and timeslots. The GPRS
MAC function is responsible for providing:

1. Efficient multiplexing of data and control signaling on both UL
and DL, the control of which resides on the network side. On the
DL, multiplexing is controlled by a scheduling mechanism. On the
UL, multiplexing is controlled by medium allocation to individual
users (e.g., in response to service request);

2. Mobile originated channel access and contention resolution between
channel access attempts, including collision detection and recovery;

3. Mobile terminated channel access and scheduling of access
attempts, including queuing of packet accesses;

4. Priority handling.

This is performed through the exchange of control messages between the
network and mobile. The messages most directly associated with user traf-
fic are channel, packet channel, and resource reallocation messages from the
mobile, and packet UL/DL assignment messages from the network.

There are five modes of operation of the MAC layer, and these are
selected by the network and passed to the mobile in the packet assignment
messages:

1. Dynamic;

2. Extended dynamic;
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3. Fixed full-duplex;

4. Fixed half-duplex;

5. Exclusive.

Dynamic assigns a single packet dedicated channel (PDCH) to a mobile that
is already in either packet transfer or dual transfer mode. Extended dynamic
assigns up to eight PDCHs to a mobile in either of these modes according
to the mobile�s multislot capability. These two allocation modes provide for
sharing of resources based on the USF field at the start of each radio block.
Fixed reserves part of the UL PDCH for a specific mobile for a certain
period. Exclusive is only applicable to mobiles that are in the dual transfer
state.

The assignments are not permanent, and they provide a TBF and asso-
ciated flow identity (TFI). The TFI is assigned in a resource assignment mes-
sage immediately prior to the transfer of LLC frames for that TBF to or from
the MS. It is a binary number in the range 0 to 31 that is used instead of
the MS identity by the RLC/MAC. The TBFs can be either close-ended or
open-ended, where the former specify transmission of not more than a fixed
number of RLC blocks (plus any necessary control blocks and retransmis-
sions) and the latter do not impose limits. The packet assignments also spec-
ify the RLC mode that is to be used, a starting frame number, and in the case
of EGPRS the window size. The typical order of magnitude for the duration
of an assignment is about a second. Open-ended is preferable for real-time
traffic to prevent interruptions in flow.

5.3.3 BSS-SGSN Network Service

Network service is the bottom part of layer 2 of the BSS to SGSN connec-
tivity [17]. It uses either frame relay or IP subnetworks over a variety of pos-
sible physical links. The basic features are network service virtual links
(NS-VL) and network service virtual connections (NS-VC). An NS-VL is
a virtual communication path between the BSS or SGSN and intermediate
network, or between BSS and SGSN if connected point to point. An NS-VC
is an end-to-end virtual connection between pairs of NS entities. Each physi-
cal link supports one or more NS-VL. For frame relay there is one-to-one
correspondence between NS-VC and NS-VL, but for IP one NS-VL may
have several NS-VCs. NS-VCs between the same pair of NS entities con-
stitute a single NS-VC group. User traffic for a given BVC is sent in unac-
knowledged frames at this level with load sharing between unblocked
NS-VCs in the group.
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5.3.4 Radio Link Protocol

This is the protocol that is used to support data traffic, such as fax or modem
links, over the CS channels [12]. There are three versions: 0, 1, and 2, sup-
porting single link, single link plus compression, and multilink (up to eight
links), respectively. It uses a version of HDLC protocol and sets asynchro-
nous balanced mode (ABM) when the data connection is active or asynchro-
nous disconnected mode (ADM) otherwise. It uses frames of 576-bit length
for UMTS operation and 240 for GSM. Handovers where the channeliza-
tion code changes require resynchronization with interruption to data flow,
and handovers between GSM and UMTS need remapping.

5.4 Layer 1

GPRS uses the same physical layer as GSM; hence, it is based on 200-KHz
carriers, each of which is subdivided into eight channels that are arranged as
timeslots, but whereas in GSM a user is assigned a single timeslot in each
direction, a GPRS user can have multiple (usually unequal) numbers of
timeslots in each direction up to the maximum of eight depending on
multislot class. HSCSD also uses up to eight channels of this type, but it
assigns them for the duration of a call and they are subject to the additional
restriction that all slots must use the same channel mode.

Physical channels are defined as sequences of radio frequency channels
and timeslots. Each TDMA frame consists of eight timeslots, and a physical
channel always uses the same timeslots in each TDMA frame.

The number of physical channels available depends on the frequency
band being used. The norm is either GSM 900 or GSM 1,800, but others
are occasionally used, and the numbers of channels are as follows: 35 (GSM
450), 35 (GSM 480), 74 (GSM 700), 124 (GSM 850), 194 (GSM 900),
374 (DCS 1,800), and 299 (PCS 1,900) radio frequency channels, with a
guard band of 200 kHz at each end of the subbands.

EGPRS offers 8-PSK modulation as an alternative to the usual GMSK
to allow higher data rates. It also provides incremental redundancy to allow
higher rates of ARQ retransmission by avoiding the resegmenting of RLC
data blocks that would otherwise be the norm.

GPRS and EGPRS mobiles can share the same physical channels.
Layer 1 functionality is split between two sublayers, the physical link

layer and the RF-layer. The physical link layer interfaces to the RLC/MAC
layer above and to the RF-layer beneath. It is responsible for providing a
physical channel between the network and the mobile. Its functions include
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channel coding to provide forward error correction, the interleaving of a
single radio block over four TDMA frames, and the detection of network
congestion. It also performs specific control functions including synchro-
nization, link quality monitoring, cell selection/reselection procedures, and
power control.

The RF-layer provides modulation and demodulation of bit streams
from the physical link layer and uses GMSK for GPRS and EGPRS, with
the option of 8-PSK for EGPRS. There are detailed tables to define how CS
traffic is carried over physical channels. There is only one type of physical
channel for GPRS/EGPRS packet data, and that is the PDCH. A single
PDCH is a shared medium that supports multiple logical channels and
multiple mobiles (except in dual transfer mode) and only carries PS data. A
PDCH is either full-rate (PDCH/F) or half-rate (PDCH/H), but the latter is
only applicable to dual transfer mode.

The UL and DL channels are asymmetric and operate independently.
Contention resolution between different mobiles is required on the UL, but
not on the DL where transmission is directly controlled by the network.
Multiplexing of radio blocks from different mobiles is controlled through the
use of the UL state flag (USF) on the DL. The USF is a 3-bit field in the
MAC header at the start of each radio block on the DL that supports eight
different values to control the multiplexing. Its usage differs according to
whether the PDCH carries a PCCCH or not. Where there is no PCCCH,
the eight USF values are used to reserve the UL for different mobiles, but if
the PCCCH is carried, then one of the USF values is used for the PRACH
instead of a mobile. When GPRS and EGPRS mobiles share the same
PDCH, the EGPRS mobiles are restricted to the use of the standard GMSK
modulation only.

Radio Blocks

For GPRS, a radio block for data transfer consists of one MAC header, one
RLC header, and one RLC data block [8]. It is always carried by four normal
bursts, as shown in Figure 5.7.

For EGPRS, a radio block for data transfer consists of one RLC/MAC
header and one or two RLC data blocks. It is always carried by four nor-
mal bursts. The interleaving depends on the channel-coding scheme used.
An example of this is shown in Figure 5.8 for the case of EGPRS MCS-8
coding.

The physical link layer is responsible for putting the BCS on the radio
block, although it is the RLC that checks it for backward error correction.
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Channel Coding

The coding schemes vary according to whether the MS supports GPRS or
EGPRS. For GPRS there are four possible coding schemes, CS-1 to CS-4,
that may be used on the packet data traffic channels; the PRACH must
always use CS-1.

In the case of EGPRS there are nine different modulation and coding
schemes, MCS-1 to MCS-9, all of which are mandatory on the DL, but only
MCS-1 to MCS-4 are mandatory on the UL unless the MS supports 8-PSK
modulation.

CS-1 to CS-3 use rate 1/2 convolution coding (see Section 2.5), while
CS-4 is unencoded. CS-2 and CS-3 are punctured versions of CS-1 that give
effective code rates of about 2/3 and 3/4, respectively, thereby permitting
more raw data in a radio block and thus providing effective transmission
rates of about 13.4 Kbps and 15.6 Kbps, as compared to 9.05 Kbps for CS-1
and 21.4 Kbps for CS-4.

MCS-1 to MCS-9 can be grouped into three families depending on the
size of their payload units. Family A has payload units of 37 or 34 bytes,
while families B and C have units of 28 and 22 bytes, respectively. Families A
and B can carry 1, 2, or 4 payloads in a radio block, while family C takes only
1 or 2. Family A has MCS-3, -6, -8, and -9; B has MCS-2, -5, and -7; and C
has MCS-1 and -4 depending on the number of payload units. MCS-7, -8,
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and -9 support four payload units and convey two RLC blocks in 20 ms,
as opposed to 1 RLC block for the remainder. These convolution codes are
of rate 1/3. MCS-1 to MCS-4 are used with GMSK modulation, and the
remainder are used with 8-PSK. The MCS may be changed within a family
from TBF to TBF according to the link quality.

PDCH Multiframe Structure

The PDCH is structured as a 52-frame TDMA multiframe [8] in order to
send individual logical channels in a systematic manner. The 52 frames are
divided into 12 radio blocks, each consisting of four frames, together with
two idle frames and two frames for the timing channel PTCCH as shown in
Figure 5.9.

This structuring applies particularly to the DL. One PDCH (which
may have PCCCH) is indicated on BCCH, and its first block, plus up to
the next three if necessary, are used for PBCCH. Where PDCH contains
PCCCH (with or without PBCCH), the next of up to 12 blocks are used for
PAGCH, PNCH, PDTCH, and PACCH on the DL, and the remainder
can be used for PPCH as well. On a PDCH that does not contain PCCCH,
all blocks can be used for PDTCH and PACCH.

5.5 GPRS QoS

GPRS nominally supports the same set of QoS classes as UMTS (i.e., con-
versational, streaming, interactive, and background) [18]. The first step in
assigning quality occurs when the mobile performs its GPRS attach. At this
stage it registers its capabilities. Radio and networking capabilities are pro-
vided in the MS classmark [19] that is stored by the network in the MM con-
text for the IMSI so long as the MS is attached. The Radio Access Capability
element is split into two parts, one for GSM and the other for UMTS. The
GSM element contains multislot capability, power class, and technology type
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(e.g., GSM 900 or GSM 1,800) for use by the BSS, and it is sent by the MS
to the SGSN.

Support of QoS depends on the definition of QoS profiles (see Section
9.2 and [20]) for the services required and on their use on MS-BSS and
BSS-SGSN links. The requirements on bit rates, error rates, delays, and
ordering are included in a 13-octet QoS information element [6] and carried
in the QoS profile [3, 20], which is potentially up to 255 octets in length.
The QoS profile registered, requested, and negotiated are separately main-
tained in an active PDP context with the TFT, which caters for up to nine
different bit rates (from 8 to 2,048 Kbps in powers of two). The first GPRS
handsets are unable to negotiate QoS and use a registered subscription profile
(see Section 9.2.2 and [1]). This provides three reliability classes, four delay
classes, the GSM radio precedence, and sometimes the throughput, but this
feature may be negotiable even for early handsets. The earliest handsets are
only able to use the best-efforts delay class, which provides no delay guaran-
tees. The throughput is based on maximum and mean bit rates that are nego-
tiable up to the information transfer rate determined by the channel type and
number of timeslots allocated.

The QoS negotiated is used to select one of the four possible SAPIs
for LLC user traffic. The features that the GPRS radio link provides are the
choice between acknowledged or unacknowledged RLC modes and control
of the data rate and radio priority through the TBFs. There are four radio
priority levels, numbered 1 to 4. The first is the highest and is automatically
applied to all control messages, while 4 is the lowest and serves as the default
level. The MAC layer uses this to decide access to the radio interface during
periods of congestion. The maximum number of retransmissions for a mes-
sage depends on its priority level, and the network sets values from the range
1, 2, 4, or 7 to each level.

QoS in the complete GPRS network is controlled in principle by an IP
bearer service manager that resides in a gateway node, and potentially also
exists in the mobile station, but not for early models of MS. This manager
can use the various modes of QoS control that exist in IP. These are inte-
grated services, differentiated services end-node functions, and IP policy
enforcement. Of these, the second two options are mandatory for the gate-
way node, while all are optional for the mobile. The manager interacts with
layer 3 to select the most appropriate radio link options. Much of this proce-
dure is dependent on gateways and is discussed further in Section 8.2, with
the policy protocols covered in Section 7.4.6.
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The optional integrated services (see Sections 7.4.3 and 7.4.4) provide
IP signaling between the two managers using either RSVP or LDP to try to
reserve bandwidth that matches the rate and error requirements of the call on
an individual basis across the network. The mandatory DiffServ (see Section
7.4.5) merely maps a call into the most appropriate of 15 collective queues
with different priorities. These features are described in much more detail in
Chapter 7.
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6
RF Design Overview

6.1 Cell-Capacity Basics

Radio access networks consist of cells served by base stations that support the
mobiles in their vicinity. Cells may also be subdivided into angular sectors by
the use of directional antennae. GSM, along with its derivatives GPRS and
EDGE, makes use of frequency division multiple access (FDMA) to divide
the bandwidth allocated to an operator into separate carriers, then divides
each carrier into eight channels that are arranged by TDMA into timeslots
such that a mobile is assigned one (or more in GPRS and EDGE) timeslot
in each direction. FDMA suffers from cochannel interference whereby cells
suffer interference from other cells that use the same frequency. This neces-
sitates the use of cell clusters with constituent cells operating on different
frequencies; each cluster must be large enough not to suffer cochannel inter-
ference from other clusters. The number of cells in the cluster is called the
reuse factor and is determined by the need for an SIR high enough to achieve
an acceptable bit error rate. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1 for a typical hex-
agonal array of cells. The three different types of shading indicate different
carrier frequencies.

Suppose that an operator is assigned bandwidths W for each of the
downlink and uplink, and that a carrier occupies bandwidth BC so that the
number of carriers available is W /BC. If each carrier can support N traffic
channels and the reuse factor is U, then the maximum number of channels
that can be supported in a cell (ignoring all complications) is
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Max channels = (W /BC) × (N /U ) (6.1)

The Erlang theory of the probability of call blocking for a number of call
attempts on a given number of channels shows that it is best to arrange the
network to have as high a number of channels in a single cell as possible (i.e.,
for U to be as small as possible). For GSM and its derivatives, U must
be at least 3 (as in Figure 6.1) and may be several times as much in unfavor-
able circumstances, whereas the use of scrambling codes in cdma2000
and WCDMA greatly reduces the effects of cochannel interference and
approaches the optimum scenario U = 1 in theory. In practice, effects of
mobility mean that the scrambling codes are not quite orthogonal, and at
high loads several users may temporarily use the same primary scrambling
code (see Section 2.9.4) and hence interfere with each other�although
multiuser detection can limit the latter. In GSM there are eight channels per
carrier and each carrier occupies 200 KHz, so if an operator has a 10-MHz
bandwidth available in each direction, the maximum number of full-duplex
channels per cell will be equal to or less than 133 in the best case for the
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technology of U = 3. In GPRS a heavy data user can be assigned up to the
full eight timeslots (for about a second at a time), so that the corresponding
number of simultaneous heavy users per cell would be up to about 16. The
GPRS slots are allocated separately for uplink and downlink with much
more traffic on the latter normally. In CDMA the calculation of capacity is
more complicated because a wide variety of channel types and data rates are
employed, and this is outlined in Section 6.5.

In some situations, particularly in urban environments, it is advanta-
geous to use directional antennae in the base station with little overlap to
create separate sectors within a cell that are able to reuse the same carrier fre-
quency in CDMA (but not GSM/GPRS or TDMA technologies where sepa-
rate frequencies are needed) and so increase capacity. If the angular width of
a sector is q and the angular overlap between sectors is F, then the capacity
gain is given by 2p/(F + q). A fairly typical situation would be an array of
hexagonal cells, each split into three angular sectors as in Figure 6.2, thereby
increasing capacity by a factor of almost three.

In this diagram the solid arrows indicate the limits of 120° sectors,
while the dashed lines show an extension of about 10° overlap to enable
handovers between sectors.

The actual number of channels that can be supported is always less
than these idealized figures; the main reasons for this will be described in
later sections of this chapter. One of the key factors is the calculation of the
RF link budget, taking into account the sources of gain and loss, and its rela-
tion to cell size.
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6.2 Signal-Quality Factors

Radio propagation is affected by numerous environmental factors that make
it much less reliable than communication over a fixed network. An overview
of these factors follows.

6.2.1 Path Loss

The most basic of these environmental factors is the loss in signal strength as
the signals spread out on the path from receiver to transmitter. With a non-
directional (or isotropic) antenna, the signal spreads out as a spherical wave,
so the signal strength is inversely proportional to the surface area of a sphere,
and hence inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the
antenna. In addition to this free-space loss, there are also losses due to other
causes such as atmospheric absorption and vegetation. At frequencies of
about 2 GHz the only significant atmospheric component is heavy rain, but
vegetation is more significant [1]. Leaves on trees are the main culprit, and in
wooded rural areas a margin of about 5 to 6 dB has to be allowed for this,
while in urban areas it is much less. The free-space loss in the absence of these
effects gives an inverse square relationship between transmitted and received
powers PT and PR, wavelength , and distance d:

PR = PTc (l/4d )2 (6.2)

where c is a constant.
Allowing for the other effects, the simplest realistic model for path loss

is given in logarithmic (decibel) form by

PR = M − 10b log (d /d0) + e (6.3)

where M is the measured received signal power at a known reference distance
d0, b is the path loss exponent, and e is a random variable that describes the
error between the rest of the formula and the actual path loss. The reference
distance is typically of the order of a tenth of the cell radius, while the path
loss exponent is the feature that describes losses realistically. It depends on
the factors mentioned above and also on the cell size and can be measured
empirically, with results usually in the range of 2 to 8, or, as is more usual,
standard semiempirical models may be used that contain this factor.
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6.2.2 Shadowing

Obstacles that produce shadows will obstruct propagation of the signal in a
terrestrial environment. This masking effect is also referred to as slow fading,
and is one of the factors that contribute to the error variable e in the above
path loss formula. The cumulative effects of relatively random obstacles over
a wide area are often modeled mathematically by the so-called log-normal
law, but over shorter distances specific obstructions may depart significantly
from this. The design of the cells has to take account of this to ensure that the
probability of a call failing remains acceptably low (e.g., less than 10%) in all
conditions. Because the effect is most damaging at the edges of the cells,
a shadow fading margin is defined to ensure that the signal strength there
remains high enough to meet this probability criterion in the presence of
shadowing.

6.2.3 Multipath Interference

Obstacles that are slightly to the side of the direct path will tend to produce
reflections, while rows of closely spaced obstacles, such as trees, may also pro-
duce diffraction. The reflections have the advantage that signal reception is
no longer strictly confined to direct line of sight as some of these may bypass
a major obstacle. There are two big disadvantages: the first being a spread in
delays, and the second being random frequency modulation due to Doppler
shifts resulting from the relative movements of obstacles and antennae. The
delay spread causes very rapid fluctuations in signal strength, as signals whose
path lengths vary by an odd number of half-wavelengths will cancel each
other, whereas those that differ by even numbers will reinforce each other.
This effect is also called both Rayleigh fading and fast fading, the latter name
resulting from the rapidity of the changes at the short wavelengths used for
mobile phones. Together with the Doppler effects, this is the main source
of errors (especially error bursts) on the network and limits the signal rate
achievable. CDMA has to use fast power control to compensate for the
effects of fast fading on slow-moving mobiles, although it is unable to
achieve this for full mobility. The increase in power needed at adverse
moments means that any design has to include a fast fading margin to allow
for this.

In addition to the benefit of multiple path interference in potentially
creating an indirect line of sight, modern antennae can combine signals that
arrive by different paths by allowing for the different delays with filters and
equalizers. Rake receivers [2, 3] perform this signal combination, and their
use by WCDMA in both the mobile and the base station is essential. If
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signals arrive with a separation of more than one chip, then the receiver can
resolve them. A rake receiver has several fingers each of which can process
a single multipath component by correlating it with a spreading code that
is synchronized with the time delay of the path. The components are then
weighted according to their strengths and combined. WCDMA-FDD uses
either four or nine fingers in the receivers.

6.2.4 Jamming

The signal can be jammed by other transmissions on the same frequency.
This consists of random background noise, cochannel interference from
other cells using the same frequency, and adjacent channel interference due
to harmonics, Doppler shifts, and the slight width of signals on nearby cen-
tral frequencies. The cell design has to make allowances for this degradation,
and does so via an interference margin.

In CDMA the interference due to load causes a significant variation in
effective cell size, leading to �breathing in and out� of the cell as the load
increases or decreases. The effect is quite large; for example, a cell with effec-
tive diameter of 4.6 km when unloaded dropping to 3.6 km at 50%, and
down to 0.5 km at 90% [3], so capacity control has to use a maximum load
threshold to limit this effect as well as use the interference margin in cell
planning.

6.2.5 Handover Gain

A beneficial effect, especially with CDMA, is the effect of handovers, since
it can partially counter the adverse effects of shadowing, although this is
achieved at the cost of increased complexity. In GSM, handover from one
cell to another entails a hard change to another frequency when the differ-
ence between current and next cell signal strengths exceeds a set threshold. In
CDMA with the same frequency in adjacent cells, this would cause excessive
interference in the new cell unless the threshold was very small, which would
then cause instability. As a result, CDMA uses soft handovers. In a typical
hexagonal macrocell layout each mobile monitors the signals from its six
neighboring cells in addition to its own. Because of the different base station
locations, the degree of shadowing will vary considerably, and one or more of
the neighbors may be much more accessible than the original cell, so that the
shadowing can be mitigated by a handover. In a hard handover (usually with
frequency change) the mobile switches to the alternative cell that gives the
best reception, while in a soft handover (no frequency change and common
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in CDMA) the mobile always makes use of the base station with the best
reception. This leads to a beneficial handover gain that is of the order of 2.5
to 3 dB for hard handovers and 3.5 to 4 dB for soft handovers [4]. A special
case of the soft handover is the softer handover that occurs between two sec-
tors of a cell. This differs from the basic soft handover by the reduction in the
number of distinct power control commands and in the signaling required
between base station components, and it is also faster.

The trade-off between these factors is determined by calculating a radio
link budget that can then be used to relate the possible cell size to BTS
antenna height using standard design models.

6.3 Radio Link Budget

The link budget determines the maximum path loss that is allowable to
achieve the received SNR required for adequate quality. Any antenna has a
gain that is formally defined by the expression

Gain = 4p × Ae/l
2 (6.4)

where Ae is the effective area or capture area of the antenna and l is the wave-
length of the signal; so large antennae provide more gain. A crude picture of
transmission and reception is shown in Figure 6.3 to allow calculation of the
power received from a distant transmitter.

In this diagram the powers of transmitter and receiver are P(T ) and
P (R ), respectively, with antennae gains G (T ) and G (R ), while the cable/
connector losses are L(T ) and L(R ). In addition, there is assumed to be a
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total loss on the path between antennae of L(P ). The received power is then
given in logarithmic decibel format by

P (R ) = P (T ) − L(T ) + G (T ) − L(P ) + G (R ) − L(R ) (6.5)

where P (R ) and P (T ) are the logarithms of PR and PT in (6.2). These indi-
vidual factors then have to be further subdivided and related to various mar-
gins to work out what is required.

Because of the lower power of the mobile as compared to the base sta-
tion, the radio budget for the uplink is more critical than that for the down-
link in determining the cell size. As a result, in the budget calculations the
mobile is assumed to be the transmitter and the BTS the receiver.

The behavior of the BTS receiver is more complicated than that for
the mobile, and calculations have to make explicit allowance for noise, inter-
ference, and fast fading in addition to the basic parameters above, although
these factors also affect the mobile. The fast fading requires a fading mar-
gin to be left in the closed power control loop of CDMA that is greatest for
slow-moving users.

In addition to the signal, there is also white noise, N, that results from
finite temperature of the equipment. This is given by Boltzmann�s law

N = kTBwF (6.6)

where Bw is the receiver noise bandwidth and F is the noise figure charac-
terizing the receiver. At a typical temperature of 17°C, kT amounts to
−174 dBm/Hz, and the noise figure F is typically about +5 dBm [5]. For
CDMA Bw is the chip rate (e.g., 3.84 Mcps for WCDMA-FDD) and con-
tributes a figure of 10 log (Bw) in decibel units, which is roughly 66 dB for
WCDMA, leading to a receiver noise power of about −103 dB in this case.
The ratio PR/N is the SNR that determines the link budget. This is more
conveniently expressed as the ratio of the energy per modulated symbol to
the noise (Ec/N0) where

(Ec/N0) = PRBw /(NRc) (6.7)

where Ec is the white noise power spectral density and Rc is the transmission
rate of modulated symbols, which is 3.84 Mcps for WCDMA-FDD. In loga-
rithmic form (Ec/N0) is given by
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(Ec/N0) (dB) = P (T ) + G (T ) + G (R ) − 10 log (kT ) (dB/Hz) − 10 log Rc

− 10 log F − L(R ) − L(T ) (6.8)

where the factor 10 arises from the use of decibels as opposed to bels.
The interference parameter for the BTS appears as the interference

margin to allow for interference from other users and is usually approximated
as an additional white noise term. The size of this factor varies according
to the loading of the cell by users, ranging from 0 at very light loadings to
roughly 3 to 5 dB at 50% to 60%. This combined with the receiver noise
density gives the receiver�s effective noise plus interference density, which is
likely to be of the order of −100 dBm.

CDMA provides another unique type of gain in addition to the anten-
nae gains. This is a processing gain that results from the spreading of the sig-
nal over multiple frequencies in accordance with the spreading factor. The
degree of this spreading, and hence of the processing gain, depends on the bit
rate according to the formula

Processing gain = 10 × log (chip rate/bit rate) (6.9)

where the bit rate is that of the signal before channel coding and spreading.
In the case of WCDMA-FDD, this becomes 10 × log (3,840/bit rate in

Kbps), and at low bit rates, such as the 12.2 Kbps of AMR voice, amounts to
around 25 dB. This allows lower powers to be used for CDMA mobiles for a
given bit rate than for earlier GSM varieties.

The receiver sensitivity is given by boosting the noise plus interference
density by the processing gain and subtracting the required signal strength.
The required signal strength for WCDMA is on the order of 1 to 5 dB with
the lower values for data and the higher for voice, while the processing gain
varies from about 30 dB at low bit rates down to around 5 dB at peak rates,
leading to receiver sensitivities in the rough range of −100 to −125 dBm.

CDMA networks also have the handover gain due to the soft handovers
where a mobile is in communication with several different base stations, and
so able to compensate for uncorrelated slow-fading and make use of the best
signal. This gain is less than the processing gain and usually of the order of
3 to 4 dB.

For the mobile, all that is required is the effective isotropic radiated
power (EIRP) given by the previous parameters as

EIRP = P (T ) + G (T ) − L(T ) (6.10)
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Typical values for these are on the order of 21 to 24 dB for P (T ), zero for
G (T ), and 3 to 5 dB for L(T ), leading to EIRP in the range 16 to 21 dBm.

The maximum acceptable path loss is related to these figures by the fol-
lowing formula:

Max path loss = EIRP − receiver sensitivity + G (R ) − L(R ) − fade margin

(6.11)

A typical value for G (R ) is of the order of 18 dB; that for L(R ), 2 to 3 dB;
and the fade margin 0 to 5 dB depending on the speed of the mobile trans-
mitter. This leads to a maximum path loss potentially in the rough range of
130 to 160 dB.

The actual expected path loss has to be subtracted from this figure in
order to determine an allowed propagation loss to use in calculating the cell
range for a given antenna height. These factors are the beneficial soft hand-
over gain, a detrimental environmental loss due to the mobile user being in a
car or building, the shadow fading margin usually based on the log-normal
law, and the fast fading margin. Typical values for these parameters are about
3 dB for the soft handover gain, about 8 dB for being in a car or up to 15 dB
for being in a building (as compared to 0 dB for a pedestrian), and a detri-
mental log-normal factor in the region of 7 dB.

This leads to allowed propagation losses in the rough range of 120 to
150 dB. The actual values vary significantly according to the environment
and speed of the user as well as the nature of the service being used, so calcu-
lations have to be performed for each category individually.

The allowed propagation loss can then be compared with the loss pre-
dicted for a given cell range and antenna height by a standard model. Cell
design software packages are usually based on one of two popular models [4]:
the Okamuru-Hata model or the Walfish-Ikegama model. The first of these
is a purely empirical model based on studies of propagation losses in different
types of areas in Tokyo and its surroundings, leading to separate parameter
values for suburban and urban areas. The Walfish-Ikegama model is a semi-
empirical one in which empirical data is used to give a best-fit value for vari-
ous theoretical parameters.

One of the outcomes of this type of analysis is that it is best to have dif-
ferent types of cells depending on the type of user and the type of environ-
ment. There are three classes of cell size in most networks, as follows:

• Macrocells: These have radii in the region of 1 to 30 km and require
high mobile power consumption (about 1�10W). They are used for
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fast movers and rural areas with tall masts. The archetypal layout of
macrocells is a grid of hexagonal cells.

• Microcells: Characteristic radii are 100 to 300m for use in streets, air-
ports, stations, and other high user-density areas. Antennae are usu-
ally below roof level. Two common cell layouts are rectangular, with
base stations in the middle of a block, and cruciform, with base sta-
tions at a street intersection. The time required to move from edge
to center of such a cell at 50 km/hr is only 7 to 22 sec, so it is only
suitable for low-mobility users.

• Picocells: These are for office environments and use little mobile
power (possibly only 10 mW).

There are two limiting design cases for determining the cell layout:

1. Traffic coverage: This applies in areas of high traffic density, such
as microcells and the vicinity of motorways. The total traffic in
the area is divided by the number of channels per cell for a given
grade of service (Erlang calculation) to determine the number of
cells required. The number of cells then divides the area in order to
determine their dimensions, and the propagation loss models used
to determine the antenna height needed.

2. Geographic coverage: In areas of low traffic density, the cell size is
determined by the propagation loss for an acceptable antenna
height. This allows the number of cells to be determined by divid-
ing the geographic area by the cell area. The number of channels
required per cell is then given by dividing the traffic by the
number of cells. These macrocells will frequently contain blind
spots that need the addition of repeaters to provide the approxi-
mate line-of-sight communication required.

The initial design normally leaves a margin of spare capacity to allow for
growth, but eventually additional capacity has to be added.

6.4 Network Expansion

There are a number of techniques for adding capacity with differing scales
of expansion, cost, and planning complexity. In the case of 2.5G and third-
generation (3G) networks, there is also the desirability of creating the
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network by developing existing 2G sites rather than starting from scratch,
although the additional capacity needed by high data rate services will
eventually require extra sites. This has the advantages that much infra-
structure is already in place, site survey data needs only minor updates, and
planning permission for expansion is relatively easy to obtain. In the case of
cdma2000, the changes required are also fairly simple, consisting largely of
software and hardware module upgrades, while the use of mobility IP (see
Section 7.4.15) minimizes the need for extra gateways. The transition from
GSM to GPRS and then to WCDMA entails much more extensive changes
in base stations and requires numerous gateways. The gateway issues are cov-
ered in Chapter 8 of this book.

The basic means of adding extra capacity and their main characteristics
are outlined below:

• Add extra channels: This applies particularly to macrocells whose
number is determined by geographic coverage. Extra channels can
be added by a combination of software reconfiguration and supply
of extra transceivers until the maximum for the cell is reached. This
is relatively quick, cheap, and free of planning requirements, but is
of limited scope.

• Cell sectorization: This technique, outlined at the start of the
chapter, entails changes to antennae in addition to the transceiver
and configuration changes. It adds much more extra capacity but
costs more, takes longer, and probably entails additional planning
approvals.

• Extra sites: This is very slow and expensive, entailing detailed site
surveys, redesign of the cell structure, planning approvals, and infra-
structure, but also adds considerable capacity.

• Cell layering: This is a special case of the addition of extra sites by the
addition of picocells within microcells and microcells within macro-
cells. It is cheaper and more straightforward than addition of the
larger cells and makes use of CDMA power control algorithms to
minimize interference. In many cases the different layers operate on
separate carrier frequencies, so interference is minimized but hard
handovers are required. Layering is also required to take account of
the different mobility classes of user; for example, it may be practical
to use picocells for indoor and pedestrian users, but a motorist on an
urban freeway needs to be assigned to a macrocell to avoid excessive
handovers.
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In UMTS an operator is typically assigned a 15-MHz band for each of the
WCDMA-FDD DL and UL, thus allowing the use of three different car-
rier frequencies. The operator has the freedom to choose how to use these. If
macro- and microcells operate on the same frequency, then soft handovers
can be used, but the overlap area for handovers has to be a large proportion
of the area of the microcell to prevent rapid alternation between layers as
measurements of signal strength have to be carried out for a long-enough
period to eliminate transient effects of fast fading. This is impractical for all
but low-mobility users, so separate frequencies are generally preferred. For
micro- and picocells this issue is less critical. The simplest option is one car-
rier frequency per layer.

6.5 Capacity and Admission Control

In TDMA networks capacity is easily determined, as in (6.1), and is con-
trolled by means of timeslot allocations, but for CDMA, and to a lesser
extent GPRS, the situation is more complicated. GPRS for GSM is the sim-
pler of these two and is considered first.

6.5.1 GPRS Admission Control

Timeslots in these networks are shared between CS and PS traffic. The pro-
portion and manner of division of slots between the two functions is up to
the operator and may be either static or dynamic; however, in order to guar-
antee a minimum grade of service for each category, it is likely that a certain
number will be reserved for each function, with the remainder in a dynamic
pool to be allocated as required. CS allocation is subject to the basic GSM
rules of Erlang capacity as outlined in Section 6.1, but PS loads are asymmet-
ric between UL and DL and controlled through the TBFs [6] and the allo-
cation methods described in Section 5.2. UL and DL TBF allocations are
performed separately, with multiple TBFs multiplexed into a single PDCH
in each case.

6.5.2 CDMA Admission Control

CDMA admission control is based on comparison of the existing load with a
threshold value for both UL and DL [4], with a new call accepted only if it
can be taken without pushing the cell load over the threshold in either direc-
tion. Within a cell there are two types of new call: calls handed over from
another cell and brand new calls. Precedence is normally given to the
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handovers, as it is more irritating to a user to lose a call in progress than to
fail to set one up. The most basic method of admission control is to use a
channel count, but there are two other more detailed methods of calculating
the cell load, of which the simpler is based on power consumption. The load
factor LFDL for the DL is particularly simple

LFDL = P/PMax (6.12)

where P is the total power used and PMax is the maximum available, while that
for the UL is slightly more involved. In this case the critical parameter is the
received interference power I that is made up of three contributions:

I = noise + ICell + IIntercell (6.13)

where noise is a known parameter of the system, as in (6.6), and ICell and IInter-

cell are the variable contributions from the cell and its neighbors, respectively.
The UL load factor LFUL is related to these factors via the UL noise rise as

UL noise rise = I/noise = 1/(1 − LFUL) (6.14)

or

LFUL = 1 − noise/I = (noise rise − 1)/noise rise (6.15)

The base station can measure I and knows the noise, so it can calculate LFUL

and compare it with the threshold.
If necessary, congestion control in either direction can be performed

primarily through fast power control (FPC). On the DL this is done by
rejecting power-up commands from the mobiles; while on the UL it can be
achieved by reducing the target SNR that is used by the UL FPC. Slower
control options include handing over some calls to an alternative carrier fre-
quency, reducing the traffic rate for flexible algorithms, such as AMR voice,
and dropping calls as a last resort.

Estimation of the cell capacity for various different types of traffic
requires a more detailed analysis in terms of the load factors for the individ-
ual users and their traffic types. The DL load factor based on throughput is
given approximately by

LF R Rj
N

jDL Max= =Σ 1 / (6.16)
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where Rj is the rate of the j th user and summation runs over all N users in the
cell, while RMax is the maximum possible aggregate rate and is determined by
the chip rate. The power consumption and interference, however, depend
also on the SNR for each user, so a more accurate formula that includes
these is

LF R v E N x yj
N

j j b jDL DL DL W= − +=Σ 1 0 1( / ) ( )/ (6.17)

where vj is the voice activity factor of the j th user, (Eb/N0)j is the bit energy
measure of the SNR for the j th user and is used in the power control
algorithms to determine quality, xDL is the average degree of orthogonality
between users in the cell on the DL, y DL is the other cell-to-own cell interfer-
ence ratio on the DL, and W is the chip rate.

The voice activity factor is a generalization of the factor to describe the
inactivity of speech due to half-duplex conversations and pauses. It lies in the
range 0 to 1 with typical value (after inclusion of overheads) of about 0.6
for speech and 1 for traditional data applications, with most applications in
the conversational class having intermediate fractional values. The average
orthogonality and the cell interference ratio both take values in the range 0 to
1, with 0.4 to 0.9 being typical for x and around 0.5 for y. The reason that
the orthogonality is less than 1 is mainly due to delay spread resulting from
multipath effects and Doppler shifts. (Eb/N0)j is the most interesting of the
parameters as it decreases with increasing bit rate and has to be increased
for a given rate if the frame error rate needs to be reduced for a sensitive
application.

An analogous formula also applies to the throughput load factor on the
UL. LFUL for the j th user is given by its power consumption Pj as a fraction of
the total interference power I, and the total as the sum of these factors

LF P Ij
N

jUL = =Σ 1 / (6.18)

Expressing this in terms of the bit rates and processing gain leads to

LF W R v E N yj
N

j j b jUL U= + +=Σ 1 01 1 1{ / [ /( ( / ) ]}{ } (6.19)

In cdmaOne with predominantly voice traffic, the UL was the more critical
direction for capacity on account of the poorer power control in that direc-
tion, but for 3G networks this may be outweighed by the much higher bit
rates probable on the DL due to downloads from the Web.
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Equation (6.17) shows that to a first approximation the number of
simultaneous users possible on the DL is inversely proportional to their aver-
age bit rates. Use of channel codes (e.g., convolutional or turbo) with rate k/n
(see Chapter 2) increases the number of symbols to transmit by a factor n/k
and for a constant symbol energy rate also the energy used. In practice it is
usual to have a guaranteed energy per bit so that the energy per symbol is
reduced by the factor n /k, which leads to an increased symbol error rate at the
receiver. The decoded bit error rate, however, is reduced because this is out-
weighed by the error correction resulting from the information redundancy
in the symbol codeword.

The choice of the threshold level depends on the grade of service that is
to be provided based on the allowable call blocking probability. This is only
determined very roughly by the Erlang B model in CDMA because of the
effects of interactions with neighboring cells, notably soft handovers and
intercell interference. The number of channels theoretically available for
WCDMA-FDD with the parameters quoted in Section 6.3 is of the order of
90 for AMR voice at 12.2 Kbps [4], but allowing for soft handovers reduces
this to around 60, and an adequate grade of service gives about 50. For
higher bit rate services this drops sharply, but not quite proportionate to the
rate as the SIR needed is less at higher rates. By 144 Kbps the maximum is
just over 6, but the Erlang formula only allows about 2.5 on average for a
suitable grade of service. A side effect of the very low number of channels
used is that the cell causes unusually little interference to its neighbors, so
that their capacity increases. Consequently, the Erlang principles have to be
applied to groups of mutually interfering cells rather than to a single cell. The
single cell Erlang capacity is referred to as the capacity with hard blocking,
while the modified version is called the capacity with soft blocking. Soft
capacity is then defined by

Soft capacity = (hard blocking Erlang capacity/soft blocking Erlang) − 1

(6.20)

This varies from about 0.05 at speech bit rates to 0.28 at 144 Kbps [4]. Most
networks will carry a mixture of call types of which the vast majority are
likely to be voice, so the actual soft capacity will be variable and usually much
nearer to 0.05. For a cell to make use of the soft capacity, it needs to use a
measure of utilization that indicates this, such as the interference power or
indirectly by calculation from the number of channels in use and their bit
rates.
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In WCDMA admission control is handled by the CRNC and Node B
(which may support more than one cell) and handled at several stages. The
RNC operates admission control based on the interference on the UL and
power on the DL for initial UE access, radio access bearer assignment,
and handover [7]. The Node B maintains a record of how many resources it
is using and passes this information to the CRNC in response to an audit
request. A capacity credit scheme is used to estimate how much resource is
used on common channels by the NBAP procedures [8]. A cost that is pro-
portional to the SF is subtracted from the capacity credit when a common
channel is set up, and added when it is deleted. A similar procedure applies
to the dedicated channels. If a single channel uses multiple channelization
codes, then the cost of the channel is multiplied by the number of these
codes. The Node B also records the DL power in use and the received power
and uses a frame priority to decide which frames to transmit during con-
gested periods on the DCH and DSCH.

Many of the 3G data applications are likely to be highly asymmetric, so
there is a possibility that the UL will be underutilized in WCDMA-FDD
due to the need for a higher proportion of channels on the DL. An operator
that has bandwidth for the WCDMA-TDD service in addition to FDD may
prefer to allocate as many as possible of the most highly asymmetric applica-
tions to TDD as this is able to share the single unpaired band much more
efficiently between UL and DL, while putting symmetric applications, such
as speech, on FDD.

Cost of Quality

The most direct cost of quality is the reduction in the number of simultane-
ous users when their bit rates increase. This has to be reflected both in the
service charges for different types of calls (e.g., charging by the volume of
traffic) and the need to reserve enough capacity for voice calls to ensure an
adequate grade of service for them in the presence of transient high demand
for data bandwidth. The second main effect is the increase in (Eb/N0)
required for users who need a low error rate. WCDMA-FDD [6] specifies
tests for the ratio of the energy per chip (Ec/Ior) on the dedicated physical
channel (DPCH) to the total spectral density that is required to achieve BLER
of 10−1, 10−2, and 10−3 at speeds of 12.2, 64, 144, and 384 Kbps on the DL.
The tests cover a range of different multipath fading environments, but in
general there is a difference of 1 to 2 dB between the low and high BLER.

The changes in strength for the different BLER have a major effect on
capacity. A change of 1 dB corresponds to a multiplicative factor equal to the
antilog of 0.1, which is about 1.25, while the analogous factor for 2 dB is
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about 1.6. This leads to changes in capacity of about 25% to 60%, so the
network operator�s charging policy has to take this into account in addition
to the throughput. Many applications include traffic types with differing
requirements for error rates (e.g., control data for compressed video as
opposed to the image data), and in some cases this may make it worthwhile
to use separate channels with different BLER for the distinct types.

The grade of service offered also has a big impact on economics. The
load threshold allowed in capacity control has to take account of the
Erlang-B probabilities of call rejection. Fixed networks often keep the call
rejection rate to 1% or less, while 10% may be more typical on a 2G mobile
network. The difference is particularly acute for the case of a small number
of high-speed calls. For example, in the instance above of 144-Kbps calls in
WCDMA-FDD, changing from a 10% rejection ratio to 1% roughly halves
the average load that can be accepted, while for voice calls it would imply a
cut of the order of a quarter.

6.6 Power Control

Efficient power control is required to obtain the maximum capacity of a cell.
This has to respond to the error rate and the various types of fading as well as
the congestion control mentioned above. Outer loop power control responds
to the error rate, and in order to do so effectively, it must see a sufficient
number of errors in a short time, and this depends critically on the applica-
tion. If a traffic channel carries radio frames at a rate of 10,000 frames per
second for an application that needs a frame error rate of better than 10−5, for
example, then it will only see about one frame error every 10 seconds, which
will make a reliable response to the error rate impossible in a practical time.
On the other hand, if the application can withstand a frame error rate of
10−2, then a sufficient number of errors are likely to be seen within 1 second
to allow a reliable adjustment of power within that timescale. In order
to support the needs of the high-reliability applications, the solution used
in WCDMA and cdma2000 [5, 8] is to monitor the number of bit errors
detected (and mostly corrected) by the convolutional or turbo decoder.

Motion of the mobile also requires changes in power. In addition to
the overall effect of moving closer or further from the base station, the algo-
rithms have to respond to fading effects. Slow fading due to obstacles takes
place relatively slowly and can be handled by slow power control, but fast
Rayleigh fading takes place on a very short timescale and so requires the use
of fast power control, with WCDMA sending FPC commands at a rate of
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1,500 Hz and cdma2000 at 800 Hz. This combination works well for slow
fading regardless of the speed of the mobile but is less effective for high or full
mobility class users in relation to fast fading. Fast fading takes place over dis-
tances of the order of half a wavelength, which at 2 GHz is 5 to 10 cm. Dur-
ing a power cycle of about a millisecond, a pedestrian will only move about
0.1 cm, so FPC can easily handle the fast fading, but a vehicle traveling at
150 km/hr will cover about 4 to 5 cm, thereby rendering the FPC extremely
unreliable. The difference in FPC rates between WCDMA and cdma2000
makes the former much better for mobility rates of the order of 100 km/hr.
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7
Protocols1

7.1 General Remarks

The two network protocols that feature strongly in CDMA and GPRS net-
works are IP and ATM. CDMA is mandated in both GPRS and cdma2000.
UMTS specifies either ATM or IP for the links between RNCs and from
RNC to the core network. All these wireless network types, however, are
likely to carry IP over ATM in parts of the extended network. Some of the
protocols required to meet the needs of 3G networks were still under devel-
opment at the time of writing in 2001 [e.g., Bearer Independent Call Con-
trol (BICC) and Mobility Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6)]. This chapter
describes the features of IP and ATM that are most closely involved with the
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QoS and multimedia applications, both through signaling capability and
support for different QoS classes.

7.2 SS7 Features

The UMTS specifications [1�4] anticipate that the core network will make
use of the SS7 and broadband signaling protocol [5, 6] to carry traffic over
ATM, possibly with IP on top of ATM. Most of the features of SS7 are
transparent to QoS considerations, but a minimal sketch of its relationship
to ATM and IP is relevant. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 give the outline SS7 protocol
stack for the control and user planes.

Figure 7.1 shows the general SS7 architecture for broadband signaling,
while Figure 7.2 shows the structure for the specific case of setting up CS
speech calls in UMTS between the RNC and core network.

The significance of these component protocols is as follows:

• Broadband-integrated services user part (B-ISUP): A user triggers a
call by sending a B-ISUP set-up message. At the originating SS7
exchange this sends sets of the initial address message (IAM) to the
destination SS7 exchange, which confirms reservation of ATM VPI
and VCI resources via an initial address message acknowledgment
(IAA) or else rejects it via an IAM reject (IAR) if resources such as
bandwidth are not available. The IAM contains the ATM features
that are required: bandwidth in each direction, ATM QoS, ATM
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adaptation layer, and VPI/VCI virtual path and virtual circuit iden-
tifiers. If any node on the route is unable to support the required
features, the call fails. An answer message (ANM) is sent by the des-
tination exchange to the originating exchange when the called party
replies.

• Transaction capability (TC): B-ISUP is only responsible for the sig-
naling to set up the ATM virtual circuits; other aspects of SS7 traffic
use the TC.

• Signaling connection control part (SCCP) [7]: This provides signaling
for both connectionless and connection-oriented services between
the RNC and 3G-GGSN or MSC, respectively, with separation of
the services on a mobile-by-mobile basis. For connection-oriented
services it can offer both flow control and error recovery options. It
can allow B-ISUP messages to be sent by any route on an SS7 end-
to-end basis, but usually this is not implemented and all goes in
pass-along mode by the same path as the first signaling message.

• Message transfer part (MTP-3b) [8, 9]: This is responsible for routing
B-ISUP signaling messages on a hop-by-hop basis, and it can carry
up to 4,091 bytes of signaling information instead of the 272 byte
limit of the original MTP-3. It reroutes around failures via primary
and secondary routes based on predefined link tables, detects errors,
and can do congestion control. Where offered, the flow and con-
gestion control is implementation dependent rather than fully
standardized.
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• SS7 MTP3-user adaptation layer (M3UA): This is used instead of
MPT-3b when interfacing to an IP core network via the IP Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [10] instead of ATM.

• Signaling ATM adaptation layer (SAAL): This handles the interface
between MPT-3b and the ATM adaptation layer by putting signal-
ing in the right format for ATM-network-network interface signals
for the relevant adaptation layer. It has two parts: the service-specific
coordination function (SSCF) [11] and the service-specific con-
nection part (SSCOP) [12]. The SSCF lies above the SSCOP and
provides functionality that enables the SSCOP to provide data
link services for both the user-to-network interface (UNI) and the
network-to-network interface (NNI). The SSCOP can support
peer-to-peer data transfer in either assured or nonassured modes and
checks peer-to-peer connectivity via keep-alives. In assured mode, it
provides sequence integrity, error correction by selective retransmis-
sion, and flow control.

• ATM: ATM adaptation layer AAL5 is recommended for packet-
switched data and signaling, whereas AAL2 is preferred for CS
speech. Figure 7.2 shows the protocol structure for setting up AAL2
speech circuits by using AAL5 cells for signal transport over the
ATM network.

UMTS and cdma2000 also make use of extensions to SS7 to handle mobility
administrative functions (such as home and visitor location information
transfer) but have incompatible ways of doing so. UMTS uses GSM-MAP,
while cdma2000 uses ANSI-41. As a result, gateways have to be provided
between the two services to handle data conversion.

7.3 ATM

ATM was originally designed in order to carry both voice and data over the
same broadband network in such a way as not to reduce the voice quality
compared to that normally provided by Telcos over their pure voice net-
works, and more generally to support different QoS classes. This objective
led to the use of 48-byte cells with additional 5-byte headers and a minimum
speed of 51.3 Mbps over an OC-1 circuit�the slowest member of the OC-x
SONET optical fiber hierarchy. Because optical fiber circuits have very low
error rates (typical BER being on the order of 10 −10), ATM makes only
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minimal provision for error checking, relying on the overlying network
application to check and correct errors in the traffic carried and providing
a CRC check on the cell header only. An ATM adaptation layer (AAL) is
defined to provide a standard way of fitting traffic into the cells in a manner
suited to that traffic. There are five such standards (AAL1 to AAL5); the first
of which was for constant bit rate traffic such as voice, AAL2 was originally
for compressed video (but subsequently redefined), AAL3 and AAL4 were
for data compatible with SMDS networks, and AAL5 was for a more
bandwidth-efficient way of carrying pure data.

ATM is a connection-oriented service with virtual path and virtual
circuit identifiers contained in the 5-byte header. AAL1 carries a 47-byte
payload in each of its 48-byte cells, the remaining byte consisting of a 4-bit
sequence number and a sequence number check field to correct errors. AAL1
cells are sent at regular intervals over an ATM circuit in such a way as to
mimic a traditional voice circuit on a TDM network. Despite requiring more
bandwidth than TDM for this purpose, it was quite suitable for uncom-
pressed 64K PCM voice; however, when used for low-bit-rate compressed
voice, it faced a major problem with the time taken to fill a 48-byte cell
at these low rates (see Table 7.1), as well as with the core network capacity
required if partially filled cells were used instead.

There is a delay equal to the cell-fill time at each end of the ATM net-
work that uses up most of the acceptable delay budget for speech at the low
bit rates. This delay is increased still further by use of compression algorithms
that employ silence suppression. The overall delay of 10 ms for PCM voice is
perfectly acceptable, and the core bandwidth figure is an indication of how
much bandwidth would be used for other algorithms if partially filled cells
were to be used in order to keep the delay to that figure.
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Table 7.1
Voice Compression Parameters

Algorithm
Data Rate
(Kbps)

Sample
Time (µs)

Cell-Fill
Time (ms)

Core Bandwidth
(Kbps)

PCM 64.0 125 5 72

ADPCM(a) 32.0 125 10 144

ADPCM(b) 24.0 125 13 192

ADPCM(c) 16.0 125 20 288

EVFR 9.6 200 40 580
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As a result, many ATM vendors provided proprietary schemes for treat-
ing compressed voice as data instead. Eventually, the little-used AAL2 stan-
dard for compressed video was modified to become a means of carrying
compressed voice without these delays [13]. This is achieved by multiplexing
several different traffic streams into a single cell, using the cell and protocol
structures shown in Figure 7.3.

There is one service-specific convergence sublayer (SSCS) for each
application data stream (e.g., voice call) with a common part sublayer (CPS)
responsible for multiplexing them over a single ATM AAL2 connection. The
significance of the CPS packet header fields is as follows:

• Channel identifier (CID): This 8-bit field identifies the data stream.
0 is not used, 1 indicates layer management, and 2 to 7 are reserved,
leaving 248 values for the user traffic.

• Length indicator (LI): This 6-bit field gives the number of bytes in
the CPS payload, with a default maximum of 44, but with up to 63
possible with splitting between cells. Video data may be more effi-
cient with up to 63 bytes.

• User-to-user information (UUI): This 5-bit field carries information
such as the type of compression algorithm used for the payload.
Value 26 indicates the end of a CPS packet split between two cells,
while 27 indicates more of the packet to come.

• Header error control (HEC): This is a 5-bit checksum for CID, LI,
and UUI;

• CPS packet payload: This field contains the application data. The
length is variable up to a default length of 44 bytes, but the protocol
makes provision for up to 63 bytes.
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Many compressed voice packets will be less than 44 bytes long, so additional
headers are required to define their multiplexing into a single AAL2 cell.

• Offset field (OSF): This 6-bit field describes the offset into the 47-
byte CPS-PDU of the start of the first SSCS-PDU. If the default
SSCS-PDU size of 44 bytes is used, then there will be no fragment
and the offset will be zero.

• Sequence number (SN): This is specified modulo-2, so SN is 1-bit
long.

• Parity (P): This is a single-bit parity field to protect OSF and SN.

The CPS-PDU payload consists of at least one SSCS-PDU. If the combined
length of the SSCS-PDUs is less than 47 bytes, then the field is padded to
that length. CPS uses a combined use timer, Timer_CU, to prevent excessive
waits before transmitting an AAL2 cell. The value is selected on the basis of
the relative importance of low delays or of limiting the core bandwidth used
if there are few active data streams. AAL2 requires a special signaling protocol
[14] for negotiation of its options; this is ITU-T Q.2630.2. The main con-
trol messages for setup are assign request and assign confirm. This includes
the CD and optionally the CPS packet specification, one of about eight pos-
sible SSCS selections, and the UUI.

Voice on mobile networks uses any one of a variety of low-bit-rate
codecs (e.g., 12.2-Kbps EFR or AMR on UMTS and 14.4 Kbps or 9.6 Kbps
on cdma2000, as well as subrates of these). As a result, AAL1 is unsuitable,
and mobile voice traffic over ATM is carried in AAL2 cells. Data for mobile
networks uses the efficient AAL5 cells in preference to AAL3/4 that have
4-byte internal headers in each of the 48 bytes, and radio signaling traffic is
also carried in AAL5. Although AAL2 can support packet fragmentation and
thus carry video, it is not recommended for this with standards like H.323
where integrity will be lost [15].

ATM supports QoS. Originally four QoS classes�labeled A, B, C, and
D�were defined by the ITU in I.356, but these were not very helpful and
have been replaced [16] by a set of ATM transfer capabilities (ATC) that are
roughly aligned with an alternative set of service categories defined by the
ATM Forum. These are tabulated in Table 7.2.

The B-ISUP signaling in SS7 supports constant bit rate (CBR), vari-
able bit rate (VBR), ATM block transfer (ABT), and available bit rate (ABR)
[but not unspecified bit rate (UBR)]. The VBR category is characterized by a
sustainable cell rate (SCR) and is split into three subcategories: (1) VBR.1
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specifies cell delay time (CDT) and cell delay variation (CDV), (2) VBR.2
excludes CDV, and (3) VBR.3 merely uses the cell loss priority (CLP) bit to
control cell dropping if the SCR is exceeded. Stringent and tolerant QoS set
limits on cell loss probability regardless of CLP (to 5 × 10−7 and 10−5, respec-
tively), while bilevel applies the loss to cells with CLP = 0 only with a limit of
10−5. Stringent also limits the CDT, while Class U sets no limits.

ABT replaces an earlier standard called real-time VBR and enables data
to be sent as blocks that behave like the CBR standard, but for short periods
of time with block cell rates (BCR) that differ from one block to another. It
also uses the SCR, and the BCR is only allowed to exceed the SCR until an
agreed expiry time and must always be less than a peak cell rate (PCR). In
order for the BCR to be changed, there has to be an exchange of resource
management (RM) cells. These RM cells were originally introduced for the
ABR service (see below), and although their format remains the same, the
interpretation of the fields is different. The key fields are a requested new
BCR in an ABT RM request and a CI flag in the corresponding acknowledg-
ment that indicates whether the new BCR has been accepted or not. ABT is
arguably the most suitable ATC for compressed video applications, such as
MPEG-2 (see Section 10.2.4).

ABR uses switched virtual circuits within whatever is the available
bandwidth. This is in contrast to the other types that depend on permanent
virtual circuits. ABR needs detailed control and makes extensive use of RM
cells that carry such features as a congestion indicator (CI) to force a rate
reduction, and a no increase flag, which, if set, would prevent increase of the
cell rate by a preagreed amount that would otherwise be permitted.

In the ATM UNI v4.0 specification [10], the ATM Forum introduced
some extended QoS parameters, including desired and cumulative CDV and
acceptable cell loss ratio in each direction, but these are not supported by the
SS7 B-ISUP standards applicable to UMTS.
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Table 7.2
ATM QoS Categories

ATCs QoS Class

CBR, VBR.1, ABT Class 1 (stringent)

CBR, VBR.1, ABT Class 2 (tolerant)

VBR.2, VBR.3, ABR Class 3 (bilevel)

Any ATC Class U (unspecified)



7.4 IP

IP is the protocol with the greatest influence on the QoS as it is used end-to-
end and transported only within ATM over restricted parts of the network.
Features of IP are defined in the Requests for Comment (RFC) from the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The original form of IP is IP ver-
sion 4 (IPv4), which uses 4-byte addresses and initially assumed that all end
stations were fixed devices. As its usage has increased, it has been adapted
to meet a wider range of requirements, particularly mobile hosts and longer
addresses to cope with the increased number of devices on the Internet. In
addition, the increasing range of applications being carried over IP has neces-
sitated modifications to give better support for QoS and has also led to the
development of specific subprotocols, such as RTP and ESP. This section
discusses Ipv4 and IPv6, Mobility IP, QoS features, and the main subproto-
cols. The use of IP in UMTS and cdma2000 is covered in Chapters 8 and 9.

The UMTS and cdma2000 standards bodies�3GPP and 3GPP-2,
respectively�have agreements with the IETF for cooperation in the use and
development of RFCs.

7.4.1 IPv4

The reader is assumed to be familiar with IPv4, so this section gives just a
brief resume of relevant aspects plus a description of some of the main short-
comings of its use in 3G networks.

From its inception IP contained an 8-bit type of service (TOS) field
that could in principle be used for QoS (see Section 7.4.5). In practice, how-
ever, little use was made of this facility, and most networks instead made use
of proprietary prioritization schemes in routers based on filters for source and
destination addresses, protocols, and applications. This process was effective
for data applications, but was labor intensive to set up and maintain and
barely adequate for voice and multimedia. Recently, the IP precedence sub-
field consisting of the first 3 bits of the TOS have been widely used to help
prioritize packetized voice applications, such as VoIP, but much more has to
be done for this on low-speed links. On such links the basic problems are
delay and jitter resulting from queuing behind large data packets, as even a
single 1,500-byte packet on a 128-Kbps link would cause a delay of about
90 ms, thereby using up almost the entire delay budget for acceptable voice
communication (see Chapter 9). The main cures for this are the segmenta-
tion of all packets, at least to the minimum MTU size of 256 bytes, and
the possible use of resource reservation via the Resource Reservation Protocol
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(RSVP) for integrated services (see Section 7.4.3). Where required, dynamic
addressing is covered by DHCP [17].

7.4.2 IPv6

The main rationale for the introduction of IPv6 [18] was the lack of a suffi-
cient number of IP addresses in IPv4. This led to the replacement of 4-byte
addresses by 16-byte addresses. The initial shortage of addresses was largely
circumvented for fixed networks by the use of private internal corporate net-
work numbering based on the use of the Class A network 10.0.0.0 and the
Class B networks 172. 16-31.0.0, together with network address translation
for external communication via a firewall on an official Class C network.
This approach has the advantage of additional security but is unsuitable for
isolated mobiles that are likely to be both semipermanently on and mobile.
The simplest option is for these devices to have their own permanent IP
addresses, which will rapidly force the use of the much more numerous IPv6
addresses. Other innovations, such as home networks for intelligent home
equipment, will add to the demand for more permanent IP addresses and,
hence, the use of IPv6.

A second reason for the preference of IPv6 to IPv4 is the fact that the
use of the TOS field is mandatory instead of optional as in the earlier version.
IPv6 also supports larger packet sizes and hop limits (65,535 octets and 255
hops) than IPv4, reflecting the requirements of faster low-error networks.
Another important feature is that IPSec is a standard feature of IPv6 instead
of an optional add-on for security in IPv4. These main changes necessitate a
different header structure for IPv6, and this is shown in Figure 7.4.

The traffic class is an 8-bit field that plays essentially the same role in
IPv6 as TOS does in IPv4 (see Section 7.4.5). The default setting has each
bit set to zero, but early definitions [18] do not specify the nontrivial settings.
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A useful new feature, potentially applicable to QoS considerations, is
the 20-bit flow label. The main purpose of this label is to provide a quick
way for an IPv6 router to recognize packets that belong to a sequence that
requires some nondefault QoS treatment. Hosts or routers that do not sup-
port this function are required to set it to zero if originating the packet, but
otherwise they are to leave it untouched. Details of the positive use of the
label are not defined in the basic standard [18].

The 16-bit payload length gives the length of the payload in octets
including any of the optional extension headers in that sum. Next, header is
an 8-bit field that describes the next header after the main header in terms of
its protocol as per RFC1700. Hop-limit is also an 8-bit field that can be set as
high as 255 (instead of 15 for IPv4) for very large networks and is decre-
mented by one for each hop. The 128-bit source and destination IP addresses
complete the main header. Because some of the old IPv4 fields have been
dropped or made optional, this header is shorter than the previous one
despite the increase in address length.

Optional extension headers may be inserted between the main header
and individual upper-layer (e.g., UDP or TCP) headers. The next header
field of the previous header identifies each of these extension headers. Only
one of these headers is examined and used en route until the final destina-
tion; this exception is the hop-by-hop options header, which if present must
follow the main header directly. The other possible extension headers listed
in their preferred order of appearance is as follows: destination options, rout-
ing, fragment, authentication, encapsulating security payload, destination
options (2), and upper-layer header. The first of the destination options
headers is for options that must be processed by the destination address in
the main header and also by any addresses in the routing header, if present,
while the second is for options that only the final destination processes.

In relation to QoS the most relevant of the optional extensions is the
fragment header, identified by next header value 44. Fragmentation is han-
dled differently in IPv6 as compared to IPv4. Instead of being performed by
any router along the path from source to destination (as in IPv4), it is only
carried out by the source node in IPv6. The packet consists of an unfragmen-
table part plus a fragmentable section. The unfragmentable part consists of
the standard IPv6 header together with any extension headers that have to be
processed en route by routers or other nodes. The structure of the fragmenta-
tion header is shown in Figure 7.5.

Next header is an 8-bit field that defines the initial header of the frag-
mentable part of the packet. Initially, the 8-bit reserved field is set to zero.
The fragment offset is a 13-bit unsigned integer that gives the offset in
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8-octet units to the data following this header, relative to the start of the frag-
mentable part of the original packet. Following another 2-bit reserved field
initially set to zero is the M-flag to indicate more fragments to follow and the
32-bit identification field that gives a numerical identifier to the packet being
fragmented. This is usually treated as a wrap-around counter incremented
by one for each packet to be fragmented either on a per-address basis or
in total depending on implementation. The destination host reassembles the
fragments as usual. The other difference in fragmentation is the minimum
maximum transmission unit (MTU) size of 1,280 bytes in IPv6, with a
strong recommendation for use of at least 1,500. The packet should be reas-
sembled within 60 seconds or else an error message is sent, likewise if the
final packet exceeds 65,535 octets.

IPv6 also uses a modified version of the Internet Control Message Pro-
tocol (ICMP). Dynamic addressing is different than in IPv4 and is handled
according to RFC2462 [19].

7.4.3 Integrated Services

The central idea behind integrated services [20] is to provide an application
with the ability to choose its required QoS from a range of controlled options
provided by the network. This in turn depends on the nodes of the network
having the ability both to control the QoS and to have a means of signaling
the requirements. In principle, it is possible to use manual configuration or
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) commands to set the QoS
requirements at each node, but this is only practical for tiny networks, so a
proper signaling protocol is required, and this is provided by RSVP. There
are also two basic control options for integrated services: controlled load [21]
and guaranteed delay [22]. Controlled load is the simpler of the two and is
intended for the many real-time applications that operate well at light loads
but degrade badly in the presence of network congestion. Its aim is to ensure
that these applications do not encounter congestion, and it tries to achieve
this by admission control. Guaranteed delay is intended for applications with
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strict end-to-end delay requirements. It calculates a worst-case delay that it
is able to guarantee, but does not specify either an average delay or any limit
on jitter.

These control options make use of traffic specifications by both the
sources and receivers and a feedback mechanism to show what is being pro-
vided. In RSVP, the receiver is responsible for stating its flow requirements
in a FLOW_SPEC that is sent back upstream to the sender, and that can be
modified by intermediate nodes. This FLOW_SPEC consists of two parts: a
TSPEC that characterizes the traffic and, where required, an RSPEC. Simi-
larly, the sender generates a SENDER_TSPEC that characterizes its traffic,
and this is sent unchanged through the network to the receiver. These traffic
specifications are both based on a TOKEN-BUCKET_TSPEC that contains
five 32-bit fields as follows:

1. The token-bucket rate (r) given as the number of bytes of IP data-
gram per second, with values in the range of 1 byte up to 40 TB/s;

2. The bucket size/depth (b) given as a number of bytes from 1 byte
up to 250 GB;

3. The peak rate (p);

4. The minimum packet size (m) generated by the application includ-
ing all IP headers (such as UDP, TCP, and RTP) but not link-level
headers;

5. The maximum packet size (M ), which should be the minimum
acceptable MTU on the path between sender and receiver.

The feedback message is the ADSPEC, which also contains 32-bit fields that
define a summary of the available service characteristics. It is updated as it
passes back through each node from sender to receiver. It always includes
four general fields, and additionally has sections specific to the controlled
load and guaranteed delay services as appropriate. The four general fields are
as follows:

1. HOP-IS-COUNT;

2. Path Band-Width Estimate;

3. Minimum Path Latency;

4. Composed MTU.

There are also flags to indicate whether any nodes on the path fail to support
RSVP.
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For the guaranteed delay, there is information on two parameters, usu-
ally called C and D, which are explained in the paragraph below on that serv-
ice. The controlled load service can operate without the ADSPEC and no
extra information is usually passed for it.

The HOP-IS-COUNT indicates the number of IS-aware-of-RSVP
nodes along the path and is incremented by one by each such node. The flag
for one or more unaware nodes on the path may have to be set manually,
since such a node will not know how to set the flag.

The path band-width is the minimum of the estimates by the individ-
ual nodes and is composed by each node either copying the previous entry or
inserting its own estimate if that is lower. The parameter is quoted in bytes
per second and is likely to be either the bandwidth of the relevant outgoing
link or a fraction of that depending on other traffic.

The minimum path latency is an estimate of the fastest possible net-
work transit time in microseconds and includes all fixed contributions such
as propagation delay and minimum node processing time, but excludes all
queuing delays. Where multiple paths exist between source and destination,
and also for multicasts, this parameter is potentially ambiguous, and if a sin-
gle value only is given, it will be that for the quickest path. This means that
the total transit time for a guaranteed service packet will normally be greater
than the sum of the guaranteed delay and the minimum latency.

The composed MTU is required because MTU discovery works from
the source, not the receiver, and an application may also need to have a
maximum MTU that is less than the configured MTU for a hop. The value
computed at any node is the lesser of the previous composed MTU and the
node�s own maximum MTU.

Controlled Load Service

This service provides its users with a QoS comparable to a best-effort
endeavor on a lightly loaded network, but at higher loads. This means that
there should be little or no queuing over timescales that exceed the bucket
size divided by the bucket rate. In order to achieve this, it has to be able to
provide a temporary flow rate exceeding the bucket rate to clear any backlog
immediately after a traffic burst. It also needs to try to avoid dropping pack-
ets for this service, and to achieve this aim it needs buffering that exceeds the
maximum burst size. Traffic policing is required to ensure conformance, and
the criterion used is that over any time period T, the quantity of data sent
should not exceed (rT + b), where r and b are the token bucket parameters
from the TSPEC. An additional characteristic is that links must not segment
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packets conforming to the service, but service packets larger than the MTU
are classified as nonconformant.

Guaranteed Delay Service

This service guarantees that the delay will not exceed a specified maximum
and also that no packets belonging to the service will be dropped due to con-
gestion if the flow remains within specification. The aim is that the traffic
flow for this service should look as similar as possible to a fluid flow based on
a bandwidth of R and a buffer size of B. Two parameters, C and D, are calcu-
lated for the path that characterizes the maximum deviation from this ideal;
C (measured in bytes) is rate dependent, while D is rate independent. The
queuing delay for any datagram must be less than (b/R + C/R + D). The
FLOW_SPEC for this service contains a TSPEC as before, but also an
RSPEC. The RSPEC consists of two terms: a rate (R ) that satisfies R ≥ r,
and a slack parameter S. The slack, S, determines the difference between
the required delay and the delay that would be achieved at the rate R in the
RSPEC.

The guaranteed maximum queue delay in terms of these parameters is
as follows:

Max delay = (b − M )/[R (p − R )/(p − r )] + (M + Ctotal)/R + Dtotal

for p > R ≥ r (7.1)

Max delay = (M + Ctotal)/R + Dtotal for r ≤ p ≤ R (7.2)

where Ctotal and Dtotal are the cumulative totals for C and D over all nodes
in the path. C represents the delay that a datagram might experience due to
the rate parameters of the flow, such as the serialization delay for a datagram
broken into ATM cells. D is the delay on top of the minimum latency at a
node due to waiting for a slot in a slotted service or for the transmission of
a worst-case MTU on the output link of a router just before the guaranteed
datagram. The slack, S, is related to C and D by the following:

S = Delay_Required − (b/r + Ctotal/r + Dtotal) (7.3)

Positive nonzero S can be used to allow acceptance of other flows that would
not be acceptable otherwise.
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The traffic in the guaranteed service is policed at the edge of the net-
work, and the data sent in any time interval T must not exceed a value given
by (M + minimum[pT, (rT + b − M )].

The additional terms in the ADSPEC for a guaranteed service are Ctotal

and Dtotal, together with the cumulative values of C and D from the last
reshaping point (i.e., at the last heterogeneous branch point or the last source
merge point).

7.4.4 Resource Reservation Protocol

RSVP [23, 24] is a unidirectional control protocol that enables the QoS to
be signaled and controlled; this is an option for QoS control in UMTS (see
Sections 8.1.3 and 9.2.3). The receiver is responsible for requesting the QoS
backwards until reaching either the sender or a multipoint distribution
point. Each node along this path negotiates with its own link level to either
accept or reject the reservation request; all must accept for establishment of
an RSVP session. Nodes that do not support RSVP pass the messages trans-
parently and do not count as rejections. An RSVP session is characterized
by a destination address, protocol ID, and a destination port number (in
TCP or UDP or potentially other equivalent). An RSVP resource reservation
request consists of the FLOW_SPEC, as described above, and a FILTER_
SPEC, which defines which set of packets is to receive the QoS specified.
RSVP is supported in both IPv4 and IPv6, but the FILTER_SPECs differ
according to this type.

The use of UDP/TCP port numbers in the session definition prevents
IP fragmentation, as this information is not carried in each fragment, and
this is the reason for not allowing this in the two integrated service types
above. Encryption can also hide this information, but RFC2207 [25] pro-
vides a way around this problem. Variable size headers in IPv6 also make
detection of these port numbers harder, and use of the IPv6 flow label field is
a potentially easier alternative in that case.

RSVP contains two classes of messages: reservations (Resv) and path.
The first class contains reservation requests, errors, and confirmations. Path
messages originate from the sender and follow the path back to the receiver
that the unicast or multicast traffic will follow. One of the most important
path messages is the ADSPEC.

RSVP messages have a standard set of formats, all of which include a
common header with the structure shown in Figure 7.6.
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The 4-bit version field is the RSVP version, currently version 1. There
are seven possible message types as follows: 1 = Path, 2 = Resv, 3 = Path Err,
4 = Resv Err, 5 = Path Tear, 6 = Resv Tear, and 7 = Resv Conf.

The 16-bit RSVP checksum covers the whole message and uses one�s
complement.

The Send_TTL is the IP TTL for the message, while the RSVP length
in bytes is the total RSVP message length including this header.

The common header is followed by one or more object formats that
consist of one or more 32-bit words together with a one-word object header.
This header consists of a 2-byte object length field followed by a 1-byte class
number and 1-byte client type (c-type). Each object has a name and a class
number, while the c-type is mainly used to distinguish between IPv4 and
IPv6 of an object with 1 for IPv4 and 2 for IPv6. Table 7.3 lists the main
object types.

RSVP FLOW_SPECS can be merged as they back upstream from
receivers to senders. TSPEC merging is performed for controlled loads
by taking the largest bucket rate (r ), the largest bucket size (b), the largest
peak rate (p), the smallest minimum packet (m), and the smallest acceptable
MTU (M ).

RSVP has a significant synergy with ATM as regards QoS. Both treat
source-destination flows on an individual basis (apart from the merging) and
both use comparable flow specifications. In particular, the RSVP bucket rate
is analogous to the SCR in ATM, while the peak rate is analogous to
the PCR.

The use of RSVP and integrated services does not solve all QoS issues,
particularly where slow links are involved. In the example of the 1,500-byte
packet on a 128-Kbps link mentioned earlier in this section, the use of a
minimum MTU for IPv4 would cut the packet to 256 bytes leading to a
worst-case queue delay (or D component for the guaranteed delay service) of
16 ms, which is still higher than desirable. In the case of IPv6 the minimum
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MTU is 1,280 bytes, so the corresponding D component is an unacceptable
80 ms. Both integrated services and IPv6 in general have to make use of sub-
MTU segmentation at the link level to overcome this problem for delay-
critical applications such as voice. An additional issue that is not addressed by
the integrated-services approach is the variability of delay, or jitter. The delay
for a guaranteed delay service will vary from zero up to the guaranteed maxi-
mum, and will often exceed acceptable levels. The basic cure for this is to
provide a playback buffer on the end devices for real-time applications
to enable smoothing out of this variation at the expense of increasing the
average delay towards the guaranteed figure. The size of the playback buffer
is determined by the guaranteed delay.

A further issue with the use of RSVP is that apart from some specific
features such as the ADSPEC, the protocol is not very scalable, making it
unsuited to use in large networks. On a very large network there are likely to
be many users on trunk routes with similar QoS requirements, so it is much
more efficient to have a collective approach to handling their needs. This is
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Table 7.3
RSVP Objects

Number C-Type Name/significance

0 � Null

1 1, 2 Session. IP dest addr, IP protocol ID, Dest Port

3 1, 2 RSVP_HOP. IP addr of msg sending node plus O/G I/F

4 1 Integrity. Cryptographic data for authentication

5 1 Time-Vals. Refresh period for RSVP RESV

6 1, 2 ERROR_SPEC. For PathErr, ResvErr, or ResvConf

7 1, 2 SCOPE. IP addresses of sender hosts addressed by msg

8 FLOW_SPEC. See above sections

9 STYLE. Reservation style

10 1, 2 FILTER_SPEC. Source IP address and port

11 1, 2, 3 SENDER_TEMPLATE. C-type 3 uses IPv6 flow label

12 SENDER_TSPEC. See above sections

13 ADSPEC. See above sections

14 POLICY_DATA. Policy defined by common open policy server (COPS)

15 1, 2 RESV_CONFIRM. IP add of receiver req confirmation



performed by the differentiated services protocol described in the following
section.

Extensions to RSVP have been defined for MPLS ([26] and Section
7.4.13).

7.4.5 Differentiated Services

Differentiated services (DiffServ) [27] may be used with both IPv4 and IPv6.
They are based on use of a standard differentiated services interpretation of
the TOS field in IPv4 and the traffic class field in IPv6. The purpose is to
provide a scalable approach to QoS that does not require detailed per-hop
signaling. The differentiated services architecture contains two main compo-
nents: (1) the use of simple queue priority mechanisms for forwarding, and
(2) the use of allocation policies and configuration rules at the nodes.

The key feature of the forwarding scheme is the reinterpretation of the
TOS, or traffic class, as the DS field. This remains an 8-bit field, but the first
6 bits become the DS code-point (DSCP) field, while the last 2 bits are cur-
rently unused (CU) and ignored. DSCP is always treated by a DS-compliant
node as an unstructured 6-bit field that indexes a table of per-hop-behavior
(PHB). Thus, a DS-compliant node lumps all packets with equal DSCPs
into a single class or behavior aggregate and selects the appropriate PHB
from its table. This table must always contain a default PHB that is to be
used for any packets that carry an unrecognized code-point. This usage is
incompatible with the original TOS field, so the network needs to be divided
into DS domains that support DS functionality and other regions that do
not, as well as to have boundary nodes that translate between the two types of
usage. Recommended PHBs are compatible with the interpretation of bits of
the TOS as IP precedence (bits 0�2) [28], but not with the original TOS
specification (RFC791). These compatible DSCPs have the form xxx000
and are called class selector code-points. They select from at least two and up
to eight different traffic-forwarding classes. A class selector code-point with a
larger numerical value than another is said to have a higher relative value and
should give a PHB forwarding probability that is not lower than the other.
DSCP 000000 is the default and gives the lowest priority of forwarding. The
possible 64 different code-points are divided into three pools, of which pool
1 defined by values xxxxx0 is the standard set, while pools 2 and 3 are the
16-element sets xxxx11 and xxxx01, both of which are reserved for experi-
mental or local use. The precise mechanism of the PHBs was not specified in
the original RFC [27] but was added later [29, 30].
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Assured forwarding (AF) is a type of PHB introduced [29] to allow dif-
ferent drop precedences for packets within a quality class in the event of con-
gestion; this has some resemblance to Intserv controlled load. Four AF classes
are defined, and within each there are three levels of drop precedence. Pack-
ets belonging to different AF classes are treated independently, and such
classes are never aggregated. A DS node has to reserve a minimum number of
resources for each AF class in use and has to ensure that the probability of
forwarding an IP packet with one given precedence value must be no smaller
than that for forwarding a packet with higher drop precedence in the same
AF class. It allows the number of precedence levels to be effectively reduced
to two in relatively uncongested networks. Packets are not reordered within
the same AF microflow.

The precise dropping algorithm is not specified, but should respond
gradually to increasing congestion and use queuing to handle transient bursts
and dropping to handle longer-term congestion. In practice, both the drop-
ping and forwarding algorithms depend on proprietary features within the
networking equipment. The DS code-points for these AF classes are indi-
cated in Table 7.4.

Another form of PHB, called expedited forwarding (EF), is defined in
RFC2598 [30] and is also referred to as premium service. The purpose of EF
is to provide a virtual point-to-point pipe for traffic that needs a low delay
and minimal jitter, but it is only an optional extension to DiffServs.

EF depends on guaranteeing a minimum departure rate from a DS
node for the EF flow regardless of the level of other traffic at that node. The
implementation mechanism is not specified, but requires a form of priority
queuing or bandwidth reservation. The recommended DS code-point for EF
is 101110.
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Table 7.4
DSCP for AF Classes

Class AF1x AF2x AF3x AF4x

Drop precedence

Low 001010 010010 011010 100010

Medium 001100 010100 011100 100100

High 001110 010110 011110 100110

Note: x is 1, 2, or 3 for low, medium, or high, respectively.



Differentiated services can be used with RSVP in the core of a network
to reduce the scalability problems of that protocol [31]. Effective use of Diff-
Serv in a large network, such as a 3G mobile network interacting with fixed
users, depends on having suitable service level agreements (SLA) between the
constituent subnetwork operators, and the use of thorough traffic engineer-
ing. The SLAs are implemented at the DS-egress node from one domain to
the DS-ingress node of another using some form of traffic conditioning. In
general, this entails measuring the amount of traffic in each class (behavior
aggregate) and mapping it onto those of the other network. Frequently this
will involve rewriting the DSCPs as there is no guarantee that both networks
will support the full range. PHBs may easily be restricted to the EF premium
service, one or two AF classes, and a default. Traffic policing has to be
performed in such a way that an agreed quota for a certain class of traffic
through the DiffServ core is used to provide the required QoS to a limited
number of users rather than an inadequate service to a larger number. (See
[30] for a detailed discussion of the issues and solutions.)

7.4.6 Common Open Policy Server

Many networks use some form of policy server to help to control QoS,
particularly admission control. Common open policy server (COPS) [32] is
a standard for a client-server query/response protocol for this purpose. The
server is called a policy decision point (PDP) and the clients are called policy
enforcement points (PEP). Section 8.1 includes examples of the use of
COPS in UMTS networks. COPS provides reliable messaging through
the use of TCP for transport control and can provide authentication security
through either IPSec or TLS.

The PEP is responsible for setting up the TCP connection to the PDP
and uses it to request and receive decisions from the remote PDP, or occa-
sionally from a local PDP (LPDP) in a hierarchical arrangement, where
the decision information is relayed from PDP to LPDP. Fault tolerance is
achieved through the use of keep-alive messages between PDP and PEPs, and
a timer to allow the PEP to continue using the last PDP decision for a lim-
ited period while trying to reestablish a failed PDP-PEP connection. One
PDP implementation per server must listen for these TCP connection
requests from PEPS on TCP port number 3288.

COPS messages use a common header format as shown in Figure 7.7.
The 4-bit version refers to the COPS revision level, and the initial ver-

sion is 1.
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There is currently only one flag defined in this field, the solicited mes-
sage flag, which indicates that another COPS server has solicited the COPS
message.

The 8-bit op code indicates the type of COPS message by means of the
values in Table 7.5.

The c-type is a 16-bit field whose value determines the interpretation
of the encapsulated objects that follow the common header. The 32-bit
length field gives the length in octets of the COPS message including the
common header. The encapsulated objects each consist of one or more 32-
bit words (padded if necessary to make integral words), with the first word of
each object being an object header as in Figure 7.8.

The c-num field describes the type of object according to Table 7.6.
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Table 7.5
COPS Op Codes

Op Code COPS Operation

1 Request (REQ)

2 Decision (DEC)

3 Report state (RPT)

4 Delete request state (DRQ)

5 Synchronize state req (SSQ)

6 Client-open (OPN)

7 Client-accept (CAT)

8 Client-close (CC)

9 Keep-alive (KA)

10 Synchronize complete (SSC)



Table 7.6
COPS Object Types

C-Num Nature of Object

1 Handle

2 Context

3 In interface

4 Out interface

5 Reason code

6 Decision

7 LPDP decision

8 Error

9 Client-specific information

10 Keep-alive timer

11 PEP identification

12 Report type

13 PDP redirect address

14 Last PDP address

15 Accounting timer

16 Message integrity

The c-type distinguishes between different types or versions of the
c-num. A frequent distinction is the use of c-type 1 for IPv4 and c-type 2 for
IPv6, but the decisions have several separate c-types.

The client handle is used in most COPS operations and is selected by
the PEP to identify the request state of a particular client type. It is then used
in requests, reports, and delete messages from PEP to PDP until deleted (for
the reason specified in the reason code of a DRQ).

The context object is required for request messages and specifies the
type of event that triggered the request. The structure of this object is shown
in Figure 7.9.
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Request type (r-type) flag

• 0x01 = Incoming-Message/Admission Control request

• 0x02 = Resource-Allocation request

• 0x04 = Outgoing-Message request

• 0x08 = Configuration request

Message type (m-type)

• Client-specific 16-bit values of protocol m-types

• The key policy control objects are the decisions (c-nums 6 and 7)
issued by the PDP or LPDP, respectively. There are three possible
outcomes:

1. Command-code 0 indicates a NULL decision (no configuration
data);

2. Command-code 1 indicates INSTALL (accept request/install
configuration);

3. Command-code 2 indicates REMOVE (remove request/remove
configuration).

There are at least five c-types describing different types of decision data.

Use of COPS with RSVP

COPS does not require the use of RSVP but can be combined with it
through the use of the policy objects for RSVP as defined in an extension
to the RSVP definition [24]. RSVP is potentially only one of many c-types
and corresponds to COPS c-type 1. COPS provides admission control, while
RSVP provides resource allocation for connection requests that have been
accepted by COPS.

Policy data is carried in the type 1 RSVP class 14 Policy_Data Object
for c-type 1. After the RSVP object header there is a policy options list and
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a set of policy elements, both of which are opaque to RSVP but used by
policy-aware nodes along the route to ensure consistent policies. RFC2753
[33] discusses principles for implementing PDPs and PEPs in conjunction
with RSVP routers or in general, and these recommendations are followed in
UMTS (see Section 8.1.3).

7.4.7 Real-Time Transport Protocol

Real-Time Transfer Protocol (RTP) [34] was designed to provide end-to-
end network transport functions suitable for real-time data transmission,
especially audio and video, over both unicast and multicast network services.
Unlike RSVP it does not reserve resources, nor does it guarantee QoS. Appli-
cations usually run RTP over UDP in order to use the multiplexing and
checksum functions of the latter. Examples of applications likely to be used
over 3G networks that will run over RTP are given in Chapter 10. The fea-
tures that RTP provides include payload identification, sequence numbering,
time stamping, and delivery monitoring. It does not reorder out-of-sequence
packets nor provide timely delivery, but the sequence numbers and time-
stamps enable the end application to perform this itself. RTP uses its own
Real-Time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) to provide feedback on the
quality of data distribution, carry a persistent name for the RTP source, and
perform some multicast session control. Multimedia applications, such as
video-conferencing, use separate RTP sessions for each media type.

RTP adds a header to its payloads that has the structure shown in
Figure 7.10 where

1. Version (V ) is a 2-bit field defining the version of RTP. That for
RFC1889 is 2.

2. Padding bit (P ) is set if one or more padding octets are added at the
end of the payload where fixed block sizes are required for another
protocol.
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3. Extension bit (E ) is set if there is exactly one header extension after
the fixed RTP header.

4. CSRC count (CC ) is a 4-bit count of the number of CSRC identi-
fiers that follow the fixed header.

5. Marker bit (M ) can be used to mark important events, such as
video frame boundaries, in the data stream.

6. Payload type (PT ) is a 7-bit field to identify the type of payload by
a standard code.

7. Sequence number is a 16-bit identifier for individual RTP packets
that is incremented by one for each RTP data packet sent.

8. Time-stamp is a 32-bit time that indicates the sampling time of the
first octet of the data packet. Packets that belong to the same video
frame typically have the same time-stamp.

9. Synchronization source (SSRC) identifier is a 32-bit field that is
chosen at random to prevent any two synchronization sources
within a single RTP session from having the same value.

10. Contributing source (CSRC) identifiers is a list of up to 15 contrib-
uting payload sources for this packet, each being identified by a
32-bit entry.

11. Header extensions are intended for limited experimental use. Indi-
vidual real-time applications normally have their own headers, but
these are included in the RTP payload, while the application is
identified by its RTP TP as above. Typical application headers are
described in Chapter 10. The standard header is 12-bytes long,
which together with IP and UDP headers, gives a total header
length of 40 bytes. This is much greater than the length of a typi-
cal 20-ms burst of low-bit-rate compressed voice, so header com-
pression is essential with this protocol.

A list of payload type assignments is provided in RFC1890 [35].

RTCP

RTCP provides the control functions for RTP through the use of several
packet types as follows:

• Sender report gives transmission and reception statistics from par-
ticipants that are active senders;
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• Receiver report gives reception statistics from participants that are
not active senders;

• Source description items, including the canonical name (CNAME)
(see below);

• Bye message to indicate end of participation;

• Application-specific functions.

The CNAME of a source is required to allow a receiver to combine the RTP
sessions for different media, such as audio and video, and to cater for the pos-
sible change of SSRC due to conflicting SSRCs or the effect of a reset or
restart.

Many RTCP packets are compounds of the separate types above. In
particular, reception statistics reports should be sent as frequently as band-
width availability permits. The RTCP specification provides an algorithm
for controlling the frequency of RTCP packets to meet this criterion. Typi-
cally the RTCP bandwidth is restricted to 5% of the RTP session bandwidth,
with at least a quarter of this reserved for the senders. An interval between
RTCP packets is calculated for this, subject to a minimum of 5 seconds, and
varied randomly around this figure to prevent unintentional synchronization
of reports from multiple participants in the RTP session.

The sender report includes the SSRC of the report originator, time-
stamps, the sender�s packet and octet counts followed by a block of reception
reports for each source heard by the sender. These contain the SSRC for each
source, the fraction of data packets from that source lost, the cumulative total
of such packets lost, the interarrival jitter, and the number of the last sender
report and the delay since then.

The receiver reports are similar except for a different payload type and
the omission of the sender data. This information is not used directly by
RTP, but can be used by senders for an intelligent application to modify
their transmissions�for example, by changing RSVP reservations and by
receivers and third-party monitors to evaluate performance.

Mixers and Translators

Another function that is offered by RTP for complex network is the provi-
sion of mixers and translators.

A mixer is an intermediate system that receives RTP packets from one
or more sources, possibly changes the data format, and combines the packets
into a new RTP packet, which it then forwards. As the multiple input
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sources will generally be unsynchronized, the mixer has to make adjustments
to synchronize them, and then quote itself as the SSRC. It then puts the
original SSRCs in the CSRC list.

A translator is an intermediate system that forwards RTP packets with-
out changing the SSRC or performing any mixing. The main examples are
translators from one encoding scheme to another, replicators from multicast
to unicast, and some firewall filters. A translator passes through the data
streams from distinct sources separately unlike the mixer.

In a 3G network that supports RTP and is connected to other PS net-
works, it is extremely probable that both these functions will be required.
Essentially the mixers and translators connect two or more transport-level
network regions. Typically, each such region is characterized by a common
network protocol and transport protocol (e.g., IP/UDP), a multicast address
or pair of unicast addresses, and a transport level destination port. Mixers
and translators must be arranged in such a way that no loops are created.
This requires that each of the regions they connect in any given RTP session
must either be isolated at the network level or distinct in their proto-
col/address/port combinations. This is most likely to be applicable to
cdma2000 as it is based on Mobility IP and existing standards as much as
possible, whereas UMTS does not provide explicit support for these RTP
features.

Features that tend to drive the need for these devices are low bandwidth
links, differences in end-user functionality, and firewalls. For example, a
mixer will allow reduction of the bandwidth for an audio session to that of
a single source even when multiple sources are active. A translator might
change the video coding from H.323 to the lower bandwidth H.324 for the
benefit of mobile participants in a videoconference call or from MPEG-2 to
MPEG-4. Such changes would require the translator to change the RTP pay-
load type and provide new sequence numbers and time-stamps for combi-
nations of the simpler video packets. Other probable forms of translation
include changing the form of encryption and replacing a multicast address by
a set of unicast addresses.

RTP has been fairly widely used to support VoIP as well as with
the above-mentioned applications, but it is not proposed for Release 5 of
UMTS, although mobiles seem certain to have to interact with it. One of
its principal disadvantages is that it does not readily support rate-controlled
voice codecs such as AMR, the choice for UMTS. Instead, the preferred
applications for UMTS are Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), SCTP, and
Media Gateway Control Protocol (Megaco), all of which are outlined in the
following sections of this chapter.
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7.4.8 SIP

This protocol is defined in RFC2543 [36]. It controls the setup and clear-
down of sessions for real-time Internet applications, but not the data trans-
fer nor conference control procedures. It is simpler than the alternative ITU
H.245 protocol used for H.323 multimedia (see Section 7.5), and it is pre-
ferred to the latter in UMTS (see Section 8.3 and Chapter 10 for examples of
this). SIP does not mandate use of IP as the communication protocol for the
sessions so may be used for sessions over other protocols, such as ATM or
Frame Relay.

There are five basic aspects of SIP operation as follows:

1. User location: determination of the end system to be used for
communication;

2. User capabilities: determination of the media and media parameters
to be used;

3. User availability: determination of the willingness of the called
party to engage in communications;

4. Call setup: ringing, establishing of call parameters at both called and
calling party;

5. Call handling: determination of methods for transfer and termina-
tion of calls.

SIP is designed to be able to operate in conjunction with and to support
other protocols such as RSVP, RTP, and Real-Time Streaming Protocol
(RTSP). It can also operate with various transport level protocols such as
TCP, UDP, and SCTP (see Section 7.4.11). When TCP or SCTP is used,
then SIP�s own reliability features can be dropped.

SIP uses client-server request/response exchanges between application
programs in user agents and SIP servers. SIP addressing for callers and callees
is based on SIP URLs, which are of the form user@host, or possibly IPv6
addresses. The user part can either be a name or a telephone number (e.g., of
the mobile), while the host part is either a domain name or a numerical IP
address.

A caller has to locate the nearest SIP server; calling a locally configured
proxy SIP server will often do this. SIP requests can then be sent to the SIP
server. The main messages associated with a SIP connection are as follows:

• INVITE: This invites the callee to join a conference or bipartite call.
The content includes a description of the media types and formats
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likely to be used in a session, doing so in session description lan-
guage [37]. This request is often sent via a series of proxies and loca-
tion servers. A response is then sent back by the callee via the proxy
to the caller if successful.

• ACK: This is sent by the caller to the callee either directly or via the
proxy to confirm the successful invitation.

• BYE: The user agent of either caller or callee issues this to the server
to leave the call.

• CANCEL: This is issued to cancel a pending request with the same
call-ID and sequence numbers, but it does not affect earlier com-
pleted requests.

• REGISTER: A client uses this to register an address with a SIP
server. One way of doing this is to register on start-up with a local
server by sending a REGISTER request to the All SIP Servers mul-
ticast address sip.mcast.net or 224.0.1.75, but setting a TTL or
scope to limit the propagation of the request to a local administra-
tive area.

In addition to these key messages, there is a range of minor m-types with
rough significance indicated by the first numeral in their type identifier as
follows:

• 1xx: informational (e.g., 100 = call trying);

• 2xx: success, meaning received, understood, and accepted (e.g., 200
OK);

• 3xx: redirection;

• 4xx: client error such as failure due to incorrect syntax;

• 5xx: server error;

• 6xx: global failure.

An additional type of SIP message is a SIP OPTION that can be used prior
to establishment of a connection, for example, to exchange equipment
capabilities.

The SIP server can make use of other protocols, such as H.323 for a
videoconference, by using their call setup procedures, H.245 for a gateway
followed by H.225 in this case, to contact the called party, but this is compli-
cated (see Section 8.1.3). SIP supports both authentication and encryption
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to provide security. SIP request/responses normally include header fields that
carry their names in long-hand; for example, �content-length� precedes the
length quoted for the contents of the request/response, but this can poten-
tially lead to the message exceeding the MTU for a low-bandwidth link.
To avoid this, SIP offers a compact option, whereby the long-hand name is
replaced by an abbreviation (e.g., �l� for content-length or �s� for subject).

The 3GPP, preferencing H.323, has selected SIP for session initiation,
and an extended version of SIP will probably meet the specialized needs of
UMTS [38].

7.4.9 Effects of Transmission Control Protocol

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a connection-oriented protocol that
has been used on top of IP since early in its development [39, 40] to provide
reliable transmission in contrast to the connectionless alternative UDP. The
reader is assumed to be familiar with TCP, so this section concentrates on
the influence that it has on QoS.

TCP performs a range of important functions:

• Splitting of application data into segments to pass to IP that are
potentially independent of the read/write size of the application;

• Provision of a checksum for both header and data with dropping of
any invalid segments received;

• Setting a timer for acknowledgment of end-to-end receipt of the
data segment;

• Acknowledgment of valid data segments received;

• Retransmission of segments if the timer expires before an acknowl-
edgment is received;

• Resequencing of segments that are received out of order;

• Discarding of any duplicate segments received;

• Adjustment of window size by receiver to prevent overflow of its
buffers.

Control of these functions is provided through a combination of header
fields and the preset TCP protocol operations. The structure of the TCP
header is shown in Figure 7.11 in terms of 32-bit words and can be described
as follows:
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• The normal header size is 20 bytes but can be extended by as much
as another 40 bytes by the optional fields. The source and destina-
tion port numbers identify the sending and receiving applications;
for example, the familiar Internet File Transfer Protocol (FTP) has
port number 23, while RSVP has port number 3328.

• The sequence number is a rolling unsigned 32-bit integer that iden-
tifies the first byte of a segment in the data stream being transmitted
and wraps around after 232�1 bytes, while the acknowledgment
number behaves analogously for received data. Selective acknowl-
edgment is not permitted, so if data with sequence numbers 1 to
512 and 1,025 to 1,536 have been received, but not 513 to 1,024,
only the first block can be acknowledged, leading to the probable
retransmission of 1,025 to 1,536 as well as the missing block.

• The six flags URG, ACK, PSH, RST, SYN, and FYN can be used in
combination to indicate the significance of the data. SYN is set by
the sender to set up the connection and initialize the sequence num-
bers, and FYN to end the connection, while RST initiates a reset.
ACK indicates that data is being acknowledged, but URG and PSH
are less standardized in their usage. The URG flag indicates that the
data beginning at the urgent-pointer offset should be processed first,
and typically it is used for interrupts and aborts. PSH implies that
the data in the segment should be sent up to the receiving applica-
tion immediately instead of waiting for a full buffer before doing so.

• The 16-bit window size states the maximum number of bytes that
the sender is prepared to receive up to a possible 65,535 bytes.
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Use of these standard fields alone is not always adequate and has led to
the introduction of the optional fields [40]. Each optional field is identified
within the optional TCP header extension by a 1-byte kind field, usually fol-
lowed by a 1-byte length field giving the option header length. The three
most important kinds of option for QoS are kind 2 [the maximum segment
size (MSS)], kind 3 (the window scale factor), and kind 8 (the timestamp
option).

The MSS is only set in the initial SYN segments, with each end stating
its preferred MSS. Large values for the MSS up to the MTU of the outgoing
interface minus the combined IP and TCP header sizes tend to give the best
performance; a default of 536 bytes is assumed if none has been specified.

The window scale factor is important for high-bandwidth routes sub-
ject to long propagation delays in order to prevent the window size from
being exhausted while waiting for an acknowledgment with consequent
interruption to transmission. The window size required for this is given by
the formula below, where RTT is the round-trip time:

Window size required = bandwidth × RTT (7.4)

where the bandwidth is that of the worst bottleneck on the route. If this size
exceeds 65,535 bytes, then the window size needs to be scaled by a power of
two, in order for an adequate size to be specified, with values from 1 to 16
being available by this means. For a 3G mobile user, the most critical case
would be trying to achieve 2-Mbps throughput over an international route
using one or more satellite hops. Such a route with a single satellite hop in
each direction might have an RTT of 600 ms leading to

Window size required = 2,000,000 × 0.6/8 = 150,000 bytes

This would require the window size to be scaled by a factor of 4 or more
in order to avoid unnecessary interruptions to transmission�but most 3G
users will not need this feature.

TCP provides algorithms for calculating the RTT and using it to
update the retransmission timer. Use of the optional time-stamps simplifies
calculation of the RTT. TCP starts with default values for the retransmission
timer and retransmits persistently unacknowledged data after escalating
intervals of 1, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, and 64 seconds. More generally, this back-off
procedure uses a progressive doubling of the current value of the retransmis-
sion timer instead of the defaults.
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TCP also makes use of the Nagle algorithm to prevent cluttering
up low-bandwidth links with small packets, and the Slow-Start algorithm to
avoid congestion of links or devices that are already potentially heavily
loaded at the start of transmission.

The Nagle algorithm [41] is relevant to character mode applications
that send a few bytes in each packet wrapped in 40-byte TCP/IP headers,
and it states that a TCP connection can only have one outstanding unac-
knowledged small segment at a time. This leads to buffering of data to form
more significant packets with proportionally less overhead. Header compres-
sion is an alternative means of alleviating this problem.

The slow-start algorithm states that the sender can only transmit one
segment before receiving an acknowledgment at the start of a TCP connec-
tion instead of the full window size. After receiving the first acknowledg-
ment, the next transmission can consist of a maximum of two segments,
thereafter gradually increasing on receipt of each acknowledgment until the
quantity permitted reaches the window size.

Limitations of TCP

TCP is a tremendously successful protocol, but inevitably is not suited to all
circumstances. The simplest and most easily rectified issue is the large head-
ers used by TCP/IP. This was recognized early on and largely cured by the
Jacobsen header compression [42]. Additional improvements have been
made more recently [43�45] that are particularly relevant to mobile phone
networks and cover both IPv6 and IPv4. This topic is discussed in the next
section.

TCP provides both reliability and data sequencing, but not all appli-
cations require both of these. This applies particularly to real-time services
where ordering of data can cause unacceptable delays, and limited data drop-
ping may be acceptable. This has led to the development of specialized pro-
tocols, such as RTP [34, 35], that run on top of UDP, and also specialized
protocols independent of both TCP and UDP, such as SCTP [10]. These are
also discussed later in this chapter.

7.4.10 Header Compression

The standard header size for IPv4 is 20 bytes in the absence of source rout-
ing, with an additional 8 bytes for UDP or 20 bytes for TCP (excluding
options). This can constitute a major overhead where an application gener-
ates very small packets. For example, a 20-ms burst of compressed voice at
9.6 Kbps generates only 24 bytes of data, so these additional headers would
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account for more than half the network traffic and double the network trans-
mission time. Doubling the packet size also doubles the probability of an
error during transmission for a given bit error rate, and hence of packet drop-
ping with UDP or retransmission with TCP.

Compression by RFC1144 (Van Jacobsen Compression)

A high proportion of the header is repetitive in nature [e.g., the IP addresses
and port numbers (or sockets)] and as such can be abbreviated. RFC1144
defines this procedure for TCP/IP headers for IPv4, but not UDP nor IPv6.
The compressor for this standard operates in a simplex manner and generates
the following type packets:

• COMPRESSED_TCP;

• UNCOMPRESSED_TCP;

• TYPE_IP.

Packets that do not use TCP are marked as Type_IP and left uncompressed,
while some TCP connections may be selected for compression while others
are left unchanged. TCP/IP fragments and TCP/IP packets with the SYN,
FIN, or RST bits set are also marked as Type_IP and uncompressed since the
full header is needed under these circumstances.

The 96-bit header fields consisting of source and destination addresses
and ports identify a TCP connection. This combination can be replaced by a
connection number, and in the case of RFC1144, this is restricted to a range
from 1 to 256 on a compressor and is transmitted and used as an index into
an array of header data. Sequence number and window size fields are also
shortened by using the difference from those of the previous packet instead
of the absolute values, thereby cutting 48 bits to 16 most of the time. The
checksum is left untouched. A change mask is also sent to indicate what
fields are likely to have changed. The net effect is that 40 bytes are reduced to
about 4 to 7 bytes in general.

The low-bandwidth links requiring header compression also tend to
be those subject to high error rates, and compression reduces the chances
of detecting this condition. The checksum fails to detect quite simple
errors, such as two single-bit errors separated by 16 bits, so it is better to rely
on the link level and discard frames exhibiting an error. This is not perfect
and can lead to incorrect sequence numbers. Error recovery in general
depends on sending an uncompressed TCP/IP packet to sort out a confused
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decompressor. Although it is not ideal for radio links, it is the option quoted
for cdma2000 Release A (see Chapter 4 and Section 9.4).

IP Header Compression by RFC2507

IP Header Compression (IPHC) retains the basic compression technique for
TCP but improves its error recovery mechanism and extends compression to
IPv6 and non-TCP headers, such as UDP; it is one of the options used in
UMTS PDCP (see Section 3.3.1).

Traffic is classified as belonging to packet streams characterized by a set
of defining fields that include common source/destination address pair and
common source/destination port pair. Each such stream is given a context
identifier (CID), that is, an 8- or 16-bit number that identifies it. The first
packet of the stream is transmitted uncompressed but with the context iden-
tifier added. Both the compressor and decompressor store most of these
header fields as the context of the packet. Subsequent packets from the
compressor transmit only the changes plus the context identifier, and both
compressor and decompressor update the context accordingly in addition
to their main function. In the case of non-TCP headers, the fields may not
change with each packet, so a generation is also defined for these. This is
a number from 0 to 63 that is incremented with each packet from the stream.
Whenever a field that is expected to remain constant is changed, a full
uncompressed header is transmitted.

Four types of packet are transmitted for each of IPv4 and IPv6 as
follows:

• FULL_HEADER: This has an uncompressed header with the addi-
tion of a CID, and also a generation for non-TCP packets.

• COMPRESSED_NON-TCP: This has a compressed header that
includes the CID, generation, and the randomly changing header
fields.

• COMPRESSED_TCP: This has a compressed TCP header that
includes the CID, an octet flag field indicating which fields have
changed, and the differences of these fields from their last value.

• COMPRESSED_TCP_NODELTA: This is a packet with com-
pressed TCP header except that the full values of the changed fields
are sent instead of the changes. It is only sent in response to a header
request from the decompressor.
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In addition to these, a decompressor can also send the compressor a
CONTEXT_STATE packet that contains a list of CIDs for TCP streams for
which synchronization has been lost. It is only sent over a single link and
contains no IP header. As with RFC1144, the compressed TCP headers are
usually 4 to 7 bytes long. A reliable link is required, both for IPv6 in general
and for IPv4 with header compression, for this method. A link level protocol
can detect damaged frames but cannot reliably identify the packet stream as
it may be the CID that has an error; so it is best to transmit a strong check-
sum in the compressed header for IPv4.

Error recovery can use the same techniques as RFC1144, but also has
improvements. Thus, if a TCP segment is lost, the decompressor will detect
that checksums for subsequent packets for that CID are wrong, and so fail
to acknowledge them with resultant retransmission of a full TCP window.
This could happen quite frequently on a radio link, so a better mechanism is
needed.

One such method is the so-called Twice algorithm where the decom-
pressor guesses that the deltas for the missing segment were the same as those
for the current segment and tries adding twice the deltas to see if it gets a
checksum match. If so, it reconstructs the missing packet and carries on. If
not, it tries once more before giving up. This technique is found to work well
more than 50% of the time [43]. The Twice algorithm is less effective for
acknowledgments than for source data packets. The second recovery method
for TCP is for the decompressor to send a CONTEXT_STATE, ideally for
more than one CID to avoid cluttering the link with numerous requests.

In the case of non-TCP packets, a compressed header with an out-of-
order generation number can either be discarded immediately or held until
an uncompressed packet with the correct generation number has been
received, subject to a time-out to prevent wrap-around issues for the 6-bit
generation number.

IPHC does not directly handle QoS issues, but the IPv4 TOS and IPv6
traffic classes can be used as defining fields for the context identifier so that
streams of packets with distinct QoS needs within a single application can be
treated separately, for example, in relation to recovery technique.

RFC2507 does not define compression of RTP headers, but an exten-
sion, called compressed RTP (CRPT), is defined in RFC2508 to do this.
This reduces the 40-byte IP/RTP/UDP header most of the time to either
4 bytes if UDP checksums are sent or 2 bytes if not. This very high degree
of compression is possible because many of the fields change by a constant
amount or not at all in successive packets, allowing all to be eliminated by
use of the differences of differences. From time to time a major field does
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change, and under these circumstances, a much fuller header has to be sent.
Unfortunately, this algorithm does not work sufficiently well at the high
error rates encountered on mobile phone networks. Even with the Twice
algorithm, it is still possible to get gaps in transmission of the order of
100 ms, which is not good enough for real-time multimedia, in addition to
which large headers have to be sent after errors. Accordingly, another more
robust compression algorithm has been produced.

Robust Header Compression

Robust header compression (ROHC) is a much more complex algorithm
designed to meet the needs of real-time services over error-prone networks
[45] and to be used in the UMTS PDCP function (see Section 3.3.1). It
supports four header profiles, RTP/UDP/IP, UDP/IP, ESP/IP (encapsulated
security payload), and uncompressed, but not TCP or SCTP. It supports
both IPv4 and IPv6, including its optional header extensions.

For RTP, the basis of ROHC is the recognition that many of the vari-
able fields can be predicted on the basis of the RTP sequence number. Con-
sequently, ROHC first works out the functional relationship of these fields
with the sequence number and transmits the latter.

In addition to the robust error handling, ROHC also addresses the
issue of supporting the use of both multiple channels and shared channels
in a 3G network for a single call by means of CID. The compressor and
decompressor each maintain the context of the compressed flow�based on
the state of the fields sent�in order to perform correctly, and the CID value
space is specific to an individual channel, so that identical CID values for
different channels refer to distinct contexts.

ROHC makes use of three distinct operational states:

1. Initialize and refresh (IR): In this state, which occurs at the start
or after a failure, the compressor sends complete headers to the
decompressor to initialize the static fields.

2. First Order (FO): Once the compressor has had sufficient ACKs
from the decompressor, it moves to the FO state for communica-
tion of packet irregularities. In this state, the information is at least
partially compressed.

3. Second Order (SO): This is the optimal state, which is reached
once the compressor has reason to believe that the decompressor
has full knowledge of the relationship between the sequence
number and other fields.
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Analogously, the decompressor has three states: no context, static context,
and full context.

ROHC also has three modes of operation, each of which uses all three
states, as follows:

1. Unidirectional (U-mode): Data is sent in one direction only�that
from compressor to decompressor. This is the least efficient mode,
and all sessions start this way, with transition to one of the other
modes possible after a suitable feedback from the decompressor.

2. Bidirectional optimistic mode (O-mode): The main difference of this
to U-mode is the limited use of a feedback channel. The aim is to
maximize compression but at the possible risk of context invalida-
tion at high error rates.

3. Bidirectional reliable mode (R-mode): This bidirectional mode
makes extensive use of the feedback channel to provide maximum
robustness.

There are a number of techniques used in carrying out the compression. In
addition to recognizing fixed fields, one of the key features for real-time traf-
fic is the use of stride factors for the regular increment of RTP time-stamp
for audio and video streams. Variation in the received times for such packets
allows the decompressor to estimate the jitter. There is a range of packet
types sent from compressor to decompressor that depends on each of the
state, mode, and traffic types.

The ability of ROHC to work over unreliable links depends on a com-
prehensive set of feedback mechanisms from decompressor to compressor.
There are three basic types of feedback, ACK, NACK, and STATIC-NACK,
but each of these can contain additional feedback in option fields. The
NACK indicates a synchronization error in the dynamic context of the
decompressor, while a STATIC-NACK shows that the static context is
invalid or has not been established. The optional fields include a CRC field
for the feedback, lack of decompressor resources, sequence number informa-
tion or errors, clock sensitivity of the decompressor, maximum jitter in a
period, and the largest number of packets seen to be lost in a sequence.

7.4.11 Stream Control Transmission Protocol

SCTP is a reliable protocol defined in RFC2960 that runs on top of connec-
tionless protocols such as IP and that is more suited to real-time streamed
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traffic than TCP. Its primary function is to convey PSTN signaling across IP
networks�but it can also be used for data�and is specified in Release 5 of
the UMTS specifications for interface to IP multimedia core networks. The
main characteristics of SCTP are as follows:

• Acknowledged error-free nonduplicated transfer of user data;

• Data fragmentation to conform to discovered path MTU size;

• Sequenced delivery of user messages within multiple streams, with
an option for order-of-arrival delivery of individual user messages;

• Optional bundling of multiple user messages into a single SCTP
packet;

• Network-level fault tolerance through supporting of multihoming at
either or both ends of an association;

• More resistance to SYN style attacks than TCP.

The most significant difference from TCP is the support for multihoming,
with the ability to handle congestion separately on the different paths
between the end points. It also allows faster retransmit and recovery from
errors than TCP. The following paragraphs cover the aspects of SCTP most
closely associated with congestion and flow control only.

An SCTP packet consists of a 12-byte common header (as in Figure
7.12), followed by one or more data chunks. A data chunk may be either
control data or user data, and SCTP has a bundling option to enable mes-
sages from more than one user to be combined in a single SCTP packet as
separate chunks. The common header fields are as follows:

• Source port number (16 bits): The SCTP port number of the sender;

• Destination port number (16 bits): SCTP port number of receiver
�these two SCTP port numbers can be used together with the
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respective IP addresses to define the association to which the packet
belongs;

• Verification tag (32 bits): The receiver to validate the sender uses
this;

• Checksum (32 bits): It covers the SCTP packet.

The chunks, each of which has its own 4-byte chunk header, follow the com-
mon header. The chunk header fields are as follows:

• Chunk type (8 bits): Values range from 0 to 254. Notable examples
include 0 for payload data, 1 for initiation, 2 for Init Ack, 3 for
selective acknowledgment (SACK), and 7 for shutdown. The two
highest-order bits say what to do if the receiver does not recognize
the chunk type; 00 means discard it;

• Chunk flags (8 bits): The use of these depends on the chunk type.
Usually they are set to zero on transmit, and ignored by the receiver;

• Chunk length (16 bits): This is the combined length of the chunk
header and chunk value field in bytes, excluding any padding;

The chunk value field itself must be a multiple of 4 bytes long, and it is pad-
ded with up to 3 bytes if necessary to ensure this. Chunks for control pur-
poses have a standard structure consisting of the following:

• Parameter type (16 bits): Identifier of type of parameter with range
0 to 65,534;

• Parameter length (16 bits): Length in bytes of the parameter includ-
ing type and length;

• Parameter value (variable length): The information to be transferred
by the parameter.

The data payload has its own headers that govern flow and congestion con-
trol. The mandatory format is shown in Figure 7.13.

The significance of these fields is as follows:

• Type (8 bits): Zero for the data payload;

• Reserved (5 bits): Currently set to zero and ignored;
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• U-bit (1 bit): Set to 1 to indicate data chunk is unordered and any
stream sequence number is to be ignored;

• B-bit (1 bit): Set to 1 to indicate the first fragment of a user message;

• E-bit (1 bit): Set to 1 to indicate last fragment of a user message (an
unfragmented message has both flags set);

• Length (16 bits): The length of the data chunk in bytes including
these header fields but excluding any padding;

• Transmission sequence number (TSN) (32 bits): Required to recon-
struct a data message from its data chunks and has values from 0 to
232�1, with automatic wrap-around. It is independent of the stream
sequence numbers;

• Stream identifier (16 bits): Identifies stream to which the following
user data belongs. A single association may have several separate
message streams (e.g., audio and video) with further subdivisions;

• Stream sequence number (16 bits): The stream sequence number for
the following data from that stream. The same for all data belonging
to the same fragment where SCTP fragments data packets for trans-
mission to match the path MTU;

• Payload protocol identifier (32 bits): Not used by SCTP itself, but
passed to upper layers and peer;

• User data (variable length): The actual user data.

Data Transmission in SCTP

SCTP will both bundle small messages and fragment large packets as
required for efficient transmission. Flow control is based on window size
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information, selective acknowledgments, and timers for retransmission.
Window sizes are initially set via the INIT and INIT ACK messages, with a
minimum of 1,500 bytes for the receive window. Acknowledgments are sent
in SACK chunks or SHUTDOWN if appropriate.

The initial receiver window, called the advertised receiver window
credit (a-rwnd) in the INIT is a 32-bit number of bytes of buffer space that
the sender has reserved for the window, with a similar parameter returned in
the INIT ACK.

The amount of data that can be sent before receiving an acknowledg-
ment is given by the congestion window (cwnd). A sender cannot send
any further data other than cwnd if rwnd is zero. The difference in roles of
these two parameters is that rwnd describes the buffer space available for the
entire association (including multiple addresses for a multihomed receiver),
whereas cwnd controls congestion on a per-address basis. The initial value
for cwnd is equal to or less than twice the MTU and is automatically reduced
to not more than the MTU if retransmission is required.

The SACK is much more versatile than a TCP acknowledgment. It
contains not only a cumulative TSN field to acknowledge all TSNs up to
and including that value, but also gap acknowledgment blocks. This is done
by having a 16-bit field to indicate the number of such blocks, then for
each such block there is a 16-bit block start offset relative to the cumulative
TSN and a block end offset relative to the cumulative TSN. This enables the
sender to retransmit unacknowledged blocks selectively, although the SACK
also has fields for acknowledging duplicate TSNs individually. Unlike TCP,
SCTP can pass sequences of blocks up to the higher layer protocol without
waiting for all the gaps to be filled; this is particularly helpful for applications
that do not require ordered data. The SACK also carries an updated rwnd.

SCTP uses delayed acknowledgments to eliminate unnecessary traffic.
The delay is configurable, typically to 200 ms, subject to a maximum of
500 ms, and the cumulative TSN used to acknowledge all chunks received
up to the time-out. If, however, a gap is found, then the receiver sends a
SACK for every chunk received. The sender keeps a count of the number of
times each gap is reported in a SACK and marks a chunk for retransmission
when this count reaches 4, while also starting the fast retransmit procedure.

This entails setting a slow start threshold (ssthresh) and the cwnd in
accordance with specific rules, but crudely to half the normal cwnd. As many
missing data chunks as possible are fitted into an SCTP packet, subject to the
MTU, starting with the lowest TSN, and this is transmitted. Once a SACK
is received for this, the cwnd can be increased in line with specified slow start
procedures.
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Path failures or destination idleness are detected on the basis of an error
count exceeding a specified value. This count is incremented every time
a retransmit time-out is exceeded and when a keep-alive heartbeat is not
returned within another time-out.

7.4.12 Megaco

This protocol [46] has been designed to support the need for the media
gateways with distributed subcomponents that are often required in complex
networks. It is specified in RFC3015 and aligned with ITU-T specification
H.248, which itself supplements the earlier H.245 gateway component
of the H.323 videoconferencing standard. The provision of this as an open
standard means that Telcos and others can now purchase their media gate-
ways and gateway controllers from different vendors with potentially lower
costs as a result. It also allows growth to take place by the addition of extra
media gateways of a common type running under the same controller,
instead of replacing low-capacity gateways by high-capacity specimens.

A 3G mobile network will have requirements to interface to external
services over a variety of media and using formats that require conversion to
enable effective communication. The Megaco Protocol provides a framework
for the operation of media gateways (MG) and specifies how they interact
with a media gateway controller (MGC) for connection control. Section 8.1
mentions examples of this in UMTS.

The basic concepts used to define connection control are terminations
and contexts.

A termination acts as the source or sink for one or more media streams
or control streams, while a context is an association of a number of termina-
tions. The context defines who sees or hears whom and also covers any mix-
ing or switching parameters that are required between different terminations.
The number of terminations per context is a characteristic of an individual
media gateway. An MG that handles access and conversion for point-to-
point links may be restricted to two terminations, whereas an MG for mul-
tipoint processes will normally have to support at least three.

A termination can either represent a physical entity, such as a trunk
interface port or channel on that trunk, or an information flow, such as RTP.
A termination has two main features as follows:

• Termination ID: This is an identifier issued by the media gateway
according to its own scheme when the termination is created and
may be structured, for example, to indicate channels within a trunk.
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• Properties and descriptors: The characteristics of a termination are
given as properties that have an ID and a description. These proper-
ties and their descriptions are listed in Table 7.7.

Descriptor Formats

Megaco provides two styles of expression for the descriptors: textual or
binary-encoded. The textual format uses abbreviations of the field names
based on System Description Protocol (SDP) rules, while the binary option
uses concise tag values to express the Property ID for local/remote descriptors
accompanied by binary tag values in defined field sizes and format. The
Property ID tag values are divided into specific groups according to the type
of descriptor, as indicated in Table 7.8.
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Table 7.7
Termination Properties

Descriptor Description

Modem The type of modem, if any (e.g., V.90)

Mux The type of multiplexing, if any (e.g., H.221/223/225, AAL2)

Media Media stream descriptions comprising termination state descriptor (TSD)
plus stream ID

TSD Nonstream-specific aspects of termination (e.g., in service)

Stream ID Used to link streams in a context, subdivided into local control, local, and
remote

Local Properties that specify the media stream received by MG

Remote Properties that specify the media stream sent by the MG

Local control Properties of interest between MG and MGC

Events Events to be detected by MG and required action

Event buffer As previous, but when event buffering in use

Signals Signals and actions (e.g., busy tone) to be applied to termination

Audit Information solicited in audit commands

Packages List of packages realized by termination

Digit map Patterns to enable sets of events to be reported as a group event

Service change Reasons for a service change

Observed events Report of events observed

Statistics Report of statistics kept on a termination
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Table 7.8
Property ID Tag Value Ranges

Nature of Property Tag Range

General media attributes 1000�10FF

Mux properties 2000�20FF

General bearer properties 3000�30FF

General ATM properties 4000�40FF

Frame-relay properties 5000�50FF

IP properties 6000�60FF

ATM AAL2 properties 7000�70FF

ATM AAL1 properties 8000�80FF

Bearer properties (mainly Q.931) 9000�90FF

ATM AAL5 A000�A0FF

SDP equivalents B000�B0FF

H.245 attributes C000�C0FF

The parameter values associated with these tags define the characteris-
tics of the media streams sent or received by the media gateway. Some of the
types of specific importance to 3G networks are described in the next chap-
ter, notably general media and AAL2 and AAL5 attributes.

Megaco Commands

The MGC controls its media gateways by means of the following set of
commands:

• ADD: This adds a new termination to an existing context.

• MODIFY: This modifies the properties, events, or signals of a
termination.

• SUBTRACT: This disconnects a termination from a context, and
returns statistics on its participation.

• MOVE: This moves a termination from one context to another.

• AUDIT VALUE: This returns the current state of events, signals,
properties, and statistics of a termination.

• AUDIT CAPBILITIES: Returns all possible values for termination
properties, events, and signals allowed by the media gateway.
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• NOTIFY: Allows the media gateway to inform MGC about events.

• SERVICE CHANGE: This allows an MG to announce its availabil-
ity or restart to the MGC, and to notify the MGC of a change in
service status of a termination.

Operation

The Megaco standard does not specify the network level communications
standard between the MGC and MGs, and initial implementations are still
proprietary in this regard, although Q.BICC is likely to develop into the
open standard for this. Currently, either TCP or UDP/ALF is recommended
for the transport layer if IP is used at level 3.

The standard recommends starting MGs at different times to prevent
overload of the MGC by all doing so at once. This is achieved by using a ran-
dom delay after power-on that lies in a range from zero up to a maximum
waiting delay (MWD). Suggested vales for the MWD range from about
60 ms for an MG on a T3 trunk up to 600 ms for an MG on an analog
modem link, reflecting the relative frequency of operations required.

Media gateways are potentially liable to denial-of-service attacks
through overload caused by source-spoofing. The use of IPSec is specified
to prevent this with IPv6 with the option of the earlier interim authorized
header scheme for IPv4.

7.4.13 MPLS and IP over ATM

QoS based on RSVP and Intserv in IP or virtual circuits in ATM requires
a great deal of processing and configuration, as well as delays in rerouting if a
major node fails. As a result, it is very unscalable.

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [47] provides a much more
scalable approach, and its probable use in UMTS and cdma2000 is men-
tioned in Chapter 9. The complexity of an ATM or an Intserv network is
proportional to the square of the number of nodes, whereas that of an MPLS
network only rises linearly and is more suited to the trend toward any-any
routing in place of the traditional hub-spoke architectures. The key feature is
the observation that a router effectively divides incoming packets into for-
warding equivalence classes (FECs) and then forwards them to the next hop
on that basis only. MPLS formalizes this procedure by working out these
equivalence classes on entry to the network and assigning them a label on
that basis that is then carried through the network to use for routing. The
label simply provides an index into a table of next hops. Assignment of labels
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can be made on both the contents of the packet header and other informa-
tion, such as the entry port on the router that could differentiate between dis-
tinct source networks subject to separate tariffing. MPLS allows routing to be
done either on a hop-by-hop basis per FEC by each node independently as in
most IP networks or through explicit routing. In the latter case, the ingress
(or occasionally the egress) label switch router (LSR) specifies several (or all)
of the LSRs on the label switch path (LSP).

The labels have a local significance within the network based on bind-
ing agreement between an upstream and downstream LSR on the relation
between a given label and an FEC. A packet may carry multiple labels in a
label switch stack related to different bindings, and processing of a packet is
based on the label at the top of the stack. It is the downstream member of a
pair that decides to bind a particular label to a particular FEC. One of several
different possible Label Distribution Protocols (LDPs) [48] is used to distrib-
ute the bindings between LSRs�for example, MPLS-BGP, MPLS-RSVP-
TUNNELS, or MPLS-CR-LDP, of which the first two examples make use
of extensions to BGP and RSVP, respectively, while the third is a new
development.

The label stack has a last-in first-out (LIFO) structure. If a nonempty
stack is of depth m, then the top label has level m and the bottom has level 1.
The main role of the label stack is to support nested sets of LSP tunnels. A
nominal LSP R1, R2, R3, R4 characterized by the four LSRs may contain indi-
rect tunnels via other LSRs; for example, the first hop from R1 to R2 may be
direct and use a level 1 label, but from R2 a packet may go through another
sequence of j LSRs, R21, �, R2j in order to reach R3. If so, then R2 puts a level
2 label onto the stack for use by the intermediate LSRs, the last of which
removes the level 2 label, so that level 1 is again used on the final hop.

This use of labels bears some resemblance to the operation of an ATM
switch where the entry port and VCI/VPI are used as an index into a switch-
ing table. It is thus only a small change to use an ATM switch as a label
switching router for MPLS, but with much improved scalability due to use of
equivalence classes instead of PTP VCs.

The basic specification of MPLS [47] does not address QoS factors, but
recent extensions enable it to support TOS in IPv4, RSVP, and more impor-
tantly, DiffServ. Most of the traffic on an IP network is likely to be of tra-
ditional types that are tolerant of both delays and errors, with only a small
amount of intolerant real-time applications. As a result, use of DS classes
EF and AF12 for the real-time applications (with the rest on a best-effort
level such as AF11), accompanied by traffic engineering [49] and policing,
should give adequate performance across the network. Recent enhancements
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(MPLS-RSVP-TUNNELS and MPLS-CR-LDP) also allow for QoS-
dependent routing, using explicit routing. In MPLS-RSVP-TUNNELS [26]
the existing RSVP mechanisms (see Section 7.4.4) are extended to support
label distribution and explicit routing. In this case the RSVP FLOWSPECS
are used to define the labels, and this use of labels then avoids the need
to apply an RSVP FILTERSPEC at each node. Five new RSVP objects are
defined in addition to those in Table 7.3: LABEL_REQUEST (RSVP object
class 19), LABEL (16), EXPLICIT_ROUTE (20), RECORD_ROUTE
(21), and SESSION_ATTRIBUTE (207) associated with PATH and/or
RESV messages. Furthermore, new c-types are added to the existing
SESSION, SENDER_TEMPLATE, and FILTER_SPEC object classes to
apply to LSP tunnels using IPv4 or IPv6 addresses. The EXPLICIT_
ROUTE object is the feature most directly relevant to control of QoS. It
allows predetermined routes to be created as a result of traffic engineering
and used instead of normal IP routing for unicast traffic. The route is
specified in terms of subobjects that can represent specific nodes with IPv4
or IPv6 addresses, groups of nodes (to allow more flexibility of routing), or
autonomous systems. There is also a hello message to allow rapid detection of
node failures, while the RECORD_ROUTE permits discovery of any rout-
ing loops.

MPLS-CR-LDP [50] adds resource reservation procedures to the exist-
ing MPLS explicit routing and label distribution techniques. It uses require-
ments for peak and committed data rates and burst sizes in selecting the
route. The route selected will be the shortest path that meets these con-
straints, rather than the shortest path in general.

7.4.14 Session Description Protocol

Many of the preceding RFCs, notably SIP, and some of the 3G literature
make use of SDP [37] to describe their features. This protocol is outlined
here, and examples of its use included in Chapter 10. SDP is intended for use
in multimedia session initiation and control, particularly for the advertise-
ment of conference sessions and their setup, and is widely used for this.
Information is provided in a textual format mainly using ISO10646 charac-
ters in UTF-8 encoding [51] to provide a compact presentation. Information
is provided for any of the range of fields listed below according to their single
letter identifier (the items with an asterisk are optional):

• v = protocol version;

• o = owner/creator and session identifier;
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• s = session name;
• i∗ = session information;
• u = URI of description;
• e∗ = e-mail address;
• p∗ = phone number;
• c∗ = connection information�not required if included in all media;
• b∗ = bandwidth information;
• One or more time descriptions (see below);
• z∗ = time zone adjustments;
• k∗ = encryption key;
• a∗ = zero or more session attribute lines;
• Zero or more media descriptions (see below).

Time description:

• t = time the session is active;
• r∗ = zero or more repeat times.

Media description:

• m = media name and transport address;
• i∗ = media title;
• c∗ = connection information�optional if included at session-level;
• b∗ = bandwidth information;
• k∗ = encryption key;
• a∗ = zero or more media attribute lines.

For the multimedia sessions over 3G networks for which QoS is most essen-
tial, one of the key lines is that for the media name and transport address.
Frequently, a session will entail several different data streams, such as one
each for video, audio, and control; some hypothetical examples are given
below. Most of these sessions are carried in RTP/UDP/IP, so typical lines are

m = video n RTP/AVP x

where video indicates a video application, n denotes the numeric UDP port
number for the RTP packets, RTP/AVP indicates RTP audio or visual, and x
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indicates the type of audio-video stream as the RTP payload type (e.g., 31 for
H.261);

m = audio n RTP/AVP x

for an audio stream (e.g., with a value 3 for x indicating GSM voice);

m = control n H.323 mc

indicates a control stream for an H.323 multipoint control unit using UDP
port n. Where RTP is involved with a quoted UDP port number of n, there
is an associated RTCP stream with UDP port number n + 1. Where the
optional bandwidth attribute b is used, the value is given in kilobits per
second.

UMTS requires the use of some of these features, while leaving others
optional [52]. Mandatory fields include protocol version, owner and session
name for the session, media name, transport address, connection informa-
tion, and bandwidth for the media description plus a set of attributes. The
attributes that are required are control, RTP map, range, and format type. A
single media feature, such as audio, may use several different RTP payload
types to a single UDP port for distinct traffic streams representing different
codecs, in which case the m statement lists all the RTP payload types, and a
statements are required for each RTP payload type; for example,

m = audio n RTP/AVP 96 97

a = rtpmap 96:L8/8000

a = rtpmap 97:L16/8000

for 8-bit and 16-bit voice codecs with 8,000-Hz sampling rates. The format
type typically distinguishes between different profiles and levels that can
be used within a single multimedia application [e.g., MPEG-4 (see Section
10.2.6) or the modes used in AMR voice (see Section 10.1.1)]. The control
and range attributes are needed when SDP is used to describe a RTSP session
[53], where range describes the total time for a stored session. Numerous
optional attributes exist (e.g., recvonly for receive only, and sendrecv for send
and receive).
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7.4.15 Mobility IP

Cdma2000 makes extensive use of Mobility IP (see [54] and Section 8.2.3)
rather than separate cellular radio standards for both control of mobility
and interaction with fixed IP networks. This standard was created to allow
transparent routing of datagrams to and from mobile IPv4 nodes, regardless
of their location. The mobile station always uses its home address, but also
uses a care-of address that is registered with a home agent to enable messages
to reach it. The home agent is a router on the mobile�s home network that
encapsulates datagrams for the mobile in a header that uses the care-of
address. There are two types of care-of addresses: a foreign agent and a colo-
cated address. The foreign agent is a router that the mobile has registered
with on its temporary network; the colocated address is an IP address tempo-
rarily acquired by the mobile on one of its interfaces, either dynamically by
DHCP or from a permanent pool.

Mobility agents make use of agent advertisement to advise mobiles
of their presence and to enable the latter to determine their current point of
attachment. These advertisements are extensions to the normal ICMP router
advertisements. Agents may also be discovered by link level protocols.

Mobiles send agent solicitations analogous to ICMP router solicita-
tions if they do not receive any agent advertisements. A mobile may send
up to three solicitations at 1-second intervals initially, but thereafter the rate
must be reduced.

The protocol contains two control messages (registration request and
registration reply) that are sent on UDP port 434. It also makes use of ICMP
router discovery. Message extensions are further defined in Mobility IP for
each of these types of message to enable mobile-home authentication,
mobile-foreign authentication, and foreign-home authentication.

Once a mobile has registered with a foreign agent, it selects its default
router from the list advertised by that agent.

Mobility IP does not specify any QoS mechanism, but it is normally
used with differentiated service. RSVP is not suited to the triangular routing
wherein a mobile sends to the destination via its foreign agent, but receives
by a path via both home and foreign agents.

7.5 H.323

ITU-T recommendation H.323 [55] was the first and most widely used
standard for control of multimedia traffic streams over PS networks (espe-
cially LANs) that do not guarantee QoS. It has undergone numerous
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modifications, and the fifth version was due in 2002. It is an umbrella
standard that references several other standards for specific functions, nota-
bly H.225 registration, multiplexing, and signaling, and H.245 call control.
Each version of H.323 also specifies a specific version of each of these other
standards; for example, H.323v4 specifies version 4 of H.225.0 and version 7
of H.245.

H.323 provides recommended standards for four classes of equip-
ment type: terminals, gateways, gatekeepers, and multipoint control units
(MCUs). Only the terminals are always essential; the need for the others
depends on the complexity and function of the network. Terminals are the
user end points and must support specific voice codecs for the ITU recom-
mendations G.711, G.722, G.723, G.728, and G.729, but the main mobile
phone compression standards (see Section 10.1) are not included. Support
for video is not mandatory, but where it is supported, the terminal should
have a codec for the H.261 recommendation and optionally also for H.263
(see Chapter 10 for these codecs). There is no support for the MPEG multi-
media codecs (see Chapter 10) except for a limited degree of commonality
between MPEG-4 and H.263. Support for data conferencing by ITU T.120
is also recommended in later versions of H.323. The terminals must also
support H.225 and H.245. UMTS does not recommend its mobiles to be
H.323 terminals and specifies SIP [36] for multimedia session control
instead; however, both UMTS and cdma2000 devices are likely to need to
communicate with H.323 terminals. Section 8.1.3 discusses the main issues
involved in this.

Gateways are an optional feature that may be required to enable com-
munication with systems using other standards. The standards envisaged by
the ITU are those of its own recommendations for services on other types of
network, such as PSTN, ISDN, and B-ISDN. Thus, a gateway should enable
translation between H.225 and H.223/H.221 and between H.245 and
H.242 in particular. In addition, transcoders may be provided for interwork-
ing with terminals using other codecs. H.323v4 is compatible with the use of
ITU H.248 [46] for the control of multiple media gateways. Interworking
between UMTS and H.323 requires a gateway that can translate between
SIP and H.225/245. An H.323 terminal uses H.245 operations to commu-
nicate with a gateway.

Gatekeepers are optional devices for the control of individual zones and
are a key feature of most H.323-enabled networks. They provide call control
for terminals, gateways, and MCUs registered within their own zone and
act as virtual switches for calls, with call routing as an optional feature. Each
zone (frequently one or more LANs) has a single gatekeeper, so gatekeeper
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functionality can be disabled in multifunctional H.323 devices. In H.323v2
and more specifically in H.323v4, provision is made for alternate gatekeepers
to provide resilience. The functions provided by the gatekeeper are the regis-
tration, admission, and status (RAS) range of address translation, admissions
control, bandwidth management, and zone control. H.225 defines the RAS
operations and also contains a signaling component that is based on the
ISDN Q.931 recommendation. RAS operates between a terminal and the
gatekeeper, while the gatekeeper uses the Q.931 element to set up connec-
tions from terminal to terminal.

Address translation includes both translations between terminal aliases
and IP addresses and those between E.164 PSTN/ISDN addresses and IP
addresses. The number of types of addresses varies according to H.323 ver-
sion, increasing from only two in version 1 to five by version 4 (E164ID,
H323ID, E-MailID, URL ID, Transport ID). Admission control governs
access to the LANs of H.323 terminals by means of ARQ, reject, and con-
firm messages based on administrative and bandwidth availability considera-
tions. Bandwidth control is based on bandwidth request, reject, and confirm
messages, and is used to prevent the H.323 terminals from using up too
much bandwidth rather than to try to provide QoS for them.

The fourth type of H.323 device is the MCU, which is required when-
ever three or more H.323 terminals participate in a conference call. The
MCU consists of a single multipoint controller (MC) to which multipoint
processors (MP) may optionally be added. The MC uses H.245 messages
to determine the capabilities of the participating terminals and negotiate the
features to be used, in addition to deciding what can be multicast. The MC
does not process the media streams, and if required this must be performed
by the MP. These actions of the MP comprise mixing, switching, and proc-
essing of the contents (e.g., codec-to-codec conversion) for the media
streams. Conference control can be performed centrally by the MCU or
by decentralized multicasts or by hybrid control where some streams (e.g.,
audio) may be handled centrally and others, like video, may be multicast.

Media streams, signaling, and call control messages are all carried
within IP normally. Those functions for which accuracy is essential (i.e., con-
trol, signaling, and T.120 data) are carried within TCP, while those for
which urgency is more important than reliability (e.g., audio and video) are
carried in RTP/UDP [34]. A single terminal-to-terminal call in H.323
requires two separate TCP sessions. The first, for the initial H.225/Q931
call, goes to a well-known port number. The response includes a dynamic
port number for the subsequent H.245 conference control and capability
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exchange. Once this channel has been opened, the first TCP session can be
closed.

Although H.323 has no direct support for QoS, some requirements,
such as sequencing and jitter control, are provided through the use of RTP
time-stamps by the terminals. Audio and video channels under H.225.0 use
separate RTP and RTCP sessions and prior to H.323v4 could only be syn-
chronized with each other by the RTP time-stamps. This sometimes proved
difficult, so H.323v4 allows for multiplexing of the two. There is a single
H.245 logical channel between each pair of terminals for control of the
media stream sessions. They are particularly important for video and cover
such functions as freeze frame, rewind, frame synchronization, and fast for-
ward. H.245 is used for capability exchange using descriptor values that pro-
vide an index into preset tables of capabilities for codecs and bit rates.

From version 2 onwards, H.323 also makes use of H.235 for security
features, (principally authentication) and H.450 for supplementary services
(e.g., call hold, redirect). The number of supplementary services has
increased in each version. Specific recommendations also exist for interwork-
ing with ATM networks [15] using AAL5 cells for video and either AAL5
or AAL2 for audio. Some early H.323 devices also have support for RSVP
by proprietary means, and H.323v4 introduces some features to allow for
RSVP.
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8
Core Network, Gateways, and
Management

8.1 UMTS Core Interfaces and Gateways

8.1.1 Architecture

Chapter 3 of this book described the interfaces and transmission over the
radio link, while this chapter covers the interfaces between the RNC and
the core network together with gateways to other remote networks. The core
network consists of a CS domain, a PS domain, and the Internet multimedia
(IM) core. The IM was introduced in Release 5 [1] of the 3GPP specifica-
tions to cover aspects of the core network required to support IP multimedia
services (especially with IPv6), and it makes use of the PS domain with pre-
dominantly IETF protocols. The purpose of the IM is to support both CS
and PS applications over a single core network to the requisite standards. The
interfaces to the core for CS and PS traffic are those labeled IuCS and IuPS in
the architecture diagrams of Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

The functionality required at these interfaces is that of the RANAP [2],
which includes the following main control actions:

• Management of radio access bearer setup, modification, and clear
down;

• Relocation comprising soft SRNS relocations without interruption
to the user, and hard inter-RNS handovers when the user is at the
border of the target cell;
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• Release of all resources;

• Paging;

• ID management;

• Security mode control;

• Management of overload.

In addition to the control functions, the RANAP is also responsible for trans-
ferring the user traffic. These overall functions are applied to the CS and PS
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interfaces separately, although a common set of radio bearers is used for
the two.

8.1.2 CS

The main components of the CS domain consist of two groups: parts associ-
ated with location services and mobility management that are shared with
the PS-domain, and those concerned with call control and transmission for
CS services. The home subscriber server (HSS) provides the master database
for users, and depending on size and structure, there can be more than one
HSS in a network. It is responsible for identification, numbering, addresses,
security, registration, location information, subscription details, and profiles
for the users. The home location register (HLR) is a subset of the HSS that
contains information about the users required by the MSC in the CS domain
and by the SGSN and GGSN for the PS domain. There is also a visitor loca-
tion register (VLR) to hold identification and addressing details of mobiles
roaming the area served by the VLR, and required by its MSCs and SGSNs.

The components of the CS domain responsible for call control and
transmission are as follows:

• Mobile services switching center (MSC): The MSC provides the inter-
face between the radio access network and the core network for CS
services. Each MSC supports multiple RNC for UMTS services and
BSS for GSM and GPRS. Its functionality is split into those of an
MSC server and media gateway functions that can be either separate
physical entities or a single device. The MSC is integrated with a
VLR.

• MSC server: This is responsible for handling the call signaling, and
it translates between user-network access signaling and network-
network signaling for the core.

• CS media gateway (CS-MGW): This is responsible for handling the
user traffic. It is involved in resource control through use of echo
cancellers and codecs with interaction with the MSC server, media
gateway control function, and gateway MSC. It may terminate
bearer channels from the CS network and media streams from PS
networks and provide media conversion (e.g., transcoding) where
required. Where MSC server and MGW are separate, the communi-
cation between them is based on H.248/Megaco procedures.
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• Gateway MSC (GMSC): This is an MSC that is able to take a call
from a PLMN that is unable to interrogate the HLR, perform
this function, and route the call onto the MSC where the mobile is
located. Each MSC can be a GMSC, or else just a subset. GMSC
functionality can be split between server and media gateway as
for the basic MSC. Access to external CS networks is provided via a
GMSC.

• Interworking function (IWF): This may be required to perform pro-
tocol conversion to fixed networks such as ISDN and PSTN that use
other signaling systems, such as Q.931 and AC15 dual tone multiple
frequency (DTMF).

• Media gateway control function (MGCF): This may be used to con-
trol multiple media gateways by means of H.248/Megaco proce-
dures. MGCF functionality is included in the MSC server.

The RNC is responsible for providing the radio resources, such as RAB,
required for a connection to the CS domain, and it uses the RANAP pro-
cedures [3, 4] for this purpose. The MSC server is responsible for network
bearer selection following its selection of the MGW to support the bearer.

The RANAP functions make use of different protocol stacks according
to whether they belong to the control-plane or the user-plane (Figure 8.3).
The stack uses a set of SS7 signaling protocols to control the setup, mainte-
nance, and release of ATM connections between the RNC and a core net-
work node. The nature of the individual protocols involved was described in
the previous chapter, as was the user-plane protocol stack. UMTS Stage 3
also uses the option of bearer independent call control [5] over ATM and IP
networks, based on ITU Q.1950.1 to Q.1950.6 standards.

8.1.3 PS

The principal components of the PS domain are the SGSN and GGSN. The
SGSN is responsible for providing the interface from the radio access net-
work to the PS core, and for handling subscription and location information.
Functionality of the SGSN has evolved via two stages, the 2-SGSN for GSM
access networks (described in Chapter 5) and the 3-SGSN with support for
UTRAN.

PS gateways are similarly based on the 2-GGSN for GPRS/GSM and
3-GGSN for UMTS. Support for the IM only arises on the timescale for
3-GSNs.
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PS Gateways

The main responsibilities of the 2-GGSN are as follows:

• Provide connectivity to external PS data networks;

• Put location information into SS7 GSM MAP and send it to the
HLR directly or else send the raw data via a GSM MAP converter;

• Send accounting information to a charging gateway;

• Provide connectivity to SGSNs of other PLMNs.

Other functions include provision of dynamic addresses by DHCP, DNS,
and address translation, and firewall capability. Both SGSN and GGSN
are implemented via IP routing switches with additional software for UMTS
functions. Connectivity to the external networks is based on the creation and
maintenance of PDP contexts for the relevant MS and data network. PS data
for PDP contexts for an MS are encapsulated in GTP [6] for transport
between the MS and GGSN via the SGSN backbone network. A GTP tun-
nel has two tunnel endpoint identifiers (TEID) corresponding to the SGSN
for the MS and the GGSN. IP is used as the protocol for the PLMN, and
GTP encapsulates the data packets for the PDP context in UDP. There
is a special GTP header consisting of at least 8 bytes that is used both for
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control-plane messages (GTP-C) and for the user-plane (GTP-U), whose
structure is shown in Figure 8.4 and described as follows:

• The initial GTP version is 1;

• The protocol type (PT) is 1 for GPRS GTP as in [6], but 0 for an
earlier GTP in GSM, and ∗ is set to zero and ignored;

• An extension header flag E is set if there is a GTP header extension;

• The flag S is set if sequence numbers (for coordination of signaling
messages and responses) are included in the GTP header;

• The N-PDU number flag PN is set if the header for GTP-U con-
tains an N-PDU number field (for use with some acknowledged
mode messages);

• The message type indicates one of the 50 or so possible types so far
defined (e.g., error indication, create PDP context request, forward
relocation request, etc.);

• The payload length is the length in octets of the data following the
standard header and including any extension headers or optional
fields;

• The TEID is that of the receiving end�subsequent fields are
optional.

The length of any extension headers is variable and is specified in its
first octet. One example is a 2-octet PDCP sequence number for unac-
knowledged N-PDUs at SRNS relocation.
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The GGSN selects the appropriate external network for outgoing mes-
sages on the basis of the APN in the PDP context (see Chapter 5) and sets the
APN in the PDP context for incoming messages according to the source net-
work. The GGSN is responsible for providing the MS with a dynamic IP
address (if the IP address in an MS PDP context request is blank) using
either Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) or RADIUS, and it acts as
the client in these cases.

3-SGSN and 3-GGSN

The 3-GSNs continue to provide the 2-GSN functions above, but also pro-
vide the UTRAN interfaces via the RNC and (from Release 5 functionality
onwards) add features needed for the support of the IM over an IPv6 core
network. The architecture of the PS domain with support for the IM is
shown in Figure 8.2.

In this diagram, heavy lines indicate flows of user traffic, while light
lines indicate administrative or signaling traffic. The main devices that com-
plement the SGSN and GGSN for the IM are listed below:

• Call-state control function (CSCF): This is responsible for handling
the extended Session Initiation Protocol (SIP+) for the IM (SIP+
differs from SIP [7] by addition of new message types that are
required for UMTS [1]). The UE usually obtains the name of a
P-CSCF and a DNS to resolve the address by DHCP after doing
a GPRS attach, or directly within the PDP context activation. The
UE then contacts that P-CSCF to register. UMTS uses both a serv-
ing CSCF (S-CSCF), situated on the user�s home network, and a
proxy CSCF (P-CSCF) on the visited network when roaming. The
P-CSCF passes control of the SIP session to the S-CSCF after
responding to the UE, but the interface may be internal as a single
device can contain both functions. The S-CSCF will also interface
to a SIP application server. One of the functions of the S-CSCF is to
find the address of an interrogating CSCF (I-CSCF) on behalf of the
originating UE that is the contact point for SIP sessions to a user in
another network.

• Breakout gateway control function (BGCF): This is used if breakout is
required to PSTN from the IM core. It receives requests from the
S-CSCF for PSTN breakout and selects the point for breakout and
relevant network and MGCF for this.
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• MGCF: MGWs are required whenever media streams have to be
terminated or translated�PSTN breakout is one such case. The
MGCF controls all of the MGW.

Control of QoS is handled separately from session control in the IM. QoS
signaling is performed on an end-to-end basis to negotiate or modify require-
ments and allocate resources, and entails both a UMTS bearer service man-
ager for the UTRAN and an IP bearer service manager for the IP bearers.
The GGSN handles the interface between these two functions, with the UE
also contributing to the UTRAN procedures.

The procedures of the 3-SGSN and 3-GGSN differ slightly from those
of the 2-GSNs even when performing similar functions. One such area is in
PDP context activation, where for UMTS the assignment of a RAB is per-
formed by the SGSN on receipt of the activation request. The SGSN does
this by sending an RAB assignment request to the RNC that then sets up a
radio bearer to the UE before returning the RAB assignment response that
gives the RAB identity to the SGSN. The choice of RAB and RB depends
on the QoS parameters included in the PDP context and specified to the
RNC through the RAB parameters IE [2] in the assignment request. These
parameters are as follows:

• QoS traffic class: conversational/streaming/interactive/background;

• RAB asymmetry indicator: symmetric bidirectional, asymmetric
bidirectional, asymmetric UL/DL only;

• Maximum bit rate for (1) DL, (2) UL;

• Guaranteed bit rate (if any) for (1) DL, (2) UL;

• Delivery order (whether required or not);

• Maximum SDU size (bits) for any RAB subflow;

• For each subflow in turn, the SDU error ratio, residual BER, deliv-
ery/nondelivery of errored SDUs, and exact SDU sizes for each;

• The 95th percentile transfer delay (ms);

• Handling priority (1�15) where 1 is highest and 15 means not set;

• Allocation/retention priority when radio resources are scarce�pri-
ority level (1�15) as regards urgency for setup, degree to which it can
preempt other RAB, degree to which it can be preempted;

• Source statistics descriptor (e.g., speech) to indicate statistical usage;
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• Relocation requirement: real-time/lossless/none, if RAB relocated to
another SRNS.

QoS is negotiable so there is also an alternative RAB parameter values IE to
use if required, based primarily on alternative bit rates. For the IM there may
be a special PDP context for the purpose of QoS signaling that has its own
special QoS needs.

The user-plane protocol over the Iu interface between CN and
UTRAN operates in one of two modes [4]: transparent mode (TrM) or sup-
port mode for predefined SDU size (SMpSDU). The choice of which to use
is made by the CN at RAB establishment. TrM is used for those RABs where
the traffic can be transferred over the Iu without the need for peer-to-peer
protocol information exchange (e.g., GTP-U PDUs). SMpSDU is used
where the traffic uses specific sizes of SDU that require some additional pro-
cedural controls (e.g., AMR speech with its multiple classes of SDU). Some
of the additional procedures in SMpSDU are initialization, rate control, time
alignment, frame quality classification, and error handling. These features are
related to the QoS needs of different subflows over the RAB.

The CN decides which combinations of RAB subflows can be used
for simultaneous transmission across the Iu interface and indicates this via
the RAB subflow combination indicator (RFCI) present in each user-plane
frame over the Iu. Initialization entails the signaling of each SDU size for
the subflows in the RFCI. Rate control limits the maximum rate on the DL
based on the guaranteed and maximum rates in the RFCI and is performed
by the SRNC. The SRNC must allow the guaranteed rates but can vary the
degree to which they can exceed it up to the possible maximum. The frame
quality classification is required in relation to the delivery/nondelivery of
erroneous SDUs and entails introduction of a CRC field at level 1.

Iu frame structures differ according to the mode. Transparent mode
SDUs are variable length frames without any explicit length indication at Iu

frame level, while SMpSDU uses three different frame types as follows:

• PDU type 0 is used for SDUs of defined length that require error
detection. There is a fixed length header that includes the PDU
type, a frame quality classification (as required for erroneous SDU
delivery behavior), and the RFCI. This is followed by separate fixed
length CRC fields for both the header and the complete payload,
followed in turn by the variable length (but specified in RFCI) pay-
load components.
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• PDU type 1 is used for SDUs of defined length that do not require
error detection. Its structure is similar to type 0 but lacks a CRC
field for the payload.

• PDU type 14 is used for control procedures, such as initialization,
positive, and negative acknowledgments. The fixed length header
includes PDU type and procedure indication, followed by CRCs
for the header and payloads. The format of the payload components
depends on the procedure.

QoS Control for the IM

Network operators have the choice of whether to provide subscription-based
QoS, service-based QoS, or a combination for the IM. The subscription-
based approach follows the PDP context activation procedures outlined
above, but for the service-based option the CSCF is also involved. In each
case the IP bearer service manager is involved. This function is mandatory for
the GGSN but optional for the UE. It is mandatory for the manager in the
GGSN to support IP DiffServ and COPS PEP functions (see Chapter 7 and
[8]), while support for IP IntServ/RSVP is optional. Where policy control is
implemented, it is performed by a policy control function (PCF) within the
P-CSCF, which acts as a COPS PDP, authorizing a set of resources for the
session and passing these in a token (defined in an extension to SIP) to the
GGSN for enforcement. The authorization includes details on IP addresses
permitted and the flow, possibly using the RSVP flowspec and filter spec (see
[9] and Section 7.4.3) for these purposes where supported, else DSCP flows.
Support of RSVP is needed if stringent quality of service (e.g., for conver-
sational traffic) is to be provided. This is probably most easily achieved by
the use of MPLS and RSVP LSP tunnels (see Section 7.4.13 and [10]). The
flows that are authorized by the PCF are based on the SDP description of
the media, attributes, and bandwidth stated in the SIP INVITE (see Section
7.4.8 and [7]) for session initiation. Separate gates are defined for each direc-
tion of the session using different flows.

The actual allocation of resources is initiated by the UE following
authorization of the session by use of the PDP context activation procedures.

UMTS Gateways

In order for UMTS users to be able to access a full range of services, they will
be required to communicate with devices that use other sets of standards, and
to do so will need specific media gateways. In general these gateways will all
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be controlled by the MGCF, and this in turn will interact with the S-CSCF
for authorization of media flows and resource allocation. The simplest of
these are the transcoders to convert from one speech codec to another (see
Section 10.1 for codecs), while another simple type might be to convert
between different MPEG-4 formats (see Section 10.2) for the benefit of sim-
ple handsets, but others are potentially much more complicated.

One of the main complex examples is access by 3G terminals to H.323
(PS) multimedia sessions (see Section 7.5). It is not mandatory for 3G pro-
viders to offer this service, but as H.323 is the main standard for PS multime-
dia, there is likely to be a significant demand for it. Two forms of conversion
are required for basic peer-to-peer communication. The first is translation
between session control messages based on SIP in UMTS and the H.225 and
H.245 messages used in H.323. This function entails address conversion, the
mapping of messages from one protocol to another, and also the conversion
from SDP descriptions in SIP of terminal requirements and capabilities in
UMTS to H.245 capability sets for the remote H.323 terminals. The range
of functions for the gateway (or interworking function) to perform also
depends on whether SIP servers and H.323 gatekeepers are present, or if the
gateway itself is to perform these roles. SIP translation is not straightforward,
as a gateway has to know the context of any message before it can convert it
to the correct ISUP (for ATM core), H.225, or H.245 message, since general
service messages in both SIP and ISUP can be used in a variety of ways.
At the most basic level there is a correspondence between SIP INVITE and
H.323 SETUP (or ARQ if there is an H.323 gatekeeper), between SIP 200
OK and a wide range of H.323 successful operation messages, between SIP
400/500 series and H.323 failure messages, and between SIP BYE and
H.245 end session/H.225 release complete.

A more serious problem is the difference in style and capability of
SIP/SDP as compared to H.225/H.245. SIP/SDP essentially advertises the
characteristics of the media, including a single RTP/UDP port, to be used
for a session, whereas H.225 initiates the session, with H.245 being used to
negotiate the media features to be used, and including separate RTP and
RTCP sessions. Unless the H.245 fast connect option introduced in
H.323v2 is used, there is no way for the originating SIP gateway to know
which media description to use. In the case of fast connect, the usual H.245
capability exchange is replaced by the caller sending a list of possible media,
and the receiver returning a definitive selection from the list. But even then a
SIP gateway receiving an incoming fast connect still has problems, as it does
not know which of the received capabilities to forward to the UE (unless
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extended to pass all), except perhaps by using CSCF functions to check the
destination UE�s own capabilities and subscription rights. One solution to
this might be a SIP options exchange of SDP media descriptions prior to any
SIP invitation. SIP has fewer logical channel procedures than H.245, leading
to further difficulties (see [11] for a more detailed discussion of these issues).
Once session control has been established, the gateway would also have to
perform transcoding for various incompatible codec sets for both audio and
video functions, unless the H.323 range is extended. 3G-324M mandates use
of UMTS AMR voice codecs or optionally G.723 (as in the original H.324
recommendation), while H.323 (up to v.5) excludes AMR from its list of
audio codecs. So, unless both the UMTS and H323 terminals are using
G.723 voice, transcoding is necessary. At the video level, only H.261 is
mandatory for H.323 multimedia support, but H.263 is optional for both
UMTS and H.323 and can avoid transcoding here. The media gateway must
also convert between SCTP for UMTS IP transport and RTP/UDP for
H.323 media streams and TCP for H.323 signaling. Detailed interworking
specifications will be required to handle all these issues and will entail the
extended SIP+ [1] rather than the original SIP.

In order to support more than just the simple peer-to-peer communica-
tion, the media gateway needs to perform H.323 gatekeeper and multipoint
control unit functions also.

8.2 cdma2000 Core Interfaces and Gateways

8.2.1 Architecture

The architecture for cdma2000 shown in Figure 8.5 is simpler than that for
UMTS and based on either CS for speech or Mobility IP for packet data and
multimedia. The mobiles in Figure 8.5 have radio links to a BTS that is con-
trolled by the BSC, which communicates with the MSC for CS traffic and
with a router with IWF for IP traffic, with authentication and authorization
provided by the RADIUS server [12]. Heavy lines indicate paths used for
user traffic, while light lines are only for signaling and administration. A2
and A5 are the interface reference points between BSC and MSC for user CS
PCM and byte-stream traffic, respectively, and A10 that between the PCF
function of the BSC and the router for user PS traffic [13]. A1 handles sig-
naling and administration to the MSC, while A11 represents signaling from
PCF to router.
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8.2.2 CS

The CS components are as follows:

• MSC: This performs a similar role to the MSC in UMTS, but uses
a different standard, IS-634, for communication with the BSC. It
has the ability to perform both transcoding and tandeming when
required.

• HLR/AUC: This too has a similar role to the HLR in UMTS but
stores the analogous data in a different way. The authentication cen-
ter can be separate from the HLR. The mobile�s identity is defined
by the ESN and 10-digit mobile identification number (MIN)
instead of the 15-digit IMSI, while the mobile�s capability covers a
different range of features to those of the UE. Communication with
the HLR over the core network uses the ANSI-41 extension to SS7
instead of GSM-MAP.

• VLR: The visitor location center is analogous to that for UMTS but
holds information in a different format.

• EIR: Release B of cdma2000 includes an equipment identification
register, but its role was not defined at that stage.

As with UMTS, SS7 signaling techniques may be used between the BSC and
MSC to set up CS or ATM connections for calls. Again, this uses MTP [14]
and SCCP [15] aspects, but it is not a full implementation [13]. Where ATM
is used, signaling is carried in AAL5 cells, while user traffic is carried in AAL2.
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MTP3 is simplified mainly on account of there being only one signal-
ing route between the BSC and MSC, so that most rerouting features do not
apply. Another simplification is that the BSC automatically rejects messages
with incorrect destination point codes, and signaling traffic flow control is
not applicable.

The main omissions from the full SCCP specification [13] are error
detection, acknowledgment, and flow control [14], while segmentation and
reassembly are to be used if the signaling message exceeds the maximum for
MTP. There is one signaling connection for each active MS. The part of
SCCP that is used is the base station application part (BSAP) that consists of
two components: the direct transfer application part (DTAP) and the base
station management application part (BSMAP), of which DTAP is the sec-
tion relevant to call control and quality. The main DTAP messages for call
control are the service request and paging request. Each of these messages
includes detailed MS IS-2000 capabilities and the SO that is required. The
most important speech SOs are 13K speech [rate set 1 (RS1); see Section
4.4.6] and EVRC [rate set 2 (RS2)], while data includes G3 FAX, ISDN,
Async data for RS1 and RS2, and 3G high-speed packet data. The MSC uses
BSMAP messages to tell the BSC to assign or releases the required resources
for these services. The BSMAP assignment message for PS calls contains QoS
parameters. For unassured mode these are the user�s subscribed values from the
HLR, but in Release A the only QoS parameter used was the radio priority.

8.2.3 PS

The PS core network is based on Mobility IP implemented on standard IP
routing switches, but with the addition of a RADIUS server [16, 17] and an
IWF. Mobile access can be based on either simple IP or Mobility IP, and uses
a PPP session between the mobile and the PDSN in either case, but with
differing procedures across the R-P interface in Figure 8.5. Base station con-
trol within the radio network is based on RRC and packet control functions
(PCFs), with the latter responsible for the R-P interface. The core PDSN
components are as follows:

• Router: cdma2000 aims to use existing standards wherever possible,
so the router is simply a standard IP router, but with the otherwise
optional IP Mobility (see Section 7.4.15 and [18]) software modules.
The main features of this are home agent and foreign agent capability.

• IWF: The role of the interworking function is to perform translation
between formats for the PSDN and fixed networks, such as ISDN,
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with at least one interface for each such network. There are a
number of other functions that may be in either the IWF or the
routing switch; these include SIP proxy server support, media
gateways, and MGCF. RTP mixer functionality is also desirable to
support mobiles involved in multicast multimedia sessions. Some of
these functions may be included in the router itself.

• Remote authentication dial-in user service (RADIUS): The RADIUS
server performs accounting, authentication, and authorization (AAA)
roles for PS services. The PDSN uses both home and local RADIUS
servers but employs them differently for simple IP and Mobility IP.
In simple IP the PDSN acts as a RADIUS client and sends the
mobile user�s Password Authentication Protocol (PAP) or Challenge
Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) authentication infor-
mation for the PPP session to the local RADIUS server in a
RADIUS-ACCESS request. This includes the user name in the form
@realm, where MSID is the mobile station ID and realm is the
Internet domain of the PSDN, followed by an IP address for the
PSDN and the PAP/CHAP fields. The MSID can be any of IMSI,
MIN, or international roaming number (IRN). The RADIUS server
returns an accept message if the data is valid, and data transfer can
commence. The PPP session is maintained even if the mobile is dor-
mant, and the PSDN sends accounting information to the RADIUS
server at the end. For Mobility IP, session control is based mainly on
Mobility IP home and foreign agent (HA/FA) registration and chal-
lenge procedures [19] at PPP session start instead of PAP/CHAP,
but with user foreign agent challenge (FAC) information sent to the
RADIUS server by the PSDN on receipt of the Mobile IP registra-
tion request. Optional IP security between PSDN and RADIUS
server and between PSDN and the home agent may be provided
using IPSec and Internet key exchange (IKE); if so, the RADIUS
server controls key distribution and which, if any, security proce-
dures to use.

8.3 Performance Network Management

8.3.1 UMTS

Network management consists of two primary functions: administrative
and performance management. The former consists of maintenance of the
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numerous registers (e.g., HSS, HLR, VLR, EIR) that are needed for access
to the services and for mobility management. The second category covers
configuration, resource allocation, network statistics, and fault control [20].
Performance management includes the operational statistics of the admin-
istrative management (i.e., the above registers, as well as those devices that
handle the calls directly, such as base stations, RNC, and GSNs). This sec-
tion is concerned only with performance management as it is the part that is
directly related to quality of service. QoS management in UMTS is based on
policy provisioning to meet the needs of user SLAs and on QoS monitoring
[20]. The former uses the CSCF PCF functions mentioned in Section 8.1,
while the latter depends on the collection of statistics.

UMTS suggests that statistics be gathered at regular intervals that can
be any of 5, 15, 30, or 60 minutes [21] as seems most appropriate for the
individual statistic. Reports can either be submitted regularly by the network
element being monitored or be requested periodically by the relevant ele-
ment manager (e.g., the Node B in UMTS makes regular reports to the RNC
that can in turn be processed and sent to an overall network management
center). A rough outline of the main types of statistic collected per device
category is listed below.

RNC
• Number of successful requests for packet and CS services;
• Number of unsuccessful requests subdivided by failure causes;
• Average interval between requests for CS services and PS services

separately;
• Number of successful paging messages;
• Number of unsuccessful paging messages by failure cause;
• Number of successful internal handovers between channels;
• Number of unsuccessful internal handovers by failure cause;
• Number of successful soft handovers to other RNC;
• Number of unsuccessful handovers to other RNC by failure cause;
• Number of hard handovers from UMTS to GSM or vice versa and

failures;
• Numbers of hard handovers to and from other mobile networks;
• Amount of data discarded.

Node B or BTS

• Numbers of soft and softer handovers and failure rates and causes;
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• Numbers of hard handovers to GSM and other services and failure
rates;

• Numbers of paging messages lost;

• Channel utilization statistics;

• Number of packet channel assignment requests, accepts, and rejects;

• Number of service upgrades/downgrades.

MSC

• Numbers of attempted, successful, and failed incoming and outgo-
ing CS calls;

• Duration and bandwidth of calls;

• Numbers of attempted, successful, and failed cipher mode
commands;

• Numbers and types of attempted, successful, and failed HLR
interrogations;

• Numbers of EIR interrogations and outcomes;

• Statistics on IMSI attach/detach;

• Use of TMSI identification;

• Inter- and intra-MSC handover statistics;

• MGCF statistics.

HLR

• Numbers of roaming mobiles outside HPLMN;

• Numbers of subscriber updates;

• Numbers of location updates.

VLR

• Number of visitors arriving;

• Number of location updates;

• Number of authentications in VLR and requests to HLR;

• MS short message availability messages to HLR;

• Identification and paging request statistics.
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EIR

• Numbers of IMEI identification checks and outcomes.

SGSN

• Numbers of frames sent and received over GSM LLC for AM and
UM, plus AM retransmissions;

• Numbers and volumes of GSM SNDCP PDUs sent and received;

• Numbers and volumes of UMTS RLC and MAC PDUs sent and
received for TM, AM, and UM;

• Numbers of errors;

• Statistics for BSSGP traffic;

• Numbers of successful/unsuccessful IMSI and GPRS attach/detach;

• Numbers of routing and location updates;

• Numbers of HLR and EIR transactions;

• Numbers of subscribers in each of GPRS standby and ready states;

• Numbers of successful/unsuccessful incoming and outgoing PDP
context activations and deactivations;

• Charging information for radio link use.

GGSN

• Statistics on PDP activations/deactivations per APN;

• Charging information for external network use.

CSCF

• Statistics on registrations per P-CSCF and S-CSCF;

• SIP session statistics.

BGCF

• Numbers of PSTN breakouts from IM.

UE

• Measures of error rates, signal strengths, and round-trip times.
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Most of this data affects QoS indirectly through detecting areas of potential
overload of network components, so that their capacity can be increased
before serious congestion results. The measurements by the UE and RNC are
vital for maintenance of signal quality over very short periods through the use
of outer loop power control (see Chapter 3).

The MSC and SGSN are responsible for sending the data required for
billing of CS and PS calls to the charging facility. The main essentials are the
duration and bandwidth of CS calls and the number of packets sent for PS,
but the full QoS profile is also needed if the network operator�s charges are
also based on quality.

In addition to these general statistics relevant to operation of the
mobile network, there is also a need for proprietary fault management mes-
sages for the various types of equipment used in the network. Typically, this
will consist of alarm messages, graded by severity and type, for component
failures. In the core network these will often be based on IP SNMP and sent
to an appropriate management platform, but the general approach to fault
management in UMTS is based on the ITU�s Common Management Infor-
mation Protocol (CMIP) and X.700 series of recommendations instead [22].
A single component failure will usually cause multiple alarms; so to simplify
the response, there should be some automatic fault correlation modules
to determine the root cause of a series of related messages and to invoke auto-
matic scripted corrective action where possible. The SGSN and GGSN in
the core network are based on upgraded IP routing switches, and so support
standard features for router management information bases (MIBs) and
RMON2 traffic statistics in addition to the specific requirements of mobile
radio. This applies equally to the routing switches used to support Mobility
IP in cdma2000 networks. ATM switches for the CS core also support stan-
dard ATM management procedures in addition to the radio requirements.

Alarms can also be generated for the crossing of configurable perform-
ance thresholds using integration reference point (IRP) recommendations for
UMTS fault management [22]. Installation, upgrades, and expansion of the
UTRAN also require specific network management procedures, and those
for the RNC and Node B are given in [23].

8.3.2 cdma2000

Overall management principles are the same for cdma2000 as for UMTS,
but in cdma2000 everything is based on use of SNMP rather than CMIP,
and administrative calls to HLR/VLR use ANSI-41 instead of GSM-MAP.
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Call records for billing of PS calls are sent to the RADIUS accounting
facility.
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9
UMTS Classes of Service

9.1 Basic Classes

UMTS and GPRS both define QoS classes [1], but cdma2000, at least in its
early formulations, does not. Users of these services may communicate with
both fixed networks and other mobiles, so end-to-end performance is also
influenced by the features of remote networks on which other parties may be
situated. Although the capabilities of UMTS and GPRS differ widely, they
both support the same four QoS classes:

1. Conversational;

2. Streaming;

3. Interactive;

4. Background.

The characteristics of each of these classes are described in the following
sections.

9.1.1 Conversational Class

As its name implies, this is the class to which conversations belong. It applies
to not only speech itself, but to any application that involves person-to-
person communication in real-time, such as videoconferencing and interac-
tive video games.
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The basic qualities required for speech itself are low delay, low jitter
(delay-variation), reasonable clarity (codec quality), and absence of echo. In
the case of multimedia applications, such as videoconferencing, it is also nec-
essary to maintain correct relative timing of the different media streams, for
example, lip synchronization.

This class is tolerant of some errors, as dropping or corruption of a
voice packet lasting for a typical 20 ms is unlikely to be detected by a user.
The degree of error protection required is variable with some applications.
Some compression algorithms divide the subject material into different sets
whose importance differs. For example, with H.324 videoconferencing,
information associated with lip movement is more critical to quality than
background scenery, and hence may be offered a higher level of error protec-
tion; while for speech, the AMR codec for UMTS has three distinct catego-
ries of information bits.

One of the key preliminaries to QoS negotiation for this class is the
choice of codec to use. If the codecs used by the two peer end users were dif-
ferent, then there would be a need for transcoding by a media gateway lead-
ing to major delays and probable loss of content quality. For CS and ATM
core networks, this involves H.245 capability exchanges; while for IM core
networks and remote IP networks, the initial SIP INVITE contains an SDP
list of available codecs for the recipient to respond to, with the final decision
made by the session initiator. The choice of codec must also be compatible
with the network resources available, and so is influenced by RNC, SGSN,
and GGSN QoS profile negotiations. The role of gateways and control func-
tions for this was described in Section 8.1.3.

9.1.2 Streaming Class

The streaming class consists of real-time applications that send information
to a viewer or listener, but without having any human response. Examples of
this include video-on-demand, live MP3 listening, Web-radio, news streams,
and multicasts.

Because of the absence of interaction, there is no longer a need for low
delay, but the requirements for low jitter and media synchronization remain.
The error tolerance remains, but higher quality is required when listening to
hi-fi music than for speech.

The removal of the low delay criterion makes it possible to use buffer-
ing techniques in the end-user equipment to even out the delay variation, so
the acceptable level of network jitter is higher than for the conversational
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class. As in the conversational case, the choice of codec needs to be
negotiated.

9.1.3 Interactive Class

This class covers both humans and machines that request data from another
device. Examples of this include some games, network management sys-
tems polling for statistics, and people actively Web-browsing or searching
databases.

The first requirement is for a delay that is within an application time-
out, or reasonably prompt, for the human activities, but not as low as for the
conversational class. The second need is for data integrity.

9.1.4 Background Class

Background class covers all applications that either receive data passively
or actively request it, but without any immediate need to handle the data.
Examples of this include e-mails, short message service, and file transfers.

The only requirement is for data integrity, although large file transfers
will also require an adequate throughput.

9.2 UMTS QoS Implementation

9.2.1 Architecture and QoS Profile

The basis of provision of the required QoS in UMTS is the selection of bear-
ers with the appropriate characteristics. Several different bearers will be used
in support of any call, and the different types are shown in the bearer archi-
tecture diagram of Figure 9.1.

Each UMTS bearer service is characterized by a number of quality and
performance factors, and these are listed below. Some applications entail sev-
eral distinct subflows over the radio access bearers that require separate QoS
requirements, especially error protection, but otherwise they use the same
characteristics as the UMTS bearer. Where a radio access bearer has more
than one subflow, it also has a corresponding number of radio bearers.

• Traffic class: This is conversational, streaming, interactive, or
background.

• Maximum bit rate (Kbps): This is the maximum number of bits that
a UMTS bearer can deliver to a service access point (SAP) in a
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specified interval. It is required in order to reserve radio resources,
such as codes, on the DL. It limits the peak transient rate that can
be supported, and controls selection of the appropriate peak rate for
an application that can operate at a number of speeds. There is an
optional token bucket formula for measuring conformity.

• Guaranteed bit rate (Kbps): This is the maximum number of bits
that the UMTS guarantees to deliver to a SAP in a specified time.
It specifies the minimum resources required and is used to support
admission control. The token bucket algorithm can also be applied
to this.

• Delivery order (y/n): This parameter determines whether the bearer
sequences SDUs in the correct order or not. The choice depends on
the user application�s protocol rather than the class.

• Maximum SDU size (octets): This is used in admission control and
policing.
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• SDU format information (bits): This is a list of possible exact SDU
sizes for an application. It is needed for applications that use the
RLC transparent mode and for applications that require unequal
error protection for different payload components over the radio
access bearer.

• SDU error ratio: This is the fraction of SDUs that are either lost or
detected as erroneous for traffic that conforms to its agreed contract.
It is mainly used internally in the UTRAN to configure protocols,
algorithms, and error detection schemes. Different subflows over the
radio access bearer may have different requirements.

• Residual bit error rate: This indicates the undetected bit error rate in
delivered SDUs if error detection is used, or the total bit error rate if
not. It is used to configure protocols, algorithms, and error detection
codes. BER is specified for each subflow over the radio access bearer.

• Delivery of erroneous SDUs (y/n/−): This indicates whether erroneous
SDUs should be delivered or dropped, or delivered without consid-
ering error detection. Again, this depends on subflow.

• Transfer delay (ms): This indicates the maximum delay for the 95th
percentile of the distribution of delay for all delivered SDUs during
the lifetime of a bearer service, where delay for an SDU is defined as
the time from a request to transfer an SDU at one SAP to its delivery
at the other SAP. It is not meaningful for bursts of multiple SDUs
that may get queued behind each other, and in such cases only
applies to the start of the burst. This application delay tolerance is
used to set transport formats and ARQ parameters.

• Traffic handling priority: This determines the relative importance of
handling all the SDUs on one bearer as compared to another. It is
primarily used for scheduling different types of interactive traffic.

• Allocation/retention priority: This is used to discriminate between
bearers when allocating or retaining scarce resources. It is a subscrip-
tion attribute rather than something that can be negotiated by the
mobile.

• Source statistics descriptor (speech/unknown): This indicates whether
the source has a statistical character with discontinuous transmission
characteristics like those of speech that permit statistical multiplex-
ing to be employed.
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The applicability of each of these bearer properties is summarized in
Table 9.1.

The main differences are in bit rate and the exact way in which the
attribute is used. On the RAB header, compression will often be used, which
affects the guaranteed bit rate, but not the maximum, which has to allow for
some uncompressed traffic. The value of the transfer delay for the RAB is less
than that for the UMTS bearer as it forms one contribution to the overall
value specified by the latter.

The residual BER and SDU error ratio should also be less for the RAB
than the UMTS due to contributions from the core. The SDU Format Indi-
cator and Source Statistics Descriptor are only relevant to the RAB. IP-based
Iu bearer services are required to use DiffServ for QoS control, and this is also
to be used for interaction with ATM SVCs. The actual mapping from
UMTS QoS classes to DiffServ code-points is left to the operator. Core
bearer services are also required to use DiffServ both for IP and its interaction
with ATM.
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Table 9.1
Bearer Attributes for Each Bearer Traffic Class for UMTS Bearers (U) and Radio Access Bearers (R)

Traffic Class
Conversational
Class

Streaming
Class

Interactive
Class

Background
Class

Maximum bit rate U, R U, R U, R U, R

Delivery order U, R U, R U, R U, R

Maximum SDU size U, R U, R U, R U, R

SDU format information U, R U, R

SDU error ratio U, R U, R U, R U, R

Residual bit-error ratio U, R U, R U, R U, R

Delivery of erroneous SDUs U, R U, R U, R U, R

Transfer delay U, R U, R

Guaranteed bit rate U, R U, R

Traffic-handling priority U, R

Allocation/retention priority U, R U, R U, R U, R

Source statistics descriptor U, R U, R

Note: These attributes are applied in slightly different ways to the different types of bearer [i.e., UMTS bearer
or RAB, Iu bearer or core bearer].
Source: [1] © ETSI 2002.



Control Functions

The manner in which these attributes are handled is governed by a set of con-
trol functions that may be subdivided into those for call control and those for
user traffic. The call control functions are as follows:

• Service manager: This coordinates the control functions as a whole.

• Translation: This function converts between the UMTS operations
and those of the interfacing external networks. In particular, it con-
verts between the UMTS bearer attributes and those of the QoS
requirements of the external network�s service control protocol, such
as the TSPEC for IP IntServ.

• Admission/capability control: This maintains information about all
the network resources and about those for specific bearers. It checks
resource availability for bearer requests and allocates and reserves
resources as appropriate.

• Subscription control: This checks the administrative rights for the use
of a bearer service and QoS attributes.

The functions for control of the user traffic are subdivided as follows:

• Mapping function: This marks the data units in such a way that they
receive the correct QoS.

• Classification function: This is used where a mobile has an established
session using several bearer services in order to assign each data unit
to the right bearer for the QoS as determined from the unit header
or other traffic characteristic.

• Resource manager: This distributes resources between competing
services according to QoS needs by means of techniques like sched-
uling, bandwidth management, or power control.

• Traffic conditioner: This performs policing or traffic shaping to
ensure that it conforms to the negotiated QoS for the service.
Nonconformant traffic is dropped or else tagged to allow dropping
during congestion.

In general each of the types of bearer service has its own management func-
tions as above. There are a number of different scenarios for establishing
the QoS depending on the types of network, service required, and terminal
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capability [2]. For the PS domain the requested QoS is put into the QoS
Profile IE, whose format is shown [3] in Figure 9.2:

Some UE are unable to request a specific QoS for a service and merely
request a value based on their subscription (see [4] and Section 9.2.2) by
inserting zero for each of the bits of the relevant fields above in the UE-to-
network direction. The main features of the other values for the individual
fields are listed below.

• Reliability: This determines the reliability over GTP, LLC, and RLC
via acknowledged or unacknowledged modes and whether the data
is protected or not.

• Delay class: There are four classes (1�4) defined by bit sequences
001, 010, 011, and 100, respectively, where class 4 is best effort.

• Precedence class: The three classes (high, medium, low) are coded by
bit sequences 001, 010, and 011, respectively.

• Peak throughput is given in binary multiples of 1,000 octets/s coded
from 0001 (1,000 octets/s), 0010 (2,000 octets/s), up to 1001
(256,000 octets/s).
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• Mean throughput is coded differently in multiples of 100 octets/hr
from 00001 (100), 00010 (200), 00011 (500), 00100 (1,000),
00101 (2,000), 00110 (5,000), up to 10010 (50,000,000), but with
11111 indicating best effort.

• Erroneous SDU behavior has 001 for no error detection, 010 for
delivery of erroneous SDUs, and 011 for nondelivery.

• The four QoS traffic classes are coded as 001 for conversational, 010
for streaming, 011 for interactive, and 100 for background.

• Maximum SDU size is coded in multiples of 10 octets up to 1,500
via values 00000001 to 10010110, while 10010111, 10011000,
and 10011001 code the specific sizes 1,502, 1,510, and 1,520,
respectively.

• The maximum bit rates for UL and DL both use the same format,
which is as follows: values 00000001 to 00111111 define rates of 1
to 63 Kbps in steps of 1 Kbps; values 01000000 to 01111111 define
rates from 64 to 568 Kbps in steps of 8 Kbps; and 10000000 to
11111110 define rates from 576 to 8,640 Kbps in steps of 64 Kbps.

• The residual BER uses bit sequences 0001 to 1001 to indicate BER
from 5 × 10−2 to 6 × 10−8.

• The SDU error ratio uses bit sequences from 0001 to 0110 to indi-
cate ratios from 1 × 10−2 to 1 × 10−6, with 0111 to indicate 10�1.

• Traffic handling priority only applies to interactive class. Sequences
01, 10, and 11 correspond to priority levels 1, 2, and 3.

• Transfer delay bit sequences 000001 to 001111 define delays from
10 to 150 ms in steps of 10 ms; values 010000 to 011111 define
delays from 200 to 950 ms in steps of 50 ms; and values 100000 to
111111 define delays from 1,000 to 4,100 ms in steps of 100 ms.
This field is ignored for interactive and background traffic.

• Guaranteed bit rates for UL and DL are coded similarly to the maxi-
mum bit rates. This field is ignored for interactive and background
traffic.

The manner in which the QoS IE in the PDP context activation request
determines the RAB parameters was discussed in Chapter 8.

A single application may contain several distinct subflows (e.g., audio
and video or subcomponents of each) that have different QoS needs. In that
case the RNC allocates separate radio bearers under the RAB for each
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subflow (see Section 10.1.1 for the example of AMR speech). The length
field in the QoS IE allows for the separate needs of multiple flows for a single
application to be quoted together, subject to a maximum of 254 bytes.

9.2.2 Subscription Classes

As indicated above, subscription classes are used to determine the QoS to be
provided for early GPRS users and subsequently for many basic users. This
is based on three reliability classes and four delay classes [4]. The reliability
classes characterize the probability of loss, duplication, sequencing error, and
corruption of an SDU. Class 1, which is intended for error-sensitive applica-
tions, specifies that these should each be less than 10−9, while classes 2 and 3
for applications of limited sensitivity and insensitivity, respectively, are much
less demanding. Both of these specify 10−5 for duplication and sequencing
errors, while loss and corruption probabilities of up to 10−2 are acceptable for
the insensitive class 3 with up to 10−4 and 10−6, respectively, for class 2.

The delay classes describe the average and 95th percentile delays for
SDUs of lengths 128 and 1,024 bytes across the radio links and GPRS net-
work, but excluding any external networks. The most demanding group is
class 1, which specifies a maximum of 0.5 seconds average delay for 128-byte
SDUs and 2 seconds for 1,024, with 95th percentiles of up to 1.5 and 7 sec-
onds, respectively. These figures are much higher than the targets or conver-
sational applications (see Table 9.3), while classes 2 and 3 quote figures that
are greater by the order of factors of 10 and 50, respectively, and the remain-
ing class 4 is purely best effort. Throughput is negotiable rather than being
determined by subscription.

9.2.3 Establishing End-to-End QoS

The precise services offered over UMTS will depend on both the policy of
the network operator and the capabilities of the mobile equipment. UMTS
expects that an application used by the UE should be able to specify its QoS
needs, but the mechanism for this is outside the UMTS specifications,
although one option is the SIP/SDP procedure and another is the use of
H.245. Early model UE are unlikely to be able to negotiate detailed QoS
needs, so operators may initially offer QoS based purely on subscription
rights (as in Section 9.2.2) or the capability IE of the UE, and retain this for
any pay-as-you-go customers later on, while introducing negotiable QoS for
more sophisticated users. As a result, UMTS offers several distinct scenarios
for establishing end-to-end QoS and distinguishes between the mechanisms
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for the original ATM-based CS and PS domain core on one hand and the
IM core on the other. The original method is the UMTS QoS mechanism
whereby the QoS profile contained in the PDP context activation method
is translated into B-ISUP QoS parameters that are included in the initial
address message and ATM connection request, while the IM introduces the
IP bearer service manager to handle QoS for IP. Some possible scenarios that
apply to the IM [2] are given below.

1. The UE has no IP bearer service manager, although it may support
UMTS QoS and include a QoS profile in the PDP context activa-
tion request. In this case, the GGSN controls the QoS towards the
remote terminal, while the latter (or its own GGSN) controls that
towards the UE. The GGSN will have support for DiffServ and
COPS and so can interact with the P-CSCF to authorize a flow
based on the SIP SDP media description, user�s subscription rights,
and resources actually available in the UTRAN.

2. The UE supports UMTS QoS mechanism and has an IP bearer
service manager but does not support RSVP. In this case, the appli-
cation QoS needs specified by SIP SDP parameters are mapped to
IP QoS needs and then to the QoS profile to put in the PDP con-
text activation. If the UE has received a SIP authorization token
from the CSCF, then this also goes into the activation request for
the session.

3. The UE also supports RSVP. Here the application needs are
mapped to RSVP flowspec parameters and included in the QoS
profile for the PDP context activation. If the UE has received an
authorization token, then it includes that in both the activation
request and in RSVP messages.

4. In some instances, where the UE does not support RSVP, but the
GGSN does, then the latter may act as an RSVP proxy for the UE.

In all these IM instances, the P-CSCF is responsible for authorization
of resources on receipt of a SIP message that contains the SDP description of
the session. The P-CSCF establishes a policy control function for the session
and returns an authorization token to the originating UE in a SIP 183
call progress message and the SIP INVITE to the destination UE. Once
the GGSN has requested bearer authorization and received a SIP 200
OK from the far end, it enables the authorization by opening the gate in the
GGSN.
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9.3 UMTS QoS Targets

UMTS defines specific QoS targets to provide an adequate service to mobile
users [5]. These targets depend on the mobility of the user and on the type of
environment. The effect of mobility on transmission rates is that required by
the IMT-2000 specification (Table 9.2).

In UMTS the maximum speed envisaged for the high mobility cate-
gory is 500 km/hr using terrestrial services to cover all high-speed train serv-
ices and 1,000 km/hr using satellite links for aircraft. The data-rate bands are
also related to the environment and cell size in UMTS with rural environ-
ments and satellite links being restricted to 144 Kbps aggregate for a single
mobile and with 2 Mbps only available as an instantaneous rate rather than a
guaranteed rate (Section 6.2 indicates some of the problems on cell size asso-
ciated with 2 Mbps or other high rates). The peak rate for the GERAN (see
Chapter 5) and for UWCC networks is only 384 Kbps.

The targets for specific QoS classes are specified in Tables 9.3 to 9.5 [5].
The UMTS has been designed to meet these targets for devices for

source and destination both located on the same UMTS network, but some
of the delay variation targets can only be met where external networks are
involved if the user application has a long playback buffer and precise time-
stamps to eliminate the network jitter.

The lip synchronization limit of 100 ms in the first of these tables for
video phones will be quite noticeable to users, as the lower limits for detecta-
bility are about 30 ms for image in advance of speech, and only 10 ms where
speech precedes image (since the brain allows for the slow speed of sound).
The need for minimal delays for this application prevents the use of decoders
with long play-out buffers to avoid this. No target is set for streaming audio-
video where this restriction does not apply.

Although access probability and call retention probability are included
in the list of QoS attributes, no specific targets are set despite their impor-
tance to the user.
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Table 9.2
IMT-2000 Mobility Categories

Category Physical Speed (km/hr) Data Rate

Limited mobility Up to 10 2 Mbps

Full mobility Up to 120 384 Kbps

High mobility More than 120 144 Kbps



9.4 cdma2000 QoS

Cdma2000 does not set such explicit QoS targets nor define its own classes
analogous to the UMTS. In practice, it supports the same general range
of applications and provides appropriate degrees of support through the use
of radio link level features as outlined in Section 4.5 and the capabilities of
Mobile IP.

QoS for CS core applications are based on the QoS information record
in the initial signaling messages for call setup, as described in Section 4.5.1.
The key factors in this are the service option, which describes the application
and its bandwidth, and the selection of assured or nonassured mode over the
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Table 9.3
End-User Performance Expectations�Conversational and Real-Time Services

Medium Application
Degree of
Symmetry

Data Rate
(Kbps)

Key Performance Parameters and
Target Values

End-to-End
One-Way
Delay (ms)

Delay
Variation
Within a
Call (ms)

Information
Loss (%)

Audio Conversational
voice

Two-way 4�25 < 150
preferred

< 400 limit
(Note)

< 1 < 3 FER

Video Videophone Two-way 32�384 < 150
preferred

< 400 limit

Lip-synch:
< 100

< 1 FER

Data Telemetry�
two-way control

Two-way < 28.8 < 250 � 0

Data Interactive
games

Two-way < 1 < 250 � 0

Data Telnet Two-way
(asymmetric)

< 1 < 250 � 0

Note: The overall one-way delay in the mobile network (from UE to PLMN border) is approximately 100 ms.
Source: [5] © ETSI 2001.



radio link. At the time of the writing of this book, the main options were
simply speech at rate sets 1 and 2 (see Section 10.1.1).

PS QoS is based on IP DiffServ classes [6]. These may be requested by
the MS via the QoS information record, or based on its user profile 3GPP2
differentiated services class options registered with its home RADIUS server,
and included in the RADIUS access accept returned by the RADIUS server
to the home agent. In the case of Mobile IP, the service class has to be copied
by the home agent from the IP packets to the differentiated services field of
the mobile tunnel [7], while the PSDN does this for the reverse tunnel [8] (if
enabled) to the home agent based on the user profile. The PDSN sends PPP
packets over the R-P interface encapsulated in generic routing encapsulation
(GRE) with the DiffServ class set, and usually with the aid of van Jacobsen
TCP/IP header compression for efficiency; the later robust header compres-
sion for error-prone networks is not supported in early releases. Call setup is
started with an IS-2000 origination message from the MS that triggers the
PCF to send a registration request to the PDSN via the A11 interface (see
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Table 9.4
End-User Performance Expectations�Interactive Services

Medium Application
Degree of
Symmetry

Data Rate
(Kbps)

Key Performance Parameters and
Target Values

One-Way
Delay (sec)

Delay
Variation
(ms)

Information
Loss (%)

Audio Voice
messaging

Primarily
one-way

4�13 < 1 for
playback

< 2 for
record

< 1 < 3 FER

Data Web-browsing
�HTML

Primarily
one-way

< 4 per page � 0

Data Transaction
services�high
priority (e.g.,
e-commerce,
ATM)

Two-way < 4 � 0

Data E-mail (server
access)

Primarily
one-way

< 4 � 0

Source: [5] © ETSI 2001.



Section 8.3), then set up the A10 connection after receiving the RADIUS
access accept. The PCF assigns a mobile PCF session identifier (PSI) and
puts it in the GRE headers for encapsulation of the PPP packets to identify
them over the R-P link. GRE headers, whose structure is shown in Figure
9.3, are stripped at either end of this link.

The significance of these fields is as follows:

• C (checksum present) is set to 0 since absent for this application;

• R (routing present) is set to 0 since absent here;

• K (key present) is set to 1 since key is present;

• S (sequence number present) is set to either 0 or 1 as apt here;
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Table 9.5
End-User Performance Expectations�Streaming Services

Medium Application
Degree of
Symmetry

Data Rate
(Kbps)

Key Performance Parameters and
Target Values

One-Way
Delay (sec)

Delay
Variation (ms)

Information
Loss (%)

Audio High-quality
streaming
audio

Primarily
one-way

32�128 < 10 < 1 < 1 FER

Video One-way One-way 32�384 < 10 < 1 FER

Data Bulk data
transfer and
retrieval

Primarily
one-way

< 10 � 0

Data Still image One-way < 10 � 0

Data Telemetry�
monitoring

One-way < 28.8 < 10 � 0

Source: [5] © ETSI 2001.
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• s (strict routing present) is set to 0 since absent;

• Rec (recursion control) is set to 0s here since not used;

• Flags is set to 0s since not used;

• Ver (version number) is set to 0s here;

• Protocol type�this is Hex 880B here to indicate PPP, or 8881 for
unstructured byte stream;

• KEY is set to the PSI for the PCF-to-PSDN connection;

• Sequence number is used for link layer protocols that require pack-
ets to be delivered in sequence (e.g., PPP). Where used, it is set to 0
for the first packet of the session, then incremented by one for each
subsequent packet.

The DSCP is put in the first 6 bits of the IPv4 TOS field (or the IPv6 traffic
class if v6). Most networks will map DSCPs into a limited set of classes set in
the RADIUS server, so a minimal implementation might map UMTS classes
as tabulated in Table 9.6, where the first digit of the AF class indicates for-
warding priority and the second indicates the packet drop precedence.

Policing of traffic levels for each UMTS class might mean that within
an agreed bucket level the DS class might change from AFx3 for a partially
filled bucket to AFx2 as it became nearly full and to AFx1 for anything over
the limit. These suggested values treat the dropping of streaming frames as
less critical than those for interactive or background traffic.

The actual QoS that can be obtained depends on detailed traffic engi-
neering for both the radio network and all fixed networks involved in a call.
This is most easily controlled if the core IP network makes use of MPLS (see
Section 7.4.13).
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Table 9.6
DiffServ Class Allocations

UMTS Class DiffServ Class

Conversational EF

Streaming AF12

Interactive AF23

Background AF33



The few QoS targets that are set in Release 0 for audio and video
streaming are now described [9, 10].

Audio and Video Requirements

Audio codecs can operate at several rates: low bit rates (near 8 Kbps),
FM-stereo quality bit rates (near 64 Kbps), and high-fidelity bit rates (near
128 Kbps).

Synchronization For transmission of combined audio and video streams, the
intermedia skew should be kept below 20 ms.

Minimum Bandwidth The service shall be able to work at the bandwidth of
28.8 Kbps or higher for streams with video and audio contents, and band-
width of 9.6 Kbps or higher for audio-only streams.

Play-Out Delay The video streaming service shall be able to provide service
of reasonable end-to-end delay to accommodate data transfer from the
source to the mobile terminal, and shall support buffering at the terminal to
accommodate transmission path degradations to a specific level. The recom-
mended maximum play-out delay is 30 seconds.

Delay Jitter The system shall be able to operate under delay jitter of three
times the RLP retransmission time in the network with retransmission
activated.

Error Rate The service shall operate over channels with end-to-end BER of
the order of 10−3 (for circuit-switched network services) and FER in the order
of 10−2 (for packet-switched network services).

For videoconferencing, the targets are similar, except the play-out delay
has to be much less so that end-to-end delay does not exceed 400 ms. The
degree of jitter that must be compensated is up to 200 ms. The target for
intermedia skew covers lip synchronization as an important case, and at
20 ms should not be noticed, unlike the upper limit for videophones (as
opposed to streaming) in UMTS.

Throughput must range from 32 Kbps upwards, including the specific
rates of 384 and 128 Kbps for PS and CS services, respectively.
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9.5 End-to-End QoS

Many applications will involve hosts on external networks, which means that
the QoS will depend on these as well as the UTRAN or cdma2000 network.
The key QoS parameters to discuss are the delay, jitter, throughput, and
error rate.

9.5.1 Delay

The end-to-end delay is a sum of a minimum fixed part for a given route and
a variable contribution that depends on the network load. The fixed part is
the sum of contributions from each processor on the path, serialization on
each link, and a propagation delay due to the finite signal velocity over each
link.

Minimum delay = S processor time + S serialization time +
S propagation delay

Processors include the mobile itself, codecs, the BTS and RNC, gateways,
external routers, switches or multiplexers, and hosts. Delay is most critical for
the conversational class, and almost all of these make use of codecs that are
responsible for a major portion of this. Many speech codecs introduce delays
of the order of 20 ms for sampling plus a few milliseconds for processing (see
Chapter 10) per end, while some, such as MP3, may be as long as 150 ms.
In some cases, particularly speech, transcoding will be required between dif-
ferent source and destination algorithms. Potential examples of this include
going from AMR on the UTRAN to EVRC on a cdma2000 network, or to
G.723.1 for a videoconference over a remote CS network, or to G.729 on an
IP phone. In some remote networks, tandeming may also occur, where the
call has to be decompressed for an intermediate call routing apparatus to read
the signaling information before recompression and onwards transmission.
Both transcoding and tandeming introduce delays comparable to those of
the codecs (and also insert distortion), so UMTS has techniques for avoiding
them [11, 12]. Routers, switches and multiplexers introduce comparatively
short delays of the order of a few milliseconds. Serialization time is given by
the bit size of a burst or packet divided by the bit rate of the transmission
link�for example, 24 bytes of speech at 9.6 Kbps takes 20 ms, but only
about 1 ms at 1.544 Mbps. One complication to this is that on a radio link,
several bursts may be interleaved to reduce errors, but they cannot be for-
warded until this is decoded, so the effective serialization time is that of the
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interleaved set instead of a single burst (e.g., 40 ms for two interleaved 24-
byte bursts at 9.6 Kbps). In UMTS this interval is the TTI, which can take
values of 10, 20, 40, or 80 ms; while for cdma2000 the analogous figures are
20, 40, or 80 (with 5 for urgent short signals). Speech in UMTS uses a TTI
of 20 ms, allowing interleaving of two radio frames, so it does not offer any
processing time advantage over cdma2000 for this type of traffic, although
the 10-ms radio frame can offer shorter queuing delays (see below) for inter-
active traffic on the shared channels.

Propagation delay depends on link length and type according to

Propagation delay = link length/signal velocity (9.1)

where the signal velocity is that of light for microwaves (i.e., about 3 × 105

km/s in air and about 2 × 105 km/s for transmission down most types of
cable). Consequently, a local call only entails the order of 1-ms propagation
delay, while an intercontinental or transcontinental surface call has about
50 ms and a satellite hop via a geostationary orbit introduces a delay of 270
to 300 ms.

The minimum delay can thus vary from about 50 ms for a speech call
between mobiles on the same network using similar codecs up to about a sec-
ond on an international call with complex codecs.

The variable delays consist of queuing delays at each node or link on
the route between source and destination. For a CS call these are negligible
compared to the fixed delays; they consist of a small amount of jitter on the
SONET/SDH networks that may be transited, a possible ATM AAL2 mul-
tiplexing delay, plus a small amount of queuing on the radio links if a
dedicated traffic channel is not used. Speech uses a dedicated channel, but
another CS application, fax, usually uses a shared channel, and so might be
subject to the order of 10 ms of extra delay. The AAL2 multiplexing delay
depends on mixing several distinct real-time traffic streams into a single
AAL2 cell and is subject to a configurable maximum value determined by the
CU Timer (see Section 7.3 and [ITU-T recommendation I.363.2]). There is
no standard value for this timer, so the delay is implementation dependent
and potentially about 1 to 20 ms, and at high loads the cell will be filled and
transmitted before its expiry.

Rough estimates of the queuing delays can be quickly obtained by the
use of classical analytic waiting time formulas, such as M/M/1, M/D/1, and
M/G/1 [13]. In these queuing models, M indicates a Markovian or exponen-
tial distribution, D is a deterministic (i.e., fixed) value, and G is a general
one; the 1 indicates the number of servers for the queue. The first letter
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describes the arrival rate characteristics, and the second covers the distribu-
tion of packet sizes. If E (A ) denotes the average arrival rate of packets, the
Markovian probability for the arrival of K packets within a time T is given by
the Poisson distribution P (K ) where

P (K ) = {E (A )T }K Exp{[− E (A )T ]/K !} (9.2)

The servicing time t for the packet is also exponentially distributed for
M/M/1, so the probability P (t ) of a time t if the average E (S ) is given by

P (t ) = Exp{− t /E (S )} (9.3)

In the absence of prioritization the simple analytic results are summarized
below. If U is the fractional utilization of the server (0 ≤ U ≤ 1), then the
average waiting time E (W ) is given by

E (W ) = U {E (S )/(1 − U )]} (9.4)

The variance of the waiting time V (W ) is then given by

V (W ) = {E (S )}2[(2U − U 2)/(1 − U )2] (9.5)

where the general definition of variance is V (W ) = E (W 2) − [E (W )]2.
The definition of queuing delay used in UMTS [1] is the 95th percen-

tile of the delay, and this can be obtained from the variance V (W ) if addi-
tional assumptions are made about the distribution of waiting times. If a
gamma distribution is assumed, then the 95th percentile is twice the mean
square root of the variance, assuming a normal distribution gives a multiple
of only 1.6.

The case of M/D/1 is simpler and gives expectancies E (W ) and V (W )
that are lower than those for M/M/1 as shown below:

E (W ) = U {S/(2[1 − U ]} (9.6)

V (W ) = S 2{4U − U 2}/[12(1 −U )2] (9.7)

where the expectancy of the serving time E (S ) is just the fixed service time S.
M/M/1 tends to be the better for general packet networks, although

slightly pessimistic due to the allowance of queuing behind nonexistent
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infinite packets, while M/D/1 is more applicable to fixed radio bursts on the
shared channels and to ATM VBR services.

The M/G/1 model is potentially better than either if the actual
size/service time distribution is known, but it has much more complex
results.

E (W ) = E (S ){U [1 + {V (S )/E (S )2}]/(2(1 − U ))} (9.8)

The variance of waiting time V (W ), is given by

V (W ) = {U /[12E (S )(1 − U )2]} {4[1 − U ]E (S 3) + 3U [E (S 2)]2} (9.9)

The most accurate results, especially at high utilizations, are obtained by net-
work simulation that takes account of the flow control and forwarding algo-
rithms specific to the protocols and proprietary equipment used.

For the radio link between mobile and base station, the rough queuing
time for the shared channels is given by the M/D/1 model with a service time
of 10 ms for UMTS, or 20 ms for cdma2000. This is exhibited as a MAC
scheduling delay that depends on whether MAC-d or MAC-c/sh is involved.
Real-time traffic that uses dedicated channels via MAC-d (e.g., speech) does
not experience these delays�the small scheduling delay is absorbed by the
codec processing time�but other traffic experiences delays. The rough aver-
age M/D/1 queuing delays and 95th percentile delays are shown in Table 9.7
below for loads of 50% and 80%.

One can estimate 95th percentiles roughly by multiplying the square
root of the variance by a factor characteristic of an appropriate probability
distribution. Two common choices of distribution are normal and gamma,
with respective factors 1.6 and 2.0. Of these, the gamma distribution is
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Table 9.7
Approximate Waiting Times

Technology
Load
(%)

Service
(ms)

Average
Wait (ms) Variance

95th Percentile
(ms)

UMTS 50 10 5 2, 44 13.2

UMTS 80 10 20 2,533 46.1

cdma2000 50 20 10 2,175 26.4

cdma2000 80 20 40 2,123 92.0



preferred in Table 9.7 on account of the likely asymmetric skew of the delays,
while the difference between the two factors gives a rough indication of the
errors inherent in this technique. On the radio-link prioritization is normally
applied, and with preemptive priorities the average wait for the top level is
given by the same formulae, but with the utilization factor for the top level
only. If this prioritization were applied to the interactive class as a whole with
a class utilization of 10%, then at a total of 50% or 80% load including back-
ground class, the average wait for interactive would only be 1.1 ms for
UMTS or 2.2 ms for cdma2000. Accurate results require detailed simulation
of the exact behavior of the system.

On a PS network the variable delays are potentially much larger if there
are any slow links or large packets, although the trunks of an IP core network
should be too fast to cause a problem. The serialization time for various
packet sizes and line speeds is given in Table 9.8.

In Table 9.8 (1) refers to a packet of 40 bytes (e.g., compressed voice),
(2) is a 256-byte packet, and (3) is a maximum IPv4 MTU of 1,500 bytes.
The waiting time is based on an M/M/1 model with average packet size of
256 bytes at a typical busy hour design loading of 50%. This shows that seri-
ous delays are only likely from the access lines to devices in small offices on
remote PS networks. With IPv6 (see Section 7.4.2) the minimum MTU is
1,280 bytes, so link-level fragmentation may be needed on these slow links.

Calls from one mobile to another, even if it is on a different PLMN,
will be free from these low-speed access lines, and should only experience PS
delays no worse than those for Wait (2) on T1/E1 lines. Use of DiffServ class
EF for real-time traffic means that their delays should be significantly less
than the average thanks to prioritized PHB within any IP networks, while
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Table 9.8
Serialization Times

Line Type
Line Speed
[Kbps]

Time (1)
[ms]

Time (2)
[ms]

Time (3)
[ms]

Wait (2)
[M/M/1 @50%]

T3 45,000 0.007 0.04 0.26 0.04

E3 34,000 0.009 0.06 0.35 0.06

E1 2,048 0.15 1.0 5.8 1.0

T1 1,544 0.20 1.3 7.7 1.3

Nx64 34,512 0.6 5.2 23.4 5.2

Nx64 34,256 1.25 8.0 46.9 8.0

DS0 34, 64 5.0 32.0 187.0 32.0



background traffic with a lower AF class will experience longer waits on any
such network and will face the shared radio channel delays as well.

Traffic that requires a low error rate and uses the RLC AM will also
experience some retransmission delays. The average value of this delay is
the fraction of frames retransmitted times the sum of transmission time and
retransmission timer.

The 95th percentile transfer delay used in UMTS QoS profiles is the
sum of the fixed delay components plus the overall 95th percentile queu-
ing/retransmission delay.

9.5.2 Delay Variation

Delay variation is cumulative across the network as indicated in (9.10)
below, but it can be compensated at the application level by using a play-out
buffer and synchronization fields in the protocol. The external networks are
expected to use either ATM with AAL5 or the Internet multimedia core with
IP. In the case of ATM, the CDV is one of the parameters that is specified
with QoS categories VBR.1 and VBR.2, although it is only optional for the
latter. In the case of IP, there is no negotiable delay variation parameter, even
with IntServ and controlled delay, so the network has to be engineered to
provide acceptable parameters. UMTS does not attempt to specify the delay
variation directly in its QoS signaling parameters, but does specify a 95th
percentile delay figure rather than the average, so that some account is taken
of fluctuations. The 95th percentile delay figures for separate network com-
ponents are not directly additive, but are based on the square root of the sum
of variances for the components

T Vj jtotal SQRT= ( )Σ (9.10)

where summation runs over all network components, and the formula
assumes that the delays on the component networks are mutually independ-
ent. The 95th percentile is then given by multiplication of the root total vari-
ance by a factor of 1.6 or 2, depending on the probability assumptions made,
and adding it to the fixed delay. Because of the squaring of service time
implicit in variances in (9.10), the total variance is dominated by the largest
terms. Again, simulation of the actual network will give much more reli-
able results than the rough analytic formulae and probability distribution
assumptions.

Play-out delay can occur at intermediate points in the network as well
as in the end codecs; for example, if an RTP session is terminated at a
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gateway, then the traffic is likely to be resynchronized using the RTP time-
stamps before onwards transmission. In that case it provides a relatively con-
stant additional delay component that reduces the overall jitter.

9.5.3 Throughput

In the absence of retransmissions, the throughput of a sequence of network
sections is that of its slowest component, the bottleneck. If a protocol is used
that entails end-to-end retransmission for error correction, then the through-
put is reduced due to gaps in transmission while waiting for acknowledg-
ments plus the retransmission overhead. If the window size and transmission
rate permit pipelining, then the reduction in throughput is simply the
retransmission overhead. The window size WS needed for pipelining to be
achieved is given by

WS = RTT × bandwidth (9.11)

where RTT is the round-trip time, and bandwidth is that of the slowest link
in the case of end-to-end error retransmissions. This bandwidth will nor-
mally correspond to the guaranteed bit rate, where specified, for UMTS. The
same formula also holds for individual links that use their own link acknowl-
edgments and retransmissions (e.g., RLC AM in UMTS).

UMTS requests both a peak throughput and a guaranteed throughput
that can be negotiated with each component network, provided that the lat-
ter uses protocols such as RSVP or ATM. For CS services the guaranteed
throughput should be easily achieved, but in the case of IP DiffServ for the
PS domain, negotiation is not possible and the best that can be done is to
have SLAs with the external networks such that a GGSN should be provided
with a certain guaranteed throughput for each of the DSCPs that are in use.

9.5.4 Errors

Errors are cumulative over the network components but can be reduced if
an end-to-end error correcting protocol (e.g., TCP/IP) is being used. This
is likely to be the case for interactive and background classes where data
integrity is important, but delay is not. The QoS profiles (see above) cover
residual BERs ranging from 5 × 10−2 to 6 × 10−8, the BER for a fiber optic
circuit is of the order of 1 × 10−10, and a wide area digital cable should be no
worse than 1 × 10−6, so the radio link is usually the only significant factor for
most traffic types.
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The BER for a radio frame is normally in the range 10−1 to 10−3, so
many applications will require retransmissions to achieve their targets. Real-
time streaming applications designed for wireless networks will probably
need one radio retransmission on average if they are to reach their minimum
standard, while those that are not so designed will need two or three. Simi-
larly, most interactive and background applications need a low error rate,
and hence will probably require three or four radio retransmissions. The
mechanisms for error control at radio link level were described in Chapter 3
for WCDMA and Chapter 4 for cdma2000.

Many applications contain distinct traffic streams with separate levels
of fault tolerance [e.g., AMR speech (see Section 10.1) and compressed video
(see Section 10.2)], and this need is met by use of distinct transport channels
over the radio links and by different DiffServ classes over IP and potentially
different cell loss priority over ATM.

9.5.5 Call-Failure Probability

This feature is not part of the UMTS QoS profile but is vital to user satisfac-
tion. It is determined by network design (see Chapter 6) and by congestion
control, which takes account of potential overload situations. Mobile net-
works must handle large increases in network traffic as a result of frustrated
transport users sending messages to say that they are stuck and will be late
etcetera, and this feature could be exacerbated on 3G networks by such users
attempting to access multimedia services to pass the time in areas where the
demands for these are normally low. Admission control in such areas needs
to be able to reserve bandwidth for the low bandwidth services at the expense
of multimedia in such situations. A further risk on 3G networks is denial of
service attacks based on flooding the network with video packets. The addi-
tional measures for preventing this include the use of encryption within the
multimedia applications and secure operating systems on the servers.
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10
Specific Applications

10.1 Audio Applications

10.1.1 CS Voice

Pulse Code Modulation

Originally all voice traffic was carried over CS networks using a mixture
of analog and digital links. Analog voice is converted to digital by means of
pulse code modulation (PCM) as defined by the standard ITU G.711. Voice
in the frequency range 300 to 3,400 kHz is converted to 8-bit samples at
a rate of 8,000 samples per second, so generating a 64-Kbps digital data
stream. SNR increases with the number of bits per sample, and 8 bits was
originally the minimum found to give subjectively good quality voice. Two
different algorithms are defined for this quantization, A-law and m-law. The
former is used in Europe, and the latter is used in North America and Japan,
with responsibility for interconversion resting with the m-law end for inter-
communication. Some distortion is introduced in each conversion cycle of
analog/digital/analog, and this is defined to be one quantization distortion
unit (QDU) for G.711, with an overall limit of 14 QDU�the maximum
acceptable end-to-end total on carrier quality international calls. The total is
roughly additive per quantization cycle where tandeming occurs, so if end-
to-end digital routing is employed to avoid this, there is considerable scope
for using lower bandwidth algorithms with higher levels of distortion.
Reduction of bandwidth from 64 to 32 Kbps by use of G.721 adaptive pulse
code modulation (ADPCM) has about 3.5 QDU per quantization cycle and
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is widely used in CS networks, giving quality almost as good as PCM. This
compares the actual signal with that predicted from the previous sample on
the basis of normal speech characteristics and quantizes the differences for
transmission (see [1] for general voice compression principles).

Compression Algorithms

On mobile phone networks cochannel interference prevents high signal-to-
noise ratios from being used, and low-bandwidth high-compression algo-
rithms are employed on 2G networks. For example, GSM uses a residual
pulse excited linear predictive code that generates about 13 Kbps total traffic
with distortion of 7 or 8 QDU, which is quite adequate for a single quantiza-
tion cycle but potentially poor if additional conversion has to be used. The
distortion, as measured by QDUs, is not additive for these algorithms unlike
ADPCM, and quality tends to be measured in terms of a subjective mean
opinion score (MOS) for a single end-to-end quantization cycle. The MOS
is a value in the range of 1 to 5 based on the views of a random sample of
people according to the criteria in Table 10.1.

Different samples of people will come up with differing values, so
a more objective measure is needed. ITU P.862 is such a recommendation
for standard test operations. A very large number of voice compression algo-
rithms are in use, and the rough MOS and bandwidth used are indicated in
Table 10.2.

In Table 10.2, the asterisk following the mobile phone compression
algorithms indicates the best MOS possible, which is achieved at an SNR of
at least 25 dB. As the SNR drops, the MOS falls roughly linearly to the order
of 1 at 10 dB. GSM Enhanced Full Rate (EFR) is an improved version
of GSM RPE-LP whose half-rate version established a poor reputation.
The distinction between G.729 and G.729a is that the former is a more
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Table 10.1
MOS Quality Criteria

MOS Scale Subjective Quality

5 Excellent

4 Good

3 Fair

2 Poor

1 Unacceptable



exhaustive and processor-intensive algorithm than the latter. In G.723.1, the
audio algorithm that is recommended for multimedia in ITU H.324 (the
low-bandwidth option) is intended for use when network congestion is
detected, and codecs should be able to support both at the same time in
opposite directions.

Quality falls if the voice has to be either tandemed or transcoded; for
example, tandeming of G729 leads to a drop in MOS to about 3.3 and trans-
coding is liable to be even worse. A very large number of voice compression
algorithms have been used on 2G mobile networks, and many are listed in
Table 10.3.

This multitude of options means that the choice of codec must either
be negotiated at call setup, or else transcoding provided to allow communi-
cation at a degraded quality. Where transcoding is necessary, it is usually
performed at the MSC using G.711 as a common intermediate standard
between the two networks. On GSM networks, EFR is a replacement for
the original RPE-LP algorithm, which often gave poor quality, particularly at
half-rate. The different rates for QCELP on IS-95 CDMA networks allow
for discontinuities in speech rather than changes in reception (sending
frames of 266, 124, 54, or 20 bits, respectively). The later EVRC algorithm
uses the same overall principles, but with a higher bandwidth (and quality)
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Table 10.2
Voice Compression and Quality

Algorithm Bandwidth (Kbps) MOS

G.711 PCM 64.0 4.2

G.721/726 ADPCM 32.0 4.0

G.728 LD-CELP 16.0 3.6

GSM RPE-LP (FR) 13.0 4.0*

GSM EFR 12.2 4.1*

G.729 CS-ACELP 8.0 3.9

G.729a CS-ACELP 8.0 3.7

G.723.1 MP-MLQ 6.3 3.9

G.723.1 ACELP 5.3 3.7

Note: Low delay-code excited linear prediction (LD-CELP);
conjugate structure algebraic CELP (CS-ACELP); multipulse
multilevel quantization (MP-MLQ); full-rate/half-rate
(FR/HR).



RCELP codec for the CDMA rate set 2 hierarchies of speeds based on
14.4 Kbps instead of the 9.6 Kbps of rate set 1 used with QCELP. There is a
standard way of carrying QCELP in RTP (see Section 7.4.7 and [2]).

3G UMTS aims to avoid this problem by largely standardizing on a
single codec, UMTS adaptive modulation rate (AMR) [3], which is derived
from ACELP (EFR) and an earlier GSM AMR codec. This has a maximum
bit rate of 12.2 Kbps but operates at lower bit rates of 10.2, 7.95, 7.4, 6.7,
5.9, 5.15, and 4.75 Kbps when the received signal quality is high enough
to provide adequate quality of service at the higher degrees of compression.
These voice calls normally use a full-rate CS traffic channel of 22.8 Kbps, so
that the difference of 10.6 Kbps and the EFR rate of 12.2 Kbps consists of
the redundancy information introduced in the channel coding. When signal
quality drops, a higher degree of compression is used to allow for a greater
degree of redundancy and error correction. In general, the intermediate
AMR rates do not match any other codecs, but the 7.4-Kbps rate matches
the IS-641 EFR algorithm for speech on American IS-136 TDMA networks.

AMR also distinguishes between the importance levels of different
aspects of speech through the use of three classes with different target residual
bit error rates. This codec is likely to be added to the IS-95 list for cdma2000
also. When a 3G mobile phone contacts a 2G network, it must negotiate the
codec to be used from a defined list [4], but UMTS AMR is automatically
used when connecting to other 3G UMTS networks. Transcoder free
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Table 10.3
2G Voice Compression Algorithms

Algorithm Network(s) Bandwidth (Kbps)

VSELP (HR) GSM/DCS1800/PCS1900 6.5

RPE-LP (FR) GSM/DCS1800/PCS1900 13.0

ACELP (EFR) GSM/DCS1800/PCS1900 12.2

VSELP (FR) IS-54/IS-136 7.95

ACELP IS-54/IS-136 7.4

ACELP (EFR) IS-54/IS-136 12.2

VSELP PDC 6.7

PSI-CELP (HR) PDC 3.45

QCELP IS-95 8, 4, 2, 1

RCELP IS-95 Variable (EVRC)



operation (TrFO) is achieved by out-of-band signaling between the source
and destination MSCs (or associated media gateway controllers) [5]. The ini-
tiating UE sends a list of supported codecs to its MSC, which passes this on
to the MSC for the destination UE. The called UE passes its own list of sup-
ported codecs back to the destination MSC, which then selects the codec to
be used.

Even with a single codec, transcoding is liable to be used on calls
between different PLMN if the internetwork link does not support com-
pressed voice. The basic mode of operation is for the MSC in one PLMN to
convert the compressed voice to G.711 PCM A-law or m-law for transmis-
sion to the MSC of the second PLMN, which then recompresses the voice
for transmission to the second mobile. This causes both delay and loss of
quality, so both GSM and UMTS have specific mechanisms for both TrFO
and tandem free operation (TFO) [6]. Unlike TrFO, TFO uses a special pro-
tocol that runs between the transcoders in the MSCs, or in the case of 3G
networks the transcoders in the media gateways for the MSC servers. The
initial version of TFO supports the GSM_FR, GSM_HR, GSM_EFR,
and four AMR speech codec types (FR_AMR, HR_AMR, UMTS_AMR,
UMTS_AMR_2). At the start of the call some PCM samples have to be
exchanged between the transcoders and any mismatch between codecs
resolved before TFO can be implemented. Once TFO is in use, only 8k
or 16 Kbps (depending on the codec) is used for the compressed voice on
the 64k PCM channel. TFO has many detailed features for specifying frame
structures, setup, handovers, etc., as well as specialized circumstances such as
rate control for the AMR codecs.

The preferred codec in UMTS for both TrFO and TFO is
UMTS_AMR_2, which is a superset of UMTS_AMR and EFR, thereby
enabling interoperation with GSM mobiles. EFR is used on the UL, and
UMTS_AMR on the DL in this case. If the codec lists are restricted to
UMTS only, then UMTS_AMR is used in both directions.

Echo

A common feature of the high-compression algorithms is that most make use
of silence suppression. In a normal full-duplex conversation about 60% con-
sists of silences due to pauses and one person speaking at a time, so encoders
try to eliminate these, while the decoders add a small amount of background
comfort noise into the silent gaps. Avoidance of clipping the start of talk-
spurts entails buffering of several samples while they are analyzed, so that
any containing speech can be transmitted once it has been detected. This,
together with the general processing time for compression or decompression,
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causes a delay that can lead to echo, which must be eliminated. The echo
arises from any location in the overall voice circuit at which there is a sharp
change in impedance and consequent partial signal reflection�a traditional
example of this being an analog 2-wire/4-wire hybrid in PSTN�and is
detectable if the delay exceeds about 30 ms. As a result echo cancellers are
used that estimate the size and delay of the echo based on the locally trans-
mitted sound and circuit characteristics, and subtract it from the received sig-
nal. Echo cancellation is normally applied to each talkspurt separately, and
there is a brief period at the start of each during which the echo canceller
converges and a declining echo is likely to be heard. Standard recommenda-
tions for echo canceller performance are ITU G.164 and G.165 for analog
circuits and G.168 for digital. G.168 recommends that convergence should
be at least 16-dB echo return loss (ERL) within 1 second, and many current
echo cancellers easily exceed the specification; the total ERL between a speak-
er�s mouth and ear that must be compensated (G.131) is likely to be 46 to
54 dB. A digital cellular handset behaves like a 4-wire circuit as regards
echo, but also suffers from some nonlinear delays associated with low bit rate
compression and also from acoustic cross talk between the loudspeaker and
microphone within the handset. On analog circuits a 2,100-Hz tone is used
to detect modem or fax traffic and disable the cancellation. Echo cancellation
is confused when both parties speak at the same time, and cancellers have to
have the ability to detect and allow for this doubletalk. A further complica-
tion is that the impedance characteristics of circuits differ throughout the
world, so settings have to be tweaked to allow for this too.

The consequence of this is that a mobile network normally uses an
echo canceller specific to the equipment types and radio link delays in the
mobile switching center (or gateway) that interfaces the PSTN. UMTS rec-
ommends a G.168 compliant echo canceller at this point to handle the echo
from 2-wire to 4-wire conversion [7]. Echo associated with cross talk tends to
be compensated in the transcoder (rather than in the echo canceller) along
with the other nonlinear delays resulting from the compression algorithm.
The transcoder required to go from the low bit rate voice to G.711 PCM is
also situated in the MSC.

Several of the compression algorithms for mobile networks produce
sets of output bits with distinct degrees of importance, which are then treated
differently over the radio links. An early example of this is the original
RPE-LP GSM FR where there are three classes of bit. The algorithm pro-
duces bursts of 260 bits every 20 ms (hence 13 Kbps), of which 50 bits are
designated Class 1a, 132 as Class 1b, and 78 as Class 2. The Class 1a bits
are supplemented by 3 parity bits, then after some interleaving they and the
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Class 1b bits are encoded with a rate 1/2 convolutional code, and then the
Class 2 bits are added unencoded to produce the frame for transmission.
If the Class 1a bits are found to be corrupted, the whole frame is dropped,
but errors in the others are acceptable. A similar procedure is adopted in the
improved EFR and is taken a degree further in UMTS_AMR. Here the sizes
of the bursts and the number of bits in the three classes depend on which of
the possible source compression rates is being used. High source rates are
used with high convolutional code rates (e.g., 1/2) when network quality is
good; as network quality drops, however, the source rate is reduced and the
convolutional code rate is lowered (e.g., to 1/3) to give more error correction
for the optimum practical result.

UMTS_AMR

Since UMTS_AMR is the main codec for UMTS, the way in which it
uses the radio bearers and the acceptable levels of error have been thoroughly
investigated. Like the earlier GSM algorithms, this has three RAB subflows
corresponding to the three classes of bits, each of which leads to a dedicated
transport channel.

AMR operates at a rate of 50 20-ms frames per second, but the number
of bits per frame depends on which of the eight possible rates is in use. These
frame sizes are mandatory, but the subdivision into the three classes, A, B
and C, is only optional with suggested values as in Table 10.4 [8]

A call will not necessarily permit use of all of these rates, and an active
subset of those available for use is specified. For each member of the active
subset a RAB format combination indicator (RFCI) is defined; together
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Table 10.4
AMR Frame Sizes

Rate (Kbps) Frame Size A Bits B Bits C Bits

12.2 244 81 103 60

10.2 204 65 99 40

7.95 159 75 84 0

7.4 148 61 87 0

6.7 134 58 76 0

5.9 118 55 63 0

5.15 103 49 54 0

4.75 95 42 53 0



these form the RAB format combination set (RFCS). The permitted sub-
frame sizes for each quality class also define the block sizes in the TFS for the
mapping of transport channels to the physical channels of the radio link (see
Section 3.3.4). For example, if the active subset consisted of only 12.2- and
7.4-Kbps rates, plus 0 Kbps (for silences) and a silence descriptor rate for
describing the characteristics (e.g., insert background noise) of silences, the
RFCS would be as shown in Table 10.5; if all possible rates were permitted,
the TFS for each channel would include all the entries in each of columns A,
B, and C in Table 10.4, plus entries associated with silences.

The figures in the columns in Table 10.5 provide the SDU sizes for the
SDU format indicators for each subflow in the RAB parameters (see Section
9.2). The RAB parameter IE also needs the bit rates (maximum 12.2 Kbps,
guaranteed 7.4 in this case), error rates, and delivery behavior for erroneous
frames. The values for these fields are left to the operator implementation,
but with plausible values as indicated in Table 10.6.

The SDU error ratio is only applicable to subflow 1 as it is the only one
whose frames, sent as Iu PDU type 0, are provided with a CRC frame quality
indication set by the level 1, the others being PDU type 1 (see Section 8.1.3.).
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Table 10.5
Example of an RFCS for AMR

RFCI Subflow 1 Subflow 2 Subflow 3 Total Source Rate

0 81 103 60 244 1

1 61 87 0 148 2

2 0 0 0 0 3

3 39 0 0 39 4

Table 10.6
Possible Error Parameters for AMR Subflows

Subflow Residual BER SDU Error Ratio Error Delivery

1 1 × 10�6 7 × 10�3 y

2 1 × 10�3 � �

3 5 × 10�3 � �



The AMR subflows are passed down to level 2 under RRC control
where they all use RLC transparent mode, but are passed to the MAC layer
for separate DCHs. In this mode RLC only performs segmentation and reas-
sembly of the Iu PDUs so that they fit into suitable sized RLC PDUs for
transmission at the correct rate. These are passed to the MAC layer where
they are again handled transparently. Data is passed between the MAC layer
and the physical layer via transport blocks. In the case of AMR, the block
sizes for each of the three DCH are simply those for the numbers of bits for
the corresponding class in Table 10.5. The transport format also indicates
the TTI of 20 ms for each, the type (here convolutional) and rate of the
channel coding to use, and the CRC size to use for each. The channel coding
rate depends on which AMR bit rate is used, as the purpose of the variable
rates is to allow the code rate to be increased if signal reception is poor. For
the class A bits at 12.2 Kbps, the code rate is 1/2, while B and C bits are
unencoded, but at 7.4 Kbps the A bits use a rate 1/3 code, and B uses 1/2.
Only the class A bits use a CRC, and this is an 8-bit field.

The end-to-end delay target for AMR speech is the 100-ms limit
needed to facilitate the speakers from not interrupting each other.

UMTS speech normally uses the CS core network with signaling for
ATM AAL2, but when a conversation is held with an IP phone then either
the PS domain or the Internet multimedia core might be involved instead. If
so, the call will entail use of a media gateway for transcoding, while signaling
is handled by the MGCF (see Chapter 8) through SIP commands. The ses-
sion is established by a SIP INVITE that details the call features through
SDP elements, followed by SIP series 1xx call progress signals and a SIP OK
200, with eventual release by a SIP BYE. A typical SDP description of AMR
would be

m = audio 49120 RTP/AVP 97

a = rtpmap: 97 AMR/8000

a = fmtp: 97 mode-set = 0,2,5,7; mode-change-period = 2;
mode-change-neighbor; maxframes = 1

AMR can be carried in RTP using special procedures [9], and this is indi-
cated in the first line above, where 97 represents a dynamic RTP payload
type and 49120 is the UDP port number. AMR/8000 indicates the normal
sampling rate of 8,000 per second as opposed to the less common wideband
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AMR [10]. The mode-set indicates which of the eight AMR rates are to be
supported by the session (in this example, 4.75, 5.9, 7.95, and 12.2 Kbps).
The main complication of AMR for RTP is the need to change mode (i.e.,
rate) from time to time for QoS reasons. The mode-change-neighbor entry
means that the rate can only change from its current value to an adjacent
member in the mode-set, while the change-period restricts the frequency of
such changes. Maxframes is the maximum number of AMR speech frames
that can be put in a single RTP packet; increasing this parameter causes an
extra packetizing delay. The time-stamp of the RTP packets with one frame
per packet increases by the sampling number of 160 in successive packets.
There is a payload header following the RTP header that specifies the index
(0�7, as in the mode-set) of the rate appropriate to the individual packet.

In general, transcoding to another algorithm, such as G.729a, will be
required for a session to a VoIP user. This will entail a separate RTP session
on the IP PSDN.

Wideband AMR (AMR-WB) [10] is a later addition to the UMTS
codec range that doubles the sampling rate from 8,000 to 16,000 per second
and uses more bandwidth than would be available on the original GSM FR
and HR traffic channels. It has nine rate options, as shown in Table 10.7,
and only uses class A and B bits.

AMR-WB is likely to be used (with transcoding) for communication
with VoIP devices via the IM.
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Table 10.7
AMR-WB Rates

Index Rate (Kbps) Total Bits A Bits B Bits

0 6.6 132 54 78

1 8.85 177 60 117

2 12.65 253 72 181

3 14.25 285 72 213

4 15.85 317 72 245

5 18.25 365 72 293

6 19.85 397 72 325

7 23.05 461 72 389

8 23.85 477 72 405



10.1.2 PS Voice

There are two main types of packetized voice in addition to ATM: VoIP and
Voice over Frame Relay (VoFR), of which the former is much more impor-
tant. The initial business drivers for each of these were the cost savings result-
ing from the use of highly compressed voice over a private or virtual private
network instead of the public network�while VoIP also allows integration
of speech and data in Web applications together with some cost savings
where VoIP exchanges are used instead of traditional PABXs. In contrast to
ATM, which was designed to provide high voice quality through the use of
48-byte cells at transmission rates of 51 Mbps or greater, VoIP and VoFR are
used on links carrying much larger packets at speeds that may be as low as 64
Kbps and so are subject to large and variable delays due to queuing behind
data packets. The user of a 3G mobile network may speak to a remote VoIP
or VoFR user on another network, and so can be affected by the difficulties
associated with these protocols.

The magnitude of these delays is shown in Table 10.8 for a range of
line speeds from 64 Kbps to 45 Mbps and a range of data packet sizes for
the case where a voice packet is queued immediately behind a complete data
packet. The table also shows the serialization time for transmission of a typi-
cal voice packet of 24 bytes of compressed speech plus 4 bytes of compressed
RTP/UDP/IP header, or 64 bytes with uncompressed header.

The MTU for data packets is at least 256 bytes for IPv4 and at least
1,280 bytes for IPv6, so fragmentation is normally required on low-speed
lines (i.e., less than about 1 Mbps) for acceptable voice delays. The Frame
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Table 10.8
Packet Delays

Line Speed Size Delay (ms)

64 256 512 1,024 1,544 2,048 34M 45M

1, 28 3.3 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.14 0.1 0.006 0.004

1, 64 8.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.015 0.011

1,256 32.0 8.0 4.0 2.0 1.3 1.0 0.06 0.044

1,640 80.0 20.0 10.0 5.0 3.3 2.5 0.15 0.11

1,000 128.0 32.0 16.0 8.0 5.2 4.0 0.24 0.17

1,500 187.0 47.0 23.5 12.0 7.9 6.0 0.36 0.25



Relay Forum (FRF) defines a standard, FRF.12 [11], for the fragmentation
procedure for frame relay, and the same technique is also adopted for VoIP,
but the actual size of fragments is not specified. One approach sometimes
used is to make the data fragments the same size as the voice packets (which
in the example above is 28 bytes), but this degree of fragmentation puts an
excessive processing load on the routers that execute this, as well as produc-
ing a big header overhead. Consequently, a more practical approach is to use
a fragment size of about 80 bytes per 64-Kbps line speed, so that the charac-
teristic queuing delay is 10 ms. The fragmentation is performed on a link-
by-link basis, with the receiving router using the RTP time-stamp to elimi-
nate most of the jitter.

Unless the voice packets are prioritized over data, they could just get
stuck behind a sequence of data fragments, so a queuing mechanism must be
adopted. The queues must be examined at least once every 10 ms. For an
access line where it is known that the peak speech rate cannot exceed about
half the bandwidth available, voice can be given preemptive priority so that it
never has to wait for more than one data fragment (though it might wait for
several other speech packets), but more generally some form of fair queuing
must be used. Typically, this entails giving voice a high IP precedence class
(e.g., 5, which is less than network management commands) or DSCP
101110 for premium service (EF PHB), and allocating guaranteed average
bandwidths to other classes on the basis of their levels and expected volumes.

Compression and packetization of the voice introduce a delay of the
order of 20 to 30 ms, and again echo cancellation must be provided to coun-
ter this, with the most effective location for doing so being at the source of
the delay.

RTP distinguishes between packetized voice types according to the
compression algorithm via the RTP payload type, as indicated in Table 10.9
for some of the more common algorithms.

Table 10.9
RTP Audio Payload Types

Algorithm Payload Type

G.721/726 ADPCM 2

GSM 3

G.711 PCM-A Law 8

G.728 LD-CELP 15
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Where an algorithm supports silence suppression (e.g., G.728), RTP
sets the marker bit in the header for the start of each talkspurt. Multichannel
audio with unframed samples is packetized by inserting octets in a left-to-
right channel sequence with common time-stamp. Many algorithms use a
payload type from RTP�s dynamic range of 96 to 127 instead of a fixed value.

RTP in its original form does not support adaptive rate algorithms such
as AMR, and special modifications are needed to handle this (see above for
AMR and [9]).

For mobile network users, communication with a device using VoIP
is a worst-case scenario. The first problem is the incompatibility of codecs,
which leads to both a transcoding delay of the order of 50 ms (i.e., half the
delay budget) together with a considerable loss of quality in the transcoding.
The second problem is the variability of the additional delay over the shared
IP network links, which introduces a stuttering effect. The third problem is
the difficulty in tuning the extra echo cancellers that are required.

10.1.3 MP3 Audio

The voice compression standards described above are totally inadequate for
hi-fi music, for which the most widely used method is MP3 compression.
This is not an independent standard, but the most highly compressed of
three options for the audio component of broadcasts in the original MPEG-2
standard [12]�MP3 stands for MPEG level 3.

The characteristics of these three levels are tabulated in Table 10.10,
which shows the typical bandwidth used for a 1.5-Mbps soundtrack from
a CD.

Fixed-rate audio samples are transformed into frequency bands, and
components that the human ear will fail to detect are removed along with
redundant information. One major feature of this is that a loud sound on
one frequency will mask adjacent frequencies, so that these can be dropped.
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Table 10.10
MPEG-2 Audio Levels

Level Rate (Kbps) Maximum Delay (ms) Minimum Delay (ms)

MP1 192 50 19

MP2 128 100 35

MP3 64 150 50



The algorithms make use of extensive tables of these effects. The higher the
degree of compression, the more processing and buffering are required;
hence, these are greatest for MP3. MP3 is the most sophisticated of the three
and gives higher quality than MP2, which is based on the earlier MUSICAM
standard.

MPEG-2, and hence MP3, supports five compressed audio channels:
left, center, right, right surround rear, and left surround rear, plus a low-
frequency subwoofer channel. It also has an option for seven audio channels
for language dubbing. Part of the compression for all three levels comes from
combining the two left and two right channels into a master and slave, with
elimination of redundancy; while MP2 and MP3 also delete stereo effects
for frequencies greater than 2 kHz. The reason for the latter is the inability
of the human ear to determine the direction of sounds at frequencies above
2 kHz.

MPEG-2 was originally designed to use ATM for network transport
and uses 188-byte packets that fit into four AAL1 cells, but MP3 is almost
always carried in IP instead using RTP encapsulation. The procedure for
doing this was defined in [13], with suggestions for improvement in [14].
Audio is encapsulated differently in RTP to video, as indicated by a separate
RTP payload type. At a common sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz, a single
audio frame lasts about 26 ms; so a typical MP3 compressed data rate of
64 Kbps produces very roughly 200 bytes of data on average. The sizes of
individual compressed frames vary because of differences in their compressi-
bility and content, so 188-byte MP3 frame boundaries do not coincide with
audio frame boundaries. The specification states that a single packet should
contain an integral number of audio frames, and the frame boundary and-
packet boundary must coincide. In order to control the effects of jitter,
a 32-bit time-stamp is included for the audio frame based on the 90-kHz
clock of the encoder. Following the RTP payload type in the 4-byte audio
header, there is a reserved field, then a fragment offset that defines where
the audio data starts in the packet. MP3 frames are characterized by RTP
payload type 14.

MP3 (but not level 1 or 2) frames contain a back-pointer to earlier
frames and require them for decoding; and the frame/packet boundary coin-
cidence for MP3 causes a problem if an MP3 packet is lost, as is likely on
error-prone networks. As a result, the later revision [14] is based on applica-
tion data units, corresponding to the audio frames that contain this pointer
rather than the MP3 frames. The RTP payload type for this revised encapsu-
lation has to be different to the original value of 14, and is recommended to
be from the RTP dynamic range of 96 to 127.
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10.2 Video Applications

10.2.1 Video Basics

Video applications make use of compression algorithms and some error cor-
rection techniques in order to allow efficient storage or transmission across
networks. The images for transmission can be either static or mobile, leading
to different algorithms. The main static standards are Joint Photographic
Experts Group (JPEG) for color or gray-scale pictures and Joint Bi-Level
Group (JBIG) for black and white. Motion standards include ITU-T H.261
video-conferencing, H.263, and MPEG-1, -2, and -4. The early standards,
such as JPEG and MPEG-1 and -2, are not likely to be implemented on
mobile terminals but are included here as they may be encountered by users
who plug palm-top and laptop computers into mobile adaptors. Their weak-
nesses are also helpful in understanding the later applications designed for
the mobile environment. The list of multipurpose Internet mail extension
(MIME) types [15] that are specifically recommended in UMTS [16] are
AMR narrowband and wideband (see Section 10.1.1); MPEG-4 AAC audio;
MPEG-4 video (see Section 10.2.6) and H.263 video (see 10.2.7) for con-
tinuous multimedia; JPEG (see 10.2.2); graphics interchange format (GIF)
for bitmaps; and extensible hypertext markup language (XHTML) media
types.

Apart from JBIG [17], each of these standards takes as its starting point
an image that is related to that produced by a CCIR 601 broadcast-quality
TV camera [18]. The image is described in terms of luminance and chromi-
nance format (Y, U, V ), where Y represents the brightness, U the color in a
horizontal direction, and V the color in a vertical direction. A picture that
is sampled at equal resolution in the luminance and chrominance planes is
described as having format (4, 4, 4), but as the human eye is more sensitive to
changes in brightness than color, the chrominance resolution can be reduced
relative to the luminance without noticeable degradation of the image. This
leads to the two more usual formats (4, 2, 2) and (4, 2, 0). Format (4, 2, 2)
entails sampling the chrominance plane horizontally at half the luminance
resolution, while (4, 2, 0) has half resolution for chrominance both horizon-
tally and vertically. The CCIR 601 image has format (4, 2, 2) with 720 pixels
per line, 243 lines, and 60 fields per second, while the compression algo-
rithms work on the half resolution (4, 2, 0) format. This basic source input
format (SIF) unfortunately varies according to whether the source is for
Europe (360 pixels per line, 288 lines per frame, and 25 frames per second),
where two fields are also combined into a single frame, or North America
and the Far East (360, 240, 30); as a result, a common intermediate format
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(CIF) is used for compression. CIF is of format (4, 2, 0) with 352 pixels per
line, 288 lines per frame, and nominally 30 frames per second (actually
29.97). The (4, 2, 0) format means that there are 288 lines per frame for
luminance in CIF, but only 144 for chrominance. The low transmission
rates of networks, particularly PSTN, N-ISDN and mobiles, means that
lower resolution images, such as QCIF (half the number of pixels per line
and half the number of lines per frame of CIF), are the main formats relevant
to 3G networks.

The compression algorithms are also optimized for the human eye and
are probably not ideal for use by automatic computer analysis applications.
All but MPEG-4 are based on block compression algorithms in which pixels
are grouped into blocks, then macroblocks and groups of macroblocks. The
pixel information is put into luminance/chrominance format, and this data
for the blocks is then transformed by a discrete cosine transformation (DCT)
analogous to a Fourier transform. This expresses the data as a constant plus a
series of coefficients multiplying a set of cosines of different frequencies, usu-
ally with 64 elements. Gradual changes in luminance or chrominance pro-
duce mainly low-frequency components, while rapid changes, such as sharp
edges, produce high-frequency components. The transform contains a con-
stant coefficient for each aspect in addition to the cosine terms, and this is
referred to as being dc, or direct current, while the others are ac, or alternat-
ing current. A quantization process is then applied to the coefficients that
remove relatively insignificant information. This process is biased towards
the characteristics of natural objects (which tend to have gradual changes and
hence low frequencies) and to human vision (which is also insensitive to very
sharp edges and high frequencies). The quantization step size controls the
degree of compression and is relatively small at the low frequencies and large
at the high end. Image information is lost in this process, and cannot be
recovered by the decoder. Many coefficients are rounded down to zero in
quantization, and these are coded as variable length sequences of zeros. The
higher-frequency DCT components are more important than the lower ones
in determining changes in the image, so some applications may send high
and low sets at different cell loss priorities over ATM, and over different logi-
cal channels on 3G radio links.

There are two modes of describing the image data: intraframe and
interframe. Intraframe is the natural way in which a single frame is com-
pressed on its own; interframe describes successive frames in terms of their
differences from the value predicted by the previous frame. Intraframes are
called I-frames, and there are two types of predictive interframes, P-frames
and B-frames. The majority of these are P-frames, which give the difference
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to the previous frame, but in order to handle features like the occlusion of
one object by another moving object, B-frames are transmitted that have the
differences to both preceding and following frames. These are transmitted
slightly out of sequence and require buffering and resequencing by the
decoder. The buffering causes delay, and as loss of a B-frame does not affect
subsequent P-frames, they may sometimes be omitted or sent at a lower net-
work priority. A further type of frame is the D-frame, which is intracoded,
but only includes the main dc coefficients and is used for specific applica-
tions such as fast-forward.

Most of the early standards organize the pictures into groups of pic-
tures (GOPs) that correspond to repetitive sequences of picture types. A
GOP has to contain at least one I-frame and has a length defined as the dis-
tance (in pictures) to the next I-frame. A further characteristic parameter is
the distance between an I- or a P-frame, which is used as a reference point for
further pictures and the next such frame (see Figure 10.1).

In this diagram, the initial dark frame is an I-frame, the clear frames are
B-frames, and the shaded frames are P-frames that are used as reference
points. The length is 12 in this example. B-frames are not used in many
cases, and if absent would be replaced in the diagram by nonreference
P-frames. When a picture is transmitted, it is coded on the basis of 8 × 8
pixel blocks that in turn are organized into macroblocks and either groups of
blocks (GOBs) or slices depending on the standard. Division of a picture in
this way limits the degree to which errors can be propagated through the pic-
ture. A macroblock is a 16 × 16 pixel area, and the number of coded blocks
depends on the (Y, U, V ) format, as shown in Figure 10.2 for (4, 4, 4), (4, 2,
2), and (4, 2, 0) formats.

In this figure the first GOB represents luminance, while the second
and third are the chrominance components corresponding to horizontal and
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vertical scans. The numbering shows which of the 12 blocks comprising
a (4, 4, 4) macroblock are retained in (4, 2, 2) and (4, 2, 0) formats.
Most potential 3G applications use the (4, 2, 0) format, with six blocks to a
macroblock.

A GOB is a complete strip of macroblocks across the picture. A slice is
a variable rectangular area, whose position and width need to be specified as
in Figure 10.3.

An example of a GOB for the case of H.261 and H.263v1 (see below
for these standards) is a row of macroblocks, where the number in the GOB
is 22 (equals 352/16) for CIF, with 12 GOBs to a CIF frame or 3 for QCIF.

The stream of compressed video contains header data associated with
each of these structures that is vital for interpretation of the stream, and some
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applications may transmit this over a separate logical channel with higher
error protection than the visual content. Early videocompression algorithms
were designed for networks with low error rates, and so have little resilience.
A few errors in the image have little impact on the viewer, but an error
in the video frame header data may make it undecodable, so that it has to
be dropped. Many decoders try to conceal these errors by repeating the last
frame that was successfully decoded.

Many vendors of compression applications add proprietary features
to enhance the basic standard in areas where the standards body has been
unable to agree on the best approach, or where the standard is not entirely
clear. As a result, best performance is usually obtained where codecs come
from the same manufacturer so that the proprietary enhancements can
be used.

In general, the low bandwidth of 3G radio access networks means that
high degrees of compression have to be used. This is achieved by the use
of low-resolution source images (e.g., QCIF) and large quantization steps.
Applications that are explicitly designed for mobile networks, such as
JPEG-2000 and MPEG-4, also have special features to make them more
resilient to transmission errors, as do later versions of H.263. All these appli-
cations are treated individually in subsequent sections of this chapter.

UMTS recommends the use of PS streaming services (PSS) [16] that
employ RTP/UDP (see Section 7.4.7) for transport of media content,
HTTP/TCP for scene description, and text still images and RTSP [19] or
HTTP for presentation description. SIP (see Section 7.4.8) controls session
initiation, and RTSP, which also makes use of SDP (see Section 7.4.14), pro-
vides session control where this is needed. The subsequent sections outline
the use of RTP.

10.2.2 JPEG and Motion JPEG

JPEG [20] was originally intended for compression of still images but
has been widely used for moving images via its motion JPEG derivative and
achieves a typical compression ratio on the order of 15:1. JPEG has one
lossless compression mode, the simple predictive differential pulse code
modulation (DPCM), in which the differences between predicted and actual
values are coded and transmitted, and three lossy modes based on DCT. The
three DCT modes differ in the manner of transmission as follows:

• Sequential: In this mode blocks are transmitted as soon as they are
coded, and the picture appears block by block at the receiver.
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• Progressive: The original image is successively quantized at several
different resolutions with the coefficients stored in a buffer. A full-
size picture is received that is initially blurred, but becomes progres-
sively more refined at each stage.

• Hierarchical: The image is again quantized at different resolutions,
but each pass is used as the prediction for the next layer in a pyrami-
dal approach. The received picture initially appears as a very small
size corresponding to the top of the pyramid, and becomes progres-
sively larger at each stage until full size is reached. The sharpness of
the images appears roughly the same at each stage.

Most implementations of JPEG, especially those in hardware, use the DCT
sequential mode, and this is the only one that is supported in RTP encapsu-
lation for IP transport [21]. The standard RTP header includes a time-stamp
based on a 90-kHz clock, and is followed by 8-byte JPEG-specific headers.
These headers indicate one of up to 255 JPEG types, a fragment offset, JPEG
quantization values, and frame width/height sizes in multiples of 8 pixels.

JPEG is very sensitive to errors, and the burst errors associated with
Rayleigh fading are liable to cause areas of corruption in the received image.
The bit error rate needs to be less than 1 in 106 for reasonable images,
so would require use of acknowledged mode in UMTS or assured mode in
cdma2000 with multiple retransmissions. JPEG itself is not a real-time appli-
cation, so the delays associated with retransmission are not a problem, and a
low DiffServ code-point can be used in IP.

JPEG is not suited to unnatural images, particularly bilevel diagrams
(e.g., black and white), and JBIG is used instead for these, but with similar
acknowledged or assured mode parameters.

Motion JPEG produces a sequence of I-frames only, so errors in one
frame are uncorrelated with those in subsequent frames. As it is a real-time
application, the delays associated with retransmissions are not acceptable,
and use of transparent mode in UMTS or unassured mode in cdma2000 will
lead to poor quality images, although loss of an occasional frame is not a
problem due to use of I-frames only.

10.2.3 H.261 Videoconferencing

ITU-T H.261, or p × 64 as it is also known, is the original video-
conferencing standard. It was designed to operate over CS networks using a
bandwidth of p × 64 Kbps, where p is an integer in the range 1 to 30. It is
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based on DCT and the use of interframe prediction, with multiplexing of
audio, video, data, and signaling information before transmission. The nor-
mal frame rate is 30 per second, but the standard allows up to three frames to
be interpolated between transmitted frames, thereby reducing the rate to 15,
10, or 7.5 in order to cut the required bandwidth. At high bandwidth the
source image is CIF, but for low rates QCIF is used with format (4, 2, 0) in
either case. Groups of four luminance and two chrominance blocks are com-
bined to form a macroblock. The standard allows for the limited degree of
movement likely in a videoconference, and has an optional motion vector per
macroblock to support this aim. The standard makes use of eight different
modes of coding the macroblocks as follows:

1. Intercoded;

2. Motion compensated (MC);

3. Non-MC;

4. Intracoded;

5. Not coded (where none of the transformed component blocks has
significant energy);

6. Intercoded plus quantization step size definitions;

7. MC plus quantization step size definitions;

8. Intracoded plus quantization step size definitions.

H.261 does not use B-frames on account of the delay that they introduce and
their limited value in the videoconferencing environment.

If a macroblock is corrupted by bit errors during transmission, the cor-
ruption will persist until the next intracoded version of that macroblock is
received. H.261 specifies that an individual macroblock must be updated at
least once every 132 frames. In the worst case of the low bit rates appropriate
to mobiles, this could mean a corrupted image persisting for up to 17.6 sec-
onds at the lowest frame rate of 7.5 per second. At these low frame rates it
should be possible to allow up to one retransmission on the radio access net-
work, but at typical BER of 10�2 or 10�3 many of the macroblocks will still
be corrupted, so received video images will show persistent disfigurements.
H.261 includes an option for forward error correction on an end-to-end
basis between codecs using a BCH block code; despite the use of FEC on the
radio links, this option is likely to be beneficial.

At the lowest data rates of 64 and 128 Kbps, the large associated quan-
tization step leads to a blocky appearance of the received images. This has
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two characteristic features: a high-frequency noise called mosquito noise,
associated with blocky areas in variable positions, and staircase noise, where
the blockiness breaks up a sharp edge. These defects can be reduced with the
use of filters, but at the expense of slight blurring.

The quantity of information to be transmitted varies according to the
type of macroblock, particularly intracoded versus intercoded, and this
causes a problem on CS or other CBR network links. H.261 uses buffering
to compensate for this, but at the expense of adding both delay and jitter,
together with some bit dropping or stuffing. The latter technique may not be
equally applied over a complete frame and can lead to image quality variabil-
ity over the frame as a result; in addition, it is not fully standardized, so dif-
ferent H.261 implementations may not be compatible in this aspect of rate
control.

The speech component is based on either 64-Kbps PCM or 32-Kbps
ADPCM and so requires transcoding for mobiles, leading to delay and loss of
quality.

A 3G receiver of H.261 images is thus likely to encounter an overall
poor image quality due to the deficiencies of the algorithm at the lowest
transmission rates, together with frequent disfigurements of parts of the
image for several seconds at a time due to the errors resulting from the radio
access network. The residual BER must be better than 10�6.

Although H.261 was designed for CS networks, it is also the main
video compression standard recommended in H.323 (see Section 7.5) for
multimedia over PS networks, where it is encapsulated in RTP. There is a
standard payload format when transported by RTP [22]. This has a special
H.261 header that includes information on the encoded video frame includ-
ing a flag to distinguish I-frames, a flag to show if motion vectors are used by
the session, a GOB number (relative to the start of the frame), a quantization
value, macroblock address predictor, and when motion vectors are in use, the
horizontal and vertical motion components. Packet loss or corruption is a
major problem for this application over mobile networks.

10.2.4 MPEG-2

The first widely deployed standard for compression of video images with
a large degree of movement was MPEG-1, which was intended for com-
pression of audio-video for storage purposes, particularly with CD-ROM
drives. As a result, it lacks resilience to errors and is not suited to network
transmission.
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MPEG-2 [12], which is backwards compatible with MPEG-1 and
has been adopted by the ITU as ITU-T H.262, was designed to be usable
over networks and to support many additional features associated with
transmission of TV programs and video on demand, such as distribution of
several distinct programs simultaneously. Consequently, it carries both a pro-
gram stream and a transport stream.

The program stream is able to multiplex several different programs
together through the transmission of successive program packs. The individ-
ual program packs contain features such as a program code, table of contents,
security, access control, and some audio-video characteristics. It is transmit-
ted in the form of relatively large packets.

The transport stream carries the actual program material, and is trans-
mitted as 188-byte packets. These packets each have a 4-byte header and
184 bytes of payload, with the size chosen so that one 188-byte packet would
fit directly into four ATM AAL1 cells (each with 1 control byte and 47 traffic
bytes). The standard 4-byte header contains a program identifier, synchro-
nization byte, error flag, start indicator, and transport priority level. It
can optionally be extended at the expense of the payload field to include a
90-kHz program reference clock (PCR) time-stamp to allow the receiver to
reduce jitter. Use of these time-stamps is a more effective way of controlling
jitter than the end-to-end use of AAL1, so ATM AAL5 or AAL2 can be used
instead with PCR. If AAL5 is used, then one, two, or more transport stream
packets are concatenated and fitted into five, eight, or more ATM cells, with
some bytes left over that may be used in a proprietary manner.

MPEG-2 has to provide compression of both audio and video material
(its MP1�3 audio compression standards have already been described earlier
in this chapter in relation to the ubiquitous MP3 application). A more effi-
cient audio compression technique, advanced audio coding (AAC), is also
used in later implementations. The video compression component is closely
related to that of JPEG, but with allowance for motion and transmission
errors. It again uses DCT block transforms that are optimized for natural
objects and human perception, and, like H.261, uses both intercoded and
intracoded objects, in this case complete frames. The intercoded frames are
both P-frames and B-frames as mentioned in the introductory section of this
chapter. An I-frame is sent every 12 frames, so errors do not persist nearly as
long as with H.261.

MPEG-2 covers an extremely wide range of applications; its function-
ality is described in terms of five profiles and four levels. The profile defines a
subset of MPEG-2 functionality, and the level describes a constraint on the
parameter values. These are summarized in Tables 10.11 and 10.12.
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Table 10.11
MPEG-2 Profiles

Profile Basic Characteristics

Simple Does not use B-frames, mainly for software decoders

Main Common low-cost implementation with I-, P-, and B-frames

Spatial Main with added spatial scalability

SNR Spatial with added SNR scalability

High SNR with 4, 2, 2 format

Table 10.12
MPEG-2 Levels

Level Source Bit Rate (Mbps) Quality (pels × fps) Typical Application

Low 4 352 × 288 × 30 VHS-grade video

Main 15 720 × 476 × 30 Broadcast quality

High 1440 60 1,440 × 1,152 × 30 HDTV

High 90 1,920 × 1,152 × 30 Film production

MPEG-2 has typical compression ratios of 15�30:1, so with a maxi-
mum transmission rate of 2 Mbps only two levels are relevant for 3G net-
works. The relevant levels are low and main with compressed rates of 1 Mbps
or less.

The most common MPEG applications are main for both profile and
level. Main is used for both storage media and broadcasts. It sends all pic-
tures, provides no scalability, and uses the (4, 2, 0) format.

The second applicable profile is SNR scalable, which is more important
for networks. SNR refers to the fact that this profile first quantizes a frame,
then decodes this output and compares it with the original frame. The differ-
ences between the original and decoded version are then compressed and sent
as a set of enhancements alongside the standard code. SNR scalable is aimed
at ATM networks, and the enhancements will typically be sent at a different
cell loss priority to the standard code so that in the event of network conges-
tion or restricted bandwidth links they will be preferentially dropped. Where
both the standard and enhanced codes are received, a decoder will normally
combine both signals to form an output that is free from quantization noise.
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Scalable in this instance refers to the option for dropping the enhancements,
but other MPEG-2 profiles have additional scalability features to allow
interoperability of equipment and networks using different image sizes and
frame rates. Simple profile is often used for videoconferencing because of the
need for minimal delay.

MPEG-2 describes motion through the use of a macroblock identity
and average motion vector per macroblock in P-frames; while B-frames use
two motion vectors, one for time advance and the other for time retard.

MPEG-2 has several options for handling errors in addition to the use
of relatively short packets. The first of these is an option for forward error
correction and another is for data partitioning. Data partitioning is an exten-
sion of SNR scalability and is based on two priority levels. The basic code
can be divided between the two levels so that less important information is
sent at the same level as the enhancements. Typically, the lesser information
would consist of the higher-frequency DCT coefficients to which the human
eye is less sensitive. The more sophisticated of the decoders can also imple-
ment error concealment by replacing defective data with interpolated data,
although this can sometimes turn out to be counterproductive.

Although MPEG-2 was designed for use over ATM, it is frequently
encapsulated in IP using RTP. Audio and video components of the transport
stream are separately encapsulated (that for the audio part was described in
Section 10.1.3 for MP3). The RTP header includes the payload type (dis-
tinct from that for audio), a video stream identifier, and a 32-bit presentation
time-stamp to help the network control jitter. This is followed by a 4-byte
video-specific header that includes a 10-bit temporal reference for the picture
within the current GOP, the picture type (I-, P-, B-, or D-), and various
flags. The MPEG-2 RTP payload types are 33 for video and 14 for audio.

Several other well-known standards for video compression and storage
are substandards of MPEG-2; these include DVD, Video-CD, and CD-i.
They have specialized restrictions on parameters and require gateways for
interworking with MPEG in general.

10.2.5 JPEG-2000

This standard was devised to be free of the limitations of the original JPEG
and to be suitable for use over mobile phone networks. Thus, it is capable of
handling synthetic images as well as natural ones and has resilience features
for error-prone networks. It is recognized that even with the aid of forward
error correction on the radio links the error rate may still be excessive, so
resilience is provided at the source coding stage also.
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The features that provide resilience are hierarchical resynchronization
after errors, data partitioning, and error concealment by the decoder. Unlike
the earlier JPEG, it does not use the DCT transform, but employs the newer
wavelet transform instead. The input is first decomposed by the wavelet
transform into frequency subbands that are then split into bit-planes and
then into blocks. Each block is coded independently to prevent error
propagation.

Segments from various blocks are collected into a packet, and the
packet is provided with a resynchronization header. The encoder can choose
the number of blocks to go into a packet and, if it has feedback on the error
rate, can decide this so as to get the best performance. If the error rate is high,
the number of blocks per packet is reduced at the penalty of a higher over-
head, while at low error rates the number is increased. Each packet carries
a resynchronization marker (RM) and an identification number; the latter
identifies the subband, SNR layer (analogous to MPEG), and spatial parti-
tion to which the packet belongs. After an error, all data is discarded until the
next RM is received.

The different bit-planes can be assigned different qualities of service so
that in congested networks the least important parts of the image can be pref-
erentially dropped.

10.2.6 MPEG-4

This standard [23�27] is explicitly designed to meet the problems of sending
moving images and videoconferencing over low bit rate, error-prone net-
works such as the PSTN and mobile networks.

Initially it was expected that only low resolution images, such as QCIF
and sub-QCIF, would be supported on account of the low bandwidth, but
the success of the standard has led to its use at higher speeds for much higher
quality sources, such as 4CIF and 16CIF, which have 4 and 16 times the
number of pixels as CIF, respectively.

MPEG-4 works with audiovisual objects (AVO) together with a scene
description procedure for assembling them into the full display rather than
transmitting complete frames as a whole. AVOs can either be primitive
objects, such as the sound of somebody talking or the image of a person,
or else compound objects, such as a person talking. An instance of a visual
object at a specific time is called a video object plane (VOP). Binary format
for scenes (BIFS) is the scene description language, which in addition to
reducing latency also provides a quick means of updating scenes.
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Like MPEG-2 it has multiple profiles and levels, the main difference
being the addition of the QCIF and sub-QCIF levels. The profiles determine
which of the various MPEG-4 object types are supported, while the levels
indicate the constraints placed on parameter values. The feature types in
MPEG-4 are as follows: (1) basic I- and P-VOP, (2) error resolution, (3)
short headers, (4) B-VOP, (5) temporal scalability of P-VOP, (6) binary
shapes, (7) sprites, and (8) N-Bit. The related profile types for natural images
are shown Tables 10.13 and 10.14 [28] where �y� indicates support.
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Table 10.13
MPEG-4 Profiles

Profile Name

Object Types

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Simple y y y

Simple scalable y y y

Core y y y y y y

Main y y y y y y y

N-bit y y y y y y y

Table 10.14
MPEG-4 Levels

Profile Name Level Bit Rate Maximum Objects Image Format

Simple L0 28.8 Kbps 2 Sub-QCIF

Simple L1 64.0 Kbps 4 QCIF

Simple L2 128.0 Kbps 4 CIF

Simple L3 384.0 Kbps 4 CIF

Core L1 384.0 Kbps 4 QCIF

Core L2 2.0 Mbps 16 CIF

Main L2 2.0 Mbps 16 CIF

Main L3 15.0 Mbps 32 R 601

Main L4 38.4 Mbps 32 1,920 × 1,088



There are also several profiles for specific artificial features, notably
types of animation, and a hybrid profile that has both the natural and syn-
thetic features.

The basic technique for coding the images is essentially that of
JPEG-2000 using wavelet transforms, and one of the key features is the use
of VOPs. A video frame is described as a layered structure in which each
main object has its own VOP, with the VOPs superimposed on each other
and on a background field. For example, in the broadcast of a game of base-
ball or cricket, the main features, such as the ball and key players, could have
their own VOPs (but depending on profile and level), while the sports
ground would be the background VOP or sprite. Each VOP is treated inde-
pendently and its evolution depicted through its own sequence of I-, P-, and
B-frames. The background VOP is treated as a sprite in some profiles
and coded much less frequently (with information on camera angles used
to update the display) than the main moving objects, and so it contributes
much less network traffic in MPEG-4 than in MPEG-2 or H.263. Packets
belonging to the different VOPs can be treated as different logical channels
over the network and be provided with differing qualities of service if
required. This applies particularly in video-conferencing and films for multi-
lingual presentation. A key factor for ease of user interpretation in each case
is lip synchronization of the speakers�so lips can be given their own VOP to
be superimposed on that of the face and be provided with a higher degree of
error protection on the radio link. In the case of the multilingual films, sepa-
rate VOPs for the lip movements can be dubbed in addition to the sound
to provide a much more convincing presentation than traditional sound
dubbing. Use of the MPEG time-stamps for the lip VOPs and the audio
stream allows precise lip synchronization.

Another major feature of MPEG-4 is the use of visual texture coding
(VTC) to provide high-quality synthetic images. VTC uses different wavelet
transform and quantization techniques to the main video module, and differs
in its resilience features also.

MPEG-4 has three sets of audio procedures as follows:

1. Natural sound can be sampled at up to 8 kHz and parameter coded
by harmonic vector excitation coding (HVXC) at bit rates from 1.2
to 4 Kbps. These algorithms have low MOS ratings of 3 or less.

2. CELP algorithms can also code natural sound with sampling rates
in the range 8 to 16 kHz and bit rates of 6 to 24 Kbps. The precise
algorithms differ from those used for the ITU G. Series of recom-
mendations and those for mobile networks.
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3. High-quality sound can be provided using AAC algorithms with
sampling rates from 8 to 96 kHz and bit rates from 16 to at least
64 Kbps.

Audio scaling is possible by using a CELP base with AAC enhancements.
MPEG-4 has a much higher degree of end-to-end resilience than

MPEG-2 to improve operation on mobile networks. One option is for the
encoder to insert RMs much more frequently, variously by dividing the pic-
ture into video packets made up of an integral number of consecutive mac-
roblocks spanning more or less than one row, and inserting RMs every Z bits.
Z is not standardized, but the value 512 is sometimes used, which allows
short burst errors to be confined to a few macroblocks in high-activity areas
of the picture instead of affecting a whole row of macroblocks.

A header extension code is another important error protection feature.
A header that describes the spatial aspects of the image, the time-stamps, and
the mode precedes each video frame. If this is corrupted, the picture cannot
be decoded, so the header extension is used to repeat the header to avoid that,
particularly with the VTC part.

Data partitioning is the next technique to reduce the amount of data
lost due to an error. A motion boundary marker (MBM) is inserted between
the Motion and VTC parts of a packet to enable an error to be localized to
one part or the other. Data in the defective part is then discarded until the
next applicable RM. (See Section 10.2.7 for an example of RM and MBM
use, in relation to H.263, which also does this.)

The motion part, but not VTC, also uses reversible variable length
codes (RVLC), whose format is such that they can be read either forward or
backward. If a decoder finds an error while decoding in the forward direc-
tion, it can go on to the next RM, then decode backward until it comes
to the error. The RVLCs are longer than would otherwise be normal and
so require extra bandwidth, but this disadvantage is more than offset by the
extra resilience on radio links.

One error correction feature that is not used in MPEG-4 is end-to-end
FEC, as this is not required for high-quality network sections, such as optic-
optic links, but it is assumed to be provided by the network itself on poor
quality parts, such as the radio links.

MPEG-4 is designed to be independent of the underlying transport
network, unlike MPEG-2, which was designed for use with ATM. AVOs are
sent in one or more elementary streams, each of which contains an object
descriptor that includes a QoS requirement. There is then a three-layer archi-
tecture for processing these elementary streams, as shown in Figure 10.4.
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The synchronization layer (SL) is mandatory and packetizes the ele-
mentary stream (ES) into access units to which it adds time-stamps to allow
synchronization at the receiver. A typical implementation provides one ES
for each AVO, with potentially an additional ES for the BIFS scene descrip-
tion commands, so the simple profile applications most likely to be used over
mobile networks would not have more than five ES. SL interfaces to the
delivery multimedia integration framework (DMIF) [29] and a FlexMux
layer that is optional but multiplexes different types of access unit into Flex-
Mux streams with common needs. Multiplexing is most likely to be required
for the more complex implementations where there are many objects and
hence multiple ES differing little in their QoS needs. The FlexMux output
streams have specific QoS needs and are sent to the TransMux channel for
selection of an appropriate network traffic channel using a standard DMIF
network interface, but these traffic channels are not part of the specification.
DMIF contains its own signaling component, which includes specification
of its QoS needs, but many applications may just use RTSP [19] with a fixed
network interface despite RTSP�s inability to specify QoS features other than
bandwidth and packet size. Typical network channels are RTP/UDP/IP,
AAL2/ATM for audio, H.324/PSTN, or the original MPEG-2 ATM
streams. In the case of RTP, there is a unique RTP session for each FlexMux
(or in its absence ES) stream.

The IETF has defined a set of procedures for carrying MPEG-4 in RTP
packets [30]. The video payload type is usually selected out of band from the
dynamic range (96�127) by H.245 or SIP commands, or defined independ-
ently for specific MPEG-4 applications. MPEG-4�s combined configuration/
ES mode is used with RTP, and the bit stream is inserted directly into RTP
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packets with only the standard RTP header. Unlike H.261 and MPEG-2,
there is no need for a specialized header as MPEG-4 has sufficient intrinsic
resilience to avoid this requirement. The only exception to this occurs with
MPEG-4�s short header option, and if this is used, then the extra header rec-
ommended for H.263 [31] (and below) is proposed. Ideally, an RTP packet
should only contain a single VOP, or fragment thereof, but with very small
VOPs an exception may be made. In that case, the RTP time-stamp refers to
the first VOP, and the others have to be calculated by the decoder. When
MPEG-4 data is placed in RTP packets, the various MPEG headers should
follow the standard RTP header. On networks with a high probability of
packet loss, such as wireless links, a complete video packet (i.e., VOP headers
plus VOP) should be placed in a single RTP packet if possible so that its loss
does not affect interpretation of other packets. This may require adjustment
of the video packet sizes for compatibility with the IP MTU.

The audio stream is treated differently and must use the low overhead
MPEG-4 audio transport multiplex (LATM) tool with RTP [30]. It is rec-
ommended to have one audiomux element per RTP packet if possible. The
payload type is again dynamic, and different payload types have to be used
for each level in scalable audio. Multiplexing of objects and of scalable audio
layers has to be avoided in LATM, which is only for natural audio, when
used with RTP.

MPEG-4 is considered as one of the most important real-time applica-
tions for use over UMTS networks. Applications over UMTS are most likely
to use bit rates in the range 28 to 144 Kbps. The residual BER needs to
be about 10�6 to avoid any visible degradation [32], with flaws becoming
increasingly apparent until a usability limit of 10�3 or 10�4. The exact limits
will depend on how fully MPEG�s own error protection mechanisms are
implemented. There may be an RAB subflow in the UTRAN for each
MPEG-4 ES; however, at the low bit rates for most mobile users there will be
a maximum of 4 objects, and hence not more than that number of subflows,
with only one in many instances. UMTS delay targets are in the region of
150 to 400 ms, with an expectation that the codecs will contribute about half
of this.

10.2.7 H.263, H.324, and 3G-324M

The ITU recommendation for supporting multimedia telephony over low
bit rate CS networks is H.324. This draws on four other recommendations
for its component functions as follows:
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1. H.245/248 for call control;

2. G.723.1 for audio compression;

3. H.261/263 for moving images and videoconferencing;

4. H.223 for multiplexing the signaling, data, audio, and video chan-
nels.

Of these, H.248 was described implicitly in relation to Megaco Protocol [33]
in Section 7.4.12, while H.723 was described in Section 10.2. The 3G
UMTS standard for audio codecs is AMR, not G.723.1, so the 3G Partner-
ship Program has a modified version of H.324 called 3G-324M [34] that
incorporates this change and a few others. The corresponding ITU recom-
mendation for PS networks is H.323 (see Section 7.5 and [35]), but this is
not directly supported in UMTS.

Both H.223 and H.263 were originally intended for operation on
networks with low-speed links and fairly low error rates, such as PSTN and
N-ISDN, but have since been updated to allow for the high error rates on
mobile networks. H.223 originally had only one style of multiplexing, which
is now referred to as level 0, but three additional levels were added for error
handling with the following features:

• Level 0 provides variable length packets with a 1-octet header defin-
ing the logical channels carried and uses standard 01111110 HDLC
flags with bit stuffing as frame delimiters.

• Level 1 is intended for low error rate networks and is similar, but
uses 16-bit flag frame delimiters without bit stuffing instead of
HDLC flags to reduce the chances of flag corruption.

• Level 2 is for moderate error rates and differs from level 1 by the use
of a Golay code to provide error protection for the packet header.

• Level 3 is for high error rates and differs from level 2 by provision of
error protection for the payload field by any of several techniques
(ARQ, CRC checks, or a rate compatible punctured convolution
code).

H.263 has had three versions so far, with the original having been designed
for CS networks, and changes made later for the benefit of mobile networks
in particular. Version 1 of H.263 video compression is fairly similar to the
earlier H.261, but with better motion compensation and a different coding
for the transform vectors [34]. Like MPEG-4 it was designed for small
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format images at low speeds but is also used for larger formats, such as CIF
and 4CIF, at higher speeds. H.263 has one motion vector per macroblock of
16 × 16 pixels and bases this on predictions from each of three adjacent mac-
roblocks. Like H.261 but unlike MPEG-4, horizontal rows of macroblocks
are grouped into GOBs for transmission and numbered from top to bottom
in a vertical scan (unlike H.261). Version 1 only had one (optional) method
of error handling, which was to send H.245 messages back from the decoder
to the encoder to request specific macroblocks in the current image to be
coded in intra mode to limit propagation of errors. Because of the network
delays in receiving the decoder feedback and the effects of motion, the
encoder needs a lot of buffering to track the error. In version 2, often referred
to as H.263+, an additional three options for error handling were
introduced:

• Slice structure method: This uses slice structure codes (SSC) through-
out the bit-stream for resynchronization analogously to MPEG-4
(Figure 10.5), where a slice refers to a group of blocks.

• Independent segment decoding: The above method does not allow for
the effects of motion, so this technique prevents errors propagating
to neighboring slices by restricting the motion compensation vectors
to lengths that keep them within their original segment. This causes
lower compression owing to increased differences between succes-
sive pictures.

• Reference picture selection: This is another option that relies on feed-
back from the decoder for error limitation. In this case the decoder
requests one of several correctly received and decoded frames to be
used as the reference in intercoded pictures instead of an erroneous
one. This requires considerable codec memory.

• Video redundancy coding (VRC): This is another option that can
be implemented in conjunction with reference picture selection for
error-prone PS networks. Instead of basing sequences of P-frames on
a unique reference picture, multiple threads can be defined, each of
which is based on a separate reference picture. The effect of an error
in one reference picture is then confined to only one thread. Periodi-
cally a common synchronization frame is sent on all threads.

H.263 uses several H.245 features for support of video-feedback as
follows:
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• Freeze frame: picture frozen until release or a 6-second time-out;

• Fast update request: request for intracoding of macroblocks for error
limitation;

• Freeze frame release: back to normal transmission after either of the
two preceding options;

• Continuous presence multipoint: a multipoint control unit that can
transmit up to four independent video streams for split-screen pres-
entation in a single H.263 video stream.

H.263+ offers three scalability options: spatial, temporal, and SNR. Spatial
scalability typically involves two sets of pictures, basic and enhanced, with
the latter sent at twice the resolution in each plane (e.g., CIF instead of
QCIF). Temporal is given by two frame rates offered by either inclusion or
exclusion of B-frames. SNR is similar to that for MPEG with an optional set
of quantization errors. In an IP environment, distinct IP addresses and port
numbers are used for the different options so that a user can easily log on to
the appropriate quality.

H.263+ pictures are transmitted using a multiple layer structure with
different headers for each layer as shown in Figure 10.5 [36].

The meanings of the uninterpreted acronyms in this diagram are as
follows:

• CPM stands for continuous presence multipoint and is a flag that
indicates that four independent video bit-streams may be sent
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within a single H.263 video channel�if so, the field GBSI is used in
the GOB header.

• PEI is a flag that indicates the presence of an optional field.

• GBSI is the GOB substance indicator for the streams in the mul-
tipoint case indicated by the CPM flag.

• The COD flag is used to show whether the macroblock has been
coded, or skipped because it has not changed significantly.

• MBCPY is a variable length field that describes the type of mac-
roblock and which chrominance blocks are coded.

• The CBPY field shows which of the four luminance blocks within
the macroblock have been coded (some may have been skipped for
lack of change).

• DQUANT shows the change in quantization parameters for the
macroblock since the previous one, and for the first macroblock is
set to the default quantization parameter (QP).

• The block layer shows the coding of the actual video data, where
INTRADC represents the constant coefficient in the DCT expan-
sion for an I-frame, and TCOEFs describe the coefficients for
the cosine terms. Some operations, such as fast-forward, only use
INTRADC.

If slice structure mode is used in H.263+, then a slice structure header is used
instead of the GOB header. This includes a specification of the slice size in
addition to comparable material to that for the GOB.

H.263+ also uses resynchronization markers and motion boundary
markers for data partitioning as shown in Figure 10.6.

This shows how the macroblock is split into parts for motion vectors
and picture data. The number of macroblocks following the RM is provided,
followed by the default QP, followed in turn by the motion data for each
successive macroblock. After the MBM, the data headers for each mac-
roblock are given, with the actual DCT data for the individual macroblocks
behind the set of headers.

H.263 version 3 (or H.263L) is intended to provide still better per-
formance on low bit rate links and on poor quality networks. It is also
intended to have a much greater compatibility with MPEG-4.

A further improvement to H.263 is the recent addition of profiles to
classify sets of functionality (H.263 Annex X) for version 2. Those most rele-
vant to UMTS are as follows:
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• The baseline profile (profile 0) stands for H.263 with no optional
modes of operation. It includes the basic coding tool set common in
modern video coding standards. It provides simple means to insert
resynchronization points within the video bit-stream, and therefore,
it enables recovery from erroneous or lost data. This has several lev-
els, and UMTS specifies level 10 [16].

• The version 2 interactive and streaming wireless profile (profile 3)
provides enhanced compression efficiency when compared to the
baseline profile and is also recommended in [16]. Moreover, it pro-
vides enhanced error resilience for delivery to wireless devices. Spe-
cifically, profile 3 includes the following optional coding modes:

• Advanced INTRA coding (Annex I): Use of this mode improves
the compression efficiency for INTRA macroblocks (whether
within INTRA pictures or predictively coded pictures);

• Deblocking filter (Annex J): A deblocking filter improves image
quality by reducing blocking artifacts. When compared to
deblocking filtering performed as a postprocessing operation, the
deblocking filter mode reduces the amount of required memory,
as no additional picture memory is needed for the filtered images.
This mode also includes the four-motion-vector-per-macroblock
feature and picture boundary extrapolation for motion compen-
sation, both of which can further improve compression effi-
ciency.

• Slice structured mode (Annex K): This adds resynchronization
markers (see Figure 10.6).
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• Modified quantization (Annex T): This mode enables flexible quan-
tizer control that can be used in sophisticated bit rate control
algorithms. In addition, it improves chrominance fidelity.

RTP Encapsulation

RFC 2190 [37] was originally defined for RTP encapsulation of H.263, but
the latter RFC 2429 [31] is recommended for H.263+, and it is the latter
that is outlined here. The video bit-stream is directly packetized within RTP
with the exception of two null bytes at the beginning of some of the start
codes. The standard RTP header is used with the following principles:

• The RTP marker bit is set to 1 when the packet contains the end of
the current frame, and otherwise is set to 0.

• The payload type indicates H.263+.

• The RTP time-stamp refers to the sampling time of the first video
frame in the RTP packet. If a video frame covers several RTP pack-
ets, then they all carry the same time-stamp. For spatial and SNR
scalability, packets referring to the same frames at different scales
carry the same time-stamps, but temporal scalability requires special
ordering to handle the B-frames.

The standard RTP header is followed by a specific H.263+ header, which is
of variable length, to describe the details of the different encoding options in
use and the possible inclusion of an extra picture header. The basic structure
is shown in Figure 10.7.

The significance of these fields are listed below:

• RR: These 5 bits are reserved and set to 0.
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• P: This 1-bit flag indicates the start of a picture, GOB, slice, or video
sequence end. Two zero bytes have to be prefixed to the start codes
in the payload to reconstruct the H.263+ start codes.

• V: This 1-bit flag indicates the presence of an 8-bit VRC field at the
end of the standard H.263+ header.

• PLEN: This 6-bit field indicates the length of an extra picture
header if it is present; otherwise it is set to 0.

• PEBIT: This 3-bit field indicates a number of bytes to ignore at the
end of the extra picture header if present.

• VRC field: This optional extension includes a 3-bit thread ID (allow-
ing up to seven threads), a 4-bit packet number within the thread,
and an S-bit that is set for a synchronization frame.

3G-324M also includes optional support for MPEG-4 visual simple profile
at level 0 and makes recommendations for how visual object start codes
should be aligned with the start of SDUs.

Cdma2000 recommends the use of H.324 or MPEG-4 visual for
videoconferencing but does not specify the speech codec component. The
image sizes recommended are CIF and QCIF.

H.263 is also an optional form of coding for use with H.323 packet
mode multimedia; some of the issues for this in UMTS were discussed in
Chapters 7 and 8.

Early versions of H.263 need residual BER of less than 10�6, but later
versions with better error correction can stand higher rates of up to 10�4 as
with MPEG-4.

When 3G-324M runs over UMTS, it will require the three logical
channels used for AMR speech (see Section 10.1.1) together with at least one
for the video image, so the number of RAB subflows and TFCS components
will each be at least four.
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List of Acronyms

1G first generation

2G second generation

3G third generation

3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project

3GPP2 Third Generation Partnership Project Two

AAA authentication, authorization, and accounting

AAC advanced audio coding

AAL ATM adaptation layer

ABR available bit rate

ABT ATM block transfer

ACELP algebraic code excited linear prediction

ACH access channel
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ACK acknowledgment

ADPCM adaptive differential pulse code modulation

AF assured forwarding

AM acknowledged mode

AMPS Advanced Mobile Phone System (analog)

AMR adaptive multirate (codec)

AMR-WB adaptive multirate wideband AMR

ANM answer message

APN access point name

ARQ automatic repeat request; admission request

ATC ATM transfer capability

ATM asynchronous transfer mode

AUC authentication center

AVO audio-visual object

BCCH broadcast control channel

BCH Bose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghem; broadcast channel

BER bit error rate

BGCF breakout gateway control function

BICC bearer independent call control

BIFS binary format for scenes
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B-ISUP broadband integrated services user part

BLER block error rate

BMC broadcast and multicast control

BSAP base station application part

BSC base station controller

BSMAP base station management application part

BSN block sequence number

BSS base station system

BSSGP BSS GPRS Protocol

BTS base transceiver station

BVC BSSGP virtual connection

BVCI BVC identifier

CACH common access channel

CAM channel assignment message

CAMEL customized applications for mobile enhanced logic

CBR constant bit rate

CCCH common control channel

CCTrCH coded composite transport channel

CDG CDMA Development Group

CDMA code division multiple access
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CDT cell delay time

CDV cell delay variation

CELP code excited linear prediction

CHAP Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol

CID context identifier; channel identifier

CIF common intermediate format

CMIP Common Management Information Protocol

CNAME canonical name

COPS common open policy server

CPCH common packet (transport) channel

CCPCH common control physical channel

CPICH common pilot channel

CPS common part sublayer

CRC cyclic redundancy check

CS coding scheme

CS-ACELP conjugate structure-algebraic code excited linear prediction

CSCF call state control function

CSRC contributing source

CWND congestion window

DAMPS Digital Advanced Mobile Phone System
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DCCH dedicated control channel

DCH dedicated (transport) channel

DCT discrete cosine transform

DHCP Dynamic Host Control Protocol

DL downlink

DLCI data link channel identifier

DMIF delivery multimedia integration framework

DNS domain name service

DPCCH dedicated physical control channel

DPCM differential pulse code modulation

DPDCH dedicated physical data channel

DRQ delete request

DRX discontinuous reception

DS differentiated services

DSCH downlink shared (transport) channel

DSCP differentiated services code-point

DTAP direct transfer application part

DTCH dedicated traffic channel

DTM dual transfer mode

DTX discontinuous transmission
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EACH enhanced access channel

ECAM extended channel assignment message

ECSD enhanced circuit switch data

EDGE enhanced data rates for GSM/global evolution

EF expedited forwarding

EFR enhanced full rate

EIR equipment identification register

ERL echo return loss

ES elementary stream

ESN electronic serial number

ESP encapsulating security payload

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EVRC enhanced variable rate codec

FA foreign agent

FAC foreign agent challenge

FACH forward access channel

FCH fundamental channel

FCS frame check sequence

FDD frequency division duplex

FDMA frequency division multiple access
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FEC forward error control; forwarding equivalence class

FER frame error rate

FR full rate

F-SYNC forward synchronization (timing and framing to mobile station)

GERAN GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network

GGSN gateway GPRS node

GIF graphics interchange format

GOB group of blocks

GOP group of pictures

GOV group of video object planes

GMSK Gaussian minimum shift keying

GSN GPRS support node

GTP GPRS Tunneling Protocol

HARQ hybrid automatic repeat request

HEC header error control

HLR home location register

HSDPA high-speed downlink packet access

HS-DSCH high-speed downlink shared channel

HSS home subscriber server

HS-SCH high-speed shared control channel
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HVXC harmonic vector excitation coding

IAM initial address message

IAR IAM reject

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol

IE information element

IEEE Institute of Electrical Engineers

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IKE Internet key exchange

IMSI international mobile subscriber identity

IP Internet Protocol

IPHC IP header compression

IRN international roaming number

IS interim standard

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

ITU International Telecommunications Union

IWF interworking function

JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group

LD-CELP low delay code excited linear prediction

LDP Label Distribution Protocol

LI length indicator
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LLC logical link control

LPDP local policy decision point

LSP label-switched path

LSR label switch router

LTU logical transmission unit

MAC media access control

MC multipoint controller; motion compensated

MCC mobile country code

MCSB message control status block

MCU multipoint control unit

MGW media gateway

MGC media gateway controller

MGCF media gateway control function

MGCP Media Gateway Control Protocol

MIB management information block

MIME multipurpose Internet mail extensions

MIN mobile identification number

MM mobility management

MOS mean opinion score

MP multipoint processor
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MP3 MPEG audio level 3

MPEG Motion Pictures Experts Group

MPLS multiprotocol label switching

MP-MLQ multipulse, multilevel quantization

MPPC Microsoft point-to-point compression

MRF multimedia resource functions

MS mobile station

MSC mobile switching center

MSID mobile station identifier

MSS maximum segment size

MTP-3b message transfer part 3b (of SS7)

MTU maximum transmission unit

NAK negative acknowledgment

NAS nonaccess stratum

NBAP Node B application part

NMT Nordic Mobile Telephone

NNI network-to-network interface

NSAPI network service access point identifier

NS-VC network service virtual connection

NS-VL network service virtual link
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OCSF orthogonal constant spreading factor

OSI open systems interconnect

OVSF orthogonal variable spreading factor

PACCH packet associated control channel

PAGCH packet access grant channel

PAP Password Authentication Protocol

PBCCH packet broadcast control channel

PCCH packet control channel

PCF policy control function; packet control function

PCM pulse code modulation

PCR peak cell rate

PCU packet control unit

PDCH packet dedicated channel

PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol

PDP policy decision point; Packet Data Protocol

PDTCH packet data traffic channel

PDU protocol data unit

PEP policy enforcement point

PFC packet flow context

PFI packet flow identifier
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PHB per hop behavior

PLMN public land mobile network

PN pseudonoise

PNCH packet notification channel

POTS plain old telephone service

PPCH packet paging channel

PPP Point-to-Point Protocol

PRACH physical random access channel

PTM point-to-multipoint

PTP point-to-point

PSS packet-switch streaming services

QCIF quarter common intermediate format

QDU quantization distortion unit

QoS quality of service

RAB radio access bearer

RACH random access (transport) channel

RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service

RANAP radio access network application part

RAS registration, admission, and status

RC radio configuration
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RCPC rate compatible punctured convolutional code

RF radio frequency

RFC request for comment

RLC radio link control

RLP Radio Link Protocol

RM resource management; resynchronization marker

RNC radio network controller

ROHC robust header compression

RRC radio resource control

RSVP Resource Reservation Protocol

RTCP Real-Time Control Protocol

RTP Real-Time Protocol

RTSP Real-Time Streaming Protocol

RTT round-trip time

RWND receive window

SAAL signaling ATM adaptation layer

SAPI service access point identifier

SCAM supplemental channel assignment message

SCAMM supplemental channel assignment minimessage

SCCH supplementary code channel
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SCCP signaling connection control part (of SS7)

SCH supplementary channel; synchronization channel

SCR sustained cell rate

SCRM supplemental channel request message

SCTP Stream Control Transmission Protocol

SDH synchronous digital hierarchy

SDP Session Description Protocol

SDU service data unit

SGSN serving GPRS support node

SIF source image format

SIP Session Initiation Protocol

SLA service level agreement

SMpSDU support mode for predefined SDU size

SMS short message service

SN sequence number

SNDCP Subnetwork Data Convergence Protocol

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol

SNR signal-to-noise ratio

SNS sequence number space

SO service option
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SONET Synchronized Optical Network

SQCIF sub-QCIF

SRB signaling radio burst

SS7 Signaling System Seven

SSC sychronization complete; slice structure method

SSCF service-specific coordination function

SSCOP service-specific connection part

SSCS service-specific convergence sublayer

SSN starting sequence number

SSRC synchronization source

TACS Total Access Communications System

TB transport block

TBF temporary block flow

TBS transport block set

TC transaction capability

TCH/F traffic channel/full-rate

TCH/H traffic channel/half-rate

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TCTF transport channel type field

TDD time division duplex
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TDMA time division multiple access

TEID (GTP) tunnel endpoint identifier

TF transport format

TFCI transport format combination indicator

TFCS transport format combination set

TFI temporary flow identity (GPRS); transport format indicator
(WCDMA)

TFO tandem free operation

TFRI transport format and resource indicator

TFT traffic flow template

TLLI temporary logical link identity

TM transparent mode

TMSI temporary mobile subscriber identity

TOS type of service

TPC transmit power control

TrFO transcoder free operation

TSN transmission sequence number

TTI transmission time interval

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UE user equipment

UL uplink
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UM unacknowledged mode

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service

URL uniform resource locator

USF uplink state flag

UTRAN UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network

UUI user-to-user information

UWCC Universal Wireless Communications Consortium

VBR variable bit rate

VBS voice broadcast service

VGCS voice group-call service

VLR visitor location register

VoFR Voice over Frame Relay

VoIP Voice over IP

VOP video object plane

VRC video redundancy coding

VTC visual texture coding

WAP Wireless Application Protocol

WCDMA wideband code division multiple access

WS window size

XHTML extensible hypertext markup language

XOR exclusive OR
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Access point name, 100, 205
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AMR. See Adaptive multirate
Answer message, 143
Antenna gain, 127
Any-any routing, 187
APN. See Access point name
ARQ. See Acknowledgement request;

Automatic repeat request
Assignment channel, 78
Assured forwarding, 160, 243
Assured mode, 74, 90, 91, 144
Asymmetric traffic, 38, 114, 137
Asynchronous balanced mode, 113
Asynchronous disconnected mode, 113
Asynchronous transfer mode, 11, 12, 41,

141, 142, 144�48, 202, 211,
217, 243, 244

Asynchronous transfer mode adaptation
layer, 143, 144�47, 211�12,
239, 243, 255, 269

Asynchronous transfer mode block
transfer, 147�48

Asynchronous transfer mode transfer
capabilities, 147

ATC. See Asynchronous transfer mode
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ATM. See Asynchronous transfer mode
ATM Forum, 148
Atmospheric absorption, 124
AUC. See Authentication center
Audio applications

circuit-switched voice, 247�56
MP3, 259�60
packet-switched voice, 257�59

Audiovisual object, 272, 275�76
Authentication, 73, 170�71
Authentication center, 211
Authenticity, 12
Autocorrelation, 29�30
Automatic repeat request, 74�76
Available bit rate, 147�48
AVO. See Audiovisual object

Background service class, 223
Back-off procedure, 173
Base station, 73, 95�96, 123
Base station application part, 212
Base station controller, 210�12

Base station management application
part, 212

Base station system, 97
Base station system support GPRS service

node, 106, 107, 112
Base transceiver station, 36, 90, 91,

128�29, 214�15, 238
BCCH. See Broadcast control channel
BCFE. See Broadcast control function

entity
BCH. See Broadcast channel
BCH codes. See Bose-Chaudhuri-

Hocquenghem codes
BCR. See Block cell rate
Bearer. See Radio access bearer
BER. See Bit error rate
B-frame, 262�63, 267, 280
BGCF. See Breakout gateway control

function
Bidirectional optimistic mode, 179
Bidirectional reliable mode, 179
BIFS. See Binary format scenes
Binary-encoded descriptor, 185�86
Binary format for scenes, 272
Binary phase shift key, 33
Binary synchronous

communications, 15, 210�12
B-ISUP. See Broadband-integrated services

user part
Bit error rate, 58, 66, 136, 144, 225, 229,

244�45, 267, 268, 277, 284
Bit rate, 65�66
Blank and burst, 81
BLER. See Block error rate
Block cell rate, 148
Block code, 16�18, 22, 26, 28
Block compression, 262, 264�65, 267�68
Blocked call, 122, 136, 138
Block end offset, 183
Block error rate, 57�58, 66, 137�38
Block sequence number, 108
Block start offset, 183
BMC. See Broadcast and multicast control
Boltzmann�s law, 128
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem

codes, 17�18, 28
BPSK. See Binary phase shift key
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Branch metric, 24
Breakout gateway control function, 205
Broadband integrated services digital

network, 193
Broadband integrated services user

part, 142�43, 147�48
Broadcast and multicast control, 43
Broadcast channel, 45, 55, 60
Broadcast common channel, 78
Broadcast control channel, 45, 101, 117
Broadcast control function entity, 40
BSAP. See Base station application part
BSC. See Binary synchronous

communications
BSMAP. See Base station management

application part
BSN. See Block sequence number
BSS. See Base station system
BSSGP. See Base station system support

GPRS service node
BSSGP virtual connection, 106
BSSGP virtual connection identifier, 106
BTS. See Base transceiver station
Bucket size/depth, 153
Burst errors, 26�27, 45, 125
Burst types, 61�62
Bursty traffic, 12, 67, 90, 160
BVC. See BSSGP virtual connection
BVCI. See BSSGP virtual connection

identifier
Bye message, 167, 170

CACH. See Common access channel
Call control, 7, 73, 169, 227
Call control and transmission, 201�2
Call requirements, network�s ability to

signal, 10�11
Call selection/reselection, 41, 101, 114
Call setup, 12, 169
Call-state control function, 205, 208,

210, 214, 216, 231
CAM. See Channel assignment message
Cancel message, 170
Canonical name, 167
Capability control, 227
Capability inquiry, 42
Capacity credit scheme, 137

Capacity planning, 65
Care-of address, 192
Carrier frequency change, 11
Carriers, cdma2000, 83�84
CBR. See Constant bit rate
CCCH. See Common control channel
CCIR 601 image, 261
CCPCH. See Common control physical

channel
CCTrCH. See Coded composite transport

channel
CDG. See CDMA Development Group
CDMA. See Code division multiple access
cdma2000, 4�6, 29, 30�32, 95, 122,

132, 138, 144, 176
architecture, 210�13
channel types, 78�79
data rates, 86�89
media access control, 77�83
network management, 217�18
physical layer, 83�87
principles, 71�73
quality of service, 87�93, 233�37
signaling and LAC, 73�77

CDMA Development Group, 4
cdmaOne, 2, 3, 5�6, 71, 72, 135
CDPD. See Cellular Packet Data Protocol
CDT. See Cell delay time
CDV. See Cell delay variation
Cell capacity, 121�23, 133�35
Cell delay time, 148
Cell delay variation, 148, 243
Cell-failure probability, 245
Cell layering, 132�33
Cell loss priority, 148
Cell radio network temporary identity, 47
Cell reselection, 60�61
Cell search, 53, 59�61, 65
Cell sectorization, 132
Cellular Packet Data Protocol, 2
CELP. See Code excited linear prediction
Challenge Handshake Authentication

Protocol, 213
Channel assignment message, 89�91
Channel coding

GPRS, 114, 115�17
overview, 28�29
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Channel coding (continued)
WCDMA, 54�57

Channel control message, 111
Channel count, 134
Channel identifier, 146, 148
Channelization, 61
Channelization code, 30, 51, 137
Channel numbering, 84�85
Channels, extra, 132
Channel splitting, 33�34
Channel symbol rate, 86
CHAP. See Challenge Handshake

Authentication Protocol
Checksum, 171, 175, 177, 181
Chunk flag, 181
Chunk header, 180�82
CI. See Congestion indicator
CID. See Channel identifier; Context

identifier
CIF. See Common intermediate format
Ciphering, 12, 28�29, 43, 46
Circuit-switched network, 12, 35, 65, 67,

133, 233
cdma2000, 210�12, 244
GPRS, 99, 114, 102, 104, 109, 113
UMTS, 201�2
voice applications, 247�56

Class A/B/C modes, 96, 150
Classification function, 227
Client handle, 163
Client-server exchanges, 86, 169
CLP. See Cell loss priority
CMIP. See Common Management

Information Protocol
CNAME. See Canonical name
Cochannel interference, 121, 122
Code channel attribute adjustment, 86
Coded composite transport

channel, 49, 55, 63, 67
Code division multiple access, 3, 26, 30,

95, 123, 125, 128, 129, 141
admission control, 133�38
power control, 132
See also cdma2000; wideband code

division multiple access
Code division multiple access PCS, 71

Code excited linear prediction, 71, 249�50,
274�75

Code extension, 24�25
Code-group identification, 60
Code tree, 23�24
Coding schemes 1 to 4, 115
Common access channel, 78
Common channel, 77
Common control channel, 46, 78, 85, 101
Common control physical channel, 60
Common intermediate format, 261�62,

264, 267, 272�73, 284
Common Management Information

Protocol, 217
Common open policy

server, 161�65, 208, 231
Common packet access grant channel, 110
Common packet broadcast control

channel, 110
Common packet channel, 45, 55, 67
Common packet control

channel, 110, 114, 117
Common packet notification

channel, 110�11
Common packet paging channel, 110
Common packet random access

channel, 110
Common part sublayer, 146�47
Common part sublayer packet payload, 146
Common physical channel, 53
Common pilot channel, 53, 60
Common power control channel, 78
Common signaling channel, 75, 76, 91
COMPACT, 96
Composed maximum transmission

unit, 153�54
Compressed mode, 58, 61
Compressed Real-Time Transfer

Protocol, 177�78
Compression, 16, 26, 33

asynchronous transfer mode, 145�47
header, 27�28, 42, 103�4, 174�79, 234
MPEG, 269�71
source coding, 27�28
video, 16, 26, 28, 248�53, 262, 265
voice, 7, 12, 16, 26, 28, 145�47,

174�75
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Concatenation code, 25�27, 29
Congestion control, 143, 160, 174,

180, 183
Congestion indicator, 148
Connected mode, 41, 60
Connectionless Protocol, 179
Connection-oriented service, 143, 145
Constant bit rate, 147�48, 268
Constraint length, 23
Contention resolution, 114
Context identifier, 176, 177, 178�79
Context object, 163�64
Contexts, connection control, 184
Continuous presence multipoint, 280�81
Contributing source, 166, 168
Control channel, 107
Control functions, 114, 227
Controlled load service, 152�55
Controlling radio network

controller, 37, 63, 66, 67, 137
Control messages, 111
Control plane, 10, 40, 204
Conversational service

class, 221�22, 233, 238
Convolutional code, 21�24, 25, 26, 27,

29, 54, 66, 86
COPS. See Common open policy server
Core network, 36
Costs, quality, 8�10
CPBCCH. See Common packet broadcast

control channel
CPCCCH. See Common packet control

channel
CPCCH. See Common packet paging

channel; Common power
control channel

CPCH. See Common packet channel
CPICH. See Common pilot channel
CPM. See Continuous presence multipoint
CPNCH. See Common packet notification

channel
CPRACH. See Common packet random

access channel
CPS. See Common part sublayer
CRC. See Cyclic redundancy check
CRNC. See Controlling radio network

controller

C-RNTI. See Cell radio network temporary
identity

CRTP. See Compressed Real-Time
Transfer Protocol

CS. See Coding schemes
CSCF. See Call-state control function
CSCH. See Common signaling channel
CS network. See Circuit-switched network
CSRC. See Contributing source
C-type field, 162�64, 189
CU. See Currently used
Currently used bit, 159
Cyclic redundancy check, 17, 18, 28, 44,

54, 55�56, 58, 66, 75, 81, 85,
86, 105, 145, 179, 255

DAMPS. See Digital Advanced Mobile
Phone System

Data channel, 78�79
Data chunk, 180�82, 183
Data compression, 16, 26, 27�28, 33
Data duplication, 12
Data integrity, 12
Data link connection identifier, 104, 105
Data payload header, 181�82
DCCH. See Dedicated control channel
DCFE. See Dedicated control function

entity
DCH. See Dedicated channel
DCT. See Discrete cosine transformation
Deblocking filter, 282
Decompressor, 177, 178, 179
Dedicated channel, 12, 46, 51, 67�68,

137, 255
Dedicated control channel, 42, 45, 78�79,

83, 85, 101
Dedicated control function entity, 40
Dedicated mode, 101
Dedicated physical channel, 51�53,

59, 137
Dedicated physical control

channel, 51�52, 55�58, 66
Dedicated physical data channel, 51�53,

55�58, 60�61, 65�66
Dedicated signaling

channel, 75, 76�77, 137
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Dedicated traffic channel, 41, 42, 45,
55�57, 77�78

Dedicated transport channel, 45, 46
Default codec, 12
Delay, 238�45
Delay class, 103, 118, 228, 230
Delayed acknowledgment, 183
Deleted message, 163
Delivery integration framework, 276
Delivery monitoring, 165
Delivery order, 66, 224
Denial-of-service attack, 187, 245
Descriptor format, 185�86
Destination network, 11�12
Destination port number, 180�81
D-frame, 263
DHCP. See Dynamic Host Configuration

Protocol
Dictionary compression methods, 27
Differential pulse code modulation, 265
Differentiated services, 91, 119, 159�61,

188, 208, 226, 231, 234,
242, 244

Differentiated services classes, 188, 236
Differentiated services code-point, 159�61,

208, 226, 236, 244, 258
DiffServ. See Differentiated services
Digital Advanced Mobile Phone

System, 2, 5
Dim and burst, 81
Directional antenna, 123
Direct sequence code division multiple

access, 4, 35, 71
Direct sequence spreading, 4, 71
Direct transfer application part, 212
Discrete cosine transformation, 262,

265�66, 269, 271, 272, 281
Djykstra algorithm, 20
DL. See Downlink
DLCI. See Data link connection identifier
DMIF. See Delivery multimedia integration

framework
DNS. See Domain name server
Domain name server, 100, 203, 205
Doppler shift, 125, 135

Downlink, 31, 32, 38, 46, 50, 52, 53, 55,
57, 59, 61, 62, 111, 114, 123,
133�36, 207, 229

Downlink load factor, 134�35
Downlink shared channel, 45, 46
DPCCH. See Dedicated physical control

channel
DPCH. See Dedicated physical channel
DPCM. See Differential pulse code

modulation
DPDCH. See Dedicated physical data

channel
Drift radio network controller, 37
DRNC. See Drift radio network controller
Dropped call, 12, 65, 134
Dropped packet, 160, 175, 222
DS. See Direct sequence spreading
DS-CDMA. See Direct sequence code

division multiple access
DSCH. See Dedicated signaling channel;

Downlink shared channel
DSCP. See Differentiated services

code-point
DTAP. See Direct transfer application part
DTCH. See Dedicated traffic channels
DTMF. See Dual-tone multiple frequency
Dual-tone multiple frequency, 202
Dual transfer mode, 102, 114
Duplication avoidance sublayer, 40
Dynamic addressing, 99, 100, 152, 203�4
Dynamic Host Configuration

Protocol, 150, 192, 203, 205
Dynamic mode, media access

control, 111�12
Dynamic radio bearer control, 50
Dynamic timeslot division, 133

E.164 standard, 194
EACH. See Enhanced access channel
ECAM. See Extended channel assignment

message
Echo cancellation, 251�53
ECSD. See Enhanced circuit-switched data
EDGE. See Enhanced data rates for GSM

evolution
Edge, trellis code, 18
EF. See Expedited forwarding
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Effective isotropic radiated power, 129�30
EFR. See Enhanced full rate
EGPRS. See Enhanced general packetized

radio service
Eight phase-shift key, 109, 113
EIR. See Equipment identification register
EIRP. See Effective isotropic radiated power
Electronic serial number, 32, 73, 75
Elementary stream, 277
Encapsulating security payload, 149, 178
Encryption, 12, 28�29, 32, 168, 170�71
End-to-end error correction, 244�45
End-to-end quality of

service, 230�31, 238�45
Enhanced access channel, 78, 85
Enhanced circuit-switched data, 3
Enhanced data rates for GSM

evolution, 3, 6, 95, 109, 121
Enhanced full rate, 109�10, 248, 250
Enhanced general packetized radio

service, 3, 108, 109, 113, 114,
115�16

Enhanced variable rate codec, 238, 249
Entropy coding, 27
Equipment identification

register, 97, 211, 216
Erlang theory, 122, 131, 133, 136, 138
ES. See Elementary stream
ESN. See Electronic serial number
ESP. See Encapsulating security payload,
E-TCH/F. See Enhanced full-rate traffic

channel
ETSI. See European Telecommunications

Standards Institute
European Telecommunications Standards

Institute, 1�2, 4, 35
EVRC. See Enhanced variable rate codec
Exclusive mode, 112
Exclusive OR operation, 31, 32
Expedited forwarding, 160, 242, 258
Extended channel assignment

message, 89�91
Extended dynamic mode, 111�12
Extended supplemental channel request

message, 89�91
Extensible hypertext markup language, 261
Extension header, 151, 166, 173, 204

FAC. See Foreign agent challenge
FACH. See Forward access channel
Fading, slow and fast, 125, 128, 130,

133, 138�39
Fast connect, 209
Fast fading, 125, 128, 133, 138�39
Fast power control, 85, 125, 134, 138�39
Fast update request, 280
Fault management messages, 217
F-BCCH. See Forward broadcast common

channel
FCH. See Fundamental channel
FCS. See Frame check sequence
F-CSCH. See Forward common signaling

channel
FDD. See Frequency division duplex
FDMA. See Frequency division multiple

access
F-DSCH. See Forward dedicated signaling

channel
F-DTCH. See Forward dedicated traffic

channel
FEC. See Forward error correction;

Forwarding equivalence class
Feedback message/mechanism, 153, 179
Fiber optics, 244
File Transfer Protocol, 7
Firewall, 168, 203
First-generation system, 1, 7, 28
First order state, 178
Fixed full-duplex mode, 112
Fixed half-duplex mode, 112
Flag, 172, 204
FlexMux layer, 276
Flow control, 44�45, 64, 105, 106, 143,

153, 157, 182�83
Flow label, 151
FM. See Frame mode
FO. See First order state
Foreign agent, 192, 213
Foreign agent challenge, 213
Forward access channel, 42, 45, 46, 47
Forward broadcast common channel, 78
Forward common access channel, 78
Forward common control channel, 78, 85
Forward common power control

channel, 78
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Forward common signaling channel, 75
Forward dedicated control channel, 78, 85
Forward dedicated signaling channel, 75
Forward dedicated traffic channel, 77�78
Forward error correction, 1, 15�16, 30,

53, 86, 114
Forward fundamental channel, 78
Forwarding equivalence class, 187�88
Forwarding packets, 160
Forward logical channel, 73�74
Forward paging channel, 78
Forward power control, 90
Forward supplemental channel, 78
Forward supplemental code channel, 78, 85
Forward synchronization channel, 78
Forward traffic channel, 85
FPC. See Fast power control; Forward

power control
Fragmentation, 151�52, 180, 258
Frame, 85
Frame check sequence, 105
Frame mode, 81
Frame quality indicator, 85
Frame Relay Forum, 257�58
Frame-relay network, 12
Frame synchronization, 51, 59, 60
Free-space loss, 124
Freeze frame, 280
Frequency bands, 84�85
Frequency division duplex, 4, 5, 35, 38, 49,

50, 55, 60, 61, 64, 126, 128,
129, 133, 136, 137, 138

Frequency division multiple access, 121�23
Frequency synchronization, 53
FRF. See Frame Relay Forum
F-SYNC. See Forward synchronization

channel
FTP. See File Transfer Protocol
Full context state, 179
Full-rate packet dedicated channel, 114
Full-rate traffic channel, 109�10
Fundamental channel, 78, 79, 82�83, 85

G.131 standard, 252
G.164 standard, 252
G.165 standard, 252
G.168 standard, 252

G.711 standard, 193, 247, 249
G.723 standard, 193, 210, 238, 278
G.729 standard, 193, 238, 248�49
GAIT. See GSM ANSI-136 Interworking

Team
Gamma distribution, 241�42
Gatekeeper, 193�94
Gateway control, 184�87
Gateway GPRS support node, 97, 201,

202�8, 216, 217, 222, 231, 244
Gateway mobile switching center, 202
Gateways, 10, 118, 144

H.323 standard, 193�94
packet-switched, 202�8
UMTS, 208�10

Gaussian minimum shift
key, 34, 113, 114, 117

General packetized radio
service, 3, 6, 121, 123, 133

BSS-SGSN Protocol, 106, 112
layer 1, 113�17
layer 2, 107�13
layer 3, 100�7
logical link control, 104�6
medium access control, 111�12
principles, 95�100
quality of service, 117�19
radio link control, 107�11, 113
radio resource management, 100�2
Subnetwork Dependent Convergence

Protocol, 102�4
General packetized radio service mobility

management, 104
General packetized radio service support

node, 100
General Packetized Radio Service

Tunneling Protocol, 99, 203�204
Generation number, 177
Generic routing encapsulation, 234�36
Geographic coverage design, 131
GERAN. See GSM/EDGE Radio Access

Network
GGSN. See Gateway GPRS support node
GIF. See Graphic interchange format
Global positioning system, 36, 72, 85
Global service mobile, 2�3, 5�6, 121,

122, 126, 248
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Global service mobile mobility
management, 99

Global service mobile EFR, 49
Global service mobile�mobility application

part, 2
GMSC. See Gateway mobile switching

center
GMSK. See Gaussian minimum shift key
Goal, trellis code, 18
GOB. See Groups of blocks
GOP. See Groups of pictures
GPAGCH. See Common packet access

grant channel
GPRS. See General packetized radio service
GPS. See Global positioning system
Grade of service, 138
Graphics Interchange Format, 261
GRE. See Generic routing encapsulation
Group receive mode, 101
Groups of blocks, 263�64, 268, 279, 284
Groups of pictures, 263�64
Group transmit mode, 102
GSM. See global service mobile
GSM ANSI-135 Interworking Team, 6
GSM/EDGE Radio Access

Network, 6, 232
GSM-MAP. See Global service

mobile�mobility application part
GSN. See General packetized radio service

support node
GTP. See General Packetized Radio Service

Tunneling Protocol
Guaranteed bit rate, 224, 229
Guaranteed delay service, 152�56, 158
Guard period, 61�63

H.221 standard, 193
H.223 standard, 193
H.225 standard, 170�71, 193, 194, 209
H.245 standard, 169, 193, 195, 209, 210,

222, 230, 276
H.248 standard, 184, 201
H.261 standard, 193, 261, 266�68
H.262 standard, 269
H.263 standard, 210, 261, 277�84
H.323 standard, 147, 168, 169, 170�71,

184, 191, 192�95, 209, 210

H.324 standard, 222, 249, 276, 277�84
Half-duplex conversation, 135
Half-rate packet dedicated channel, 114
Half-rate traffic channel, 109�10
Hamming distance, 17, 21
Handover, 7

CDMA, 133�34
GPRS, 101, 113
hard, 61, 126, 199
soft, 60�61, 65, 126�27, 129�30, 136
WCDMA, 37, 58, 59�61, 65, 133

Handover failure, 7, 11
Handover gain, 126�27, 129�30
Hard blocking, 136
Hard handover, 61, 126, 199
Harmonic vector excitation coding, 274
HARQ. See Hybrid acknowledgment

request
HDLC. See High-level data link control
Header error control, 146
Headers

asynchronous transfer mode, 145
common open policy server, 161�63
compression, 27�28, 42, 103�4,

174�79, 234
generic routing encapsulation, 235�36
Internet Protocol, 151�53, 156�57,

174�79
media access control, 46, 64
radio access bearer, 226
Real-Time Transfer Protocol, 165�66
Stream Control Transmission

Protocol, 180�82
Transmission Control

Protocol, 171, 173, 174
UMTS, 42, 203�4
video application, 277

HEC. See Header error control
Hierarchical transmission, 266
High-level data link control, 15, 113, 278
High-speed circuit-switched data, 3, 113
High-speed data services,

cdma2000, 91�93
High-speed downlink shared

channel, 63�64
High-Speed Downlink Shared Channel

Frame Protocol, 63�64
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High-speed physical downlink shared
channel, 64

High-speed shared control channel, 64
HLR. See Home location register
Home agent, 192, 213
Home location register, 97, 99, 201, 202,

203, 211, 212, 215
Home public land mobile network, 99
Home subscriber server, 201
Hop-by-hop routing, 188
Hop-is-count, 153�54
Hop-limit field, 151
HSCSD. See High-speed circuit-switched

data
HSDPA. See High-speed downlink packet

access
HS-DSCH. See High-speed downlink

shared channel
HS-DSCH FP. See High-Speed Downlink

Shared Channel Frame Protocol
HS-PDSCH. See High-speed physical

downlink shared channel
HSS. See Home subscriber server
HS-SCCH. See High-speed shared control

channel
Huffman coding, 27
HVXC. See Harmonic vector excitation

coding
Hybrid acknowledgment request, 64
Hypertext Transfer Protocol, 265

I.363.2 Recommendation, 239
IAA. See Initial address message

acknowledgment
IAM. See Initial address message
I-channel. See In-phase channel
ICMP. See Internet Control Message

Protocol
Idle mode, 41, 99, 101
IE. See Information element
IETF. See Internet Engineering Task Force
I-frame (intraframe), 105, 262�63
IKE. See Internet key exchange
IM. See Internet multimedia
I-Mode, 3
IMSI. See International mobile subscriber

identity

IMSI-S. See International mobile subscriber
identity 10-digit

IMT-2000, 3�5, 8, 85, 232
Incremental redundancy, 113
Independent segment decoding, 279
Information element, 42, 230, 254
Initial address message, 142
Initial address message

acknowledgment, 142
Initialize and refresh state, 178
Inner loop power control, 59
In-phase channel, 33�34
Integrated services, 152�58
Integrated services digital network, 3, 193,

194, 212, 262, 278
Integration reference point, 217
Integrity, data and operational, 12
Interactive service class, 223, 234, 242
Intercell interference, 136
Interference, 27, 33, 35, 59, 121, 122,

125�26, 128, 135, 136
Interference margin, 129
Interference power measurement, 57�58
Interframe image data, 262�63
Interleaving, 26�27, 54�57, 66, 114
International mobile subscriber

identity, 73, 75, 99, 211
International mobile subscriber identity

10-digit, 73, 75
International roaming number, 213
International Telecommunications

Union, 3�4, 103, 147, 169, 184,
192�95, 202, 239, 247�49, 252,
261, 269, 274, 277�84

Internet, 2, 6
Internet Control Message

Protocol, 152, 192
Internet Engineering Task Force, 149, 199
Internet key exchange, 213
Internet multimedia, 35, 199, 202, 206,

207, 208, 222, 231, 256
Internet Protocol, 11, 43, 92, 141, 149,

212, 213, 234
Internet Protocol bearer, 206
Internet Protocol bearer service

manager, 118, 231
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Internet Protocol header
compression, 176�78

Internet Protocol version 4, 99, 100,
149�50, 156, 157, 159, 163,
174�79, 189, 242

Internet Protocol version 6, 99, 100,
150�52, 156, 157�59, 163, 174,
176, 177, 189, 236, 242

Interoperability, 6
Interrogating call-state control

function, 205
Interworking function, 202, 210, 212�13
Intraframe, 105, 262�63
Intserv network, 187, 208
Invite message, 169�70
IP. See Internet Protocol
IPHC. See Internet Protocol header

compression
IPSec, 32, 150
IPv4. See Internet Protocol version 4
IPv6. See Internet Protocol version 6
IR. See Initialize and refresh state
IRN. See International roaming number
IRP. See Integration reference point
IS-95 standard, 2, 6, 71, 80, 95, 249
IS-95A standard, 2, 79
IS-95B standard, 2, 79, 87, 95
IS-136 standard, 6, 95
IS-634 standard, 211
IS-2000 standard, 212, 234
ISDN. See Integrated services digital

network
Isotropic antenna, 124
ITU. See International

Telecommunications Union
IWF. See Interworking function

Jacobsen header compression, 174�76, 234
Jamming, 126
JBIG. See Joint Bi-Level Group
Jitter, 179, 222, 237, 239, 258, 268, 269
Joint Bi-Level Group, 261
Joint Photographic Experts

Group, 261, 265�66
Joint Photographic Experts

Group 2000, 265, 271�72, 274

JPEG. See Joint Photographic Experts
Group

Key exchange, 12
Key synchronization, 12

Label Distribution Protocol, 119, 188�89
Label switch path, 188�89, 208
Label switch router, 188�89
LAC. See Link access control
Last-in first-out, 188
LATM. See Low overhead audio transport

multiplex
LDP. See Label Distribution Protocol
Leaky bucket approach, 106
Lempel-Ziv principles, 27
Length indicator, 146
LI. See Length indicator
Licenses, bandwidth, 5, 6, 38
LIFO. See Last-in first-out
Linear block code, 17
Link access control, 73�77, 90�91
Link budget, 123, 127�31
Link quality monitoring, 114
LLC. See Logical link control
LMSI. See Local mobile subscriber identity
Local mobile subscriber identity, 99
Local policy decision point, 161
Logical channel

cdma2000, 73�74, 78�79
GPRS, 109�111
H.245 standard, 195
MAC layer, 45�47

Logical link control, 99, 102, 103�6
Logical Link Control Protocol data

unit, 106, 108
Logical Link Protocol data unit, 105
Logical transmission unit, 83
Log-normal law, 125, 130
Low overhead audio transport

multiplex, 277
LPDP. See Local policy decision point
LSP. See Label switch path
LSR. See Label switch router
LTU. See Logical transmission unit

M3UA. See Message transfer part 3 user
adaptation layer
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MAC. See Media access control
Macroblock, 262, 264�65, 267�68, 281
Macrocell, 72, 126, 130�31, 132
Management information base, 217
MAP. See Mobile application part
Mapping bit sequences, 30
Mapping channels, 50�51, 53, 226, 227
Market bit, 166
Markovian probability, 240
Maximum bit rate, 223�24
Maximum packet size, 153
Maximum segment size, 173
Maximum transmission unit, 149, 152,

153�55, 157, 158, 171, 173,
180, 183, 242, 257�58

Maximum waiting delay, 187
MBM. See Motion boundary marker
MC. See Motion compensated; Multipoint

controller
MCC. See Mobile country code
MCS-1 to MCS-9

coding, 114, 115�16, 117
MCSB. See Message control and status

block
MCU. See Multipoint control unit
Mean opinion score, 248, 249
Media access control

cdma2000, 73, 77�83, 91, 92, 241
GPRS, 99, 107�8, 111�12
UMTS, 255
WCDMA, 42, 45�50, 63�64

Media gateway, 184�87, 201�2, 208�10
Media gateway control function, 202,

205�6, 209, 213, 255
Media gateway controller, 184�87
Media Gateway Control

Protocol, 168, 184�87, 201, 278
Megaco. See Media Gateway Control

Protocol
Message control and status

block, 75, 79, 91
Message transfer part, 143�44, 211�12
Message transfer part 3 user adaptation

layer, 144
Message type field, 164
MG. See Media gateway
MGC. See Media gateway controller

MGCF. See Media gateway control
function

MIB. See Management information base
Microcell, 72, 131, 132, 133
Microsoft Point to Point Compression, 27
Midamble, 61�63
MIME. See Multipurpose Internet mail

extension
Minimessage, 77
Minimum packet size, 153
Minimum path latency, 153�54
Miniprotocol data unit, 75, 76
Misdirection, 12
Mixer, 167�68
MNC. See Mobile network code
Mobile application part, 144, 203
Mobile country code, 99
Mobile identification number, 211
Mobile network code, 99
Mobile network, evolution of, 1�7
Mobile phone network coding, 28�33
Mobile station, 96, 99, 105, 212, 234
Mobile station identifier, 213
Mobile subscriber identity number, 99
Mobile switching center, 96, 201�02,

210�12, 215, 217, 251
Mobile switching center server, 201
Mobile switching station, 211
Mobile terminal, 96
Mobility administration, 144
Mobility agent, 192
Mobility class, 138�39
Mobility Internet Protocol, 6, 168, 192,

212, 213, 234
Mobility management, 7, 99�100, 105
Mode A operation, 80, 82
Mode B operation, 80, 82�83
Modulation, 33�34, 53
MOS. See Mean opinion score
Motion boundary marker, 275, 281
Motion compensated, 267
Motion Joint Photography Experts

Group, 261, 265�66
Motion Pictures Experts

Group, 16, 27, 168, 209, 261
Motion Pictures Experts Group

Level 1, 261
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Motion Pictures Experts Group
Level 2, 260, 261, 268�71

Motion Pictures Experts Group
Level 3, 259�60, 261

Motion Pictures Experts Group
Level 4, 272�77, 284

MP. See Multipoint processor
MP3. See Motion Pictures Experts Group

level 3
MPEG. See Motion Pictures Experts Group
MPLS. See Multiprotocol label switching
MPPC. See Microsoft Point to Point

Compression
MS. See Mobile station
MSC. See Mobile switching center
M-sequence, 31
M-service, 3
MSID. See Mobile station identifier
MSIN. See Mobile subscriber identity

number
MSS. See Maximum segment size
MTP. See Message transfer part
MTU. See Maximum transmission unit
Multicast address, 168
Multicast multimedia, 213
Multiframe structure, 117
Multihoming, 180, 183
Multimedia applications, 189�91, 192,

193, 209, 213, 222, 237
Multipath interference, 125�26, 135, 137
Multiplexing sublayer, 77, 79�83, 91
Multiplexing transport channel, 53, 54�57
Multipoint controller, 194
Multipoint control unit, 193, 194
Multipoint processor, 194
Multiprotocol label switching, 187�89, 208
Multipurpose Internet mail extension, 261
Multislot operation, 95, 96, 111, 113, 117
Multiuser detection, 122
MWD. See Maximum waiting delay

NADC/USDC. See North American/
United States digital
communication

Nagle algorithm, 174
Narrowband carrier, 71�72
NAS. See Nonaccess stratum

NBAP. See Node B application part
Network-network interface, 144
Network protocol data unit, 102, 103, 104
Networks

access 7�8
expansion, 131�13
management, 213�18
quality of service, 10�12

Network service access point
identifier, 100, 102

Network service virtual connection, 112
Network service virtual link, 112
NMT. See Nordic Mobile Telephone
NNI. See Network-network interface
No context state, 179
Node B, 36�38, 37, 41, 42, 59, 63,

137, 214�15
Node B application part, 37, 137
Nodes, DS-compliant, 159�60
Noise, 128�29
Noise rise, 134
Nonaccess stratum, 42, 43
Nonacknowledgment

message, 64, 108, 179
Nonassured mode, 74, 90, 91, 144
Nordic Mobile Telephone, 1
North American/United States digital

communication, 2
N-PDU. See Network protocol data unit
NSAPI. See Network service access point

identifier
NS-VC. See Network service virtual

connection
NS-VL. See Network service virtual link

OCSF. See Orthogonal constant spreading
factor

Offset field, 147
Okamuru-Hata loss model, 130
O-mode. See Bidirectional optimistic mode
Open loop power control, 86
Open systems interface, 38
Operational integrity, 12
Optical fiber, 144�45
Orthogonal code, 31
Orthogonal constant spreading factor, 30
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Orthogonal variable spreading
factor, 29, 30, 61, 67

OSF. See Offset field
OSI. See Open systems interface
Outer loop power control, 41, 59, 138
OVSF. See Orthogonal variable spreading

factor

P.862 Recommendation, 248
PACCH. See Packet associated control

channel
Packet access grant channel, 110, 117
Packet associated control

channel, 110�11, 117
Packet broadcast control channel, 110, 117
Packet channel control message, 111
Packet control function, 212, 234�35, 236
Packet control unit, 97
Packet Data Convergence

Protocol, 41, 42�50, 63, 178, 204
Packet data traffic channel, 109�11, 117
Packet dedicated channel, 112, 114, 133
Packet dedicated channel multiframe, 117
Packet flow context, 106
Packet flow identifier, 106
Packet idle mode, 102
Packet notification channel, 110�11, 117
Packet paging channel, 110
Packet protocol header, 27�28
Packet random access channel, 110
Packet-switched network, 6, 12, 35, 63, 91,

133, 153, 168, 209
cdma2000, 212�13, 242
UMTS, 202�10
voice application, 257�60

Packet-switched streaming services, 265
Packet temporary mobile subscriber

identity, 99
Packet timing advance control

channel, 110�11
Packet transfer mode, 102
PAGCH. See Packet access grant channel
Paging channel, 45, 78, 110�11
Paging notification function entity, 40
PAP. See Password Authentication Protocol
Parallel concatenation codes, 25�26
Parity check, 17, 19

Parity field, 147
Password Authentication Protocol, 213
Path, trellis codes, 18
Path-band-width estimate, 153�54
Path loss, 124, 130
Path message, 156�57
Payload compression, 103
Payload identification, 165
Payload length, 151, 204
Payload type, 166, 168
PBCCH. See Packet broadcast control

channel
PC. See Personal computer
PCCCH. See Common packet control

channel
PCF. See Packet control function; Policy

control function
PCH. See Paging channel
PCM. See Pulse code modulation
PCR. See Peak cell rate; Program reference

clock
PCS. See Personal communications system
PCU. See Packet control unit
PDCH. See Packet dedicated channel
PDCH/F. See Full-rate packet dedicated

channel
PDCH/H. See Half-rate packet dedicated

channel
PDCP. See Packet Data Convergence

Protocol
PDP. See Policy decision point
PDTCH. See Packet data traffic channel
PDU. See Protocol data unit
Peak cell rate, 148
Peak throughput, 103
Peak-to-average signal, 33
Peer-to-peer communication, 46, 209
Peer-to-peer data transfer, 144
PEP. See Policy enforcement point
Performance network management

cdma2000, 217�18
UMTS, 213�17

Per-hop behavior, 159�61, 242, 258
Personal communications system, 4, 85
Personal computer, 3
PFC. See Packet flow context
PFI. See Packet flow identifier
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P-frame, 262�63
PHB. See Per-hop behavior
Physical channel

cdma2000, 78�79
GPRS, 113
WCDMA, 50�53, 64

Physical layer
cdma2000, 83�87
GPRS, 113�17

Physical layer, WCDMA, 50
cell search and handover, 59�61
channels, 50�53
functions, 54�57
measurements, 57�58
power control, 59
procedures, 53�54
time division duplex, 61�63

Physical link layer, 113�14
Picocell, 131, 132, 133
PID. See Protocol identifier
Pilot channel, 29, 42
Pilot field bit, 51�52
Plain old telephone service, 12
Play-out delay, 237
PLMN. See Public land mobile network
PN. See Pseudonoise sequences
PNCH. See Packet notification channel
PNFE. See Paging notification function

entity
Point-to-multipoint services, 106, 111
Point-to-Point Protocol, 92, 100�2,

184, 212, 213, 234�35
Point-to-point services, 100�2, 106
Poisson distribution, 240
Policy control function, 208, 210
Policy decision point, 99, 100, 101, 118,

161�65, 165, 203, 206, 207,
208, 229, 230

Policy enforcement point, 161�65
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58, 59, 121
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Simple Network Management
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Slot segmentation, 57
Slot synchronization, 60
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WCDMA, 36, 53, 72
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TACS. See Total Access Communications
System

Tandem free operation, 251
Tandeming, 238
TB. See Transport block
TBF. See Temporary block flow
TBS. See Transport block set
TC. See Transaction capability
TCH/F. See Full-rate traffic channel
TCH/H. See Half-rate traffic channel
TCP. See Transmission Control Protocol
TCTF. See Transport-channel-type field
TDD. See Time division duplex
TDMA. See Time division multiple access
TEID. See Tunnel endpoint identifier
Temporary block flow, 108, 112, 118, 133
Temporary logical link identifier, 99, 104
Temporary mobile subscriber

identity, 75, 99
Terminal equipment, 96
Termination, connection control, 184�86
Termination identification, 184�15
Terrestrial radio network, 10
Textual descriptor, 185
TF. See Transport format
TFC. See Transport format combination
TFCI. See Transport format combination

indicator
TFCS. See Transport format combination

set
TFI. See Transport format indicator
TFO. See Tandem free operation
TFRI. See Transport format and resource
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TFS. See Transport format set
TFT. See Traffic flow template
TFTP. See Trivial File Transfer Protocol
Third-generation network, 4�6, 11, 28,

131�32, 137, 161, 178
Third Generation Partnership Project, 4,

35, 149, 171, 234
Throughput, 229, 237, 244
Throughput load factor, 134�35
Time division duplex, 4�5, 35, 38, 50, 58,

60�64, 137
Time division multiple

access, 2, 3, 6, 117, 121

Time division multiplex, 145
Time-out, 183�84
Time stamp, 165, 166, 173, 179, 195, 258,

269, 276, 277, 283
Time synchronization, 53, 65
Time transmission interval, 60, 66
TLLI. See Temporary logical link identifier
TM. See Traffic-mixing ratio; Transparent

mode
TMSI. See Temporary mobile subscriber

identification
Token-bucket rate, 153
TOS. See Type of service
Total Access Communications System, 1
Total constraint length, 23
TPC. See Transmit power control
Traffic channel, 109�11
Traffic class, 150, 159, 161, 176, 223
Traffic conditioner, 227
Traffic coverage design, 131
Traffic dropping, 12
Traffic flow template, 100, 101, 118
Traffic handling priority, 225
Traffic-mixing ratio, 81
Traffic priority, 12
Transaction capability, 143
Transcoder free operation, 250�51
Transcoding, 238
Transfer delay, 66�67, 225, 226, 229
Translation, 167�68, 227
Transmission code, 15�16. See also Block

code; Channel coding;
Convolutional code

Transmission Control Protocol, 151, 156,
169, 171�74, 194, 234, 265

Transmission sequence
number, 64, 182, 183

Transmission time interval, 47�49, 50, 54,
55, 57, 64, 65, 239, 255

Transmit power control, 52, 59, 62
Transparent mode, 43, 63, 66, 207
Transport block, 47�49, 60�61
Transport block set, 47�49, 55
Transport block set size, 47�49, 65
Transport block size, 47�49
Transport channel

MAC layer, 45�50
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WCDMA, 51, 53, 54�57, 67�68
Transport-channel-type

field, 45�46, 67�68
Transport combination format set, 42, 284
Transport format, 45, 47�49
Transport format and resource

indicator, 64
Transport format combination, 45, 46, 47
Transport format combination

indicator, 48�49, 51�52, 55,
57, 62

Transport format combination set, 48
Transport format indicator, 48�49, 112
Transport format set, 48, 254
Trellis codes, 18�19, 20�21
TrFO. See Transcoder free operation
Trivial File Transfer Protocol, 7
TSN. See Transmission sequence number
TTI. See Transmission time interval
Tunnel endpoint identifier, 203, 204
Turbo code, 26, 29, 54, 66, 86
Twice algorithm, 177�78
Type of service, 100, 149�50, 159, 177,

188, 236

UBR. See Unspecified bit rate
UDP. See User Datagram Protocol
UE. See User equipment
UI. See Unconfirmed information
UL. See Uplink
UM mode. See Unacknowledged mode
U-mode. See Unidirectional mode
UMTS. See Universal Mobile

Telecommunications Service
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access

Network, 11, 36�37, 41, 42, 43,
47, 52, 57, 58, 97, 238, 277

Unacknowledged mode
GPRS, 103, 105, 108, 112
WCDMA, 43�44, 63

Uncomfirmed information, 105
UNI. See User-network interface
Unidirectional mode, 179
Universal Mobile Telecommunications

Service, 4, 5�6, 8, 32, 35, 36, 85,
99, 133, 141, 142, 144, 156,
168, 171, 178, 180, 191

adaptive multirate, 253�56
architecture, 199�201
circuit-switched domain, 201�2
H.263 standard, 281�83
network management, 213�17
packet-switched domain, 202�10
quality of service, 65, 223�33
services classes, 221�23

Universal Wireless Communications
Consortium, 4, 6

Unprotected mode, 105
Unspecified bit rate, 147�148
Uplink, 31�32, 37, 38, 50, 52, 53, 54, 59,

61, 62, 85, 110�14, 123, 133,
134, 135, 137, 229

Uplink load factor, 134
Uplink shared channel, 45, 63
Uplink state flag, 112, 114
U-RNTI. See UTRAN radio network

temporary identity
USCH. See Uplink shared channel
User availability, 169
User capabilities, 169
User Datagram Protocol, 43, 151, 156,

165, 166, 169, 171, 174, 176,
177, 178, 190�92, 209, 210,
255, 265

User equipment, 10�11, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42,
53, 57, 65, 67, 137, 206, 208,
210, 216, 217, 230, 231, 251

User equipment field, 228�29
User equipment identity, 46, 47, 64
User equipment information element, 42
User location, 169
User-network interface, 144, 148
User perceptions, of quality, 7�8
User plane, 10, 40, 204, 207
Users, simultaneous, 137
User-to-user information, 146, 147
User traffic control, 227
USF. See Uplink state flag
Utility sublayer, 75
UTRAN. See UMTS Terrestrial Radio

Access Network
UTRAN radio network temporary

identity, 47
UUI. See User-to-user information
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UWC-136HS standard, 4, 6
UWCC. See Universal Wireless

Communications Consortium

V.42bis standard, 27
Variable bit rate, 147�48, 243
VBR. See Variable bit rate
VBS. See Voice broadcasting services
VCI. See Virtual circuit identifier
Vegetation, 124
Verification tag, 181
VGCS. See Voice group call services
Video applications, 32, 222, 232, 237

3G-324M, 277�84
basics, 261�65
compression, 16, 26, 28, 248�53,

262, 265
H.261, 266�68
H.263/H.324, 277�84
JPEG, 265�66, 271�72
MPEG, 268�77

Videoconferencing, 266�68, 274
Video object plane, 272�74, 277
Video redundancy coding, 279
Virtual circuit identifier, 142�43, 188
Virtual path identifier, 142�43, 188
Visited public land mobile

network, 99�100
Visitor location register, 97, 99, 201,

211, 215
Visual texture coding, 274�75
Viterbi algorithm, 20�21, 24, 26, 87
VLR. See Visitor location register
VoFR. See Voice over Frame Relay
Voice activity factor, 135
Voice applications, 96�97, 221�22,

238�39
Voice broadcasting services, 101
Voice compression, 7, 12, 16, 26, 28,

145�47, 174�75
Voice group call services, 101
Voice over Frame Relay, 257
Voice-over-Internet Protocol, 1, 12, 43,

149, 168, 256, 257�58, 259

Voice quality, 1, 7
VoIP. See Voice over Internet Protocol
VOP. See Video object plane
VPI. See virtual path identifier
VRC. See Video redundancy coding
VTC. See Visual texture coding

Walfish-Ikegama loss model, 130
Walsh sequences, 29�30
WAP. See Wireless Application Protocol
WCDMA. See Wideband code division

multiple access
White noise, 128�29
Wideband code division multiple

access, 3, 4, 5, 6, 29, 30, 31, 122
admission/power control, 137�38
architecture protocol

components, 38�39
high-speed downlink packet

access, 63�64
nature and principles, 35�39, 71�72
network upgrade requirements, 95�96
Packet Data Convergence

Protocol, 42�50
physical layer, 50�63
quality of service, 64�68
radio resource control, 40�42

Wideband code division multiple access
frequency division duplex, 4, 5,
35, 38, 49, 50, 55, 60, 61, 64,
126, 128, 129, 133, 136,
137, 138

Wideband code division multiple access
time division duplex, 4, 5, 35,
38, 50, 58, 60, 64, 137

Window scale, 173
Window size, 108, 109, 172�73,

182�83, 244
Wireless Application Protocol, 3
World Wide Web, 3

XHTML. See Extensible hypertext markup
language

XOR. See Exclusive OR operation
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